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Section 4

INTERACTION ELEMENTS
t

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section describes the following elements of the PRERUN
portion of the Systems Assessment Model:

(1) Equipment deployment and failures, including the
representation of sensing missions, emplacement
and re-emplacement of remot3 sensor system equip-
ments, and equipment maintenance and repair.
(Steps 1, 2, and 4 of the model PRERUN).

(2) Determinaticr of ground truth positions for stationary

sensing equ~pnents, and determination of navigation
errors for moving sensing systems. (Steps 3 and 4
of PRERUN).

(3) Determination of game time periods for each sensor
during which the sensor is so exposed to either a
red or blue target that (given certain other necessary
conditions) detection may occur. (Step 8 of PRERUN).

(4) Computation of false alarms and sensor parameter
changes resultin- from variations of noise level
within the environment. (Step 7 of PRERUN).

(5) Deterrnination of line-of-sight conditions for those
sensor-target combinations for which time and space
unions have been established in Step 8 of PRERUN.
(Step 9 of PRERUN).

The princiral objective of the discussions presented in this
section is to describe just what processes and procedures are simulated in
the corresponding portions of the model, the assumptions underlying their
method of representation and Lhe degree or detail in which they are represented.

4.2 EQUIPMENT DEPLOYMENT A1ND FAILURES

4.2.1 Remote Unattended Sensors and Related Equipments.

The remote unattended sensor systems are represented as
consisting of the remote sensors per se, one or more monitors to which each
remote sensor array is intended to report, and (in cases where sensor-to-
monitor range andior terrain characteristics so dictate) one or two inter-
iiwdLate data link relays between sensor array and monitor. Emplacements,
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failures and re-emplaceinents of the remote sensors are simulated in sub-
rcutine RUEUP. Deployraeits, failures and repair/replacements of the
remote sensor monitors are simulated in subroutine READUP. Emplace-
ments, failures and repair/replacements of the data link relays are simulated
in subroutine COMMUP. The material that follows describes each of these
subroutines in turn.

4.2.1.1 RUSUP

The purpose of subroutine RUSUP is to determine, for each
remote unattended so-nsor involved in the game, the period or periods of time
(if any) during which the sensor is emplaced and operable. The subroutine
produces two records whose indices are in register: the first record
contains for each sensor :he game times at which changes of status occur;
the second record contains for each sensor a status code denoting the status
assumed by the sensor at the corresponding game time. The status codes
are described in Table 4.2-I.

For the purpose of the processing accomplished by this
subroutine each sensor is treated as belonging to an array of sensors. A
sensor array may consist of a single sensor. Dimensions provided in the
program limit the maximum number of sensors in an array to ten. Sensors
belonging to a given array are considered to be of such proximity as to share
a common emplacement time. Criteria governing re-emplacement of failed
sensors are based on sensor array operability level.

A macro-flow chart for RUSUP is given in Figure 4.2-1. For
each sensor array the following general sequence of processing events is
followed by the subroutine:

(1) Determine tentative initial emplacement time.

(2) If applicable (i.e., if err placement is by a method
other than artillery or mortar), determine whether
or not an emplacement mission abort occurs.

(3) If mission does not abort and if applicable (i.e., if
emplacement is by a method other than hand-emplaced).
determine which sensors of the array survive emplace-
ment and which are destroyed in the emplacement
process.

(4) For sensors successfully emplaced, determine fox
each the time at which a failure (either reliability or
life failure) will occur. In the case of sensor arrays
for which ýhe planner has nrt specified re-emplacement
criteria, the following additional general sequence of
processing ee-!s ensues.
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Table 4.2-I

SUBROUTINE RUSUP STATUS CODES

Code it.itus in.iiCr iLii

-8 Setser V, .lown U'ccau-.e the array to which it
1elonfs h s i.-lien t.-lo~r criterion strength
,ad !ittempt to re-emplpe did not !ring array
up to criterion qtrcngthI.

-9 3Sn::or ir lio,m bo.cause the array to which it
i,elongs h.:s -allen teloi criterion strength.

-10 Sf,!•or if uj, to]low.ing . maintenance check.

-11 Sensor is down because the planner has specifie4
that it shnul] be de',,ri at this point in g,,me tirae.

-12 Son::or is up 'o]llo4irq, an (!ipl, cernent. for th,.
array of ý,hich it is a nart.

.13 Sensor i3 !own as a consequence of a mission
abort.

-14 Se-isor is &.k.wn as a consequence of a reliability
failure.

-15 Sensor is down as a consequence of a life
(battery) failure.

-16 Sensor is down I ecause the sensor with which it
reported in a primary/auxiliary relationship
has foiled.

-17 Sensor is down because it failed to survive
impa c t.

Sensnr i:; -town because its emplAccnmont time
was equAl to or preAter than its planned down
game time.
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(5) Determine the game time at which the sensor arras no
longer conforms to the level of operability -riterion
specified by the planner. Ucing this time as a reference
(and provided that the ,iumber of emplacement missions
previously undertaken for -tie array is less than the
maximum number of emplacement missions specified
by the planner), determine the tentative tin,, at which
re-emp~icement of the array is to occur.

(6) Steps (2), (3), (4), and (5) above are repeated in sequence
until one of two conditions exisLe:

a. The number of emplacement missions undertaken for
the array is equal to the maximum number of such
missions specified by the planner, or

b. A tentative re-emplacement time is determined
that is equal to or greater than the end of game time.

4.2. 1.1.1 Description of RUSUP Inputs. The inputs
descrilbed here are identified by the names by which they are represented
in the RUSUP program listing, Some of these inputs apply to the entire
sensor array; others apply to individual sensors withirn the array. The
input descriptions include mention of applicability in this regard.

(1) Inputs Defining Array Composition

Input Name Input Description

N4 (1, 4) This is the total number of sensors in
the array in question when the array
is at full strength. N may be assigned
any value from one through ten
(dimensions provided in the program
imposirg the upoer limit on its value).
N, of course, applies to the entire array.

ICR (I, 26) This is the operability level criterion
specified by the game planner for the
array. For example, the Wanner may
specify thac the total number of sensors
(N) in a given sensor array is to be
five and that the value of ICR for that

These parenthetical designations reference data input descriptions presented
in Appendix F of Volume 11. The roman numeral indicates the data set in
Appendix F; the arabic numeral indicates the entry %.ithin the data set.
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array is three. This means that as
long as three or more sensors remain
operable in the array no re-emplacement

-will be undertaken, but that failures
occur such that fewer than three

sensors remain operable in the array
re-emplacement will be undertaken.
(This definition will be further qualified
in a subsequent description of an input
governing the number of re-emplace-
ment missions to be undertaken for a
given sensor array. ) ICR applies to
the entire sensor ar:ay.

MPL (1, 11) This is a code indicating the technique
of emplacement specified by the planner
for a given sensor array. For MPL=
1, 'he array is hand-emplaced. For
MPL = 2, the array is air-dropped.
For MPL = 3, the array is array is
artillery or mortar emplaced.

PS (IV, 9) This is the probability that a given
artillery/mortar-emplaced or air-
dropped sensor will be operable after
impact. This value is assumed to be
unity for hand-emplaced sensors. PS
applies to the individual sensor.

Si (I, 27) This is a code indicating whether or
not a sensor self-destructs when its
batteries becomý. exhausted. SD = I
indicates self-destruct; SD = 0 indicates
no self-destruct. This input apr-lies
to the individual sensor.

A UX (IV, 8) This is a code indicatin& whether or n,,t
a sensor is operating as an auxiliary to
another sensor. AUX = I indicates an
auxiliary sensor; AUX 0 indicates
a primary sensor. This input applies
to the individual sensor.
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(2) Inputs Defining Time Distributions

Name Input Description

XMUF (IV, 4) This is the mean time between failures
(MTBF) for a given sensor. XMUF
defines the reliability failure distribu-
tion. This input applie,; to the individual
sensor.

XMUL (IV,5) This is the mean battery ile of a
given sensor. It applies to the
individual sensor.

SIGL (IV, 6) This is the standard deviation of the
battery life of a given sensor. It
applies to the individual sensor.

XMUE (I, 9) This is the nominal game time at which
the planner specifies a given sensor
array is to be emplaced. This input
applies to the entire sensor array.

SIGE (I, 28) This is the standard deviation of the
distribution of times about XMUE.
This input applies to the entire sensor
array.

Rather than being specified directly by the planner,
this standard deviation value is determined by a code
input by the planner. The implications of the vaL..
assigned this code are as follows:

Code Value of Standard Deviation
(hours)

0 zero

1 0.25

2 0.75

3 2
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XMUR (I, 29) This is the mean time required to
execute a re-emplacement mission
for a given sensor array. This value
should be interpreted as including not
only the-time required for the actual
re-emplacement mission, but also the
time required to recognize that the
sensor array in question has fallen
below its operability level criterion
and that re-emplacement is required.
This input applies to the entire sensor
array.

SIGR (I, 30) This is the standard deviation of the
distribution of times about XMUR.
This input applies to the entire sensor
array.

The value of this standard deviation is determined (as
in the case of SIGE, previously discussed) by the value
assigned to a (0, 1, 2, 3) code by the game planner.
Specifically, the following values are assigned by
designer input:

Code Value of Standard Deviation
(hours)

0 zero

1 0.25

2 0.75

3 2

XMUM (I, 31) This is the mean interval between
scheduled maintenance checks (i. e.,
battery replacement) for the ser.sors
in a given array. This input applies
to the entire sensor array.

SIGM (I, 32) This is the standard deviation of the
distribution of times about XMUM. It
applies to the entire sensor array.

Rather tnan being specified directly by the planner, the
value of this standard deviation is controlled by a two-
value code whose value is asbigned by the planner,
Specifically, the following valuei are assigned by
designer input.
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Code Standard Deviation Value

0 0

1 . , I day

(3) Innuts Governing Sensor Emplacement Missions

* Name Input Description

- NMC (I, 25) This is the total number of emplacement
missiuns specified by the planner that
are to be undertaken (if necessary) to
maintain a given sensor array at or
above its operability level criterion
(i. e., the ICR value previously
described). Thus, the inputs NMC
axJ ICR together tend to determine
the lerel cf re-emplacement activity
for a given sensor array during the
game. Any time the number of operable
sensors within a given array falls
below the ICR value specified for that
a.-ray, re-emplacement will be under-
4aken if, and only if, the number of
emplacement missions previously
undertaken for that array is less than.
the value of NMC. This input applies
to the entire sensor array.

NPC (I, 24) This is the number of emplacement
attempts specified by the planner to
make (if necessary) during a given
emplacement (or re-emplacement)

mission for a given sensor array.
For example, during an air-drop
emplacement mission for an array
having an ICR value of three and an
NPC value of two, If five sensors are
dropped during the first pass over the
intended emplacement location and only
two survive impact, a second pass over
the emplacement location will be under-
taken.

PA (I, Z-3) This is the probability that an emplace-
ment (or re-emplacement) mission for
a given sensor array will abort. This
input applies to the entire sensor array.

TAX (1,10) Planned Dowm Tim. It is the gamne time
specified by the planner at which he
desires that particular array to cease
being played in the gam . This input
applies ta tha entire array.

14-9
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4, 2. 1. 1.2 Simulation of Remote Sensor Emplacement,
Failure and Re-emplacement. In determining game times of sensor emplace-
ment ,nd re-emplacemnent RUSUP treats sensors within the context of the
array to which they belong rather than in isolation. Considerations leading
to this feature of the RUSUP design are discussed briefly here.

For the purpose of the RUSUP design, it was assumed that
the sensors included in any given array would be located in relatively near
proximity to one another.* tinder this ascumption it appears likely that,
within an actual operational environment, all of the sensors making up a
given array would become operative at essentially the same time. It was
believed desirable in modeling the sensor emplacement process to provide
for some randomness in the time of emplacement. At the same time it was
apparent that to permit such randomness in the emplacement time of each
sensor of a gi%,.v, array would. in many cases, lead to operationally
implausible situations; for example, it could result in widely disparate
emplacement times for sensors making up a single array and located only
a few meters apart. Likewise the t:Latment of sensor re-emplacement
strictly on ar. individual basis without regard for the array context would
lead to implausible results. For example, cases would be expected to
occur where a single failed sensor was re-emplaced although other sensors
located within a few meters of it required re-emplacement at the same time.

Although the RUSUP design provides for the treatment of
emplacement and re-emplacement times within the. context of the array as
a whole, this feature need not of course, be used. If for any reason the
garne planner wishes emplacement and re-emplacement times to apply
strictly to individual sensors, he need only specify arrays consisting of a
single sensor each.

The succeeding paragraphs of this section discuss undei -
lying assumptions and rationale which influenced the design of RUSUP but
which are not necessarily apparent from an examination of the program
listing.

(1) Determination of Initial Emplacement Time

RUSUP provides for Monte Carlo "letermination of initial
emplacement time for each sensor arra,,. It is expected that in an
operational environment the actual emplacement times will deviate in
varying degrees from any pre-planned sensor deployment schedule. Such

As discussed elsewhere in this report, the assumption of the near
proximity of the sensors within a given array is also pertinent to the treat-
1i1ent of propagation line of sight for the sensor reporting link.
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deviation might be trivial in the case of sensor deployment for close-in
intrusion detection, but could be quite substantial when sensors are
emplaced in remote locations, particularly when unfavorable terrain and/or
hostile encounters are involved. Such deviations are treated in RUSUP as
being normally distributed about the preplanned or scheduled emplacement
time. * The variance of this distribution is determined by input. When a
Monte Carlo sample is drawn such that the resulting emplacement time
would be less than half the nominal or scheduled emplacement time, the
sample is rejected and resampling occurs. In the case of determining
initial emplacement time, this sampling procedure has the effect of
avoiding emplacement times having a negative- game time value.

(2) Determination of Er'i. cement Missiorn Aborts

The emplacement time w' ose method of Ietermination was

discussed in the previous paragraph is tentative in cases where the input
value for probability of emplacement mission abort is vreater than zero.
That is, the time determined is the time at which emplacement will occur
provided the emplacement mission e" es not abort. In the case of sensor
arrays for which a non-zero value , . probability of mission abort is inplt,
determination of whether or not an abort occurs is accomplisned by
comparison of this vblue with a uniform random number (0, 1). If the
sample value is equal to or less than the input probability value, the
mission is assumed to have aborted. Treatment of the array after a mission
abort is covered in the subsequent discussion of sensor re-emplacement
missions (see paragraph 4. 2. 1. 1. 2(5)).

(3) Determination of Whether Sensors Survive Impact

In the case of air-dropped and artillery/mortar-emplaced
sensor arrays provisions are made for determining which sensors are operable
after impact. Representation of this portion of these missions involves
several counting operations and compar4 sons as illustrated In the logic flow
chart presented in Figure 4.2-2. For the present discussion of the process
depicted in Figure 4.2-2 it is assumed that an air-drop sensor emplacement
mission is in progress. The value N is the number of sensors in the array
when the array is up to full strength (as discussed previously in the
description of RUSUP inputs.) K is the number of sensors that must be
emplaced in order to bring the array up to full strength; for the initial
emplacement mission for a given array, of course, K - N. The counter
NPM counts the number of passes made over the drop site by the emplacement
aircraft, which drops K sensors during each such pass. As each sensor is
dropped its probability of survival value (PS), previously discussed in
the description of inputs, is compared with a uniform random number (0, 1)
to determine whether the sensor survives. The counter I counts the sensors
that survive impact. The counter J counts all sensors dropped ond when
J - K the pass is complete. At this point the number of operable sensors
in the array is compared with the operability level criterion (ICR) for
the array. If the array is up to specified minimum strength, the emplace.
ment mission -ds. If not and if the number of pesses made during this
eMplaLement miasion is equal to the NPC value for this array (previously dis-

4-11
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cussed in the description of inputs) the' mission ends. If, however, the nmn-
ber of passes made during this mission is smaller than the value of NPC, the
value of K is adjusted (as required) and another pass over the emplacement site
is undertaken.

(4) Determination of Sensor Failure Times

The remote unattended sensors are treated in RUSUP as
being subject to both reliability failures and life failures (that is, failures
resulting from exhaustion of the sensor batteries). The reliability failures
are treated as a Poisson distribution whose defining parameter is the
MTBF value applicable to the equipment in question. The life failures are
treated as occurring, on the average, at some specified elapsed time after
emplacement and as varying about this mean value as a normal distribution.
Provisions are made to permit input of a sensor maintenance schedule which
is interpreted to mean that batteries of emplaced sensors are replaced at
more or less regular intervals. Thus, if, for a given sensor array, a
maintenance check is determined to occur at an earlier game time than a
life failure, the life failure is interpreted as having been prevented.

Time to failure for each sensor in a given sensor array is
determined as indicated in the logic flow chart shown in Figure 4.2-3. Time
to reliability failure, TRF, is compared to the time to life failure, TLF
(that is, the first life failure not forestalled by a previous maintenance
check). If the reliability failure occurs first, its time is taken to be the
time of sensor failure. If the life failure occurs first, its time is taken
to be the time of sensor failure; however, if the sensor does not self-
destruct upon life failure (i. e., ISD = 0). the projected reliability failure
time is stored and this failure may occur subsequently in the game following
replacement of the batteries of the sensor in question. Any sensor (whether
primary or auxiliary) which is paired with another senior and reporting in
a primary/auxiliary relationship is treated as failing at the time of failure
of the sensor with which it is paired.

(5) Sensor Re-Emplacement

At any time that a sensor array falls below the minimum
operability level specified by input (or at any time a sensor emplacement
mission aborts) and provided that additional emplacement missions remain
to be expended in the interest of keeping the sensor array in question up to
minimum specified strength, sensor re-emplacement for the array involved
is initiated. Following a mission abort the game time reference for re-
emplacement initiation is the time at which the abort occurred, which in
turn is taken to be the time that emplacement would have been acrtumplished
had the mission not akorted. When re-emplacernient becomes necessary
because of failures of emplaced sensors, the game time reference is
determined by rank ordering the failure times of the sensors in the array
and selecting the game time of failure of the sensor whose failure left the
array no longer in confordhance with tte specified minimum operability levei.
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Once this game time reference is established the game time at which re-
emplacement will occur is determined by adding the mean replacement time
value for the array (XMUR) to a random sample from a normal distribution
whose variance is defined by input (SIGR) and adding this su:n to the game
time reference. When a sample is drawn such that the elapsed time to
re-emplacement would be less than half the mean time to re-emplace, the
sample is rejected and resampling occurs. In the case of determining
sensor re-emplacement time, this sampling procedure has the effect of
avoiding re-emplacement times that occur earlier in game time than do
the corresponding sensor failure times.

4.2. 1.2 Subroutine READUP

The purpose of subroutine READUP is to determine, for
each remote unattended sensor monitor equipment involved in the game, the
game times during which the equipment is operating. READUP produces,
for each monitor equipment, a record of game times. The first entry in
this record is the first game time up, the second entry is the first game
time down, the third entry the second game time up, and so on.

4.2. 1.2.1 Description of READUP Inputs

(1) Plinned Up and Down Times for Each Monitor
A record containing planned up and down times
for each monitor constitutes a part of the input

to subroutine READUP. The total number of
entries in this record for each monitor (NK in
the program) is also input.

(2) Parameters Defining Failure and Repair Time
Distributions

Name Description

FMUF (VII, 3) This is the mean time between
failures (MTBF) value for the monitor
equipment.

FMUR (VII, 4) This is the mean time required to
repair (or replace) the monitor
equipment.

SIGR (VII, 5) This is the standard deviation of the
distribution of repair/replacement
times about FMUR.

T(l) (VII, 6) PlLnned up game time.

T(2) (VII, 7) Planned down game time.

The roman numeral in these parenthetical designatons indicate a particular
data set in Appendix F of Volume TI of this report. The arabic numerals
refer to a particular entry within the data set.
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4. 2. 1.2. 2 Processing to Determine Monitor Up and Down
Times. A macroflow for subroutine READUP is shown in Figure 4.2-4. The
index I used in the flow chart denotes a set of one or more planned up periods
for the monitor in question during the course of the game. Planner input
defines each such period by means of a spec4fied planned up time and a
specified planned down time. READUP compares these planned up times

with periods of rion'tor availability (i. e. , periods during which the monitor
is operable), and produces an output record of monitor up times for those
periods during which the monitor is both planned to be up and is operable.

The assumption is made that, for the initial planned up
period for a given monitor during the game, the monitor is operable at
the begiiining of the planned Lip period. This assumption is not made for
any subsequent planned up period or periods for the monitor in question.

The monitors are not represented in READUP as subject
to life (or battery exhaustion) failures. The monitors are manned equipments,
and even though some of these equipments may be powered by batteries it is
assumed that timely replacement of batteries wili forestall life failures.
The monitors are, however, treated as subject to reliability failures.
Operating time to reliability failure is determined by random entry into a
Poisson distribution defined by the mean time between failures value
applicable to the monitor (this is the FMUF input value previously described
for READUP). It should be noted that this time to failure is construed to be
operating time to failure; that is, any period or periods during which the
equipment is planned down are not interpreted as contributing to elapsed
time to failure.

A brief di3cussion of Figure 4.2-4 should serve to convey
an unders.anding of the processes simulated by READUP.

For a given monitor, the first processing accomplished by
READUP is the determination of an operating time to failure; this is
accomplished as described above.

The incrementing of I in the macroflow Lndicates simply
that a new planned up period from game planner input is being considered
at this point in ti~e processing. The branch immediatel- following the
incrementing of I is intended to pose the following question: is this monitor
operable at any tin e during the planned up period currently being considered'?
If the answer here i,3 yes, an up time entry is made in the READUP output
record; this ti-ne is either the planned up time or the time at which the
mnonitor becomes operable, whichever is later in game time. if the answer
is no (and the input record of planned up periods is not exhausted), the next
planned up period is considered and the question posed again.

The nex. branch in the macroflow is intended to pose the
following question: does this niunitor fail at any time during the current
planned up period' If the answer here -s no, tie READUP output record
receives the planned ('wn izne f,,r the i,)rnitor. If 'he answer ,i yes, the
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time to repair is taken to be the algebraic sum of the average repair time
(rMUR) and a random sample drawn from a normal distribution whose
standard deviation is SIGR. (Here again, if the resulting time to repair is
less than half the mean time to repair, the sample is rejected and re-
sampling occurs,) A new operating time to failure is albo determined;
this is accomplished as previously described.

Finally, the equipment operability check is again made.
If the repair is to be completed before the planned down time, the failure
check is made again, this time against the new time to failure, and so on.
If the repair is not to be completed before the planned down time (and if
the input record of planned up periods has not been exhausted), the next
planncd up period for the monitor is considered.

The effect of the READUP processing to determine game up
times for a monitor is illustrated in Figure 4.2-5.

4.2. 1. 3 Subroutine COMMUP

The purpose of subroutine COMMUP is to determine, for
each remote unattended sensor data link relay involved in the game, the game
tunes during vhich the relay is ,mplaced and operable. A macroflow chart
of COMMUP -.3 shown in Figure 4.2-6.

4.2. 1.3. J Description of COMMUP Inputs

Name Input Description

XMUE (VIII, 7) This is the game time at which the
game planner has specified the relay
is to be emplaced.

SIGE (VIII, 9) Thi.s is the standard deviation of the
distribution (treated as a normal) of
times about XMUE.

Rather than being specified directly by the planner,
this standard deviation value is determine ( by a code
input by the planner. The implications of the value
assigned this code are as follows:

Code Value of Standard Deviation
-7hours)

0 z ro
0.25

2 0.75
3 2

"Phe roman numeral ,n these parenthetical de;signations refer to a data set
Appendix F of Vohme,." 'I of this report. The arabic numeral refers to

a particular entry within the data set.
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TMAX (VIII, 10) This is the planned down time for
the relay.

XMUF (IX, 3) This is the mean time between failures
value alplicable to the relay.

XMUL (IX, 4) This is the average battery life for
the relay.

SIGL (IX, 5) This is the stanrdard deviation of the
distribution (treated as normal) of
times about XMUL.

XMUM (VIII, I1) This is the average time interval
between maintenance checks for the
relay.

SIGM (VIII, 12) This is the standard deviation of
the distribution (treated as normal)
of the times about XMUM.

Rather than being specified directly by the planner, the
value of this standaid deviation is controlled by a two-
value code whose value is assigned by the planner.
Specifically, the following values are assigned bv
designer input:

Code Standard Deviation Value

0 0

1 1 day

XMU, (VIII, 13) This is the average time required to
repair/re-emplace the relay.

SIGR (VIII, 14) This is the standard deviation of the
distribution (treated as normal) of
times about XMUR.

The value of this standard deviation is determined by
the value assigned to a (0, 1, 2, 3) code by the game
planner. Specifically, the following values are
assigned by designer input:

Code Value of Standard Dev;ition
(Jours)

0 zero

0.25

2 00.75

3 2

NMC (VIMI, 15) This is the maximum number of
emplacement missions specified by
the game planner in the interest of
keeping the relay operable until its
31a-nnd down v-c.
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PA (VIII, 10) This is the probability that an
emplacemeat (or re-emplacement)
mission for a givern relay installation
will abort.

ISD (IX, 6) This is a ccde indicating whether or not
the rela,,r will self-destruct when its
batteries are exha-isted UISD =I

indicates self-destrat; ISD 0
indicates no self-deatruct).

4. 2. 3. 3. . Simulation of Relay Emplacement, Failure and
Re-Emplacernent. Much of the processing in COMMUP ia quite Vinilar to
portions of that described previously for subroutine RUSUP. The prezent
discussion, then, wiN. trace briefly through the macroflow shown in
Figure4.2-6, with crossa-refserce to specific portions of tioae RUSUP
description, as appcopriate.

Initial relay emplacement time is treated as being normal.y
distributed (with a sigma vaioe of SIGE) about a point in game time (XMUE)
specified by the planner, and i• determ-ied by Monte Carlo sampling. If
the resu~ting emplacemer.t time A5 less than half the value of XMUE the
sample is rejected and resampling occurs; this sampling procedure has the
effect of avoiding negative emplacement times.

if the above emplacement time is less than the planned
down time for the relay, a check is made fir mission abort. This is done
by comparison ;f the input probability of 'mission abort IPA) with a uniform
random number (C, 1). If the mission aboris, it is considered to have done

so at the previously determisoed emplacement time. If more missions remain
to be undertaken in the intereet of keeping this relay installation cperable
(depending on the input value ior NMC), a new tentative emplacemnent time is
determined, but using inputs XMUR and SIGR rather tnan XMUE and SIGE.
If no missions remain, the relay remains down for the remainder of the
game.

If an abort is not deterrm:ined to occur in the above 7omparison.
a time to failure is determined for the relay. This time to failure is determined
as indicated in the previous Figure 4.2-3 and t0e accompanying discuss io,'.
,The final remarks )f that discussion concerning auxiliary failures du not,
of course, apply to the present case. ) If the time to failure is such that
the relay will not faii before ita planned dcwn time, then the processing
of this relay through COMMUTP is complete. Otherwise, re-emplacement
will be undertaken, provided add"i'tional emplacement missionet remain to be

expended in the interest of keeping this relay installation o)perable until
its planned down tinme.

The output record' from COMMUP contains not only the game

tinmes at which up/down changes of state occur for the relay, but also status
(odes indicating the status assumed by the relay at each gaime time entry.
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These status codes are defined in Tabit. 4. 2 -Ii.

Table 4.2-I1 - RELAY STATUS CODES

Code Status Indicated

-1 Relay becomes operable as a result of
re-emplacement

-2 Relay becomes operable for first time
in game

-3 Relay down because of mission abort

-4 Relay down because of reliability
failure

-5 Relay down because of Eie (battery)
failure

-6 Relay down because planned down

4.2. 2 Deployment and Failures of Manned Stationary Sensors

The determination of up and down game time periods for
manned stationary sensors is accomplished by processing these sensors
through subroutine RUSUP. These sensors (referred as STASCAN sensors
in the program) include ground radars, night observation devices, low
light level TV, and any other manned sensing equipments that may be
represented as performing the sensing function while occupying a fixed
pos.cion and for which it is considered desirable to play failure and repair
events.

Special attention should be paid to the assignrrent of
RUSUP input values when STASCAN type sensors are to be processed
through that subroutine. The following material is referenced to
Section 4.2. 1. 1. 1 (Description of RUSUP Inputs), and ofiers como'ients
on the interpretation of RUSUP inputs as applicable to the manned
stationary sensors.

: (1) Inputs Defini-,IZ Array Composition

Input Name Comment

N (XIX, 4) Number of sensors in this array.
All sensors in a STASCAN array
must be of same type (e.g. , radar).

"Ihe roman numeral in these parenthetical designations refers to a
particular data set in Appendix F of Volume H of this report. lhe arabic
numeral refers to a particular entry within the data set.
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ICR (I, 26) If any repair/replacement is desired
for a STASCAN sensor in the event
of failure, ICR should be assigned a
value of one. Otherwise, ICR should

be assigned a value of zero.

MPL (XIX, 11) Each STASCAN sensor should be
defined as a hand-emplaced sensor.

PS (IV, 9) By implication, this value will be
unity, since the STASCAN sensor is
treated as hand-emplaced.

SD (I, 27) Since the STASCAN sensors are, by.
definition, manned it is doubtful that
life (i.e. , battery) failures would be
played for them. In any case, these
sensors would be represented as not
having tlbe seli-destruct feature.

AUX (IV, 8) Each STASGAN sensor should be
represented as a primary sensor.
This value should input as zero.

(2) Inputs Defining Time Distributions

.!nput Name Comment

XMIJF (IV, 4) This is the mean time between failure
for the particular t)ye STASCAN sensor
being contemplated.

XMUL (IV, 5) Since these sensor types are r.-anned,
it probably will not be desired to play i
life (battery) faiiureo. In such case.
XMUL shoulc L'- a value equal to
maximum game time.

SIGL (IV, 6) If XMUL is assigned a value equal to
maximum game time, SIGL should be
assigned a value of zero (to prevent
the occurrence of life failures).

XMUE (XIX. 9)") The same considerations apply to these
SIGE (XIX, 15) 1 inputs for the STASCAN sensors that
XMUR (XIX, 16 would apply in the case of the remote
SIGR (XIX, 17) J unattended sensora. (pages 4-7,4-8)*

XMUM (XIX, 18) This input has an entirely different
meaning in the case of the STASCAN
sensors than in the case of the remole
unattended sensors. In the present
case it is to be interpreted as the mean
time required to repair the STASCAN
sensor in question.
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SIGM (XIX, 19) This is the standard deviation of a
distribution of times about XMUM.

Rather than being specified directly by the planner,

the value of this standard deviation is controlled by a
two-value code whose value is assigned by the planner.
Specifically, the following values are assigned by
designer input:

Code Standard Deviation Value

0 0

I1I day

(3) Inputs Governing Sensor Emplacement Missions

Input Name Comment

NMC (I, 25) NMC is assigned a value of one when
processing STASCAN type sensors
through subroutine RUSUP.

NPC (I, 24) NPC is assigned a value of one for the
STASCAN sensors.

PA (I, 23) PA in assigned a value of zero for a
STASCAN sensor.

4.2.3 Moving Sensor System Missions and Equipment Failures

-- oving sensor system missions and equipment failures
assoc:,ated with such missions are simulated in subroutine MVS (Step #4
of PRERUN).* MVS determines, for each moving sensor planned for play
in the game, the game time during which the sensor is operating. The
subroatine is used to process both moving sensor systems represented as
moving on the ground and those represented as airborne. A moving sensor
system may be represented in the subroutine as including as many as
three sensing equipments.

4.2.3.1 Description of Invuts

The following inputs are required:

(XXI, 6) (1) The game time at which the moving sensor
system i,!i-sion is intended to begin.

*Subroutine MVS is also used to determine navigation errors for moving

sensor system missions, as discussed in Section 4. 3.2.
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(XXI, 9) (2) The ground track of the entire mission.

(XXI, 11) (3) The speed of the vehicle or platform
associated with the mission.

(XX, 4) (4) The number of sensing equipments included
in the mission.

(IV, 4) (5) For each sensing equipment included in
in the mission, its mean time between
failures.

(XX, 10) (6) Specification of whether the mission must
be accomplished during daylight, must
be accomplished during night time, or is
insensitive to day/night conditions.

(XX, 12) (7) Minimum visibility under which the
mission can begin, and, having begun,
continue.

(XX, 11) (8) Minimum ceiling under which the mission

can begin, and, having begun, continue.

(XX, 9) (9) Probability of mission abort.

4.2.3.2 Processing tc Determine Up Times for Moving Sensors

A macroflow of that portion of subroutine MVS concerned
with determining up times for moving sensors is shown in Figure 4.2-7.
In the design of this subroutine the assumption was made that in some cases
the moving sensor system missions would require certain minimum meteoro-
logical and day/night conditions in order to be undertaken and completed; an
airbor:ne radar surveillance mission, for example, might represent such a
case. As shown in Figure 4.2-7, for each planned moving sensor system
mission the conditions necessary for its accomplishment must exist before
it can be undertaken. Existing conditions as a function of time are deter-
mined by searching the ATMENV table (an array of data reflecting time-
ordered changes in atmospheric, environmental and ephemerus conditions).
ATMNENV is searched, in turn, for suitable day/night conditions, suitable
visibility and suitable ceiling conditions to begin the mission. If a game time
cannot be found at which 411 of these conditions are suitable, the mission is
abandoned. If such a gami time can be found in ATMENV that is equal to or
later than the input time for the initiation of the mission, that time is taken
to be the tentative mission initiation time. Then ATMENV is searched to
determine how long suitable conditions for the mission endure. If one or
mure of the necessary conditionr ceases to exist during the period of time
it would require to accomplish the mission, the mission is abandoned.
Otherwise, the senso,'s included in the mission are recorded as being up
and operable at the previously determined time for mission initiation.

Operating time to failure for each sensor included in the
mission is then determined by randlnu, entry into a Poiseon dintribution whose
aiefining parametter is the MTB1F value applicable to the sensor in question.
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Whether or not the mission aborts is determined by
comparison of the input probability of mission abort with a uniform random
number (0, 1). If mission abort occurs, its time is determined by uniform
sampling across the mission duration perioo.

The down Lime for each sensor included in the mission is
determined as ;ollows. if an abort occurs, the sensor ;.a recorded as
down at its reli2.bility failure time or at the time or abort, whichever
comes earlier in game time. If no abort occurs, the sensor is recorded
as down at its reliability failure time or at the end of mission time, whichever
comes earlier in game time.

4. 3 POSITION AND NAVIGATION ERPORS

Ground truth positions for stationary sensors played in
the game and navigation errors for moving sensors played in the game are
determincd ir. Steps 3 and 4 of the PRERUN program. Porition errors for
both the remote unattended sensors and for the manned stationary ground
sensors are calculated by means of subroutine SNPGT (Step 3 of PRERUN).
Navigation errors for both airborne sensors and those represented as moving
on the ground are calculated by means of subroutine MVS. Four called
subroutines are used in conjunction with both SNPGT and MVS. These
are:

(1) Subroutine DOPIER for use when a sensor platform
or vehicle used for sensor empla,:ement missions is
represented as being equipped with a doppler navigation
system.

(2) Subroutine RHOTHE, for use when a sensor platform
or vehicle used for sensor emplace-nent missions is
represented4 as making uize of a rho-theta radar
tracking navigation system.

(3) Subroutine HYPEi(B, for use when a sensor platforn.
or vehicle used for sensor emplacement missions is
represented as supported by a hyp,!rbolic navigation
system

(4) Subroutine NORMER, for use in sensing missions and
sersor emplacement missions wherein position
location is represented as being determined in open
terrain from maps and visual sightings.

4. 3, 1 Subroutine SNPGT

The parpose of subroutine SNPGT is to, determine, for
each stationary ground sensor (i. e. , both remote unattended sensors and
manned sensing equipments) played in the gam:. the ground truth positivil
coordinates of the srnsor for each game timo period dcring which the
sensor it represented as operating.
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4.3. 1.1 Description of SNPGT Processing

A macroflow of subroutine SNPGT is shown in Figure 4,3-1.
One of the principal objectives in the design of this subroutine was to provide
maximum flexibility for the examination of thi influence on system performance
of the disparity between planner-specified sensor position and actual ground
truth sensor position, as determined by the introduction of errors from one
or more of several error sources, For each sensor to be deployed in the
course of the game, a position is specified by planner input. Tnis position
is referred to in Figure 4.3-1 as PCE (that is, the Commander's Estimate of
the Position of the sensor). For the purpose of any intelligence inferences
drawn from any target Jetections by the sensor during the game, PCE is
tret ted an though it wcre the 4ctual ground truth position of the sensor;
that is, the estimated s- nsor position is attributed the same significance
that would be the case in actual operations. If the game planner does not
desire to play location errors for stationary ground sensors, then PCE and
the Ground Truth Position (PGT in the macroflow) are identical. If, however,
the planner wishes to play one or more of the error sources, the ground truth
position is derived by incorporating, in turn, errors from each of the error
sources designated by the planner to be played in the game. The paragraphs
that follow discuss the treatment in SNPGT of the several error sources shown
in Figure 4.3-1.

(1) Map Error. Map error is treated in subroutine SNPGT
in the familiar operational sense of the term. That is, it is construed to
mean the distribution of differences that would be observed if the distances
and directions among features as represented on the map were compared
with the results of arbitrarily accurate measurements among the corresponding
features as they actually exist on the terrain. The dashed line by-pass
indicated in the naroflow'indicates that -hether or not map error is to be
played is a matter of planner option; this is also true of all other error
sources depicted inFigure 4.3-1. in cases where two or more sensors are so

Semplaced or deployed that they would logically share a common map error
(i. e., assuming map error is to be played), Monte Carlo sampling to
determine map error is done only once, and the ssmple value is taken as
applicable to all of the sensors involved. For example, in the representation
of the emplacement of an array of three remote unattended sensors fifty
meters apart at some nominal location within the scenario terrain, the

s ame map error sample would apply to all three seneoj-s, although a
relative location error (to be discussed presently) might apply to the

individual sensors in the array.

(2) Sensor Emplacement by Artillery and Mortars. As
indicated in the macroflow, SNPGT provides for the play of two error sources
(in addition, that is, to map error previously discussed) for artillery/rrortar-
emplaced sensors: weapon location error, and weapon c'ispersion error.
In the caae of unobserved fire, all sensors fired from - jiven weapon position
are treated as receiving the same weapon location error component in their
overall position error. In the case of observed fire, the weapon location
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error is by-passed. When the planner elects t play weapon dispersion
error, Monte Carlo sampling occurs each tim . sensor is fired and the
sample is ;-;.rporated into the sensor's overall position error. When
artillery/mortar-emplaced sensors are represented a3 being re-emplaced,
resampling occurs to determine the new sensor position. If fired from
the samc; weapon position as in their previous emplacement, sensors are
attributed the previously determined component of weapon location error;
but in any case resampling occurs to determine weapon dispersion error
for each such sensor.

S~(3) Sensor Emplacement by Air-Dro . For sensors

represented as air-drop-emplaced, SNPGT provides for two error sources
(in addition to map error); these are navigation error and vertical fall
error. If navigation error is to be played, the subroutine representing
the specified type of navigation system (DOPLER, RHOTHE, HYPERB or
NORMER) is called and the navigation error returned to SNPGT. Vertical
fall error Js intended as the dispersion that might be expected to occur
when sensors .re dropped from an airborne platform with an intended
impact point at or near some terrain feature. When this error source is
played, Monte Carlo sampling occurs each time a sensor is dropped. As
in the case of artillery/mortar-emplaced sensors, resampling is done to
determine re-emplacement positions for air-drop sensors.

(4) Hand-Emplaced Unattended Sensors and Manned
Stationary.Sensors. Hand-emplaced remote unattended

sensors and manned stationary sensors may be specified by the planner as
being subject to mup error as regards ground truth position. In addition,
such sensors may be subject to one or the other of two error sources:
the error source referred to in the macroflow as location error or that
referred to as relative location error. All manned stationary sensors and
all remote unattended sensors that are either the first or the only sensor
in the array are treated as subject to location error. All remote unattended
sensors that are the second or subsequent sensor in the array are treated
as subject only to relative location error. That is, relative location error
is the random error that would occur in positioning sensors with respect
to one another within a single array of sensors. Typically, the distribution
of relative location errors would have a considerably smaller rariance
than would the distribution of location errors.

Special provisions are made in subroutine SNPGT for hand-
emplaced remote unattended sensors and manned stationary sensors that
are specified to be emplaced adjacent to trails or other clearly defined
terrain features. Clearly it is not plausible that operational personnel
intending to hand-emplace a sensor beside a trail would inadvertently emplace
the sensor fifty or a hundred meters away from the trail. On the other hand,
a distribution of errors would be expected to exist along the trail. In such
cases, therefore, SNPGT rejects the component of error (as determined by
Monte Carlo sampling) perpendicular to the trail and represents only that
component parallel to the trail a. reflected in the ground truth position
of the sensor.
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4.3.1.2 Description of SNPCT Inputs

In the following descriptions of SNPGT planner inputs the
parenthetical designation following the input description indicates the
location of the corresponding entry in Appendix F of Volume II of this
report. The first element in each designation (roman) refers to a particular
Appendix F data set; the second element (arabic) in each designation refers
to a particular entry in the aforesaid data set.

(II, 1) (1) Sensor ID number.

(1, 11) (2) Technique of sensor emplacement. The following codes
are used:

I indicates hand emplacement

-2 indicates air drop w visual observation

2 indicates air drop with visual observation

-3 indicates aitillery/mortar emplacement, unobserved
fire

3 indicates a-tiilery/mortar emplacement, observed

fire,

(3) Standard deviation'of map error. At the present time
this value is not determined by planner input but is
entered in the program as a constant (zero).*

(II, 3) (4) Standard deviation of location error. This error is
applicable (at the planner's option) tc artillery/mortar-
emplaced and hand-emplaced sensors. For artillery/
mortar emplacement, it represents the uncertainty as
regards the true position of the firing weapon.

(II, 4) (5) Relative location error. This error applies (at the
planner's option) to all second and subsequent sensors
ir, a hand-emplaced array and is used (if at all) in lieu
of all other errors. It is the standard deviation of the
relative position errors among sensors within a given
array.

(II, Atir Drop (6) Navigation system. This is a two-digit code. The first
3) digit of this code is to be interpreted as follows:

0 Perfect navigation (i. e., no
navigation error)

I .- yperbolic navigation system.

Rh:-Tht.ra navigation.
* See listing for P'RERLN Job Step 0, Executive Suhroutine INXAIN, catetewnt

sequence 0021; t..e., ZMAP - 0.
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3 Doppler navigation system.

4 No physical type of navigation Eystem
specified, but Gaussian errors
randoinly played using designer values
for standard deviation.

The second digit in the code is to be interpreted as
follows: the digits 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate different
versions (in ascending order of quality of performance)
of each of the four generic navigation system types.

(II, Arty/Mort (7) Weapon Code. Planner input codes for designating
weapon type for weapon-emplacement of sensors are
as follows:

155 155 mm howitzer

105 105 mm howitzer

8 8 inch howitzer

81 81 mm mortar

42 4. 2 inch mortar

(11, Arty/Mort (8) This is the x coordinate of the position of the weapon
5) used for weapon-emplacement of sensors.

(II, Arty/Mort (9) This is the y coordinate of the position of the weapon
10) used for weapon-emplacement of sensors.

(I1, 5, 6, 7) (10) Coordinates of intended eensor emplacement position.
Entries define the conventions adopted for treating
this input, which are as follows:

Input Entry No. Sensor in Open Sensor by Path

5 0 ID of route

6 X (meters) Leg Number

7 Y (meters) Distance along leg

(II, Air Drop (11) Aircraft Type. The planner input code used is as follows:
4)

1 indicates helicopter

2 indicates fixed-wing prop type

3 indicates fixed-wing jet type
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(II, Air Drop (12) Drop speed. This is the speed of the aircraft at the
7) time of sensor deployment.

(II, Air Drop (13) Drop altitude. This is the altitude of the aircraft
8) at the time of sensor deployment.

(II, Air Drop (14) Specification of the particular version of the previously
3) designated generic type of navigation system (see item 6

above.

Designer Input Tables Used in SNPGT

Three designer input tables* are used in subroutine SNPGT.These are:

(1) Table ATMOE (designated Table 4.3-I in the present
report) which provides firing table data defining range
dispersion and deflection dispersion for the weapons
used in the weapon-emplacement of remote unattended
sensors.

(2) Table ADROPI (designated Table 4.3-I in the present
report) which provides standard deviation values for
along track and across track dispersion of sensors-
dropped from helicopters, as a function of helicopter
velocity and altitude.

(3) Table ADROP2 (designated Table 4.3-111 i'r the present
report) which provides standard deviation values for
along track and cross track dispersion for sensors
dropped from fixed-wing aircraft, as a function of
aircraft velocity and altitude,

4.3.2 Moving Sensor Position Errors

Moving sensor position errors as a function of time are
determined by subroutine .MVS (Step 4 of pre-run) which in turn calls (as
required) one of the four navigation subroutines: DOPLER, RHOTHE,
HYP'%'R7B or NORMER. Subroutine MVS determines ground truth position
cooriinates, elapsed movement and time and average movement velocity
for each moving sensor olatform played in the game. The subroutine 4
calculates these data for the initial point of each segment of the movement
route and for the movement termination point. Ground truth position reflects

the effects of all location errors played. Elapsed time data are dependent
upon velocity specified by input. If the sensor platform is constrained to
follow a prominent route, elapsed time is Ldjusted to allow for navigation
and map error while the coordinates of each path segment are adjusted
only for map error.

See also Volume I, Appendix i, Tables 1-4, 1-5 and 1-6
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Table 4.3-11

ADROPI DESIGNER INPUT DATA

VELOCITY (M/SEC)

0.25 25-50
A/C
ALTITUDE a-
(ABOVE MSL, ALONG CROSS ALONG CROSS

METERS) TRACK TRACK TRACK TRACK

0-150 60 20 s0 25

150-300 60 20 s0 25

300-450 70 20 90 25

450-600 70 20 90 30

800-750 s0 20 100 30

750-fO0 95 25 115 30

900-1050 100 25 125 35

10%.1200 1 25 140 35

1200-1.l0 100 110 40

"350-1500 j 100 j S 17_ 40

Table 4,3-111

ADROP2 DESIGNER INPUT DATA

A/C VELOCITY (M/SEC)

100-150 150-200 200-250
A/C
ALTITUDE or -" c- 0" 0'
(ABOVE WISL, ALONG CROSS ALONG CROSS ALONG CROSS
METERS) TRACK TRACK TRACK TRACK TRACK TRACK

0.150 100 25 110 30 100 25

150-300 110 25 110 30 ,10 25

3J)-470 110 25 120 30 120 30

450-600 120 30 120 30 130 30

600-750 120 30 130 35 140 35

750-900 130 30 130 35 150 35

900-1050 130 35 140 40 1'I 40

1050-1200 140 36 140 40 160 40

1200-1350 140 35 150 40 130 45

135&-150 140 35 150 40 1s0 j a
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4.3.2.1 Processing to Determine Moving Sensor Position Errors

A macroflow of the treatment of moving sensor position
error as a function of time is shown in Figure 4.3-2.

If map error is to be played, the error parameter and error
components are selected and added to path segment ccordinates. Map error
data used at the start of the movement is held to be played at the end of the
movement if it is terminated at the starting point.

Velocity control factor (MFAC) used to vary the velocity on
each movement leg is obtained and the leg velocity calculated.

If navigation error is not played, elapsel time data is
f calculated and stored. If navigation error iE played, the appropriate navi-
f gation system error subroutine is called.

If the sensor platform is not constrained to follow a trail,
navigation system error is combined with path segment coordinates which
are then used to calculate elapsed time data. The coordinates and time data
ore then stored. It the sensor platform does follow an established route,
then navigaton syotem error is used to adjust the time reqi, red (elapsed
time) for the platform to reach the starting point of the path lep under con-
sideration. If this error vector is oriented within 90* of the d'rection of
movement, the elapsed time is reduced indicating that the errJi in determining
position along the trail caused early arrival at that point of the trail. If the
opposite is tr'e, the time is decreased. If neither case is true, the time is
not changed.

4.3.2.2 Description of Inputs

The following are descriptions of planner inputs required for
those portions of subroutine MVS that determine ground truth position of
.. ,oving sensors in the game. The parenthetical designations for each input
description reference the corresponding entries in the miAster input table
description given in Appendix F of the User's Manual (Volume II of this
report). The first element in each such designation (the roman numeral)
references a data set in Appendix F; the second element (the arabic numeral)
references a particular entry in the aforesaid data set.

(XX. 6) (1) ID rambcr of the moving sensor system of which this
sensor is a part.

(XX. 4) (2) Number of sensors included within the moving senuor
system of which this sensor is a part.

'XX, 5) (3) ID number of first sensor of the moving sensor system
of which this sensor i.. a part.
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(II, 3) (4) Type of navigation system specified for this mnoving
sensor system. Planner input -odes are interpreted
as follows:

0 Perfect navigation system (i. e.,
no navigation error)

1 Hyperbolic navigations systerr

2 Rho Theta type navigation

3 Doppler Navigation system

4 No specific type navigation systern
specified, but Gaussian errors played,
determined by designer input stand-ird
deviation value.

(XX, 8) (5) Specification of particular version of selected generic
type of navigation system. Code (1, 2, 3, 4) that
indicates which version is applicable to this moving
sensor system; planner inputs appropriate data sets
XV, XVI, XY.I, XVIII. If Item (4) above is zero, the
present input iterr. .s left blank.

(XX, 9) (6) Probability of mission abort due to causes other than
day/night timing of mission, sensor failure, ceiling or
visibility conditions.

(XX, 10) (7) Day/Night mission constraint code, as follows:

0 Mission can occur in daylight only

1 Mission can occur at night only
2 No day/night constraint on mission.

(XX, 11) (8) Minimum ceiling conditions under which mission ari

occur, meters to ceiling.

(XX, 12) (9) Mi'xrim visibility conditions under which mission can
occur, meters visibility.

(XXI, 6) (10) Planned game time of mission initiation.

(XXI, 10) (11) Node at which moving sensor system mission begins
and node at which it ends.
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(XXI, 9) (12) ID of route specified by planner to be taken for the
moving sensor system mission.

(XXI, 11) (13) Nominal speed of moving sensor mission in kmi/hr.

4.3.3. Subroutine DOPLER*

Subroutine DOPLER generates X and Y components of system
error expected from a Doppler navigation system. This error is proportional
to the time of flight and is, therefore, cumulative. The present simulation,
however, provides for updating the Doppler system at a specified navigation
checkpoint along the flight path and generates applicable updated system
error components.

4.3.3.1 General Description of Pzocessing

A macroflow for subroutine DOPLER is shown in Figure4.3-3.
The sequence of processing is as follows:

(1) Navigation system error parameters and the factor
for system up-dating are obtained from the DOPLER
navigation parameter table.

(2) One standard deviation of error for registering the
system at the take-off point is obtained at the start
point of the second leg. The error distribution is
assumed to be circular normal.

(3) Distance and time involved in traversing the leg are
calculated.

(4) One standard deviationi of along-track and cross-track
components of Dopple:" error are calculated.

(5) Along track error and cross track error parameters
are combined.

(6) Th1 aog r sl -.. (Tht-tal of the flight path, measured
from the positive X-axis, iq derived. Random normal
deviates (f along-tracl and cross-track error components
are selected.

Detailed treatment of path input data for a designated route is described
in data set XII presented in Appendix F c.f Volume 11 of this report.

The mathematical re' itionships representted in the subroutine DOP!,ER are
taken from "The Co,,aritnce of Position L)c:ition," Stanford Research
Institute Project 52t0, Novenber 1964.
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(7) The X a:id Y components of along-track error and of
cross-track error are calculated and added to obtain
the desir''f output.

(4) The Doppler system updating is assumed to occur at the
initial point of a flight path segment. If updating is
called for then one standard deviation of the error
distribution (assumed to be circular normal) is
calculated from aircraft altitude and the error factor.

(9) Random normal deviates of updated system error are
selected as output of the subroutine.

4.3.3.2 Descripti-n ot Inputs tu Subroutine DOPLER

Toe input structure for subroutine DOPLER is designed to
accept a planer code (1, 2, 3, 4) specifying which of four input performance
parameter sets is to be played. For a givVe equipment performance parameter
set the follovw'ing input values are required:

(I) Standard -eviation of error- in registering system at
movement initiation poiint (mete' .

(2) Standard deviation ot flight updating error (Percent/100
,hat is applied to altitude abovte ground.

(3) System Noise Bandwidth (I/microsecond).

(4) Standard deviation of along-track sensor error (meters).

(% Standard deviation of along-track computer error (meters).

(,j Standard deviation of cross-tr'ick sensor error (meters).

(7) Standard deviation of cross-track computer error (meters).

4.3.4 Subroutine RHOTHE*

Subroutine RHCTHK_ generates X and Y components of error
represent (14: a Rho-Theta radar tracking navigation system utilizing a
baromet '.... imete. for indeuv adent altitude measurement.

See Data Set XVII. A,,pe.,-ix F. Volume .1± A designer input table is
also currently included in Model for these parameters containing one set
(tf valu'. s to v 'lct'. the proirm-n will default if planner inputs not supplied.
(Ste Vol. 1, App. I, Ta'.i 1-9,

The niathei•atical relationships represented in the subroutine RHOTIiE
prgrIin are taken frome "The Covariance of Position Loti'ti.m, " Stanford
, ese trch Institute Project ;205, No, ciiber r ,r68.
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4.3.4.1 General Description of Processing

A macxoflow diagram for subroutine RHOTHE is shown in
Figure 4 .3-4 .The sequence of processing is as follows:

(1) Navigation system ground station location and one
standard deviation value of system component errors
are obtained from the PRNV2 (navigation para-meter)
table.

(2) The square of grolund range (DDI) and of siant range
(DDZ) to the sensor platform are calculated.

(3) One standard deviation of the grourJ plane component
of range error (GRRS) and azimuth error (GRAS) are
calculated.

(4) Slope (THETA, measured from position X axis) of the

line joining the ground station and the sensor's projected
X, Y position is determined for use in computing X and
Y components of range and azimuth error. Random
normal deviates of range and azimuth error are selected.
X and Y components of error are obtained.

(5) Range and azimuth error components are combined.

4.3.4.2 Description of Inputs to Subroutine RHOTHE

The input structure for subroutine RHOTHE ib designed to
accept a planner code (1, 2., 3, 4) specifying which of four input equipment
performance parameter sets is to be played. For a given equipment
perf•rmance parameter set the following input values are required:

(I) Standard deviation of ground station location error (meters).

(2) Standard deviation of system direction resolution error
(rails).

(3) Standard deviation of system range-resolution error
(meters).

(4) Standard deviation of altitude-resolution error (nmeters).

(5) X-coordinate of ground station location (meters'.

(6) Y-coordinate of ground station locat;,'n (rnetf-rs).

(,) i'evation above MSL of ground station location (ineters).

See Data Set XVI, Appendix F, Volume II. A designer input ta'-le (Vol. II,
App. I, Table VII) is ,11so currently included in rnodel for _heckout purpose.;.
One set of values is i'.icluded to which programn will default if planner inp-its
not supplied. Siice parameters are scenario. dependr.-t, dt.;.iner table
should not be used.
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4. 3. :Subroutine HYPERB

Subroutine HYPERB permits the planner to play navigation
system error for a four-station (three slaves and one master) hyperbolic
navigation system. Although tynically used fbr-airborne sensor platforms
(or aerial vehicles used for sensor emplacement missions), HYPERB is also
applicable to ground movements, either along prominent trails or over
unrestricted routes. The subroutine derives t-e position error vector that
results for each of the three station pair combinations, then selects the one
of smallest magnitude for deriving the output error components of the
gubroutine.

4.3.5. 1 General Description of ProcesE.ing

A macroflow diagram for subroutine HYPERB is shown in
Figure 4.3-5 .The processing sequence followed in the subroutine is as
follows:

(•) System ground station location and error compcnents
are obtained from the navigation parameter (PItNV!)
table.

(2) Slope of the line (BETA, measured in the ground plane
from positive X-axis) betwe-en ground stations and the
platform is determined. 2I.e angle, ALPH, between the
above mentioned line and a line of position to the platform
is determined. The time difference from the particular
master-slave combination under consideration.

(3) If one master-slave combination cannot be used, then
error for the remaining two combinations are calculated,
This error (SG) is one standard deviation of a lineal
normal distribution oriented at right angles to the line
of position. The slope of the line of position, (THET,
measured clockwise from the positzve X-axis) is also
calculated. Random normal deviates of this error are
selected.

Tf all three master-slave combinations are useable,

then three sets of error parameters described in Item (3)
above are calculated. Random normal deviates of these
errors are selected.

Mathematical relationships represented in subroutine HYPERB are taken
from the foll-wing sources: "The Covariance of Position Location," Stanford
Rý:search Institute Project 5205, November 1968; and LORAN," MIT
Radiation Laboratory Series, 1948.
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(5) X and Y components of the selected error values are
calculated.

(6) RERR is called to find the point of intersection of two
lines, one passing thru the point FIX, EIY and parallel
to the line of position with slope THETI and the other
passing thru the point E2X, E2Y and parallel to the line
of position with slope THET2. The vector from the
sensor position to the above point of intersection is the
navigation error vector for the station pair considered.
All three possible error vectors are calculated.

(7) The smallest of the three error vectors is selected
and its X-Y components identified.

(8) If the movement is not confined to a trail, the data
referred to above provided as output of the subroutine
representing hyperoalic navigation system error. If
not, then the flow on sheet 4 projects the previously
determined error vector on to the trail segments and
determines the size of the along-trail component of
error. If the direction of the error vector is withiin
90 degrees of the previous trail segment, then it is
projected onto that segment. This procedure is
followed also, if the vector has been determined for the
end point of the trail (NSLEG=O). If the direction of
the vector is within 90 degrees of the present trail
segment, it is projected onto that segment. If the error
vector's orientation does not fall into either of these
two categories then the sensor

(9) Is assumed to be located at the junction of the two trail
segments (identical to considering the error vector to
have zero magnitude). The X and Y components of the
projection of the error vector onto the trail segments
are calculated and provided as output to the subroutine
for movements conf-,ned to a trail.

4.3.5.2 Description of Inputs to Subroutine HYPERB

The input structure for subroutine HYPERB is designed to
accept a planner code (1, 2, 3, 4) specifying which four equipment performance
parameter sets is to be played. For a given equipment performance parameter
set the following input values are requirei:*

See Data Set XV, Appendix F, Volume i1. A designer table (Vol. I.T, App. I,
Table VII) is also currently included in mode! for checkout purposes. One
set of values is included to which program will default if planner inputs not
supplied. Since parameters are scenario dependent, designer table should
not be used.
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(1) Stz, dard deviation of ground station location error
(meters).

(2) Standard deviation of system time difference measure-
ment error (microseconds).

(3) X-coordinate, Slave Station Ntumnber I (meters).

(4) Y-coordinate, Slave Station Number 1 (meters).

5) X-coordinate, Slave Station Number 2 (meters).

(6) Y-coordina-teS-

(7) X-coordinate, Slave Station Nun ,i.er 3 (meters).

(8) Y-coordinate, Slave Station Number 3 (meters).

(9) X-coordinate, Master Station (meters).

(10) Y-coordinate, Master Station (meters).

4.3.6 Subroutine NORMER

Subroutine NORMER allows the game planner to play naviga-
tion error expected when position location is determined in open terrain
from maps and visual sightings. This type of navigation may be used from
ground positions or from aircraft. For the former use, the subroutine is
designed to apply either when movement is ccnstrained to follow a prominent
trail (for which the planner must provide trail segment coordinates) or when
it is not constrained to follow a trail,

4.3.6. 1 Description of Processing

A macroflow for subroutine NORMER is shown in Figure 4.3-6
The following processing sequence is accomplished in the subroutine:

(1) One standard deviation of navigation location error is
obtained from t'Cie input table. The error diistribution is
assumed to be circular normal.

(2) Random normal deviates are selected. These are the
X and Y components of error provided when the move-
rment does not follow a trail.

V) Whern the ziiove1ienr tollzCws a trail, a random nornial
deviate is selected to represent the navigation error
vector. It is assumed to be orientud parallel to the
trail segnient. This vector is assuine, to be directed
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toward the starting point of the previous trail segment
if the random deviate - negative, and toward the
starting point of the next segment if positive. It is
also assumed to be directed toward the starting point
of the previous trail segment when the error for the
end point (NSLEG = 0) of the trail is obtained.

(4) The angle, THETA, is derived for use in obtaining X
and Y error components.

(5) The X and Y components of NORMR error are derived.

4.3.6.2 Description of !nputs to Subroutine NORMER

The input structure for subroutine NORMER is designed to
ic•:-•--a-plar.z o.0de •.i, Z, ý, i) spe.ifyinr. which of four navigation error
standard deviation Wales -s p- iuL}-c•e. When NOR;ý- "Ris
exercised in the game, this standard deviation value is i " Y "."
NORMER inputs are described in Data Set XVIII, Appendix F, Volume II of
this report.

4.4 SUBROUTINE ELPDT

The purpose of subroutine ELPDT is to determine, for each
sensor played in the game, the periods -f game time ?.ring which one or more
valid targets for the sensor (that is, targets of a type the sensor is designed
to detect (see Table 4.4.I)for valid sensor/target combinations) are in such
proximity to the sensor that sensor/target range and geometry alone would
not necessarily prevent detection. Subroutine ELPDT (together with the
sensor -to -target line-of-sight subroucine)**performs a screening function
in order that the sensor performance subroutines need only be called in the
Main Simulation Mcdel during those game time periods within which sensor
performance per Fe is the principal variable that will determine whether or
not detection occurs.

4.4. 1 Summary Description of ELPDT Processing

A macioflow diagram of subroutine ELPDT is presented in
Figure 4.4-1. For each valid sensor/target combination, appropriate items
of input iata are compared to determine the ar'swers to the following
questions:

(I) Are both this sensor and this target simoltaneously
active in the game during one or more periods
within total game time?

A designer table (Vol. II, Appendix _, 'fable X) is also included in
present model. This was used for chc-kout purposes and program
(',faulsto it if planner inputs not supplih d.

lfable 4.4-1i ihows -ensor/ta,'get line-of-sight dependence as played
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Table 4.4-I

DESIGN INPUT FOR VALID SENSOR TARGET COMBINATIONS

TARGET CATEGORY

SENSOR TYPE ,~ U W H 0 H 0

SEISMIC X X X X X X X X X XX XX x I

ACOUSTIC X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2

MACOUSTIC X XX XX XXXXX XX Ix

ARFBUOY XX X XX XX IX

PASSIVIR X X X X X X X X X XX X

RADAR X X X X X X X X X XX X

IMAGE X X X X X X X X X X X X 2

THERMVEW X X X X X XiX X XXX X 2

Iii BREAKWIR X X XX X X X X X I

A valid target for a magnetic sensor must have ferrous metal present,

indicated by A '1' in Item 2 in the Force Type Parameter Set Input (Appendix

F - Data Set XIJI).

RADARS in SAM-I are MTI-type thus targets with a nominal velotit,; less

than h,,li ,.- MTT criterion are not valid targets. (A multiplier of two is used

to account for forward and reverse speed factors that may be played.

0 - Detects only stationary targets

i - Detects only moving targets

2 - Detects both stationary and moving targets

The entries in these target categories are from CULTURE and bATTLE

only; other target categories may be from either B1LUE or RED For, e
inputs plus CULTURE or BATTLE as ,ipprcpriate.
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Table 4.4-1I
DESIGN INPUT FOR LOS DEPENDENCE

SEISMIC 
No

ACOUSTIC 
NO

MAGNETIC 
NOARFBU')Y 
NO

B*EAKWIR 
NO

PASSIVIR 
ASSUMED

RADAR ISTATIONARY) 
YES

RADAR (MOVING/AIR) 
YES

IMAGE (STATIONARY) 
YES

IMAGE IMOV;NW'GagOUN) 
YES

IMAGE (MOVING/AIR) YES
T9ERMVEw (STATIONARY) 

YES

THERVEW OVIN/GRCNDJYES
THERMVEW (MOVING/AIRU 

YES
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(2) Assuming an answer in the affirmative to (1)
above, do sensor/target geometrical relationship.
occur one or more times such that detection of
the target by the sensor would not necessarily
be impoisible?

For cases where both of the above questions are answered
in the affirmative, the subroutine calculates (for each sensor-to-target
exposure) the earliest possible game time of detection and the latest
possible game time of detection.

For the processing accomplished by subroutine ELPDT, all
targets are assumed to be on straight-line paths and moving with a constant
velocity. The target position is given by pecifying the x and y coordinates
and the times for each of the end points of these path segments. The target
may be stationary, in which case the coordinates of the end points are the 0

same. I Argets moving along more than or.e straight-line segment of a path
are treated as separate targets, and the information given for each straight-
line segment.

"Sensor3 are assumed to have either rectangular coverage or
circular sector co-,erage. Examples of circular sensor coverage are shown
in Figure 4.4-2. Examples of rectangular sensor coverage are shown in
Figure 4 .4-3. Target straight-line path segments intersecting various sensor
coverage patterns are shown in Figure 4.4-4. (Sensor number two depicted
in Figure 4.4-4 is represented as having the coverage of a degenerate
rectangle -- that is, the sides of the rectangle parallel to the line of target
movemenm are represented as having zero length. Sensors number one,
three and four in the figure are rerresented as having forms of circular
coverage.)

All moving sensors must have rect--igular coverage in the
present version of the model. Two of the sides of the coverage rectangle
must be parallel to the line of sensor movement.

The coverage parameters for the C'rcular type coverage are
the minimum and maxin, um radii of the concentric circles (see Figure 4,4-2,
and if sec'-r coverage is to be represented Lhe coverage angle and the
orientation angle (the center of th! sector) must be specified. The minimum
radius may be zero (as in the case of a seismic sensor) or it may be equal
to the maximum radius (as in the case of a breakwire deployed in the 'orm
of a circle). The sector coverage angle may be zero or may be 30'0. If
circular coverage (i.e., complete circle) is to be represented, it is
specified by using a coverage angle equal to or greater than 6. 28 radians.

Sensor movement re)resentation is identical to that of tarae' rrovment.
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The coverage parameters for rectangular coverage are the
orientation angle ( ..u'st be parallel to the line of sensor motion in the
case of moving sen3ors and parallel to the path segment in the case of
stationary sensors, located relative to a pzi.th): the location of the center of
the rectangle relFtive to the sensor position, specified by the dietance
parallel to the pith (and in the direction of the path) and perpendicular to
the path (and to the left of the path); the length of the rectangle (parallel to
the path) and the width o' w'e rectangle (perpendicular to tie path). The
rectangle may have z- -o width and/or zero length.

Subroutine ELPDT treats one sensor at a time and computes
possible detections by using the sector routine (SECT) or the rectangular
routine (GREC). The (x, y) position of the sensor and the target are defined
by a linear parametric form using time as a parameter.

Valid sensor/target combinations (see Table 4.4-I), line-of-
sight dependence (see Table 4.4-11 and type of target (used to select the
proper maximum and minimum radii or the coverage rectangle dimensions)
are determined by use of subroutine VALID.

4.4. Z Summa, ), of Inputs to Subroutine ELPDT

'.ables 4.4-Illatid 4.4-IV summarize the sensor-related and

target-related inputs, respectively, required for subroutine ELPDT.
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Table,* .4-Iii

SENSOR-RELATED INPUTS TO SUBROUTINE ELPDT

STATIONARY SENSORS MOVING SENSORS

STAROE ID NUMRR SENSOR IO NUMBER

SENTOR GROUND TRUTH D SITON GROUND TRUTH PATH AND PATH
SEGMENT END POINTS

TANSOR ORIENTATION 
PATH SEGMENT INITIAL TIMES

TANSOR "UP' GAME TIMES PATH SEGMENT END TIMES

SENIOR *O(AM5" GAME TIMES

TWAbl 4.4-1IV

TARGET-RELATED INPUTS TO SUBROUTINE ELPDT

STrATIONARY TARGETS MOVING TARGETS

TARGET ID NUM•BER TARGET 10 NUMBIER

TARGET WXY) COORDINATES TARGET MOVEMENT PATH AND PATH
SEGMENT END POINTS

TARGIET "'US GAME I IMES PATH SEGMENT INITIAL GAME TIMES

TARGET "'DOWN- GAME TIMES PATH SEGMENT END GAME TIMES
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4.6 FALSE ALARMS

In the System Assessment Model (SAM), random false

alarms are explicitly simulated for five generic types of

sensors: seismic, acoustic, passive ZR, arfbuoy and

breakwire. In terms of program sequencing, false alarm

time histories are generated for each sensor In these five

categories within PRERUN Job Step 7. Within this Job step,

a special purpose random number generator, FAINTV, is In-

voked to provide random time Intervals with the statisti-

cal properties appropriate to (a) sensor type anJ (b) en-

vironment-dependent Input argument that controls the mean

time between false alarms.

The corresponding events. temporarily stored on disk,

are subsequently merged into time sequence with all other

simulation events, and passed to MSM for final processing.

In the overal! model, *false alarms" arc diettngulshed

from "false targets", even though In some cases the final

effects might appear similar In the sensor outpit histor-

ies. Detailed dlvcuse:on of the distinction would event-
ually require a separation oy sensor type. But In general,

false alarms differ from false target alarms by the fol-
lowing criteria:

(a) false alarms from one sensor are statistically
Independent of false alarms from any nther son-
sor*

False or real targets generally cause sensor reports to
be correlated, If the sensors are sufficiently close to
one 2nother. A munitions explosion, for example, excites
seismic or acoustic sensors In an array at nearly the same
time. Vehicle, personnel or most large-animal movements
tend to ixclte sensors in a definite time sequence, de-
pending upon sensor placement genmetries relative to
path of motion.
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(b) a specific false alarm cannot be keyeo to any
external "thing" that is controlled by the plan-
ner, or that can be explicitly identified as
to Identity, position and time.

In practice, the dichotomy between false alarms and

false targets has been modeled with no significant ambl-
*gulty. Some examples of resolution might be:

(a) Rain, wind: Detailed variations not centrollad:
-....-and net IemtUfftIble as to exact locations

and times. Sensor responses classified as
false alarms.

(b) Battlefield activity: Produces both false tar-
gets and false alarms. For effects that can
be associated with definits times and posi-
tions (e.g., munitions firing or Impact,
personnel, casual military aircraft flights,
vehicles), corresponding sensor responses are
co•sidered to be caused by targets. However,
the general background noise (seismic and
acoustic) caused by, say, munitions fire af-
fects sensor background noise levels, and may
cause or affect false alarms.

(c) Cultural activity: Coments are similar to these
for battlefield activity. Definite civilian
traffic, for example, generates false targete.
General background noise level caused, for
example, by activity within a village or city,
af'cits false alarms.

4.6.1 False Alarm 8tatltics

The physical and logical mechanisms of false alarms dif-
fer among the five generic sensor types considered:

For AiY•uOY sensors, a false alarm corresponds to a
dislodgment of a bomblet or bomblets by something too Indefi-

nite to be considered a target. These dislodgments occur
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most frequently during heavy rains and/or wirds. An expo-

nential distribution of times between false alarms was

assumed.

For breakwire sensors, breakage in a target free en-

vironment tends to be infrequent, except when moderate to

heavy winds occur 'especially If local vegetation can be

blown against the wire). For k fixed environment, the time

to breakage was simulated as a random variable with expo-

nential distribution

Seismic, acoustic and passive IR sensors have a some-

what common logic. First, transducers convert physical

signals (e.g., seismi: vibrations) Into Internal voltage

signals. Second, Internal voltages are compared with a

reference or threshold voltage; when the voltage exceeds

the reference, a so-called "threshold crossing" is said to

exist. Third, a single threshold crossing does not gener-

ate an alarm. Rather, an alarm is defined by logic of the

form: alarm occurs If N threshold crossings occur within

a time interval of T seconds. Specific values (designer

values) tor N and T are:

N _T

SOsmlc 4 8.

Acoustic 4 8.

Passive IR 2 1.5

And fourth, for these sensors there Is a period of sensor

deactivation -- a dead zone -- following any alarm. The

value of tVis dead time Interval Is 15 seconds for seismic

and goustic, 1.5 seconds for passive IR.
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Simulation of the conrcant dead times Is trivial, so

consider the random comronent of the tImK between false

alarms. The general cheory of noise signals makes it a

reasonable assumr'ion that threshold crossing times are

exponentially jtstrfbuted (equivalently, the number of

threshold 7rossings per fixed time Interval Is Poisson

distrivited). It does not, however, follow rigorously

that the corresponding times between false alarms are also

_Aptnentlally distributed.

Indeed, the exact theory of false alarm time intervals

proved extremely difficult. Fortunately, an approximate

teorl• valid In the range of practical sensor sensitivity

(threshold) settings was found, and was verified by com-

parison with "exact" simulations*. This theory not only

indicated that an exponential distribution fitted false

alarm times (ignoring the constant dead time), but It also

provided estimates of the parametcr (mean time between false

alarms) In terms uf known parameters. A summary of Lhese

results is given in Figurc 4.5-1.

4.5.2 Subprogram FAINTV

A special purpose rardom number generator was coded

to provide random Inter-false-alarm time Intervals for the

five types of sensors. The name, FAINTV, is an acronym for

False Alarm INTerVal. A function-type subprogram, It supplies

at each call a random time Intervwl value that (s) it, Inde-

pendent of all previous values, (b) gives a value that is

the sup of a constant value (dead time) plus a random expo-

Initially, It was planned to simulate false alarm time In-
tervals using the brute-force "exact" simulation program.
Although the final version program Is far superior in terms
of speed, the initial program proved useful for numerical
verification of validity of the approximations.



Threshold crossings: Assumed exponential distribution
for time between crossings, *Sh
parmeter (average time) r,,

False alarms: Generated whenever N threshold
or.-7sing ooour within ? seconds.

Distribution of For the practical cases of sensor
false alarm timess settirgs,%is larger than T. In

such cases, the .'ime t between
false alarms is very nearly expo-
nenti&aUy distributed. The 0or-

responding parameter (man time
between false alarmsa), T, is closely
approximated by the forxmla below.

iN

For seismic and &icoustic sensors (N 4 1, T " 6):

e e'Ir. +6

For passive infrared Ber.aors (N - 2, T - 1.5),

2 .33/r* X
e r~, +.1.5

S~I.s"

Becauo e theory is only approximate, nmerical experimentation
using exact simulations was used to verify both the shape of
the distribution, and the estimates of parameters. Agreement
was verified for the specific cases (seismic, acoustic and
piaslve infrared) of interest.

Figure 4.5-1

SUlAIARY OF FALSE ALARM STATISTICAL THEORY
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* nentially distributed varlate. The Input parameters are

(a) sensor type code, and (b) mean lime between threshold

crossings. The COMMENTS portion of the program listing, .

reproduced in Fig. 4.54summarIzes Its basic features as

a subprogram.

As mentioned, FAINTV is used within PRERUN Job Step 7.

The Input argument (b) (mean time between threshold cros-

"sings) is determined on a time varying basis by sensor

background routines, ar', reflects changes In atmospheric,

battlefield and cultural 2nvfronment.



FAINIV ,*,$•$e$$$$$$$$$$$*$$$$$$$•$

r, FUNCTION FAINTV 1
Cs *
C* PURPnsE
C. SPECIAL PURPOSE RANDOM N'JU¶BER GENERATOR. PROVIDES 1
C* RANDOM FAt5E ALARM TIMF IOTERVAIS FOR 5 TYPES OF f
Cs SENJSORS, WITH STATISTICS APPROPRIATf TO (A) SENSOR •
C' LrGIC AND 181 AN AVERAGE TIME PARAMETER SUPPLIEO •
C, AS AN INPUT VARIARIE. *
C*
Co, USA(,E 0
C$ TIME m FWINTV (AVrT, ITYPSN) 1

Cs DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 1
r* ITYPSN INTEGFR CUDE FOR SENSOR GENERIC TYPE. 1
:C VALID VAL'IFS AoF I (SEISMIC)h ? (ACOUSTIC)# $
C' 4 IAR'BIJOY.I, 5 IPASSIVIRI, AND 9 (OREAKWIR). •
r*

C$ AVGT rO4 ARFSIJOY AND 9REAKWIR, s AVERAGE FALSE •
C* ALARM TIME. FOR OTHER SENSOR TYPFS, w AVERAGE •
C' THR4ESHOLD CROSSINr, TIME. •

Cr REMARKS: •
C' 1. ALL FALSF ALARM TIME INTERVALS ASSUlF0 TO HAVE EXPO- *
Cs NENTIAL PRO13A.BILITY DISTRIBIUTIONS (POISSON PROCESS). *
re THF APPROPRIATE PARAMETER DEPENDS UPON SENSOR LOGIC. •
', FORMILAS USEO FOR THE NnN-TRIVIAI. CASES ARF APPROXI- •

C$ MATE, BUT VERIFIED AGAINST EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF A $
C. PREVIOUS 'B1UTE FORCE' FAINTV ALGORITHM. •

C, 2. THIS FAINTV ROUTINE REPLACES ALL PREVIOUS VE"SIONS, 1
Cs THAT WERE, LESS GENERAL AND/OR REOUI0PEn ,XCESSIVE $
('s COMPUTATIONAL TIME. NOTE THAT CALLING SEUUENCE 1
Co DIFFERS FROM PikEVIOUS VERSIONS. •
C$ *
C. 3. DESIGNER VAtatS ARE U'ED IN P"JUGRAN rOR THE N AND T 1
"' IN 'FALSE ALARM WHEN N THRESHOLD CROSSINGS IN T •

Cs SECONDS#. AND FOR THE DEAD TIME (SENSOR INACTIVAiEOI •
(e FOLLOWING A FA'..SE ALAR4. SPECIVICALLY,.. •

N T DEAfl TIMF $
Cs SEISMIr S fý C(ONLUS ý5 WOFWCNr) '

r* AC4COUS(ItC'. A SEA NINS Is SECONDS
C$ PAS.IV I 2 I.b se.routOS I.11 SECONDS 5
Cs ARF31iOV I IR EL El ANT 0 SEC.ONOS

SR E A" W!' ; IRIELuVANI D S-CONrlS ;

C4 ... ERROF1 PAOTLLTION FOR AN 'NVAI ID ITYPSN IN CALL. •
(C. DIAGC.,ISTIC MESSAGE IS PRINTED, 'VFRY LARGE' VALIIF $
r$ IS SUPPLIED AS ýUN(TICN VALUE, ANO) PPOGRAM CONrtNUES."

r. S'IJ/RO';7.WlN ANn Fur.iCT!O % Sl•', G:AM' gLOUiREL. $
Cs UR'N (UNIFORM RANOOM NUMBS6 1;GN(RATOR|

('o 15 OCTORER 1970 4

*******************4. 5~~r •-2 (X FOR 30MPA 7-.I11" *to
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4.6 LINE OF SIQHT

For those sensors that are line-of-eight (LOSe) de-

pendent, the system model provides evaluations of line of

sight. Those evaluations are made in PRERUN Job Step 9,

after initial screening has been comploted for the nominal
time and geometry Intersections of targets with nominal
sensor coverage patterms.

It was early established that the primary method of

LO•- evelust-on wowld be based on direct calcularon ussing

digital terrain data of moderately high resolution. The

scope of the storage problem was established then by:

(a) maximum size scenario area, and (b) the final resolu-
tion chosen for terrain data. For the former, the d(sign

value specified at the beginning was 30 km by 30 km. For

the latter, a nomlaal Value of 100 meters** was jointly

accepted by CAL and COC/ISA as an acceptable compromise

between conflicting storage and accuracy re luirements.

Thus, a data base potentially Including some 20,000

terrain height values became a major consideration In the
design of the corresponding program structure. In partic-

ular, an otherwise desirable placement of LOS calculations

In MSM, where each LOS calculation might be dynamically
requested as needed, was Judged completely infeasible In

terms of core storage, access times to peripheral storage,

and computing time.*

In this section, "LOS" will refer to the phrase "line
of sight;" It Is also the specific name of the major
line of sight subroutine. In context, the particular
meaning will be self-evident.

Actual value about 101.8 meters. See Section 5.3,1.

A design goal was to hold all major data storage areas
to total of about 30,000 computer words. Final version
of Mtt uses over O0,000 words for data othrr than ter-
rain heights.



Consequently, LOS calculations were assigned as a

PRERUN task, and a distinct Job step, so that:

(a) When LOS calculations are being made, all of
available storage can temlorarily be dedicated
to terrain data and line of eight programs.

(b) Partly because of core-storage eff~cIencfes im-
plied by (a), and partly because sequencing of
calculations could be organized efficiently
(on a sensor-by-sensor basis, rather than by
game tims), accesses to tape or disk could be
minimized, and computing time could be held to
acceptable values.

This choice of program structuring, Incidentally, pro-

vides complete flexibility for the introduction of alterna-

tive methods * as for example & probabilistic method. The

basic LOS subroutine would be replaced; only one Job step

would be affected directly; and there would be no addit-

ional linkage problems to be resolved.

The remainder of this section Is limited to a discus-

-.... MhL.an•-lne atib•a t zomputing Ut.o (la.a. the...

one based on digital terrain data), beginning at the level

of the primary subroutine LOS. Incorporation of this sub-

routine Into operational procedures of PRERUN Is covered

In the User,' Manual", and details not covered in the

sum•mary discussion below may be found In program listings

and AUTOFLOWS of the appropriate subroutines. Figure 4.6.1

lists, for convenience, the secondary subroutines associated

with subroutine LOS, and their basic roles.

Two choices were provided In the Initial model release:
the detailed version based on cI•tal terrain, and a
"dummy LOS" package for which line of sight io always
assumed to exist. These two represent probable extremes.
Volume II, Description of PRERUN Job Step 9.



SUBROUTINE LOS
Primary line of eight subroutine, for point-to-
point evaluations.
LOS calls the following subprograms:

SUBROUTINE TERANE
Called when necessary, to fetch terrain data from
disk.

SUBROUTINE FOL.AGE *

Determines foliage (canopy) height

SUBROUTINE IUTEVL
Determines, from x,y coordinates$ the 'IUTN index
for-un~t Aegraim- typia 4MT-l us ed to-sectess the
appropriate UNTER table data)

SUBRUINE MICTER
Makes probabilistic evaluation of local masking
of target, due to fine structure of foliage/terrain.

W4
Figure 4.6-1

BASIC LINE OF SIGHT SUBPROGRAMS
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4.6.4 InformatIr. v;llable

Subroutine LCS is the primary program for determin-

Ing whether line of sight exists between two given points,

one considered the sensor position, the other the

target position. The basic logic behind this subroutine's

operations Is esqimarized In Section 4.8.2. However, some

prior discussion of the data base from which subroutine

LOS works Is given here partly to set the context of the

computational problem, and partly because the details of

the data base strongly affected the actual program logic.

4.8.1.1 Diqital Terrain Oats*

Digital terrain data, stored on a so-called operation-

al tape, give terrain heights within the scenarlo area on

a discrete set of (x,y) grid points. Nominal spacing be-

tween adjacent points (in either the x or the y direction)

Is 100 meters.

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, these terrain height

data are reasonably accurate In reflecting the blockage or

non-blockage of a potential line of eight ray. They do not

necessarily provide comparable accuracy for the absolute

altitude at a point, as for example would be Implied in de-

termining height of a sensor position from x,y coordinates.

The distinction will be clarified in Section 4.8.2. The

significance of the distinction depends upon the roughness

of the terrain %r!thln a 100 meter square).

For additional Information, see Section 5.3.1.
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'4.6.!.9 Foliage Data

Certain foliage data sae available In the so-called

UNTER (unit terrain) tables, described In Section 5.3.2.

For line of eight calculations, the primary parameters used

are canopy height and the estimates of upper and lower

ground visibility limits.

Resolution in x and y for foliage data is 500 meters.

That is, values given In the (INTER tables are, In any appli-

cation, Intended to be average or typical values for a

500 meter square block of terrain. Thus, relative to that

for bare-earth terrain, resolution for foliage data is

less by a factor of 5 (linear) or 25 (area).

4.6.1.3 Sensor Data

Information provided to subroutine LOS about the sert-
sor includes: x,y coordinates; height above ground*;

a parameter, RCLEAR, that gives a distance before the sen-
**

sor that may be assumed clear of foliage ; and In the case

of radar, a logical variable that specifies whether or not

a foliage penetration capability Is to be assumed for that

radar.

4.6.1.4 Target Data

Logic and bookkeeping that distinguish extended tar-

gets from point targets are handled In PRERUN by the execu-

Airborne sensors are allowed; for these, the height Is
the nominal aircraft height above ground as specified by
the planner Input data.

Planner specifies RCLEAR values In scenario specification
Data Set iV (Senser Descriptor Parameters). See Volume !1,
PRERUN Step 0., -V
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tle routine (main program). In the context of the present

discussion, the relevant target parameters available are:

x,y coordinates; and an indicator, KSECUR , that specifies,

whether or not the target Is attempting to move with maxi- a
mum concealment.

|4..2 LOS Path Regions

The most general case of line of eight computations

occurs for the larger distances between sensor and target.

In these cases, the overall path between the two points Is

divided, for purposes of calculation, into three regions,

as sketched in Fig.4.6-2. These regions differ In certain

significant physical attributes. Perhaps more important,

they differ In the degree to which data base limitations

affect accuracy and program' logic. The three regions may

be defined by:

Region A: Segment of terrain near the sensor, within

the cleared distance RCLEAR

Region 8: The central region

Region C: Segment of terrain near target.

If the distance between sensor and target Is In fact

sufficiently large that all three regions exist, the fol-

lowing comments apply:

Planner specifies KSECUR values for red and blue forces
in scenario specification Data Set XIII (Force Type Par-
ameters); see Volume 11, PRERUN Step 0. False targets
are assumed not moving for maximum security.
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T (target)

•REQION C: Near target; fine
structure of folfage/terrain
must be considered.

"--REGION S: Centrrl region. Terrain
plus nominal foliage considered In
ray trace.

-REGION A: Length m RCLEAR.
8 Cleared of follagg.

"(sensor)

Figure ,6-2a LOS PLAN VIEW. REGION DEFINITIONS.

Ra. i 1'6 S &14/

L16A,

Flgure4.6-2b LOS DETERMINEO IN REGION C

Figure 4.6-2c LOS DETERMINED DURING RAY TRACE
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Region A. By definition, foliage It cleared in ti;i

region, so limitations of the foliage data base are Irrele-

vant. Comments on bare-earth data ore the same as for
S

Region B.

RgQ. Although limitations in foliage and bare-
earth data can introduce errors In this region, results

for this region are actually rather Insensitive to these

limitatiors.

The microstructure of terrain, for example, ic unim-

portant. Only the maximum value of terrain over t quantum

distance (-*100 meters) can affect line of sight status,

and terrain data are relatively accurate in defining maxima

Even though foliage is delined with coarse xy reso-
lution, the effect on line of sight In Region B does not

derive from the fine structure (e.g., exact locations of

Individual clumps of vegetation). Provided that at lveast

a part of a quantum distance has a sample of "typical"

canopy height, the effect on line of sight status Is de-

termined on a valid basis.

Realon C. In this region, any significant fine

structure in foliage or bare-earth terrain would have a

major effect on true line of sight, but thp data base for

computation does not provide sufficient resolution for

this effect to be evaluated deterministically. Regio,, C is
assumed to be 250 meters or the distance between the target and the

sensor m~nus by-ton A. whichever is less.

See Section 5.3.1 ("Terrain Tape").
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Consider foliage, for example. For two extreme cases --

.rY4fmlm- *Ie.1"g40t ton 1-rtd ftr rt'R --- nv partieir

problem &rises. But If any clumping effect exists, then

target movement over a clump size or clearing size region

can completely change line of eight status. Indeed, for

a small target (man), motion of a few feet may determine
whether or not line of eight exists.

The microstructure of terrain is probably less signifi-

cant than the fine structure of foliage, at least In a

southeast Asian environment, considering the 5:1 better

resolution for bare earth data.

The corputational treatment for this region !s dis-

cussed below in connection with subroutine MICTER.

4.8.3 Proaram Loalct Key Elements

4,6,3.1 Terrain Data Access and Storage

Major features In this aspect of the program are:

(a) If terrain data in storage adequately cover
the sensor-to-target path, no request for
terrain data is placed to the disk access
subroutine.

(b) If terrain data are needed, the program dis-
tlngufshes between a "short range" case (sensor
range less than 5 km) and "long range" case
(sensor range greater than 5 km.).

For the former, storage is adequate to hold a
10 km wide strip of terrain, centered (nortn-
south) on the sensor; this strip Is requested
from disk. If the next call to subroutine LOS
applies to the same sensor position (or nearly
the some), terrain will already be resident In
core storage, regardless of the target position.
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(c) For the latter, complete coverage of the overall
sensor coverage field cannot generally be held In
storage. However, at least half of the sensor cov-
erage area can be accommodated, and calls to disk
tend to be minimal.

These features do not affect the final result. They do

Im•ol greater machine efficiency for sensors with at most

5 km maximum range than for longer range sensors.

4.6.3.9 Subroutine MICTER

After subroutine LOS has made some elementary v3lldlty

(error checking) tests, It calls Subroutine MICTER. This

subroutine makes a probabilistic evaluation of whether line

of sight would exist, insofar as the fine structure of foliage

In the vicinity of the target Is an Influence (Region C

In the previous discussion).

This subroutine has i.-'e major branch, according as

"t~enomfaal LOS ray comes from above (as for an airborne

sensor) or is more nearly horizontal (most ground-to-ground

cases).

For the former case, a probability of (loca!) line of

sight Is based on upper and lower limits of canopy closure

(from UNTER tables), and r random cample w'th tVe Indica-

ted probability is drawn to define whether LCS exists for

the particular call.

For the latter case, the concept of deriving a proba-

bility and basing the returned inswer on a random sample Is

the same. However, the probability of (local) LOS Is based

upon: (a) upper and lower limits of ground visibility (from

UNTER tables); (b) previous hfstory for the same target,
namely, the distance the target has mover since the last
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call to MICTER (with special logic for first such call);

- 6en - %eSE" va4* -the$--tv f4eft whotLr 'tft 4gwv t.4 e-

assumed to be trying for maximum concealment.

4.6.3.3 Ray Trace

If a 'false' answer is returned by MICTER, the quest-

.ion of line of sight Is answered. Otherwise, subroutine

LOS initiates a point by point trace of bare-earth effect
from sensor to the end of Region Al then of bare-earth plus

foliage to the end of Region B; then of bare-earth only

to the target Itself! If, at any point along this trace,

the pre-determined line from sensor to target is intercepted

(blocked) by terrain (or terrain plus foliage, in Region B),

line of eight Is known not to exist; the trace Is discon-

tinued; and subroutine LOS returns a 'false' answer.

An interesting observation Is that machine time

tends to be much less for maekd targets than for visible

ones. For the latter, avery operation Including the lengthy

ray trace must be executed to completion.

4.0.4 Fo|Iisq-PenetratIlt Radars

For radars that are designated as "foliage penetrating,"

line of sight calculations are partially performed within
the basic LOS package (I.e., In PRERUN Stop 9), and part-

Ially within the sensor routine Itself (in 118M). Insofar

as subroutine LOS operations apply, the primary differences

Bydefinition, fl m a

Oy definit(on, foliage Is cleared over Region A, and the
effects of foliage (but not of major terrain variations)
have already been accounted for by subroutine MICTER In
Region C.
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I;I

In computation are:

(a) Subroutine MICTER is bypassed

(b) Foliage Is not added to terrain, when the
ray trace is made.

Thus, LOS determines only whether or not the bare-earth

profile would cause radar maskIng.

The sensor (RADAR) routine In MSM would not be called

unless the LOS calculation has established bare-earth line

of sight. The determination of signal loss in foliage,

however, is done within the sensor routine .

4.6.5 LOS Sumalry

The discussion above of line of sight program opera-

ations in not, and Is not Intended to be, complete In all

4e•401c.,For. these,6.reference Ia. made .to U-proroem . - .-

listings and AUTOFLOW diagrams supplied as Volume II! of

t~he report.
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Section S

ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Systems Assessment Model has been designed to incorporate as

realistically as practicable, those environmental effects present on the

battlefield which will or are likely to affect STANO systems performance.

This section presents a discussion of the major environmental elements included

in teons of the specific programs and subroutines developed. Such environmental

effects have been divided into four categories as follows:

o Atmospheric

o Terrain

o Battlefield

* Cultural

The atmospheric environment is taken care of by a separate submodel the

output of which is a game history of specific parameters needed by the various

subroutines in PRERUN and HSM. Sixteen parameters are specified extending

from weather effects such as precipitation, wind, temperature, humidity, etc.

to ephemeris parameters such as solar and moon parameters and irradiance

fefecvt *w-ntmrat -Ilight somyce-r - Wmr-mrogra it- des*4iemd fre extreme

flexibility such that the planner need only specify the month, time of day,

duration and location'of game on which c'ase the program will intoernasryjen&rate

the complete atmospheric history required. On the other hand, the planner

may choose to provide any or all of nine categories of the atmospheric

history with the program computing the remainder. When planner desires to

provide any of these categories, he has additional flexibility in how they will

change during a game, e.g., keeping wind constant for entire game, changing it in

step fashion, or in a smooth variable transition. The operation of this subuodel

together with all the logic and deoivation of computation methods is presented

in Section 5.2. Each subroutine is discussed separately in the order in which
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it is used in the overall program. The 'taospheric model, as noted earlier,

is an auxiliary, independent Job step which is a prerequisite to running PRERUN

and MSN but need only be run whenever a new game atmospheric history is desired.

The terrain environment effects are accounted for in two basically

independent programs. The first, Make Sparse Terrain TM, provides a digitized

terrain description of the scenario area in approximately 100 meter increments.

It is produced from finer grain digitized terrain tapes supplied by the U.S.

Amy Topographic Command and modified to be readable by IBM 360 series

computers by the U.S. Army Institute for Systems Analysis of Combat Developments

Command. The output of this auxiliary input submodel is required for use in

the other auxiliary input subimodels, Radar Contour Plot and RF Data Link

Analysis and also in the PRERUN for Step 9 when sensor line of sight is played.

It shcqld be understood that this program need only be run once for a given

map area, no matter how many different scenarios or games are run within this

area. Terrain tape preparation is presented in Section S.3.1. The second

terrain environment program is TERAN and provides for the preparation of 500

meter square terrain description grid index numbers and values of nineteen

terrain parameters for each type terrain index. These parameters are used in

various pther programs as a means of accounting for such characteristics as

vegetation variations, background reflectances, soil moisture, and ground to

ground visibility. The preparation of the terrain grid, assignment of unit

terrain indices, and the terrain parameters are discussed in detail in Section

'S.4.2.

Battlefield and Cultural effects are incorporated in the model during one

of the PRERUN steps (Step 6). Battle effects include such red or blue force

activities not directly played in the target detection flow of the model as

firing of weapons, impact of all types of ordnance and non-game connected
military aircraft and vehicles. Non-battle connected background noise sources
(village, water noise, non-battle motor-caused effects) and various moving

activities (fauna, rail traffic, and non-combat personnel) are played in a

culture model. The Battlefield and Cultural activities product background
effects which in turn may effect sensor performance and also ginarate false

targets or cause false alarms to be more readily generated. The above
described type activities may be specifically input or generated randomlyusing
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frequency data supplied by the planner. The actual effects resulting from

these activities (background levels, false target events, or illumination

events) are determined based on both planner inputs and designer input tabler

contained in PRERUN Step 6 program. The ditailed discussion of the culture and

battle environment considerations is included in Section 5.4.
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5.2 ATMOSPHERICS MODEL

S.2.1 MAIN PROGRAM - ATIOMN

S.2.1.1 Purpose

ATHOWN is the main program required to initiate generation of the

atmospheric environment for the duration of the game. It is used as a

vehicle for providing inputs to the sixulation and therefore subject to

alteration by the game planner. Because various portions of the PnE20M

and Main Simulation Wmel require knowledge of the atmospheric onviromment,

it is intended to be a stand-alone progras executed prior to the 135U1W

5.2.1.2 Use and Description of Inputs

Although A1TMO4 only calls Subroutine ATMOS, fourteen other supporting

subroutines are required for execution. Fig. 5.2-1 presents a structure tree

of the complete program.

The ATMOMN Program is used as a vehicle for providing inputs to ATMOS

as well as the PRURUN and Main Simalation Model. Fig. 5.2-2 presents the

thirteen Fortran statements which compose the progras. This auxiliary

program must be prepared each time ATMOS is to be executed. Lines 1,

2, 9, 10, 12 and 13 should appear exactly Ls shown. Lines 3 through 8

and line 11 are alte.red as required for the particular pSpe beig played..

Lines 3 through 6 specify the content of four integer variables in the

SASICT common are&. Line 3 establishes ITOOST, the tiue of day at the

start of the game in seconds. In the example presented ITODST is equal

to zero indicating that the start of the game is equal to 0000 hours.

Line 4 sets ITDWRN a variable describing the duration of the game in seconds.

In the present example the duration is equal to three days. The maximm

allowed duration is six weeks. Line S which sets the variable IDATE specifies

the date of the start of the game. This is always a 6-digit integer with

the first two digits being the day of the start of gSa, the next two

digigts the month and the last two digits the year. In the present example
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the game begins on Nay 29, 1969. Line 6 which establishes che value of

IDAREA describing the scenario area where the game is to be played;

1 a Khb Sohn, South Vietnaa, 2 - Hue, South Vietnam, and 3 - Fort Hood,

Texas. In the present example the game is being played in the Hue scenario

are&. Lines 7 and 8 describe reference nambers for the origin of the gaussian

and uniform random number generators. These variables can be set to any

arbitrary nine-digtt integer but must be changed between successive executions

of ATNOS if different atmospheric environments are required. Line 11 sets

the variable PADPT representing an output option available to the planner.

If PROeT is set equal to .TRUE. the valiaes in the ATNENV tables describing

the environment wil. be printed out and recorded on magnetic tape. If this

variable is set equal to .FALSE. thi printed report will be deleted and

"the ATNENV Tables will only be recorded on magnetic tape.

In addition to the inputs which must be provided by the planner through

tha FORIT•A Statements composing ATHOI4, data must be supplied in an input

data stream. Fig.. 5.2-3shows the data sets which compose the ATH14O input

data stream. The planner input data set presents the meteorological variables
that the plamner has elected to supply in the form of a time history. The

preparation of this data set is detailed in the description of Subroutine

ATHOS. If no input is being supplied, this data set must consist of a blank

data card. The remaining five data sets in the input data stream represent

designer input data. These sets contain the parameters of the statistical

distributions determined irou recorded meteorological data. These data sets

mist be included in the input data stretm regardless of the amount and type

of planner imputed data. A limited numbet of these designer input data

sets have been prepared during development of the model. Detailed descriptions

of the preparation of these data sets is included with the description of

the corresponding supporting subroutine. In placing the date sets into

the input data stream one must take care to insure that they have the proper

order and that the data sets selected agree with the month and scensrio

area of the gamo.
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S.2.1.3 Description of Logic and Processing

See Section 2.

5.2.1.4 Sample Data Set

The FoRTRAN Statements composing ATNU4N during the System Assessment

Model cho'.kout were identical to the example presented in Fig. 5.2-2.The six

data sets in the input data stream are presented with the descriptions of

the corresponding subroutines Ci .;, ATHOS, PROB1, PROB? PROB3, PROB4 or

PRoDS).

S.2.1.S Sample Output

No output is produced directly by AT1MM. A supporting subroutine,

END, will gonerate a printed report of the time history of the stmospheric

environment if this option is chosen by the planner (PROPT - .TRUE.). The

reports generated during the checkout of the System Assessment Mode! are

included in the description of Subroutine END.
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5.2.2 SUBROUTfE ATMOS

S.2.2.1 Purpose

Subroutine ATMOS generates values for a number of meteorological factors

which describe the atmospheric environment during the duration of the game.

These factors compose the ATNENV Common Area as shown in Table 5.2-I. Because

various portions of ta PREEUN and Main S!iulation Model require knowledge

of the atmospheric environment, Subroutine ATMOS is intended to be part of a

stand-alone program executed prior to the P'ROMN.

5.2.2.2 Use and Description of Inputs

A main program, AT?43NN, and fourteen supporting subroutines must be

employed with Subroutine ATWOS. The subroutines include EDIT, EISG, END,

EPHEM, IRRAD, ORDER, PRECIP, PROBI, PROB2, PROBM, PROM4 PROBS, SPHTRI and

WEATHR in alphabetical order. The reader is referred to the descriptions of

these programs in the following sections for detailed information. Subroutines

descriptions ate arranged in order of use by the program.

The planner may ,,,put data for one or more (or possibly all) of the

variables which would otherwise be generated by Subroutine ATMOS using

statistical procedures. The input data maust be in the form of a time

hi3tory which will be described in detail. This history is punched onto

cards to form the Planner Input Data Set (see the input data stream in the

description of ATMON main program (Section 5.2.1)) and read by Subroutine AITOS.

If no input is being supplied the data set must consist of a blank card.

There are nine categories in which the planner may elect to prnvide input.

If he elects to provide any input at all, he mist also provide time data. Table

5.2-Il below lists these categories with their descriptions.

Note that in each of the first two categories, Emphemeris/Illutination Data

and the Precioitation Data, the planner must specify more than one variable.
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TABLE 5.2-I

CONTENTS OF ATIENY COMON AREA

VARIABLE TYPE DESCRIPTION UNITS

ITEFF Integer Value of ITIU when ATIENV Table Seconds

I effective
SOl.4J T Real Solar Al'titude Degrees ...

AMAX Real Lunar Altitude Degrees

PHSLMN. Re,,' Ltnar phase (civil) Fraction

IPD .Integer . . Precipitation Code identifying type
of precipitation

0 a No precipitation
I - Thunderstorm
2 a Rain or drizzle

3 a Freezing rain or drizzle*
4 a Snow or sleet*
5 - Hail*
6 a Fog

PRATE Real Precipitation rate m/hr

PTOT24 Total precipitation during the last m
24 hours

H20DEN Real Amount of water in the air p/cc

WSPEED Wind speed 'a/hr

CCOVER Cloud cover fraction

ATEMP Air temperature C

PRESUR Pressure .. of mercury

HIMTY Relative humidity

'ISI Meteorological visibility meters

CEIL Cmloing meters

ASID Real Array ASID(l) - Amplitude of the spec- watts/' 2

tral irradiance due to direct
sunlight or direct moonlight
ASID(2) - Amplitude of the spec-
tral irradiance due to clear sky
ASID(3) - Amplitude of the spec-
tral Irradiance due to air Slow

TCLOU Real Transaission of cloud cover

*Not presently played in codel
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TABLE 5.2-I1

IYPHS OF PLANNER INPUT

CATEGORY VARIABLE DESCRIPTION/LAITS

Time Day A two-digit integer describing the day
(INDAY) of the jm, thus 00 is D-day, OS

D-day + 5, etc. ,

Hour A four-digit integer equal to the
(INHR) military time, e.g., 0900, 17S5 etc.

1. Ephemeris/ Solar Altitude Local elevation of the sun in degrees.
Illumination (SOLALT) A negative value indicates that the sun

is below the horizon (i.e., nighttime)

Lunar Altitude Local elevation of the moon in degrees.
(ALTLUN) Negative value indicates moon below

horizon.

Lunar Phase Expressed as a fraction, i.e. 0.00 = New
Moon, 0.25 - 1st Quarter, 0.56 - Full Moon,(PHSLJN) 0.75 - 3d Quarter

2, Precipitation Condition Code A one-digit integer code identifying the
(IPKODE) type of precipitation

0 - No precipitation
1 a Thunderstorm
2 - Rain or drizzle
3 - Freezing rain or drizzle*
4 - Snow or sleet*
5 - Hail*
6 - Fog

Total Amount of Total amount of rain (or snow) in inches
Precipitation for for the eyent identified by the condition
Event (TOTP) code

3. Wind Speed (WSPEED) Knots

4. Cloud Cover (CCOVER) Fraction 0.., - 1.0

S. Dry Bulb (ATEMP) Degrees Fahrenheit
Temperature

6. Pressure (PRESUR) Inches of Hg

7. Relative uhmidity (11lk.;TY) Percent 0 - 100

S. Meteorologicrl (VISIB) Miles
Visibility

9. Ceiling (CEIL) Feet

*Not presently pi4yed in model. For decails about the senzur model's response to these

codes the reader is referred to the corresponding descriptions of the sensor performance
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For example, if he elects to input illumination information he must specify

solar altitude, lunar altitude and lunar phase as a function of time for the

total duration of the game being played. This does not restrict these time

histories to be representative of the "real world." for example, the planner

could play a game history of several days keeping the solar altitude con.,tant

or a three-day game with the phase of the moon changing from 1/4 to 1/2 to 3/4

on successive nights. Due to the extreme flexibility in the types of input

accepted, overall compatibility of the input rests with the planner. lie

should not, for example, specify rain without cloud cover.

To assist the planner in preparing the input, a form has been prepared

and is shown in Tab. 5.2-111. Its use has been illustrated employing the

environmental data from a draft scenario shown in Tab. 5.2-IV. In the present

case the planner elected to provide input in seven of the nine categories

(pressure and visibility are left unspecified). As can be seen from this

example, the preparation of the planner input could become tedious when the

planner elects to provide input in a majority of the categories for games

with extensive duration. To ease the burden one can change the variables in

a discontinuous or step function fashion with time (in the present example

this was done with solar altitude, lunar altitude, lunar phase, cloud cover,

relative humidity and ceiling) or keep them constant (as done for wind speed).

If a smoother transition is desired (as done for temperature), the preparation

becomes more difficult and it is recommended that the planner use the statis-

tical procedures "built-in" to Subroutine ATtOS.

The first entry in the table establishes the conditions at the beginning

of the game (DAY a 00, IOUR a TIME AT THE START OF GAME, in the present example

it was assumed to be midnight thus the HOUR - 0000). In a(lition, this dntry

allows the planner to specify the variables he does not wan, to provide for in

his input data. The reader may note that all the variables except solar or

lunar altitude and temperature do not normally have negative' values. Thus by

assigning any negative decimal number to the initial value o,. a variable, the

plariner can indicate that he wil! not provide inpuit for that variable. Note
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IABLIE 5.2-IV

Environmental Data of a Draft C.,enario

1. General. The following data is provided to eeicc.se the STANO equipment
in various environmental conditions. The basic data was extracted from the
Tactical Scale Study Hue and Vicinity, 14 June 1968, PO United States Military
Assistance Command, Vietnam. Climatic conditions for the month of April have
been portrayed, Where deviations occur, it was for the convenience of the
scenario.

2. Precipitation. Thero is only one instance of rain:

DAY _URAiION TrYPL

D+I 0100 to 0400 light to medium

3. Fog. The only instance of fog is during D-day from 0500 to 0900.

4. Ceil. The ceiling will remain above 3000 ft. MSL dur;ng the entire
period. The only instance of cloud cover will exist from D-day 1800 firs.
to D÷+ 0500 firs.

S. Moon Data.

DAY RISE SET PHASE

D 0800 1400 1/4

D+1 0!00 1300 1/2

0+2 2300 0900 3/4

6. Light Data - (Mean for entire scenario)

DiNT SUNRISE SUNSET EENT

0548 0635 1905 1952

7. Wind - The mean wind speed is 5 knots.

8. Temperature

Mean high - 87'F

Mlean low - 72F

9. Relative Humidity

Mlean 07U0 hrs. - 91%

Mean 1300 hrs. - 69%
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that in the example shown, pressure and visibility are left unspecified and

therefore have been assigned an initial value of -1.0. The time histories for

these variables will be generated by the ATWOS Subroutine,

In the case of the Epheo-ris/Illunination data, a negative value for the

lunar phase indicates that values for these varia'bles are not provided in the

planner input and no entry need be made for solar and lunar altitude. for

the precipitation data, only TOTP need be set equal to a negative number while

OPKVDE can be left blank. To indicate that temperature informatior is not

part of the input data, an initial value less or equal to -r-0.0 degrees must

be assigned.

After the initial entry is made, time is advanced until the next change

occurs in the atmospheric environment. In the example a fog occurs on D-Day

(DAY - 00) at HOUR 1 0500. This is shown as the second entry or line in the

table where the condition code ("IPKODE") has been changed from 0 to 6. The

values of the other variatles remain unchanged and are simply repedted. Note

that no further entry is required for pressure or visibility. The third entry

(line) in the table occurs at sw..rise (DAY - 00, HOUR - 0635) where the

solar altitude has been changed from -90.0 to .90.0 degrees. This step

function change in solar altitude is, of course, unrealistic. A smoother

transition to a&ccount for twilight and low altitude periods could be provided

ty the planner at the expense of additional time and calculation. If he chose

not to input kphemeris/Illusination Data, the time history generated automa-

tically would be smooth and represent the solar altitude occurring during the

reference year 1969. The fourth entry (DAY - 00, HOUR a 0800) occurs at won

rise and the lunar altitude is changed from -90.0 to *90.0 degrees and the

lunar phase from 0.0 to 0.25 as specified in '5. Moon Data" In Table 5.2-IV.

The previous discussion in regard to solar altitude similarly applies here.

The fifth entry (DAY a 00, IVUR - 0900) allows the fog condition to be termi-

nated by changing "IPKODE" from 6 back to 0. The remainder of the entries in

the table correspond directly to events specified in the draft scenario

described in Tab. 5.2-IV.For example, Entry 9 (DAY a 01, IKJUR 1 0100) corresponds
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to the rain shower on D-DAY + 1. The condition code is changed from 0 to 2

and the amount of precipitation during the 3-hour shower is set equal to 0.45

inches. In selecting this value, the following guideline was used:

Light Precipitation Less than (1.1 inches/hour

Medium or Moderate Precipitation 0.1-0.3 inches/hour

Heavy Precipitation Greater than 0.3 inches/hour

Thus the shower has an average rainfall rate of 0.15 inches/hour equal

to a moderate precipitation rate. The reader should note that entry 10 is

made to terminate the rain shower at HOUR a 0400.

Once the planner has prepared the input form, the data can be keypunched

directly onto IBM cards. The FORTRAN Statement used in Subroutine ATMOS to

read the planner input data is FORMAT (12, 14, 2FS.0, F4.0, 12, 7F4.0, F6.0.

24X). A now card is used for each line or entry (See Table .5.2-Il1.) Thus the

our example 18 data cards would be required for the planner inpuL data. This

imber must be punched onto a separate data card in an 14, 76X format and

placed before the data cards containing the detailed planner input. The last

76 spaces on this card are available to the planner for any identifying

alpha/mmeric information he may desire. A blank card will indicate that no

atmospheric environment data will be provided by the planner for the game.

5.2.2.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Fig. 5.2-4 is a macroflow diagram describing the major steps in

Subroutine ATMOS. The reading and processing of the planner input data

is the first step executed. If there is no planner input data, this step

is bypassed. If there is planner data the first entry (card) is read and
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the PLVNI logical array established. This array indicates whether the

planner is providing data in each of nine categories available to his. It

is usee in the subsequent processing to bypass the calculations of parameters

where input data has been provided. The remainder of the planner input

data set Is read and the complete set transferred into disk storap for

future integration to the appropriate ATNYJV Table. The next step is

a call to Subroutine PRECIP which generates a precipitation/non-precipitation

time history. If the planner has elected to includ, precipitation data

in his input the call is bypassed and the PROBI and PROB2 data sets are

flushed from the input data stream. In the next stop the internal clock

is set equal to the start of the game and the detailed calculation of

the contents of the ATIENV Tables is begun using the precipitation time

history. The first step in this process is a call to Subroutine WRATIR

which uses Monte-Carlo method, to generate values for meteorological factors

which completely describe the atmospheric environment. This is followed

by a call to Subroutine IRRAD which determines the ephemeris and illumination

data required by the ATENV Table. The next step is the conversion of

the meteorological parameters to a consistent metric system. The ATNENV

Table is completed by computing 120DEN, the absolute humidity; HUWDTY, the

relative humidity; and TCLOWD, a cloud transmission factor. The computation

of absolute and relative humidity requxres use of the relationship between

temperature, T , and, F , the density of water vapor in the air at 100%

saturation. Unfortunately no mathematical relationship exists. Algorithms

were developed using empirical data published in the Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics (Reference 1). For temperatures greater than 2-C the algorithm is

I I- 'e.

For temperatures less than 2"C the algorithm hecomes
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The next step is the computation of a value for the cloud transmission

factor, TCLWUD. Algorithms for the computation of this factor were based

upon empirical data ýbtained from Reference 2. These data are the measured

decrease in total flux for several cloud tyjles. By assigning typical altitudes

to each cloud type the data was related to CEILING as shown in Figjre 5.2-5.

* Simple algorithms (shown as dash lines in the figures were developed for

several ranges of ceiling. The value of TCWUD depends upon the value of

ceiling as well as the value of solar or lunar altitude. Once the computation

of this factor has been completed all of the parameters in the A174ENV Coemon

Area have been determined and the next step in ATHOS is a call to subroutine

EDIT. This subroutine examines the current values of the parameters and

compares them to the previous values and decides to keep the current AThENV

Table only if a change has occurred in at least one of the parameters which

would make a significant difference in the performance of the sensors employed

in the model- After the return from EDIT the parameters are restored to their

original units. This is necessary to insure that the planner input data is

restored to its original form. The final step in the program is the advancement

of the clock. If the value of time after the clock has been advanced exceeds

the game duration time, Subroutine END is called to terminate the execution

and provide the appropriate output. If the end of the game has not been

reached, the planner input is updated if required and the execution is recycled

to the call of Subroutine 3ATH1 to compute the next ATWENV Table.

S.2.2.4 Sample Data Set

The Plinnor Input Data Set used during the System Assessment Model

checkout is shown in Fig 5.2-6. This data set was prepared using the 3cenario

presented previously in Tab 5.2-1v and consequently is similar to the example

Data Set in Tab le 5.2-111 ezept that the planner has elected not to supply tne

Ephemeris/Illumination Data.
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Checkout of ATMOS execution when no planner input data is supplied was

also performed, however, the atmospheric environment generated was not used

in the subsequent check of the ccmplete System Assessment Model. In this case
C

the Planner Input Data Set consisted of a single blank card.

5.2.2.5 Sample Output

No output is produced directly by ATMOS, however, a supporting subroutine,

END, does generate a printed report of the atmospheric environment if this

option was chosen by zhe planner (see the description of the AT14MO main

program). The reports generated during the checkout of the System Assessment

Mode! are included in the description of Subroutine END. (Section 5.2.16).
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5.2.3 SUBROUTINE PRECIP

5.2.3.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports ATMOS in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone progran.

prior to the MlEtMM. Its function is to generate a time history of preci-

pitation and non-precipitation events for the duration of the game.

5.2.3.2 Use and Description of Inputs

No input data must be manually supplied by the planner. A number of

basic parameters including the duration of the game are passed to the subroutine

through the BASICT common area. The subroutine generates the time listory of

sequential precipitation, non-precipitation events for a period of Aime

corresponding to the duration of the game. In addition to identifying the

beginning of the events, the level of precipitation and type of precipitation

event (i.e. thunderstorm, rain, freezing rain, snow or hail) are dotermined.

5.2.3.3 Description of Logic and Processing

A macroflow diagram showing the major processing steps in Subroutine

PRECIP is presented in Fig. 3.2-7 The first major step is the computation

of the precipitation, non-precipitation event time history for a six-week

period. This computation is carried out irrespective of the length of the

game which must be six wceks or less. Using the instantaneous probability

of precipitation supplied by Subroutine PROBI (Section S.2.4) a uniform random

number is employed to determine whether the initial event will be a precipitation

or non-precipitation period. The duration is then assigned to the evenr using

the duration distribution parameters also supplied by Subroutine PROBl. The

duration time in hours is daterained by transforming a gaussian random number
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using the transformation describing a Johnson 8S distribution. (See

Reference 3). The duration time for the event (in hours) is determined

by

4 ~~ta = P3e-;

where p. , : ,, are the three parameters provided by Subroutine PROBI.

The correspondence between these parameters and the notation in the cited

reference is t - 1, -t ý2 ? I 10 2. A precipitation event

duration time less than PD41N is deleted and another duration time randsualy

selected. The current value for this location factor is 0.25 hour and is

established using a data statement in the subroutine. By adjusting PD4IN

the soon percentage of game time occupied by precipitation events can be made

to agree with the instantaneous probability of precipitation. The expected

number of hourly observations to be effected by the event, ENOBS, is also

computed. It is easily shown that this quantity is equal to t4 j+ . Next, the

internal clocks representing the time of day and elapsed time from the beginning

of the ga, both of which are expressed in seconds, are advanced and the

computation is recycled to compute the duration of the next event; the events

alternating between non-precipitation and precip' on events. This process

is repeated until the history spans a p.riod of iix weeks or more.

The next major processing step is the assignment of types to the

precipitation evonts. The type is identified through the use of an integer

variable, IPCODE. This code describes the event as follows: 0 - no precipi-

tation, I a thunderstorm, 2 - rain or drizzle, 3 a frnezing rain or drizzle,

4 - snow or sleet, S a hail and 6 - fog. For the precipitation events IPCODE

is assigned a value from I to S using the precipitation type probabilities

supplied by Subroutine PRGI2 (See Section 5.2.5). If hail has a non-zero

probability, it is assigned first to the events wbich have the shortest

duration. Similarly, if thunderstorms have a finite probability, they are
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assigned to the event of the shortest duration from the rmining non-identified

events. These assignments are made until the expected value of the duration

time of # particular type of event is exhausted. The remaining types of

precipitation i.e., rain, freezing rain and snow are assigned to the remaining

non-identified precipitation events until all these events have been specified.

The third step in Subroutine PRECIP is the assignment of the total amount

of precipitation to each of the precipitation events. This is accomplished

by transforming a gaussian random number using the parameters supplied by

Subroutine PROB2 anJ doscribing the clock-hour precipitation rate. Again these

parameters specify a Johnson 58 distribution (Reference 3) which is a trans-

formation of the normal distribution. The clock-hour rate in inches per hour

is given by

/ 3

where , Z, 3 are the parameters supplied by PROB2. Since the

clock-hour rate represents the equivalent amount of rain in an one hour

period, more than one value may be required to determine the total precipitation

level for any one event. As noted above the expected number of observations

that will be effected by any one event given that the observations are made

on equally hour intervals is equal to one plus the duration of the event

in hours. Therefore this number of clock-hour rates must be used to determine

the total precipitation level for any ont event. A random array is generated

having a sufficient number of clock-hour rates to determine the total precipitation

for all the precipitation events. *rhe maximur, clock-hour rates are assigned

to the thunderstorm or hail -vents if any exist. The remaining rates are

then randomly assigned to the other types of precipitation events. In the case

of snow or hail events the total precipitation level represents the rain equiivalent.

The last step in the subroutine is a random selection of a portion of

the six-week history for the period identified for the game played. Should
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the duration of the game be six weeks this step is bypassed and execution

returned to the calling program.

5.2.3.4 Smple Data Set

No input data is required by thit subroutine.

5.2.3.5 Sample Output

No direct output is produced by this subroutine. The data required to

specify the time history, namely the event starting times (ITCNG), the event

identification code (IPCOoE), and the total precipitation level for each

event (TOTP), are returned to the calling program through the argument list.

I!

Ii
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5.2.4 SUBROUTINE PROBI

S.2.4.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports PRECIP in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. Its function is to supply parameters describing the

distribution for the duration of both precipitation or non-precipitation

events.

5.2.4.2 Use and Description of Inputs

A PROBI data set for the appropriate month and scenario area must be

placed in the input data stream to bo read by this routine. The order of

the data sets in the input data stream ib presented in the description of

the main program ATHOWN (Section 5.2.1). The PROBI data set contains the

parameters of the distributions for the duration of both precipitation and

non-precipitation events. The distributions are obtained from recorded

weather data and provided by Mr. Allen R. Davis of the USAF Environmental

Technical Application Center (ETAC), Building IS9 Navy Yard Annex,

Washington, D.C., 20333. A typical example is shown in Table 5.2-V. The

empirical data can be satisfactorily fit by Johnson -5 distributions.

(See Reference 3). The Johnson distributions are four-parameter trans-

formations of the normal distribution. if Z represents a standard normal

random variable (i.e. zero mean and unit standard deviation) the ra.dom

variable, X, described by the Johnson S5 distribution is given by

?-y,

S+ (E+
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where X , 7 , and \ are the four parameters of the transformation. The

value of X will be bounded between 6 and &s.A . In the case of the duration

distributions it is assumed that the lower bound, i.e. E. , is zero. The

values of the remaining three parameters ( o" , I and A ) are estimated ising

methods recowmended in the cited reference. Cumulative distributions are

formed by summing the empirical probability densities suppiked by ETAC. In

addition to the Oth and 100th percentile, the St distrtbution is forced to

agree with the cumulative at two other percentiles. Several sets of percentiles

are emplayed and the residual sum of squares between the fitted 5b distributions

and thf cumulative computed. The values for the parameters of the set of

percertiles with the smallest residual (and hence the best fit) are used in

constricting the PROBI data set. The composition of the PROBI data set (3

cards)1.; shown in Table 5.2-Vi, We see that the duration distributions for both

precipitation s-d non-precipitation events are determined as a function of the

time of day classified into four intervals 00 to 06 hours, 06 to 12 hours, 12

to 18 hours, and 18 to 24 hours, Local Standard Time. Of the 28 parameters

contained in the PROBI data set the fifth through the twenty-eighth parameters,

inclusive, are required to specify the eight duration distributions. The first

4 parameters are instantaneous precipitation probabiities conditioned on the

time of day. These probabilities are obtained from standard weather summaries

also supplied by ETAC. These summaries contain the percentage frequency of

occurrence of weather conditions from hourly observations including the percentage

of observations with precipitation. Due to the lack of sufficient data at the

station located at Hue, data from the station at Da Mang (48855) was used as a

suitable alternate for duration distribution data.

Two input variables are supplied to the subroutine through its argument

iist. The integer variable J (or JTINE in subroutine PRECIP) is the interval

'rorresponding to the time of day. A second integer variable IP identifies the

precipitation condition (IP 1 designates a non-precipitation period; IP 2 a

precipitation period).
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5.2.4.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Fig. 5.2-8 showsa macroflow diagram of Subroutine PROBI identifying the

major processing steps. The first call of the subroutine (NCYCLE a 0)

causes the PROBM data set to be ?ead from the $nput data streas. In the

next step a value is assigned to the precipitation probability depending upon

the time of day. If the subroutine has been previously called (NCYCLE - 1),

the first two steps are bypassed and execution is transferred immediately to

the third step. In this step the parameters for the duration distribution

required by Subroutine PRECIP are set. After this step execution is retuined

to the zalling program.

5.2.4.4 Sample Data Set

Fig: 5.2-?showi the PROBI data set prepared for an ,xercise in the Hut

scenario area during the month of May.

5.2.4.5 Sazple (wtput

Po direct output is produced by this subroutine. The distribution

parameters and F:'eýipitation probabilities are returned to the calling subroutine

through the argument list.

54
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5.2.5 SUBROUTIME PROB2

5.2.5.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports PRECIP (5.2.3) in tie generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. Its function is to supply parameters describing the

distribution of the clock-hour precipitation rate and the discrete precipitation
type probabilities.

5.2.5.2 Use and Description of Inputs

A PROB2 data set for the appropriate month and scenario area 'aust be

placed in the input data stream to be read by this subroutine. The order of

the data sets in thi input data stream is presented in the description of

the main program AITOMN (S.2.1). The PROB2 data set contains the parameters for

the distribution of the clock-hour precipitation rate and the discrete

probabilities for five classes of precipitation types as a function of the

time of day classified into four intervals, 00 to 06 hours, 06 to 12 hours,

12 to 18 hours and 18 to 24 hours, Local Standard Time. The distributions

of clock-hour precipitation rates are obtained from recorded weather data

and provided by Mx. Allen R. Davis of the USAF Environmental Technical

Application Center (ETAC), Building 159 Navy Yard Annex. Washington, U. C.,

20333. The empirical data can be satisfactorily fit by Johnson 5%distributions.

(See Reference 3). The Johnson distributions are four-parameter transformations

of the normal distribution. If y represents a standard normal random variable

(i.e. zero mean and unit standard deviation) the random variable, X, described

by the Johnson 5s distribit. . given by

I - -

I
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where ,• and 7 are the four parameters of the transformation. The value

of X will be bounded between e and E+, . In the case of the clock-hour rate

distribuitions i" is reasonable to assume that the lower bound, i.e. C , is

zero. The values of the remaining three parameters (7 , andA ) are

estimated using methods recommended in the cited reference. Cumulative

distributions are formed by summing the empirical probability densities

supplied by ETAC. In addition to the Oth and 100th percentile, the Sedistribution

is forced to agree with the cumulative at two other percentiles. Several

sets of percentiles are employed and the residua. sum of squares between

the fitted 56distributions and the cumulative computed. The values for the

parameters of the set of percentiles with the smallest residual (and hence the

best fit) are used in construrting the PROB2 data set.

This data set also contains discrete precipitation type probabilities.

Five types are defined; thunderstorms, rain, freezing rain, snow and hail.

These probabilities are obtained from standard weather summaries also

supplied by ETAC. These summaries contain the percentage frequency of

occurrence of weather conditions from hourly observation. Unfortunately, when

a weather observer reports thunder at his station this does not mean that a

thunderstorm is directly overhead but only that thunder is heard at the station.

The actual thunderstorm may be as far as ten miles from the station. The count

of the number of observations that include both thunder and precipitation

occurring is taken as more representative of the thunderstorm frequency at a

point. Therefore in order to properly construct the discrete pribabilities

the percentage frequency of occurrence of both precipitaticn and thunder is

also obtained from ETAC. The percentage frequency of occurrence of thunderstorms

reported in the standard weather summaries are decreased by multiplying

by this conditional frequency of occurrence of precipitation given thunde-.

The precipitation type probabilities are determined as a fun-tion of time

of day classified into four interrals. The sum of the five probabilities in

any one time interval totals to one.

The composition of the PROB2 data set (three cards) is shown in Table

5.2-VII. We see that the first three parameters specti) Lhe precipitation rate
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distribution for all hours while the fourth through the twenty-th.rd parameters

are the discrete precipitation type probabilities for the four time-of-day

intervals.

One input variable is supplied to the subroutine from its argument list.

The integer variable J (or JTIME in subroutine PRECIP) is the irterval corres-

ponding to the time-of-day.

5.2.5.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Fig. 5.2-10 shows a macroflow diagram of subroutine PROB2 identifying the

major processing steps. The first call of the subroutine causes the PROB2

data set to be read frow the input data stream. In the second step the

parameters of the clock-hour precipitation rate distribution are set since

these parameters are not functions of the time-of-day. If the subroutine has

been previously called, these first two steps are bypassed and execution is

transferred immediately to the third step. In this step the discrete precipitation

type probabilities are set appropriate to the time-of-day. After this

step, execution is returned to the calling program.

5.2.5.4 Sample Data Set

Fig. 5.2-11. shows the PROB2 data set prepared fur an exercise in the Hue

scenario area durinp the month of May.

S.2.5.5 Sarple Output

Nr direct output is produced by this subrouti.ie. The distribution

parameters for the clock-hour precipitation rate and the probability of the

precipitation types tre returned to the calling subroutine through the

argument list.
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5.2.6 SUBROUTINE WEATHR

5.2.6.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports AThOS in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as paft of a stand-alone progra*

prior to the .PRERUN. Its function is to compute time histories for a

number of meteorological variables including wind speed, visibility,

atmospheric pressure, cloud cover, ceiling, dry bulb temperature and dew

point depression.

5.2.6.2 Use and Description of Inputs

No input data must be manually supplied by the planner. The values for

the arrays describing the precipitation, non-precipitation time history

generated by Subroutine PRECIP are supplied to this subroutine through its

argument list. In addition a logical array, PLANIN, describing the variables

which the planner has elected to supply as input is also supplied to the

subroutine through its argument list.

5.2.6.3 Description of Logic and Processing

A macreflow diagram showing the major processing steps of this subroutine

is presented in Fig. 5.2-12.The purpose of the subroutine is to compute time

histories of a number of meteorological factors. Table 5.2-VIII lists these factors

along with the units in which the computation is made. Most of these factors

as indicated in the Table are stored in ATMENV common area. This subroutine

assigns a single value to each nf the viriables depending upon the elapsed

time from the start of the game and the precipitation, non-precipitation time

history generated previously by Subroutine PRECIP. The time history of these

meteorological variables is generated by recycling to the call of Subroutine WEATki
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Table 5.2-VIII METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLES
COMPUTED BY SUBROUTINE WEATHR

FORTRAN DESCRIFTION UNITS CORRESPONDING )JTUPUTI ELEMENT OF MODE
PLANIN ARRAY

PRATE Instantaneous Irnches/sec. None AThENV
precipitation
rste

WSPEED Wind speed Knots 3 ATMLN- V

VISIB Moteorolog.cal miles S AThENV
visibility

PRESUR Atmospheri.: Inches 6 ATMENV
pressure of Hfg.

COCOVER Cloud cover Fraction 4 ATWL.!V

CEr L Ceiling Feet 9 ATNENV
ATEMP Dry bulb Fahrenheit S AT EM1V

temperature degrees

DEWDEP Dew point Fahrenheit 7 Argument
depression degrees _list

PTOT24 Total precipi- Inches None ATMNV
tation level
during previous
24 hr. period

1L
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in Subroutine ATMOS nd incrementing the elapsed time from the start of the

game.

'he first major step in WhATHIR is the establishment of the normal

deviate vector "ZP'. This vector consists of seven elements which are standard

normal deviates (zero mean and unit standard deviation). Different branches

are also employed in the processing if the calculation is bei'ng made

at the beginning of the game or depending upon the prec*-itation conditions

(VLOG - .TRUE. indicates a precipitation event.)

In order to insure a time ccrrelation between the normal deviate vector

at successive times an element of the vector is generated by taking a

portion of its previous value &-;d adding a fraction of an uncorrelated

random deviate supplied b)' the gaussian tandom number generator. If

we let j be an index on time and Z. represent the standard normal deviate

with zero mean and unit standard deviation then an element of the "ZP"

vector which we will c-11 Z'. is given by

3

2. C 2

In order to insure that ZJ is distributed normally with zero mean and unit

standard deviation, we require that

S2 G .2
7 .

If we let ý be the correlation coefficient for values of the meteorological

variables over . one hour interval, we can show that

3 1oo/i

Ci
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were 1 is the time dikfeisnce t t in seconds. The current value

of p, denoted by the Fortran name TCORP, is 0.97 and is establishes by a data

I statement in the subroutine. This was selecte4 as a reasonable value based
upon studies of persistence described in Referenc, 4.

In order to insure a smiooth transition for the values -~f cloud cover and
dew point depression from precipitation to non-precipit.tiah events the values

in the normal deviate vector "ZP" used in compating valua& for these meteorological

variables ore derived using an ordered &rray of indepene.ent normal deviates.

These arrays are ordered so ?hrt they are monortoniclly decreasing over the first
half oi their length and morjotorc.ca.y increasing over the last half.

This insures that the appropriate elements of the "ZP" vector will have a

smooth transition fr-om maximum to minimuz. back to maximum during a non-precipitation
event. -This permits a smooth transition of cloud cover from maximum to minimum

to maxh,-m and dew point depression from zero to a maximum value back to
zero over the event.

The next step in Subroutine WEAThR is to compute values for the meteorolo-
gi'al factors shown previously Ln Table 5.2-yill. If the planner has elect(d to

provide input data, the particular calculational step involved is bypassed.

The areas in which the planner has selected to provide input are identified

through the i'se of lorical array, PlANIN. The elements of the Lrray which are
used as indicators for each of the meteorological factors is indicated in

the table. the first variable to be calculated is the instantaneous precipita-

tion rate. During a pre'rl-ltation period the instantaneous rate is calculated

using an al :orithm based upon a half-cycle sinusoidal distribution in time

over the duration of dhe event, namely
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where q(f) is the instantaneous rate in inches per second, i is the total

precipitation for the event in inches, & is the duration of the event in

seconds and t is the elapsed time from the beginning of the event in seconds.

In the cise of a s-ow tvent th? inst.ntaneous rate is multiplied by 10 to

account for the equivalnce between rain and snow.

The values assigned tc meteorologtcý] variables of wind speed, visibility,

atmospheric pressurr, cloud Lover, ceiling, dry bulb ten)erature and dew

point aepression are made using the standard normal deviates contained in

the "ZP" vector. The elements are transformed using several sets of parameters

supplied by Subroutines PROB3 (5.2.7), PROE4 (5.2.8) or PRODS (5.2.9). The

parameters described a Johnson S8 distribution. (See Reference 3). The values

for eac', of the meteorological factors are determined from the respective

elements in the vector using the transformation

1+

where tz A,3, are the parameters supplied by the supporting subroutines.

The correspondence between these parameter's and the notation in the cited

reference is oxd =• ' - a-id . If the current event is a

precipitation period (VLOG T .TRUE.) the value of cloud L•over is set equal

to one and dew point depression equal to zero and the Monte-Carlo procedures

for the calculation of these variables bypassed.

The final step in Subroutine WLATHR is the computation of the total

precipitation during the previous 24-hour time period. If the elapsed time

from the boeginning of the game exceeds 24 hours, the calculation is made by

summing the values in the TUTP array for tht previous 24-hour period. At the

beginning of the game, it is determined by competing the average 24-hour

precipitation level over the duration of the game. For elapsed time between

the beginning of the game and 24 htours, the value is determined using a
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monotonicalAy decreasing value proportional to the totai precipization at

the beginning of the game plus any precipitationl occurring bý.wcen the

beginning of the game and the current time. After this calculatio•ni execution

is returi.ed to the calling program.

5.2.6.4 Sample Data Set

No input ata is required for this subroutine.

5.2.6.5 Sample Output

No output is produced directly by this subroutine. The values for the

various meteorological variables are returned to the calling program through

the ATMENV common area or the argument list. One of the supporting subroutines,

(Section 5.2.16) FNO, will generate a printed report of the time history

of the atmosphe,)c environment if this option is chosen by the planner. This

report will cortain the values for many of the variables generated by WEATHR.

Examples of tht reports generated during a checkout of the modei are included

in the description of Subroutine END.
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5.2.7 SUBROUTINE PROB3

5.2.7.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports WEATHR (5.2.6) in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone prograbi

prior to the PRERUN. Its function is to supply parameters describing the

listribution of cloud cover, atmospheric pressure, visibility and wind speed.

5.2.7.2 Use and Description of Inputs

A PPOB3 data set for the appropriate month and scenario area must be

placed in the input data stream to be read by this routine. The order of

the data setz in the input data stream is presented in the description of

the maih program ATHOtN (5.2.1). The PROB3 data set contains the parameters of the

distributions for cloud cover, atmospheric pressure, visibility and wind

speed. All of the distributions are determined as a function of the time of

day classified into four intervals; 00 to 06 hours, 06 to 12 hours, 12 to 18

hours, and 18 to 24 hours, Local Standard Time. The distribution of atmospheric

pressure is further divided into non-precipitation and precipitation periods.

The visibility and wind speed distributions are divided into non-precipitation,

light, medium or heavy precipitation periods. The distributions are obtained

from recorded weather data and provided by Mr. Allen R. Davis of the USAF

Environmental Technical Applications Center (ETAC), Building 159 Navy Yard

Annex, Washington, D. C., 20333. The data requirod is in the form of bivariate

frequency tables for each o. the four time-of-day intervals. The specific

tables required to assemble the PRO83 data set are visibility versus precipita-

tion rate and wind speed versus precipitation rate. In addition marginal

distributions for cloud cover and atmospheric pressure under conditions of

precipitation and non-precipitation are also required. The empirical

data can be satisfactorily fit by Johnson Sa distributio,is. (See Reference 3).

The Johnson distributions are four-parameter transformations of the normal
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distribution. If Z represents a standard normal random variable (i.e. zero

mean and unit standard deviation) the raAdom variable, X. described by the

Johnson S& distribution is given by

where T, , 6 and ) are the four parameters of the transformation. The value

of Z will be bounded between F auid EC+. • The values of the parameters are.

estimated using methods recommended in the cited reference. Cimulative distri-

butions are formed by summing :he empirical probability densities suppled by

ETAC. In addition to the 0h and 100th percentile, the 5 6 distribution is forced

to agree with the cumulative at two other percentiles. Several sets of percentiles

are employed and the residual sum of squares between the fitted -, distributions

and the cumulative computed. The values for the parameters of the set of percen-

tiles with the smallest residual (and hence the best fit) are u-ed in constructing

the PROB3 data set. The composition of the PROB3 data set (23 cards) is shown in

Tab. 5.2-ix% Due to the lack of sufficient data at the stetion located at

Hue, data from the station at Da Nang (488S5) was used as a suitable

alternate for supplying the required empirical distribution:.

Two input variables are supplied to the subroutine through its argument

list. The integer variable JTINE is the interval corresponding to the time of
day. A second interger variable IP identifies the precipitation condition (IP a 0

designates the non-precipitation period, IF - I & light precipitation period,

IP a 2 a medium precipitation period and IP a 3 a heavy precipitation period).

5.2.7.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Fig. 5.2-13 presents a macrutlow diagram of Subroutine PROB3 identifying the

major processing steps. The first call of the subroutine (NCYCLE a 0) causes

the PROM data set to be read from the input data stream. If the subroutine has
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been previously called (NCYCLE - 1) this step is deleted and execu~ion is

immediately transferred to the second step. In this ste? the values for the

paraue~rs of the distribution of cloud cover, pressure, visibility and wind

sreed ara set and execution is returned to the calling subroutine.

5.2.7.4 Sample Data Set

Fig.5.2-44shows the PROB3 data set prepared for an excrcise in the flue

soenario area during the month of May.

5.2.7.5 Sample Output

Nj direct output is produced by this subroutine. The eistribution parameters

are retturned to the calling subroutine through the argument list.

5
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5.2.8 SUBROUTINE PROB4

5.2.8.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports WEATHR (5.2.6) in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone ýrograa

prior to the PRERUN. Its function is to sunply parameters describing the

,istribution of ceiling and air temperatures.

5.2.8.2 Use and Description of Inputs

A PROB4 data set for the appropriate month and scenario area nust. he

placed in the input data stream to be .ead by this routine. The order of

the data sets in the input data stream is presented in the del, ription of

the main program ATMOMN (5.2.1). The PROB4 data set contains the parameters of the

distribution of ceiling and air temperature ar a -ction of the time of day

classified into four intervals; 00 to 06 Nours, 06 to 12 hours, 12 to 18

hours and 18 to 24 hours, Local Standaid Time. Separatt distributions are

presented for non-precipitation periods for both the ai.: temperature and

ceiling. In addition the distributions on ceiling are further conditioned

on the value of visibility. For these purposes the visibility is classified

into three intervals; 0 to S miles, 5 to 10 miles and over 10 miles. The

distributions are obtained from recorded weather data and provided by Mr.

Allen R. Davis of the USAF Environmdntal Technical Applications Center (ETAC),

Building 159 .-n, Yard Annex, Washington, D. C. 20333. These data include

bivariate freouency tables of ceiling versus visibility for both precipitation

and non-precipitation periods and the time-of-day interval. In addition marginal

distributions of air temperature for non-precipitation periods and precipitatiorn

periods are also required. The empirical data can be satisfactorily fit by

Johnson J. distributions. (See Reference 3). The Johnson distributions are

four-parameter transformations of the normal distribution. If - represents !

standard normal random variable (i.e. zero mean and unit standard deviation) the

random variable,x , described by the Johnson )ý distribution is given by
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where c, . ,• and I are the four parameters of the transformation, The value

of X will be bounded between 6 and 6, . The values of the parameters are

estimated using methods recommended in the cited reference. Cumulative distributions

are formed by' summing the empirical probability densities supplied by ETAC.

In addition to the Oth and 100th percentile, the distribution is forced to

agree with the cumulative at two other percentiles. Several sets of percentiles

are employed and the residual sum of iquares between the fitted _% distributions

and the cumulative computed. The values for the parameters of the set of per-

centiles with the smallest residual (and hence the best fit) are used in cons-

tructing the PROB4 data set. The composition of the PROB4 data set (17 cards)

is shown in Tah 5.2-L Due to the !cck of sufficient data at the station

located at Hue, data from the station at Do Nang (48855) was used as a

suitable alternative for the empirical distributions.

Two input variables are supplied to this subroutine through it- ar6ment

list. The integer variable JTIME is the integer corresponding to the time-of-

day. A second integer variable IP identifies the precipitation condition (In =

0 designates a non-precipitation period, IP - I a precipitation ueriod).

5.2.8.3 Oecription of Logic and Processing

Pi%. 5.2-15 cs eat a macrof low diagram of Subrýutinc PROB4 identifying the

major processing steps. The first call of the sWbrru".ne (ICY2LE a 0) causes

the PRO"; data set to be read from the inpkit data stream. !f the sjbr.utine

has been previously called (NCYCLE - 1) this step is byp--sed and execution is
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transferred immediately to the second step. In this step the paramctr,:

the distribution of ceiling and temperature conditioned upon time-of-day

precipitation and visibility are set.After this step execution is returned

to the calling program.

5.2.8.4 Sample Data Set

figure 5.2-16 shows the PROB4 data set prepared for an exercise i' h-1' HLu

scenario area during the month of May.

5.2.8.5 Sample Output€

No direct output is produced by this subroutine. The distribitl.n

parameters are returned to the calling subroutine through the argument list.
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5.2.9 SUBROUTINE PROBS

S.2.9.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports WEATHR (F.2.6) i te-e, generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as par.: of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. Its function is to supply parameters for the distri-

bution of dew point depression.

5.2.9.2 Use and Description of Inputs

A PROBS data set for the appropriate month and scenario area must be

placed in the input data stream to be read by this routine. The order of

the data sets in the input data stream is presented in the description of

the main program ATMOMN (5.2.1). The PROBS data set contains tie parameters for the

distribution of the dew point depression as a function of the time of day

classified into four intervals; 00 to 06 hours, 06 to 12 hours, 12 to 18

hours, and 18 to 24 hours, Local Standard T.me. The bivariate frequency

table of dew point or wet bulb temperature depression versus air 1.•mperature

is frequently referred to as the psychrometric summary. The distributions

are obtained from recorded weather data and provided by Mr. AlI'I- R. Davis

of the USAF Environmental Techrnical Applications Center (ETAC, E,Ltilding 159

Navy Yard Annex, Washington, D. C., 20333. The empirical data can be satisfactorily

fit by Johnson J', distributions. (See Reference 3). The Johnson distributions

are four-parameter transformations of the normal distribution. If z represents

a standard normal random variable (i.e. zero mean and unit standard deviation)

the random variable, .•, described by the Johnson 6 distribution is given by
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where 7, , E and • are the four parameters of the transformation. The value

of Y, will be bounded between r and E4.; . The values of the parameters are

estimated using methods recommended in cited references Cumulative distributions

are formed by summing the empirical probability densities supplied by ETAC.

In addition to the Oth and 100th percentile, the S'distribution is forced to

agree with the cumulative at two other percentiles. Several sets of percentiles

are employed and the residual sum of squares between the fitted %distributions

and the cumulative computed. The values for the parameters of the set of per-

centiles for the smallest residual (and hence the best fit) are used in cons-

tructing the PROBS data set. The composition of the data set (18 cards) is

shown in Tab. 5.2-XI.The dew point depression is condit:ioned as a function of the

ambient air temperature. For this purpose the maximum to minimum range of air

temperatures that can occur for the particular scenario area and month to which

the data set applies is divided into eight degree intervals. A maximum of eight

such intervals is permitted allowing a total maximum to minimum temperaturt range

of 640F. If a greater temperature range should occur in the empirical data, the

64° interval containing the majority of the air temperatures is employed. In

most cases the temperature range will be less than the maximum 64c allowed and

consequently all of the eight distributions (1 for each of the eight degree

intervals) will not be required. In the example data shown later it is noted

in this case that the maximum to minimum temperature differences specified on

the second card all are less than 64" maximum difference allowed and consequently

several sets of the parameters are not used and therefore set equal to zero

in the data set. Due to the lack of sufficient data at the station located

at flue, data from the station at Da Nang (48855) was used as a suitable

alternative for the temperatire versus dew point bi'tariate data.

One input variable is supplied to the subroutine throogh its argument list.

T1he integer variable JTIME is the integer corresponding to the time of day.
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5.2.9.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Fig. 5.2-17shows a macroflow diagram of Subroutine PROBS identifying the

major processing steps. The first call of this subroutine (NCYCLE - 0) causes

the PROBS data set to be read from the input data stream. If the subroutine

has been previously called (NCYCLE a 1) this step is bypassed and execution it

transferred to the second step. In this step the pazameters for the distribution

of dew point depression are set dependin, upon the time of day and the ambient

air temperature. After this stop execution is returned to the calli;,g pi•ogram.

5.2.9.4 Sample Data Set

Fig.. 5.2-18 shosthe PROBS data set prepared for an exercise in the Hue

scenario area during the month of May.

5.2.9.5 Sample Output

S•o direct output is produced by this subroutine. Th'- dew point depression

distribution parameters are returned to the callin~g program through the argument

list.
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5.2.10 SUBROUTINE ORDER

5.2.10.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports Subroutine ATMOS in the generation of the

atmospleric environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stard)-

alone p.'orm prior to the PRERUN. This subroutine orders an inpi -ray

such that the minimum value of the array is placed in the center of t:.

output array and successive maximum values are placed at each end of 1

array. The array returned by the subroutine is therefore monotonically

decreasing over the first half of its length and monotonically inleeasing

over the second half.

5.2.10.2 Use and Description of Inputs

No manual input data is required by this subroutine. The input array

to be ordered and the number of elements in the array are passed to the

subroutine through its argument list.

Subroutine order is only called by Subroutine WEATHR (Section 5.2.6). It

is used to order two vectors of gaussian random numbers such that each vector is

monotonically decreasing over the first half of its length and monotonically

increasing over the second half. The resulting ordered vectors of gaussian

random numbers are then used to gencrate values for cloud cover and dew point

depression (or relative humidity) during the non-precipitation period-; of the

game. This ordering insures that the values of cloud cover and relative

humidity show a smooth transition between successive periods of precipitation

and non-precipitation. During a period of precipitation both the cloud co-er

and the relative humidity are assumed to be 100%. At the end of tht precipi-
tation event or the beginning of a non-precipitation period, the ordering of

the arrays allows valu-s of both of these parameters to decrease smoothly

achieving a minimum near the middle of the non-procipitation period.
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S.2.10.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Figure 5.2-19 shows a macroflow diagram presenting the major Jteps in

Subroutine ORDER. In the first step the maximum value of the input array is

obtained. The next step is the ordering of the full array so that th.e

maximum value is the first element in the array and the minimum -value Is

the last element. This is accomplished by interchanging the maximum value

located in the first step and the first element in the array and recycling

through the initial loop which selects the maximum value in an array

restricting the search to exclude the first element of the array since

this contains the wniximum value just found. This process is repeated and each

time the size of the array searched for maximum value decreased by one

element until the ordering is complete. The third and final step in Subroutine

ORDER is the reordering of the array putting the minimum value at the center

of the array and successive maxima at each end so that the array returned

is monotonically dereasing over the first half of its length and monotonically

increasing over the second half.

5.2.10.4 Sample Data Set

No input data set is required.

ý.2.1O.S Sample Output

No direct output is produced by this subroutine.
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5.2.11 SUBROUTINE IRRAD

5.2.11.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports ATMOS in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a %tand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. Its function is to compute the spectral irradiance

on a horizontal surface in the wavelength range of 0.4 to 0.9 microns for a

clear sky (no vegetation or cloud cover).

5.2.11.2 Use and Description of Inputs

No input data must be manually supplied by the planner. The value of

the spectral irradiance is computed given the time of year in seconds (TYR)

and the latitude (ZLAT) and longitude (ZLONG) of the gime area which are

supplied to the subroutine through its argument list.

5.2.11.3 Description of Logic and Processing

No macroflow diagram is provided for this subroutine. It computes

three amplitude coefficients [ASID ARRAY] given the solar and lunar altitude.

These coefficients are subsequently used to compute the spectral irradiance

at the ground. For clarity the model of spectral irradiance is discussed

here although it is not directly employed in the subroutine.

It is convenient to break the ground irradiance into three parts:

(1) Direct solar and lunar components,

(2) Diffuse solar and lunar components (atmospheric scattering).

(3) Airglow (due to particle ionization).

Each of the above components is approximated with a constant (time irdependent)

spectral function and an amplitude coefficient computed by this subroutine, name]-
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3

where;* 1(A) spectral irradiance (watts/meter )

* three amplitude coefficients, irradiance air.phiitudv

(watts/meter 2) and

-. (A) spatial irradiance density or SID Functions (mt'tcr- )

The three SID functionsintegrate over: wavelength to unity. 6efore c ;cussi;q!

how the amplitudes, C() , are generited by this subroutine, it is ;.ry

to describe the SID functions.

There are many sources of data on the spectral composition of irradiance

due to sun and sky. The approx.imation of these spectral characteristics 1o

black-body radiators has long been recognized, and although there is some

variance in the published .values of equivaleijt temperature, nominal values of

6000"K for the direct solar component and 13,000*K for the diffuse solar sky

component are employed to define two of the SID functions. Within the :cccurj':y

required, the albedo of the moon is assumed independent of wavelength (Refer-

ence 5) and therefore the above two black-body density functions apply to both

sun and moon.

1-5

Ca ' (diffuse)

24 4. c -2 4,
where Ca .9.43 X 10- meters 2-C 8.16 X 10 meters4, k. U,14!9 •'e•r5 -*

T1 6000K, TX_ 13,000oK and A -wavelength in mtttrs. It sho.ild Lc

restated that the constants /? and C, or _22have been chosen so that ,) I) , ,
* This approximation is considered valid dut to the re1ALf%'C co0L:,t.:,I\ I
spectrrI character of e:.ch of the cc'mponents for sular angles sever.1 .
above or below the horizon (e.g., Kondratyev, Ref. 2). Duringl',nJt "
a rapid transition from "day to night," during which so:ie spectir I :-r
expected. See also Reference 7, page 5-109.
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•~(,A.) integrate to unity over the wavelength range of 3.4 to 0.9 microns.

The third SID function (airglow) is obtained from a Honeywell report on

the brightness of the night sky (Reference 6). 'It is found that the wavelength
dependence of zenith radiance for airglow is approximately exponential with

wavelength. It is assumed here that the corresponding ground irradiance will

have essentially the same distribution, and a fit to the Honeywell data yields:

• ))=(2.• 4 o meter-1 (airglow)

Having defined the three SID functions we can now identify the processing

steps in Subroutine IRRAD. The amplitude coefficientso(.[ASID(l)J depend upon

the altitude of the sun or moon. Expressions for the coefficients were deter-
mined using a single scatter model for the atmosphere. An additional section

of this subroutine discussion (5.2.11.6) derives the solar portion of the

and d, coefficients.

The algorithm for the direct solar irradiance is
5 ho -"" [CsC5Cho) -1] h

as s(osVnleýO o)

where a direct grot.nd irridiance due to sun (watts/meter )2

2L•o C(,(v) (-375.5488 watts/meter2),
- altitude of sun and

a optical thickness of the atmosphere (-0.379).

The value for 'aoo follows from a solar zenith irradiance given by Royonberg
(Reference 7) of 65,000 !ux and an ifficiency of 173.080 lumens/watt in the

wavelength range of 0.4 - 0.9k, for a 6000"K black-body. The value of optical
thickness ' is given by Elterman (Reference 8) for the nominal wavelength

value of O.55..
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The algorithm for the diffuse term is considerably more complex. The

diffuse "daylight" irradiance expression developed in (Section 5.2.11.6) i.e.

where •- (Cc -1)t, is not valid at twilight or night.

It is seen from Rozenberg's Figure 11 (Reference 7) that the decay of

ground illuminance during twilight is approximately exponential with solar

altitude down to -1IS at which time airglow becomes the dominant source of

irradiance. If one fits Rozenberg's data with an exponential in the twilight

zone andallowsan efficiency of 357.747 lunens/watt in the 0.4 - 0.9,0 range

(13,000"K blackbody), it is found

(01o- 5-2.9597C O b_

SOO = 357.74?"

Although the true behavior of the irradiance due to solar light scattered by

the atmosphere is not indicated for solar altitude less than -15*, this region

is unimportart since airglow becomes the dominant source.

The final step in developing the algorithm for the solar part of the

diffuse coefficient, % , is the connection of this expression and the result

of the diffuse "daylight" irradiance expression (Section 5.2.11.6). A simple

straight line transition is adopted whose end points are selected to connect

the two expressions with ino slope discontinuity. Thus the algorithm becomes
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481*/ 28 jh

0(00h ) 20.504'Lob /-08.9356( h 0  ) o,4e
WOl- 572.9SS (`.ýz

10 27- /e " b
357. 71S-70

where ( (C5C ho-1).*, ho(CC ° - 0.15707 radians and ý02= -1°=

-0.01745 radJians.

In order to account for the contribution due to the moon, the same

equations described above are employed for the direct and diffuse solar amplitudes

but with reduction factors due to the much lower radiance level of the moons

namely

where z lunar phase (zero phase at new mion) (radians;,. The factor of

2.3 X 10-6 represents the ratio of full Moon to solar intensity (Reference S)

and the remainder corrects for the phase of the moon assuming the moon to bo a

diffuse reflecting sphere.

The desired amplitude coefficient g(, (direct) and •XL (diffuse) become

+ C

Do = * ) (h)/
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The final coefficient ao describing airglow does not depend upon solar or

lunar altitude and is assigned a constant value. Rozenberg (Reference 7)

has indicated a value cf 0.0008 lux for ground irradiance due to airglow,

In the 0.4 - 0.9,A range, the airglow spectral function .4 J(J has a luminous

efficiency of 63.9839 lumens/watt. Thus it is found that

. 1.25 X 10-5 watts/meter2

The major processing steps in Subroutine IRRAD include a call to EPHEN

(Section 5.2.12) to determine the solar and lunar altitudes. This step is

omitted if the planner has supplieil these data. The second step involves calcu-

lation of ai3 (A) and x,(J•j for bot, A A- and 6 -4,. The final step is the

computation of ct!, and f, using the algorithms described in detail above.

Execution is then returned to tho calling program.

5.2.11.4 Sample Data Set

No input data is required for the subroutine.

5.2.11.5 Sample Output

No output is produced directly by this subroutine. The values of the

three amplitude coefficients [ASID(1), I - 1, 3] are returned to the calling

program through the ATMENV comuon area. One of the supportinR subroutines,

END Section (5.2.16), will generate a printed report of the time history of the

atmospheric environment if this option is chosen by the planner. This report will

contain the values of the amplitude coefficients. Examples of the reports generate,

during a checkout of the model are included in the description of Subroutine END.
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5.2.11.6 Supporting Derivation of the Solar Portion of the Direct and
Diffuse "Daylight" Amplitude Coefficients

A first order linear differential equation for brightness propagation

through the atmosphere which includes both the absorption and scattering by

a differential volume can be solved for a source of brightness S. at a slant
distance X with the result that the apparent brightness at the ground is given

by -(c) -

where *ZL' L is the optical thickness of the atmosphere

between 0 and ,B(.) is the attenuation coefficient along the propagation

path and 5(b) is an effective source term describing the light scattered into

the propagation path (air light). *
a

The direct solar irradiance Q• on a horizontal surface depends on both

the solar elevation ho and the apparent brightness of the solar disc ,

c<~B, E•ý4%

The apparent brightness B. clearly decreases with decreasing elevation due

to the longer slant path through the atmosphere. We c.n accourt for this

decrease by employing the brightness propagation equation above. Applying

this equation to the solar disc yields

where *o a inherent brightness of solar disc. We assume now that the

integrated source term (unscattered light from the sky) will not significantly

increase E3. . Thus we set S(s) - 0 and % is written

Bo = t•oo e )
*This equation for brightness prop4,;acion of unpolarized light is a simplified
version of the radiation transport equation. Detailed discussions of the
transport equation can be found in Ref. 11 and 12.
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a .'..i. ?Z'oO is simply the optical thickness of the entire atmosphere over
.he slant path to the sun, and in terms of solar elevation, it can be expressed

as

.,ere *t- vertical optical thickness of entire atmosphere.

Combining these raiults yields

0(5 04 'BO Sn ý e,_T-zC.5C k 0

The proportionality constant and BOO can be eliminated in terms of the value

of d•, when the sun is at zenith (q.o.)" Thus we have an expression for the

direct solar irradiance namely

a0

A precije computation of ground irradiarce due to skylight would require

for each point in the atmosphere (hemisphere above the horizontal surface in

question) a determination of the light scattered toward the surf..ce due to the

sun, sky and ground surrounding the point, and its subsequent &ttenuation over

the path to the surface. We shall make several approximations in the name of

simplicity, and although they will not be made in the following discussion

until required, they are listed now for the convenience of the reader.

(1) The primary source for unscattexed light is due to direct sunlight.

The sky and ground will be ignored.

(2) Phase function is assumed spherical. Since ground irradiance results

from integration over a substantial r~n~e of sun angle, the impoitance

of the shape of the phase function is reduced.
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(3) To eliminate the difficulty of actually integrating over the angular

coordinates of the sky, the ground irradiance is assumed to be

proportional to the zenith sky brightness at the ground with the

proportionality constant determined empirically.

We shall again use the general equrtion for brightness propagation

where z,.' -. k B5 df)_0

In order to perform the integration over atmospheric path it is first

necessary to establish the source term SQý) which in turn depends on the

surround brightness 6s" Recalling our first assumption, the only contributor

will be direct sunlight that is

(within solar disc)

0 (otherwisE)

where 8SO= apparent brightness of solar disc. Thus we need the apparent

brightness of the solar disc, and this can be determined from an independent

preliminary use cf propagation equation. Again assilming unscattered skylight

can be ignored

where %or inh.rent brightness of solar disc ,a/

X) ,upticel thickness of atmosphere from point on slant path to sun.

Combining these results yieids

k d-a
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The small angular subtunse of the solar disc allow.; this to be written

Je d 1 //,C ~- cno )

1ý - -DO

where 2Lc u unattenuated solar flux density.

Thus the source term required for the apparent brightness of the zenith sky

is established. Since the epparent brightness of the zenith sky is equivalent

to the propagation of "zero brightness" [WOmo] from outside the atmosphere,

we have oo

where J(-s) is the distance vertically from the ground and Z (h) is the

optical thickness between 0 and / . Inclusion of the source term yields

Recalling that T(x) is the optical thickness of the slant path to the sun

from any point in the atmosphere we have

T - = -(/6,) * xs1,4

where 1>*' vertical optical thickness of total atmosphere a'ld

Azo -solar altitude.

Elimination of ZX) yields

CL

Within the assumption of a. spherical phase function, the integral above

can be carried out in closed form after a transformation of variables. We
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replace the independent variable 4 with Optional thickness (tj by eplploying
the definition of le

A

and write

('Zt-) (c5Lhk - )Z
Sao e-

The ratio 3 is P imply the phase function ( k). Since we allow the phasefunction to be spherical, I V7 which can be extracted from the integral

8 bo C!-:Cý' I er
4cJP

0

Integrating

We now invoke the assumption that the sky ground irradiance clDo is proportional
to zenith sky brightness. Thus we have

13(00
Cs /

The proportionality constant cin be expressed in terms of the value of C`D6ýwhen the sun is at zenith Q/)Oo • Since the equation for 0(,,is indeterminate
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a, that point we allow the solar altitude to approach 90'

h0  -.-. v/Z

cs:,-'•(scU -I

and find that -

Elimination of the proportionality constant yields the final expression for

the ground irradiance due to sunlight scattered by the atmosphere namely
4

I-8
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5.2.12 SUBROUTINE EPHIEM

5.2.12.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports ATMUS in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. In its supporting role this routine computes the

altitude and azimuth of the sun and the moon and the apparent phase of the

moon for any specified latitude, longitude and time of year.

5.2.12.2 Use and Descriptions of Inputs

No input data must be manually supplied by the planner. The values

of time of year (T), latitude (ZLAT) and longitude (ZLONG) are supplied to

this subroutine through its argument list.

5.2.12.3 Description of Logic and Processing

A macroflow diagram showing the processing steps is presented in Fig. 5.2-20.
The first two steps involve the calculation of the solar declinations and

local hour angle. Algorithms were developed to perform these calculations.

The approach used is empirical and consists of a closed form model as a first

approximation and a subsequent correction. The first approximation is simply

that the orbits of the earth and moon are circular, and the Greenwich hour

angle (GHiA) can be expressed independent of declination. Correction terms

are added to the first approximation to yield the following algorithms

GHAXM GAAAOX4+ +5C-4
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The subscript X is a symbol representing either the sun (0) or moon

D a declination, GIIA a Greenwich hour angie, D * maxirmum, declination,0

GIA 0 -",ximum Greenwich hour angle, 'V, - period of declination, 't, -

period of hour angle and t 0 M time of year when the sun (or moon) crosses

the equator heading north. The five parameters 6f the first approximation

(i.e., D 0  To to ILHo, * •-G ) were determined from published values

and by inspection of the Nautical Almanac, 1969 (Reference 9). Although

thu year 1969 is used here, any desired year could have been employed.

By direct inspection of the almanac, a maximum solar declination is found

to occur on 21 June 1969 thus 1% 23" 26.7 0.409192 rad. The solar period

for declination (tropical year) is given by Smart (Reference 10) as 7e •

36S.2422d - 3.15569 X 10 sec. Again using the almanac, it is noted that the

solar declination is zero and tending north (vernal equinox) at 1906 hours

on 20 Mar4 . 1969. Thus

6
o• Ca 78 days + 19 hours + 6 minutes - 6.80796 X 10 sec.

The use of these parameters yields a first approximatioi for the solar

declination whose error does not exceed one degree and no correction is

required.

The first apprexi~nation parameters required to calculate the Greenwich

hour angle of the sun are given by

(:;HAo- 180* = iT rad.

4
* 24 hours a S.64 X 10 sec.

However, due to both the eccentricity of the earth's orhit and the orientation

of the earth's axis to the ecliptic, the sun lags or leads its mean hour angle

by as much as 16 minutes of time. This lag or lead is known as the "equation

of time" and its value can be obtained from a harmonic expaasion given by
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Start (Reference 10)

--- 97.8 sin. - 431.3 cost * 596.6 sin at

- 1.9 cosjt * 4.0 sinbl# 19.3 cos t
-12.7 sin4l

.,here E a equation oi time (sec) with lag negative and

S- mean celestial iongitvde of sun (rad)

Since the expansion is fir the year 1931, slight differences were noted when

compared to data from the 1969 almanac. In particular, a comparison of zeros

and peaks of the equation of time imply the primary differences is simply a

shift in hour angle of between one and two days. Accordingly, a shift A was

included in the expression for the mean celestial longitude of the sun

where 4 - 1.3984 X 105 sec.

Then, the correction C6@4) required to compute the Greenwich hour angle

of the sun is

The local hour angle is obtained by subtracting the local longitude

from the Greenwich hour angle

LUA - GHA - ZLONG
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The third step shown in Fig.5. 2 -2 0 is a call to Subroutine SPHTRI (5.2.13)
,

which computes the solar altitude and azimuth using the solar declination, local

solar hour angle, 'nd local latitudic. fhe fourth through the sixth steps

repeat this prozesi for the moon. The algorithms developed to perform the

calculations of lnar .eclination and local hour angle are similar to those

discussed for the solar calculations. The values of the five parameters of

the first approximation model (i.e. , 00, t GHA - 'Y) were obtained

using the same procedure described for the solar model and were found to be

)( a 28"30- 0.497419 rad.,

2.35114 X 10 sec (- nodical month),

21 days . 14 hours * 21 minutes s 1.8661 X 106 sec,

GHAý( - 32032.8' u 0.568052 rad. and

"- 29.530588 days - 255144 X 106 sec (w synodical month).

In this case, however, the correction terms CC(t) and CG((-t) are much larger.

These terms were determined by computing the difference between the values

of lunar declin.tion and lunar Greenwich hour angle obtained from the first

approximation model and the true values presented in the almanac. These

differences were evaluated on a three-day interval and stored in the Subroutine

as FORTRAN data statements. The correction term for both lunar declination

and Greenwich hour angle is evaluated by linear interpolation between adjacent

differences.

The next step in the execution of EPHEVI is the calculation of the difference

between the solar and lunar local hour angles followed by a call to subroutine

SPHTRI (5.2.13) to compute the altitude of the moon relative to the position of

the sun. The lunar phase, defined to be zero at new moon, is computed by

subtracting this altitude from ?'/Z . After this last step, execution is returned

to the calling program.

LPtlEM was verified for three time series

(1) Be-rinning of each day in Greenwich time for the year l9t9

* Not used in present tnodel.
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(2) Beginning of each hour in local .;tandard time for b May 19o(

(3) Beginning of each hour in local standard time fir 29 May 1961.

In series (2) and (3), the latitude and longitude of the flue scenario

area (16.SON and 107.S*E) were employed. Comparison of values calcuidzed to

the values in the almanac indicates agreemuit to approximately one degree.

S.2.12.4 Sample Data Set

No input data is required by this subroutine.

5.2.12.5 Sample Output

The values of solar altitude (SOLALT), lunar altitude (ALILU.N) and

lunar phase (PHSLUN) computed by EPHIEM are returned to the calling program

through the ATMENV labeled common area. Another supporting subroutine END (5.2.16)

supplies a printed time history which includes the values of these variables

if this option is chosen by the planner. For examples of this output refer

to the description of subroutine END.
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5.2.13 SUBROUTINE SPHTRI

5.2.13.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports ATMOS in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN4 This routine computes altitude and azimuth of a

celestial body (relative to an observer) from the geographical positions of

the celestial body and the observer.

5.2.13.2 Use and Pescr'ptions of Inputs

SNo input data must be manually supplied by the planner. The declination

and local hour angle of the sun (or moon) and the local latitude are supplied

to this subroutine through its argument list. It is used to establish the

apparent positions of the sun and moon in order that the ground illumination

level can be computed. SPVTRI is called only by subroutine EPHEH (5.2.12).

5.2.13.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Due to the dire:t nature of the processing and the small size of this

subroutine (14 FORTRAN Statements), a macroflow diagram has not been provided.

A spherical earth is assumed, and the relationi between altitude and azimuth,

and the geographical positions are given by the standard equations for a

spherical triangle:

Sin - Co5 (0) CoS(L) COS(LHA) 4- S (0)Sir)L)

COS(H) COS(L)
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where: H a altitude of celestial body,

D a declination of celestial body (north positive),

LHA - Incal hour angle of celestial. body,

L x latitude of observer (north pzsii:ive),

Az a azimuth of celestial body.

The rangel of H is -90" (nadir) to 900 (zenith), and the range of Az
is 0 to 360' (clockwise from north). The computer algorithm for arcsin

ausures a proper value for H. However, the azimuth value returned by the

arccos algorithm will always li* in the range of 0 to 180". The test required

to establish whether A lies within 0 to 180* (easterly) or 180' to 360"
2

(westerly) is simply the sign of siNkL9A)za5(D)namely,

> 0 18e c. A w e-3 •0

5.2.13.4 Sample Data Set

No input data is required for this subroutine.

5.2.13.5 Sample Output

"The output generated by the subroutine is used by subroutine E•IHEM to

calculate solar altitude, lunar altitude and lunar phase. None of the para-

meters describing the atmospheric environment are directly generated IVy

SPHTRI.
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5.2.14 S1BVO'UTINE EDIT

5,2 14.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports ATMOS ii generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. This routine compares the values of the present

A7MENV Common Area to the previous values saved and decides to keep the

present values only if a change significaz, to the performance of the sensor

has occurred.

5.2.14.2 Use and Description of Input!

No input data is required for tne execution of this subroutine. The

values of the parameters to be compared are passed from AT•MOS (5.2.2) to this

routine through the ATMENV common area.

5.2.14.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Figure 5.2-21 shows a macroflow diagram describing the major steps in

subroutine EDIT. Tests are made for significant changes in 11 of the

parameters in the ATNIENV Common Area. For eight of these parameters the

tests are made using class numbers (integers assigned to sequential ranges

of the parameter). Thus, the first step in EDIT is the computation of

these class numbers for the current vaiues in the ATMENV Common Area. The

intervals used to generate the class numbers are presented in Table 5.2-XII.

These class intervals were selected so that a change of interval and hence

class number would produce a change in performance of one or more of the

sensors modeled. .As an illustration, coasider the parameter of wind speed,
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Table 5. 2 -XII CLASS INTZRVALS USED
FOR EDITING ATMENV TABLES

VARIABLE FORTRAN CLASS NO. RANGE
_ _ _ _ NAME '

Solar or Lunar SOLALT 1 -104 , C-9 degrees
Altitude or 2 - 9-,<-8

ALTLUN 3 -8$,-7

4 - ,C-6
S - 6! ,<- 5
6 - -, <-4
7 4- 4, <-3

8 3-: , <-2
9 "25, <-1I

10 1!, < 0
11 Ot, e 1
12 1-< , < 2
13 21-9, <3
14 3L-, < 4
15 4 , < 5
16 S, < 6

17 6., < 7
18 71, < 8
19 8<, < 9
20 9t, < 10
21 101. < 30 or -30, 4 -10
22 30-:, < S0 or -50-, .- 30
23 SO, < 70 or -70 ,<-SO
24 70-4, :- 90 or -901 ,<-70

Instantaneous PRATE
Precipitation
Rate 0 0 mm/hr

1 O< , < .9 "
2 . 9 <,I < 9.9 "
3 9.95' < 99.9 "

etc. etc.

Absolute PTOT24 1 0 $ , 'K 5 inchIftmidity 2 .5•, < 1.0
(Density of 3 1.0 6,
Water in Air)
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Table 5.2-XIICLASS INTERVALS USED FOR
EDITING ATMENV TABLES - Cont.

VARIABLE FORTRAN CLASS NO. RAMGE
NAME

Wind Speed WSPEED 1 0 6, < 5 km/hr
2 54,.< I0
3 10!, < 15
4 15ti, < 20

etc. etc. (note: 1 knots

1.854 km/hr)

Cloud Cover CCOVER 0 0.4, < .2 (fraction)
1 .2, < .4
2 .4:5, < .6
3 .6:5, < .8
4 .8•, < 1
5 "1

Visibility VISIB 1 0 <, S .5 miles
2 5$_, < 1

3 S1, <3
4 35, <S
S S:, < 10
6 10 <

Ceiling CEIL 1 0 ., 4 200 feet
2 2006, •, 600
3 600_., < 1000
4 1000: , < 3000
5 3000_5, < 5000
6 S004!, < 10000
7 10000- , <20000
8 20000 4
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Ki"EED. The algorithm used to generate the class number is based upon

intervals of 5 kilometers per hour. The PIRID sensor performance model uses

a similar classification in the description of the effect of wind upon the

performance. A change from a wind speed of 4 kilometers per hour to 6

kilometers per hour will produce a different performance and consequently

different class numbers are assigned to these wind speeds.

In the case of air temperature (ATEMP) and absolute humidity (H2OLEN)

the test is made on the basis of a percentage change; 10 percent for temperature

and 20 percent for absolute humidity. Any change in IPCOVE, the precipitation

code in the ATMENV Common Area, will also cause the current values to be

retained.

The next step in EDIT depends upon the current value of game tine.

At the start of the game, these would be the first values generated in the

ATMENV Common Area and they are automatically saved in temporary disk (or

tape) storage. On the other hand if the clock indicates a time beyond the

start of the game, a comparison between the class numbers or parameter values

to the previous class numbers or values stored in a reference set is made.

If there is no change, control returns to ATNES and execution proceeds. If

t:,ere is a difference in one or more of the class numbers, or a significant

change in parameter values, the current values of the parameters in the ATNINV

Common Area are transferred to temporary disk (or tape) storage. (he corres-

ponding values of class numbers or parameter values are stored in the

reference set so that they will be available for comparison to the values

in the next ATMENV table and execution is returned to ATWIS.

5.2.14.4 Sample Data Set

No input da•ta is required.

5.2.14.5 Sample Output

No output is produced by this subroutine.
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5.2.15 SUBROUTINE EMSG

5.2.15.1 Purpose

This routine supports subroutine AThOS in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. It's purpose is tn provide the planner diagnostic informa-

tion in the event that execution is terminated before reaching the normal itop

in subroutine END, (5.2.16).

5.2.15.2 Use and Description of Inputs

No input data is required by this subroutine. The integer variable,

KODE, is transferred to the subroutine through its argument list.

5.2.15.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Because of the direct nature of the logic employed in this subroutine

a macroflow diagram has not been provided. Immediately after entry into

the subroutine an output heading is printed and note is made that the

execution of ATMOS has been terminated. The next step in the subroutine

is a multiple branching procedure depending upon the value of the input

parameter KODE which transfers execution to the appropriate w-r*e statement.

The statement numbers assigned to the FORTRAM format statem, -oincide

with the values of the parameter, KODE. After the appropriat. diagnostic

message has been printed execution is terminated.

5.2.15.4 Sample Data Set

No input data is required for this subroutine.
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5.2.15.5 Sample Output

Table 5.2-XIII presents the diagnostic messages which can result from this

subroutine. These messagos identify the location where the call to subroutine

EI4SG occurred, the reason the call occurred, and'the action required on the

part of the planner to correct the present problem. Upon receiving the

diagnostic message, the planner should take the appropriate action and

resubmit the program for execution.!4
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TABLE 5.2-XIII EMSG OUTPUT

KODE PRINTED MESSAGE

100 D I AG NO S T I C ME S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS ILAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE ATNXOS
REASON: FIRST DATA CARD IN PLANNER INPLrT DOES NOT

COINCIDE WITH GAk, START
ACTION: REVISE PLANNER INPUT DATA SET OR START TIME

101 D I A G N O S T I C ME S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE ATHOS
REASON: PLANNER INPUT DATA SET CONTAINS TOO MANY

PRECIP, NON-PRECIP AND FOG EVENTS
ACTION: REVISE PLANNER INPUT TO CONTAIN 150 OR LESS EVENTS

200 D I AGN OST I C MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PRECIP
REASON: GAM DURATION IS LONGER THAN SIX WEEKS
ACTION: CHECK DURATION TIME SPECIFIED

201 D I A"SN OS T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PRECIP
"REASON: NUMBER OF EVENTS IN THE PRECIP/NON-PRECIP TIME

HISTORY EXCEEDS ALLOCATED STORAGE
ACTION: RERUN SUBROUTINE ATMOS REVISING THE ORIGIN

OF THE GAUSSIAN AND UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS

202 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PRECIP
REASON: NUMBER OF CLOCK-=HUR RATES REQUIRED TO COMPUTE

PRECIP AMOUNT EXCEEDS ALLOCATED STORAGE
ACTION: RERUN SUBROUTINE ATNMS REVISING THE ORIGIN

OF THE GAUSSIAN AND UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENERkTORS

210 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROBI
REASON: INPUlT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMENT WITH

SCENARIO AREA SPECIFIED
ACTION: CHECK DATA SET LABELED 'PRECIP/NON-PRECIP

OURATION DISTRIBUTION ... '
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Table 5.2-XIII ENSG OUTPUT

Cont.

KODE PRINTED MESSAGE

211 D I A G N U S T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATNIMS HAS BEEN THRIINATLD
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROBI
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMLEN'T WITH

MONTH AT GAME START

ACTION: CIIECK DATA SET LABELED 'PRECIP/NON-PRECIP
DURATION DISTRIBUTION ... '

212 L I A G N O S T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS 11AS BEEN TERMINAI'F)
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROBI
REASON: SEQUENCE OF DESIGNER INPUT DATA INCORRECT
ACTION: VERIFY SEQUENCE OF DATA SETS IN INPUT STREAM

213 D I A G N OS T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERmINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROBI
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA CARDS IN SET LABELED

'PRLCIP/NON-PRECIP DURATION DISTRIBUTION ... '

ARE OUT OF ORDER
ACTION: CORRECT

220 D I A G N O S T I C H 1: S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PRO82
REASWO: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMENT WITh

SCENARIO AREA SPECIFIED
ACTION: CHECK DATA SET LABELED 'PRECIPITATION RATE

AND TYPE DISTRIBUTIONS ... '

221 D I A G N O S T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROB2
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMENT WITHI

MONThi AT GAME START
ACTION: CHECK DATA SET LABELED 'PRECIPITATION RATE

AND TYPE DISTRIBUTIONS ...

222 DIAGNOSTIC ME SSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROS2
REASON: SEQUENCE OF DESIGNER INPUT DATA INCORRECT
ACTION: VERIFY SEV•ULNCE OF DATA SETS IN INPU`1' STREAM
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Table 5.2-XIII EMSG OUTI7JT
Cont.

KODE PRINTED MESSAGE

223 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATIC.;: SUBROUTINE PROB2
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA CARDS IN SET LABELED

'PRECIPITATION RATE AND TYPE DISTRIBvTIONS
APE OUT OF ORDER

ACTION: CORRECT

300 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE WEATHR
REASON: LENGTH OF ARRAYS OF NORMAL DEVIATES USED

TO COMPLrTE CLOUD COVER AND DEW POINT DEPRESSION
EXCEED ALLOCATED STORAGE

ACTION: RERUN SUBROUTINE ATMOS REVISING THE ORIGIN
OF THE GAUSSIAN AND UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBER GENL"FA'ORS

310 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROB3
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEME•NT WITuI

SCENARIO AREA SPECIFIEL
ACTION: CHECK DATA SFT LABELED 'CLOUD COVER,

PRESSURE, VISIBILITY AND WIND SPEED DIST'D

311 D I A GN O S T I C ME S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE AT1OS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROB3
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEWNT WITH

MONTH AT GAME START
ACTION: CIECK DATA SET LABELED 'CLOUD COVER,

PRESSURE, VISIBILITY AND WIND SPEED DIST'D

312 D i A G N 0 S T IC M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCA'fI•,: SIJRROUTINE PROB3
REASON: SEQUENCE OF dLIQiER INPLrr DATA INCORRECT
ACTION: VERIFY SEQUENCE OF DATA SETS IN INPUT `iii.!

313 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROB3

REASOJ: INPUT DESIGNER DATA CARDS IN SET LABELED
'CLOUD COVER, PRESSURE, VISIbILITY AND WIND SPLED
DIST'D ... ' ARE OUT OF ORDER

ACTION: CORRECT
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Table 5.2-.',i1 EM3G OLrI'PUT
Con t.

KODE PRINTED HE9SAGE

320 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE'
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROB4
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMENT WITH

SCENARIO AREA SPECIFIED
ACTION: C0IECK DATA SET LABELED 'LZILING AND

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS ... '

321 9 1A G N O S T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMUS iAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION" SUBROUTINE PRO84
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMENT WITH

MONTH AT GAME START
ACTION: CHECK DATA SET LABELED 'CEILING AND

Tfik'PRA'rURE DISTkIBUTIONS

322 D I A G N O S T I C 'I E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS IHAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROB4
REASON: SEQUENCE OF DESIGNER INPUT DATA INCORRECT
ACTION: VERIFY SEQUENCE OF DATA SETS IN INPUT STREAM

323 D I A G N O T I C NM E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATHOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SURROUTINE PROB4
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA CARDS IIIJ SET LABELED

'CEILING AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS ... '

ARE OUT OF ORDER
ACTION: CORRECT

330 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ADIOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROF5
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMENT WITH

SCENARIO AREA SPECIFIED
.TION: CHECK DATA SET LABELED 'DEWPOINT

DEPRESSION VISTRIBUrIONS ... '

331 D I A G N O S T I C M E S S A G6E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SU3ROUTINE PROBS
REASON. INPUT DLSIGNER DATA NOT IN AGREEMEN1 WITH

MONTH11 AT GAML START
ACI'ION: CiFCK DATA SLT LABELED 'DELPOINl"

DEPRLSSION DISTRIBUTIONS ... '
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Table 5,2,-XIII EMSG OUTPUT
Cont.

KODE PRINTED MESSAGE

332 DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGEE
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROBS
REASON: SEQUENCE OF DESIGNER INPUT DATA INCOVPE'T

ACTION: VERIFY SEQUENCE OF DATA SEkz IN INPUf STREAM

333 D I A G N O S T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATk2
LOCATION: SUBROUTINE PROBS
REASON: INPUT DESIGNER DATA CARDS IN SET LABELED

'DEWPOINT DEPRESSION DISTRIBUTIONS ... '

ARE OUT OF ORDER
ACTION: CORRECT

400 D I A G N O S T I C M E S S A G E
EXECUTION OF SUBROUTINE ATMOS HAS BEEN TERMINATED

LOCATION: SUBROUTINE EDIT
REASON: MORE THAN 1200 ATMENV TABLES WERE GENERATED
ACTION: RERUN SUBROUT7NE ATMOS REVISING THE ORIGIN

OF THE GAUSSIAN AND UNIFORM RANDOM NL24BER GENERATORS

I

i
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TABLE 5.2-xiv

ATM.VS COýIMSN AREAS

USE VARIABL ES USED.BY

Cornmon/'BASICT/ P. 2-135, # 4 Preruo Atmomfl
Atmos
End
Precip
Prob 1,2, 3,4, 5

C3mmoniAIN'ENV/ P. 2-.135, # 2 Prerun Atmos
Edit
End
Ephem
TRRAD
Prob 3, 4, 5F ~Wp~athr

Conunon/ATTFl-/ P. 2-135, 1 Prcrun Edit

End
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r.2.16 SUBROUTINE END

5.2.16.1 Purpose

This subroutine supports ATHOS (5.2.2) in the generation of the atmospheric

environment and is intended to be executed as part of a stand-alone program

prior to the PRERUN. Its purpose is to transfer the ATMENV tables stored

temporarily on disk to a final output tape and generate a printed report of

the contents of the tables if this option was selected by the planner.

5.2.16.2 Use and Description of Inputs

No Input data must be manually supplied by the planner. The number

of ATMENV tables generated and the times when each table becomes effective

are transferred to the subroutine through the ATTIME common area while the

values in each of Ihe ATMENV tables is available to the subroutinc through

temporary disk storage. The logical variable PRUPT indicating whether or

ý,ot the planner has elected to receive a printed report is supplied to the

subroutine through its argument list.

5.2.i6.3 Description of Logic and Pr cessing

A macrcoflow diagvam showing the processing .ttps included in subroutine

END is presented in Fig.5. 2 - 2 2 . The first major step after entry into the

subroutine is the printing of the contents of the BASICT table. 1-his ".ootains

basic time information including the time of ddy, the start of the ganme, the

duration of the &ame, the date the game is being played and the area in which

the game is being played. If tne priiced .eport option has not )cc!, elccted

by the pinner this step is hypassed and the second step is executed ii wiucti

the contents of the bASICIr common ara and the AT`T1KiM commonrea i ar, .:ittce

onto the final output tape. The next major step involvs the readii.., of utc

firb t speNciV table from the tehporary di: storaghe. If the report it ý I.

been specified by the planner the contenr s i .f the ATM-V table are jprintd.
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-therwise, this step is bypassed and the next step in which the complete

ATMENV table is written onto the final output tape is executed. The processing

is then recycled to read the next ATMENV table in the temporary disk storage.

The recycling is continued until all of the ATMENV tables in temporary disk

storage have been transferred to the final output tape at which time execution

is terminated.

5,2.16.4 Sample Data Set

No izaput data is required for this eubroutine.

5.2.16.5 Saupli Output

The planner has the option of receiving a printed report of the time
history of the atmospheric environment. (See the description of the main
program A1O40N (5.2.1) Figures 5.2-23 and 5.2-24 contain the printed
reports generated diring the checkout of the entire program package for genera-
ting the atmospheric environment. Figure 5.2-23 shows the time history
generated using the planner input data set presented in Figure 5.2-6 of the
description of subroutine ATMOS. Most of the column headings coincide directly
with the FORTRAN nanes used for the parameters contained in the ATMENV conmmon
area or are direct abbreviations. For example, CC represents cloud cover,
TC represents the cloud transmission factor, SALT represents the solar altitude,
LALT represents the lunar altitude and so forth. Thi second report (shamn in
Figure 5.2-24) was generated without the use of any planner input and 4s e
time history generated by the Monte-Carlo proceeures built into the program.
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CONTENTS (F 6AASICT' 866LF
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R1090 0 0.0 4.00 0.0 1.00 27.5 755. 162R7. 161O. .000023 0.67 1.0 of* St. .43 5.5A-09 4.48-1 3.74-O0
0qlqo 0 0.0 3.57 0.0 0.94 ?7.0 754, z2060. 3157. .0001Q 0.75 0.9q "a 11. .41 1.,|-O1 ?. c*)S ::1 -05
07090 0 0.0 3.57 0.0 0.57 ??7.0 754. 20745. 14467. .000019 0.54 0.4 6 0. ,44 1.58-35 4.F-3 1. n..-0%
090 0 0.0 13.57 0".0 0.59 77.2 754. 1a099. 13916. .00003A 1.61 .0 h 0* -4. ,44 O.0 I.,o-07 I .2F-05

:24A90 0 0.0 0.57 0.0 0.57 27.3 754. 14777. 137R0. .0OOO0 f1.67 1.0 -9. $*6 .44 0.0 .1-O 1. ?r -o5
.05090 U 0.0 3.57 5.3 0.55 34.0 755. 26Q61. 16174. o000n?7 3.72 0.6 13. 44 .44 1.38 ', .78 Of3 1.2r-09

.1R90 0 0.0 3.57 3.7 0.54 33.4 754. Z960. 15245. .000025 n.71 0.7 24. * .44 A.9'i 01 3.75 01 1.7? -05
15400 0 0.0 3.57 4.6 0.5 34.0 753. 2A377. 15057. .000027 0.72 0.4 17. 644 .44 3.9A 02.. 4.IF 01 1.?r-I'S
i lCli0 0 0.0 3.50 4.5 0.59 31.3 753. 2 7729. 14051. .000026 0. 77 1.0 St. -- 0 .4S 2.6F ',).. 4.8.8 01 1. 2(-0%S

112690 0 0.0 3.09 L.1 0.65 33.9 753. 27517. 14175. .0000? 0.72 1.0 61. -*. .41 3.33 O_. 6.'r j 3 . ?f -GS
12o790 0 0.0 2.31 6.3 0.76 3317 153. 24698. 12687. .000077 0.73 1.0 79. *4* .45 3.7f-OL- 4.4E 03 3.27-O
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27T137 2 1.84 7.32 0.0 1.00 ;7.3 54. 9466. 1161. .0(1006 1.00 0.2 q2. 040 .45 3.78 IlL 4.q5 01 8.7V-05

12?795 2 0.79 2.4. 0.0 8.010 27.h 754. 10772. 1281. .0000?2 1.00 0.2 91. 0*0 .45 I.Ir I5. 4RF 03 1 . 7r-n5
129124 0 0.0 2.42 0.0 0.79 2?7. * 751. 17571. 1048q. .000018 1869 I. A4. 448 .45 3.7F On- 4.51F ') I.23-O
131774 0 0.0 1.58 A.S 0.91 32.7 751. 2A?00. 13772. .000074 0.73 1.0 77. *44 .4% 3.6F 84..- 4.8IF 03 1.2s-0
3513Z4 0 0.0 0.00 10.6 0.V3 18.3 751. 25723. 14647. .00002S 0.1l 1.0 64. *4' .4S 9.?F )I.- 4.7F 03 1.2p-05

.37435 1 0.0 0.65 0.0 1.0O 27.5 751. 9921. 131. .00(02 1.00 3.7. 4. *4 .45 7.9F 0gL. 4.8 03 8.?'-O8
i3903S I S.6Q 1.01 10.5 1.00 29.0 752. 11305. 2510. .00002Q 1.00 0.3 54. '*4 .4S 2.8c 1.Z- 4.6F (1 I.2-05
.11639 8 80.66 Z.40 9.7 1.00 29.0 752. 11698. 2411 .00(0q2q 1.00 0.2 S1. *so .45 ?.49 W- 4.69 03 8.IF-05
i39215 3 15.06 4.54 9.U 3.00 24.9 752. 1134R. 2545. .0)002q 1.00 0.1 49. 4** .45 2.?SF 'I 4.AF (1 1.21-05
.41035 I 36.66 31.56 7.0 1.00 26.5 752. 1202t. 2641. .000079 1.00 0.3 42. *04 .4.5 2.P Of- 4.4F 01 1.2f-05
.42635 1 8.06 20.74 6.4 1.00 26.4 751. 9826. 2708. .000028 1.00 0.3 35. * 4c , fC 3. OZ.- 4.Zf 01 L.r-o-5
143609 0 0.0 21.72 7.? 0.1) 33.5 751. 21402. 15521. .000027 0.74 0.9 32. 644 .45 1.4f 0n. 4.11. 01 I.2-05
.427qq 0 1.0 71.72 13.1 1.00 32.6 752. 22433. L4541. .00o025 0.71 0.7 JR. -1. .46 4.9F O/ A.?7 Of I.Jr-OS
f50899 0 L.0 21.72 10.9 1.00 12.5 752. 23089. 14251. .000024 0.75 0.5 4. 1e. .46 " .?r-7,r 1.?7 03 1.2K-05
114499 0 0.0 21.12 0.0 1.10 27.Q 755. 14736. 5150. .010025 0.31 0.6 -9. 21. .46 1.bF -'-0- 5.5F-0' I.2F-05
.5qO7a 0 0.0 ?1.7Z 0.7 3.30 24.? 7%.5 15446. 5177T .000025 0.9? 0.7 004 0'. .46 . 2r-l1 q. 2-0% 1.21-05
161699 0 0.0 21.77 1.6 13.0 28.6 75.. 11796. 1301. n00(026 (.95 0.5 444 4L. .44 4 F -.)-•V 1.4F-05 1.21-05
.7741a 0 0.0 71,72 0.0 3.30 27, VS4. |1 IA2. 6434. .000025 0.03 q.05 *0 47. .47 4.4-F - .OF-04 3.25-05
176004q 0 0.0 21.74 0(0 1.00 26.4 7, 1514?. .001,C0-05
RIZ99q 0 0.0 21.72 0.0 O.ql M5R 711. 14n44. 353$o. OOO(.)J 0.79 0.1 so. Zj 471 * Z/,'F - 00 T,7:7 F- oO Z ':Z--05

lA6499 0 0.0 73.72 0.0 0.77 25.6 75S. 1571'7. 3141. .0088019 0.76 0.3 0*0 4. .47 8.IF-05 4.2F-05 3.2F-05
.00499 0 0.0 28.72 0.0 0.41 25.1 755. 14313. 3948. .000017 0.72 0.3 -5. - . .47 0.0 3.4F-02 3.2E-O0
194099 0 0.0 21.72 0.0 0. 75 25.L 755. 35000. 406.. .00001% 0.70 O. 9. *04 .47 *.5F-(OC 3.RF 01 1.2F-05
8976o0 0 0.0 71.72 1.4 0.24 30.4 756. 21516. 1001•. .000Ha'k 0.61 0.7 23. #*4 ,47 7.38 O 9.58f 08 .?f2-05
701299 0 0.0 21.72 11.1 0.20 11.2 756. 249Q7. 914?. .000070 0.61 0.5 35. 4*0 .40 1.6F (L 4.7f- 01 .2t-OS
ZOR409 0 0.0 21.72 13.3 0.10 30.1 754. 2 74&. 5711. .000019 0.61 0.5 63. *$* .40 A. 28 03. 4. 7 O0 1. 2-05
212049 0 0.0 21.72 18.5 0.15 30.1 7S4. 26905. 15042. .000019 0.63 8.0 76. 6*0 .44 1.6F Of.. 4.58 01 1.2f-OS
21569q P 0.0 21.26 7.3 0.15 30.9 755. 77019. 1?3It. .000019 0.62 1.0 64. *4* .4s 9.78 'EIt. 4. c 08 1.28-05
2829qq 0 0.0 73.26 15.3 0.90 29. 752. 7514S. 139• 5 . .000016 0.56 1.0 71. 4e* .44 1.5F 02-. 4.91 01 1*.2-05
722990 0 0.0 21.76 14.Z 0.36 29.6 753. 71843. IIJI2. .000017 0.57 3.0 Sq. 04' .48 3.0? 0.9. 4.78 03 1.2E-05
226499 0 0.0 13.10 11.9 0.42 29.9 753. 24049. 10666. .000017 0.59 1.0 46. -*4 .40 2.08 0 S- 4,1F 08 1.2F-05
230099 0 0.0 0.0 13.4 0.50 30.1 753. 209qz. 9554. .000123 0.77 0.5 32. '4* .4q 1.4E 0.. 4.3.' 01 1.75-OS
232747 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 25.4 757. 17104. 212. .000024 1.00 0.2 22. *40 .49 7.2? 0? 3.5F O 3.2-0OS
233347 1 14.51 1.27 4.9 1.00 27.1 754. t3048. )97. .000026 1.00 0.2 3q. 4*4 .49• E 5, 0/ 3•r., 03 1.2F-05
Z33947 I 23.66 4.42 7.0 1.00 27.2 754. 13651. 406. .000026 1.00 0.2 17. *** .49 4.40 O' 1.21 01 1.2F-05
235147 1 4.91 9.84. 8.5 3.00 27.7 75?4. 12757. 436. .000027 1.00 0.2 J3. *00 .4q 7.IF OV 2.6f 03 1.28-05
235334 0 0.0 9.97 8.9 0.40 31.6 756. 24531. 77Z8. .000023 u.6Q 0.5 12. 0*6 .49 1.q980 2.58 O 01 1.2F-05
Z18934 0 0.0 9.97 0.0 0.62 27.5 756. 14285. 998. .000021 0.69* 0.3 -2. 2. .4q 1.7C-110 5.6F-03 I.IE-05
242534 0 0.0 9.97 0.0 0.73 Z7.5 T56. 1[496. Tel. .000023 0.69 0.2 s*o 14. ."q 5.98-05 6.58-05% 3.2-OS
746134 0 0.0 9.97 0.0 0.73 27.5 75s. 14Q45. 1246. .000024 0.89 0.Z **- 25. .49 2.1F-04 8.68-OS 1.?E-OS
249734 0 0.0 9.97 0.0 0.70 27.6 755. 35532. Z225. .000079 0.86 0.2 344 34. .51 1.6E-0W q.9.*.05 3.2-05
256Q34 0 0.0 q.97 0.0 0.50 27.4 75S. 17141. 6083. .00002? 0.94 0.5 *@ 46. .51 5.4E -0/ 1.08-04 3. Z8-0O

Figure 5.2-24 EXAMPLE OF A REPORT GENEiUATED WTTHOUT PLANNER INPUT
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S.3 TERRAIN

5.3.1 Terrain Tape

In the mainstream of system simulation, specifically

PRERUN Job Step 9, line-of-sight (LOS) calculations ire

made for LOS-dependent types of sensors. The so-called

'detal led,'mode of evaluation by definition requires mode-ately

high resolution digital terrafn data.

An aixillary, pre-PRERUN program package Is available

for the preparation of radar masking contour plots. This

package requires digital terrain data.

. An auxiliary RF data link pagkage, for analysia of

RF propagation losses, also requires digital terrain data.

In all three applications, the detailed digital terrain

data come from from an operational or "sparse** terrain tape.

The general characteristics of data on this tape are de-

scribed below (5.3.1.1).

It Is perhaps Important to emphasize that the three

program packages mentioned above simply use a tape with

proper data content and format, regardless of how that tape

may have oeen generated. At the present time (i.e., the

date of this report), definite procedures have been estab-

lished for the formation of an operational tape, baaed nn

a higher-resolution TOPOCOM tape supplied by CDC/ISA. The

program that makes the conversion Is called MAKTAP, and Is

briefly discussed In Section 5.3.1.2.

* The designation "sparse" reflects current procedures, in

which the generated tape contains about 1/84 as many
data as the source tape supplied by CDC/ISA (modified from
TOPOCCI source tape'.
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However, the present procedures are not self-limiting.

That Is, alternative and perhaps more efficient procedures

developed In the future may be used, provided only teat

they produce a tape with proper data content and format.

Possibilities, for example, are: (a) revision of the
mechanics of reading source data, to produce directly

a suitable, FORTRAN-readable tape; and (b) production

of a tape In which height %alues are determined randomly,

according to statistics that reflect the more important

characteristics of terrain In the selected scenario area.

It may also be noted that tape generation, by what-

ever means, needs be done but once for a given scenario

(geographic) area... regardless of the number of different

simulation runs that may be exercised within the area.

The first runs made with the CAL-supplied System Assess-

ment Model were based on a tape (also supplied) covering

a rectangular area in the Hue area, Soutn Vietnam.

5.3.1.1 Content of Operational Digital Terrain Tape

Programmers will realize that physical and system

aspects of the operational tape are necessarily fixed for

any one application; but in the typical software context

of modern computer Installations, the corresponding de-

tails are largely controlled by Job Control Language (JCL)

or, at worst, by simple changes In FORTRAN coding of the

programs that have read or write instructions associated

with that tape. For example, the "tape" might In fact be

defined as a disk unit by suitable JCL.

Hence, In this discussion the emphasis is on the

information ccntent and general logical structure of tnls

content on the data file.
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First, the general content of information on the tape

is a set of terrain height values, defined at discrete

(x,y) coordinates over a rectanguilar area. The maximum

size of this area that can be handled by the SAN' is

30 km by 30 km; more explicitly, the maximum dimension

in either the x (east-west) or y (north-south) coordinate

is 30 km. The (x,y) points form a uniform point grid

o~er the area, with a nominal spacing between adjacent

points -- in either direction -- of 100 meters*.

In the present programs, the stored terrain height

data have an Integer-type numeric representation, and

the tape is read or written in binary mode. Terrain

heights are expressed in meters above mean sea level.

A logical record basically covers the sequence of

terrain heights for a single vertical (i.e., y-direction,

or north-south direction) scan line. Thus, a particular

point would be determined by:

x-position: determines which scan line is to
be used

y-position: determines the count within one scan
line.

In practice, the programs that use the tape are sup-

ported by subroutines that provide the appropriate access

operations, storage con+rol, and bookkeeping for appli-
cations.

Exact value corresponds to 0.08 Inches on a 1:50000 bcal-
map, hence 4000 inches = 101.60 meters of actual around
distance.
Terrain height. arc expressed in the sanic units as tl& V'STfl , .A ,

fron which they were obtained, i.e., meters in SLA aind Eurtpnc
in CONUS. The present pio'_rtrams arc writ ten 1, :otel wit p:,.
for automatic ,o:Lver_:ioxn of fvet to icters.
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5.3.1.2 The MAKTAP Program

The MAKTAP program Is one mechanism for producing

a digital terrain tape, by appropriate mapping of a high-

resolution CDC/ISA-supplied, FORTRAN-readable tape Into

one with 1/8 the linear resolution (i.e., 8 times the

distance between qrid points).

Although the concept of changing from one resolu-

tion (nominally 12.5 meters between points) to a factor

of eight lower resolution (nominally 100 meters between

points) appears at first glance to be a matter of using

every 8'th point in both x arid y directions, such a simple

procedure ignores Information contained in 63 out of every

64 original datum values.

The actual algorithm ueed for reduction of resolu-

tion is based on a nonlinear averaging process, that ap-

pears particularly sound fcr the prlmary use of the data,

in determining line of sight.

Consider Figure 5.3-1 representing a general ground

projection of a nominal line-of-sight ray between two

points (S, sensor and T, target). In actual LOS calcu-

lation, the total distance Is generally treated In three

distinct regions:

(a) near the sensor (typically, a cleared area is
assumed to exist, at least for stationary sen-
sors)

(b) near the target (here, individual clumps of
vegetation and local variations, over a few
meters, of terrain are more of a determination
ý.f LOS than general terrain characteristics.
These locdl effects are not within the resolution of the
digital terrain data, and are treaicd on a probabilistic

basis).
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I1
I

.4 T (target)
rypical 1X',P X lOO1 0-m
square (seL note)

Line of sight path •r
S(snsor (Ground projection)

8 (sensor)

NOTE: On 1:50000 scale map, a lOOm X lOOm square of
-actual distance would be 0.08 inches square,
Scale exaggerated above 'or clarity.

Figure! 5.3-1 ILLUSTRATIVE LINE OF SIGHT GROUMEO TRACK
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(c) the Interior Legment.

The digital terrain data are primarl~y significant in the

interior region.

Again with reference to Fig. 5.3-1, consider the par-

ticular 100 meter square shown, through whiCh the ray

passes. It is clear that the cross-sectlon of the terrain

along this cut Influences line of sight, according as the

maximum value 's or is not above the connecting line from

sensor to target.

However, Figure 5.3-1silows only one possible line-of-

sight zut through the given square. It would not be valid

to consider only the onE maximum value, for a "typica'"

arbitrary cut, because it might correspond to an unustually

low (valley) cut, or it might cross an area .t or near the

maximum height within the entire square. The correct
"average maximum," based on an average over all possiole

rays (rcndom angles and translations) through the square,

appears to be a reasonable value for an as31gned terrain

height value if (a) one value must be chosen to represent

the entire sqtare, and (b) the primary use Is line of sight

calculations for "interior" regions of sensor-to-target

line segments.

A practical algorithm, approaching this theoretical

concept, is used in program. MAKTAP. Original data for

the 1O0 meter square actually consists of a 9 point by

9 ooint grid (8 intervals by 8 Intervals), as indicated

in Figure 5.3-2. Computation does not attempt to treat "all"

This argument Is not necessarily valid for other appli-
cations of the terrain height data.., for example, determ-
ining effective aititude of a radar position.
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possible angles and translations, of paths through this

grid-defined square; but it does treat the two primary

angles (0 and 90 degrees), and the nine simnp e and mean-

Ingful translations for each antle. That is, the terrain

height assigned to the center of the square is the avera-e

of the easily comp(Aed ray maxima -- I.e., the averaje of

the 9 rcw maxima and the 9 column maxima.

Additional details on the M'AKTAP program may be found

in the program listings. The mec;,anism of operating the

program, and InformatIon on the source tape, are given

!r the Users' Manual, Volume II.

TABLE 5.3-I

MAKE TERRAIN TAPE COMODN AREAS

UTSE I VARIABLES IUS ED BY

Common/TAPE/, Ktimeb-

Ktimes - Scan line Index of Sparse tape. >¶qktap
Read

Common/TAPE/, NX NY

NX - Length of X axis of topocom map >aktap
in inches X 100 (integerized) Read

MY - Length of Y axis of topocom map
in inches X 100 (integerized)
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SRow :

0 0 0 0 it *U I

0. ,O 00 a 0 ,0 0 0 U2

S. 0 0 0' 0 -0 0 0 4

P * 0 0 90 0 *0 U4e
* a * * * • .- * -* - 5.

* 009 0 0- 0 0' 0

O0 V 0- 0* 0 U

* ,, 0 -*t- *• 0 0 0 -0 U8

* 0 0 0 0 0 O- 4 U9

i~~ VV j

v1  V2  V3  v 4  V5  v 6  V7  8 9 Column

Lma x I ma

NOTES: 0 Is center point of 100 m. x 100 m. square
0 other points (original resolution) within

the square

Terrain height value assigned to 0 given by
following formula:

(u I +u 2 +...' +u ,+v2+..+v,)/ 8

Fig•ure 5.3-2 NONLINEAR MAPPING FROM HIGH TO LOW RESOLUTION GRID

1-.17
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ý.3.2 Subroutine TERAN

5.3.2.1 Purpose

This routine supplies the data describipg the tezrain environment

description required by both the PRERUN and the Main Simulation portions

of the model.

5.3.2.2 Use and Description of Inputs

Two input data sets must be placed in the input data stream to be

read by this routine. Figure 5.3-3 shows the order of these data sets. The

DATA 5E'-

Figure 5.3-3 REQUIRED INPUT DATA STREAM

description of the terrain environment is based upon the definition of

homogeneous areas called unit terrains. Values assigned to a set of twenty

parameters describe the environment within a unit. By assigning different

unit terrains to various portions of the scenario area, a non-homogeneous

playing &rea can be constructed. The UTVSXY data set describes the areal

extent of the unit terrain types over the scenario area. The unit terrains

are assigned to the game area using a 500 meter square grid whose origin is
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pIced at tlic sokithwest corner of the game area. The cards cormposing, LTVSXY
data set are described in Table 5.3-11. The number of cards can range from two
t- sixtv-one (2 to 61) depending upon the sire of the scenario area. In addi-
tUon to tile first card which supplies identifying infor.nation, one card is re-
quired for each 500 meter block or fraction thereof within the north-to-south
extent of tl.z scenario area. For example, if the north-to-south size of the
scenario area is 30 kilometers, 61 data cards are required for the UTW'SXY data
set; if the north-to-south extent of the scenario area is 12 kilometers, 25
cards will be required in this data set. Tnlis data set is prepared by overlay-
ing a 500 meter square grid on top of a ter-ain map of the scenario area. In
the case of 3reas within South Vietnam, the cross-<'ourntry movement maps of
tactical scale studies are ideal for this purpose. The maximum size of the
500 meter square grid is 60 by 60 blocks which would cover a game area of 30
kilometers by 30 kilometers, The single east-to-west row of 500 i.eter square
blocks is referred to as a track. The variable NTRACK is the number of these
tracks required to cover the north-to-south extent of tCe playing area. Thus,
as described qbove, the number of data cards in the UTVSXY data set is equal to
"NTI \CK + !. !n preparing the data set, the planner should first assign a unit
terrain type to each of the 500 meter blocks covering the playing area. Cur-
rentlv there are eight unit terrains available for describing a scenario area
in South Vietnam. The description of these unit terrains is presented in Table
5.3-I11. Each unit terrain type is identified hy an integer number, IUT. They
were defined principally on the basis of the vegetation type classification used
in the cross-country movement maps of tactical scale studies from two potential
sceuario areas in the northern part of South Vietnam. The correspondence be-
tween the vegetation classification and the unit terrain types is presented in
Thble 5.3-IV. Those vegetation types not included in the present unit terrain
descriptions did not occur with sufficient regularity within the potential sce-
nario areas. Expansion to scenario areas in other parts of South Vietnam, of
course, may require that additional unit terrains be defined. Unit terrain
classifications were also developed for a potential Fort Hood scenario area.
The descriptioa of the seven unit terrains for the Fort Hood area is presented
in Table 5.3-V. In order to exercise the Model at other locations appropriate
unit terrain descriptions must be generated by the planner.
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Table 5.3-111 SOUTH VIETNAM UNIT TERRAINS

IT• •Description

Single crop rice on river flood plains and coastal p.ains.

2 Single canopy light undergrowth forest on rolling hills.

3 Brushwood, including grasses and scrub deciduous trees on
rolling hills.

4 B~rushwood, including grasses and scrub deciduous trees on
flat river valleys.

5 Rulti-canopied forest with dense undergrowth on upper moun-
tain slopes.

6 Multi-canopied firest with dense undergrowth on lower noun-
tain slopes.

7 Bamboo thickets within single canopied or multi-canopied
forests on moderate to steep slopes.

8 Dune grass and scrub pine on moderately sloping sand dunes.
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Table j.3-iV CORRESPUNDENCE BE71IEEN TACTICAL SCALE STUDY
VEGETATION CLASSIFICATrON AND UNIT TLRRAINS

Vegetation Type

No. Description Unit
Terrain
Number,

IUT

I Multi-Canopied Dense 5 or 6
Undergrowth Forest depending upon

terrain gradient

Multi-Canopied Dense 7

Undergrowth Forest
W/Bamboo

S Single Canopy Light 7
Undergrowth Forest
W/Bamboo

6 Single Canopy Light 2
Undergrowth, Rubber
and Palm Plantations

7 Brushwoods, Coffee 3 or 4
and Tea Pldntations depending upon

terrain gradient

9 I.Dine Grass and 8
Casuarina on Sund

13 Rice, Single Crop 1

14 Rice, Double Crop 1
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I
ionce the planner has identif id the appropriate uni.t terrain for each

50o ,•eter hlock within the scenario z•rea,. these data are transferred to

cards to form the desire,' data set. Eiacih card describes the unit terrain

assinments alonn• a ý,inqlv east-to-west track within the )Iayine area. The

first card describes the unit terrain assigy.,ents in the most southern track

while the last data card describes the unit terrain assignments in the most

northern track. In transferring th-' data from the grid to the data cards

the planner is allowed 15 specifications oF unit tcrrain along the track.

"The format for specifying the unit terrains along the jth track from west

to east is

* 2i' j ky k

where Nkj is a two-digit integer equal to the number of consecutive 5O0

meter hlocks with unit terrain type i and kAlS. Thus
k j

,006 •G01 1002

would indicate that the first 20 blocks in the track were unit terrain type

6, the next 30 blocks unit terrain type I and the last 10 blocks unit terrain

type 2. As indicated in Tab. 5.3-IIthe first card in the data set which proceeds

the cards containing the unit terrain assignments contains the number of

tracks required to cover the playing area (NTRACK) and identifying alpha/

numeric information which the planner desires to use to allow identification

of the particular data set. An example of an LrUVSXY data set ,repared for a

13 x 17.5 kilometer scenario arca near Hue, South Vietnam is shown in FiHg. 5.3-5.

The second data set which must be placed in the input data stream

ipreserts the data which specifies the parameters defining each unit terrain.

5 1
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Table 5.3.V FORT WOOl) U>IT Th"R~i>P

i trr Description

1 Sý-rub mesquite on gently rolling plateaiu tops

2 Oak woodland on gently rolling plateau tops

3 Oak woodland wit'i dense undergrowth on moderately soIn0 ;
plateau sides

4 Grassland on high stream terraces

S Scattered oak trees on undulating plateau sideslopes

6 Widely spaced oak trees on gently rollin, plateau tops

7 Narrow bands of trees along larger drainways

Li
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The composition of the UNTER data set is presented in Table 5.3-VI. This data
set can consist of two to eleven (2 to 11) cards depending upon the number of
terrain units defined for a particular scenario area, MAXIT.f, which is currently
limited to a maximum of 10 units. In addition to the first card, one additional
card is required for each unit terrain type and therefore the number of cards
in this data set is equal to MAXIUT + 1. For the South Vietnam unit terrain
types identified previously in Table 5.3-111, this data set would require 9
data cards; for the Fort Hood unit terrains presented in Table 5.3-V, this data
set consists of 8 data cards. Twenty-two variables are used in describing
the terrain environment (see Table 5.3-VII). Except XFIELD, YFIELD and ZFIELD,
the components of the earth's magnetic field, these variables can have a dif-
ferent value for each unit terrain. When new unit terrains are defined, the
assignment of the values for each variable should be made by the persons with
expertise in geography. The data required to make the assignment for the South
Vietnam unit terrains was obtained from the text associated with the cross-
country movement maps of :actical scale studies, In the case of the Fort Hood
unit terrains this convenient source of data did not exist. In this case
several sources of data were used. The upper and lower limits of slope gradient
for each of the unit terrain types were determined from topographic maps. Mea-
surements of tree canopy heights and s9pacing were made from stereo photography
at a-scale of 1:23,000 which is considered to be a reasonably reliable proce-
dure. Other parameters such as tree density and canopy enclosure were estimated
using the single photographic image. The ground-to-ground visibility, of course,
could not be measured but was estimated from the density and height of the vege-
tation. The reliability of these estimates is nct known and in most cases these
data should be substantiated by field measurements. Information on soil types
and soil moisture conditions was facilitated by referral to soil maps of the
Fort Hood area prepared by the Soil Conseiration Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture.

Should additional scenario areas be defined for exercising the Model
new unit terrains and hence new UNTER data sets will have to be prepared.
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Table 5.3-ViI VARIABLES USED IN DFSCRIBING A UNIT TERRATN

Variable Type* Description UJnits
Name

XFIFLD Real x-, y- and z- components of Oersted
YFIELD .. Earth's magnetic field .. ..

ZFIELD .. "

SGLL Real Array Lower limit of slope gradient Percent
SCGUL ... Upper limit of slope gradient .

CULL .. Lower nimit, canopy or vegetation Meters
height

CHUL Upper limit, canopy or vegetation
height

TDLL Lower limit of tree diameters (DB8I) .
TDUL ... Upper limit of tree diameters (DBII) "

SPLL .. Lower limit, stem or clump spacing .. .
SPOL . Upper limit, stem or clump spacing .
ITRDEN Integer Ar-.ay Tree Density

1 = Sparce; 150 trees/100m2

2 a Lightly forested, 200 trees/
100 m-

3 - Dense forest, 500 trees/lO0 m
CCLL Real Array Lower limit, % canopy closure Fraction
CCUL . Upper limit, % canopy closure
IVCOV Integer Array Index describing vegetation cover

1 x Heavy
2 a Medium
3 - Light
4 = Open
S - Rice/Water

IBACK Index identifying the most likely
background reflectance function
between 0.4 to :.9 microns

I - Tree/grass - su:imer
2 a Coniferous trees
3 - Trees/grass - autumn
4 w Leaves
5 = Elephant grass

TVEG Real Array Trar~mittanrc of Vegetation cover of Fraction
canopy for light betwooj 0.4 aa•i; 0.9
microns

ISM 2-Dimensional Index describin- soil ioisture condi-
Integer Array tions

ISM(I, IUT) a ambient soi1 moisture
ISM(?, oIrr) - soil moisture after 1/2
inch of rain
ISH•(1., IUT) a soil moisture after 1
inch of rhin
1 - Dry; 2S% saturated
2 - :ioisc; 25-50% saturated
3 - Wet; 50-100% saturated
4 a Inundated, 100% saturated

VISBLL Real Array Lower "1nit, ground-to-ground visibility Meters
VISaU. " UL.,,e. lim.t, ground-to-ground visibility

"All of t::o vaziablo ii; the Uitor T..blu arc uii-.iacasiwaI arrays (,xcept for
XrIELD, YFIELD, ZFIELD and ISM) with the subscript being IUT which identifies
the unit terrain t/pe. ,n the case of ISA, which is rwo-dimensonal, IUT is the
It,-ron ,h €ene. Y¥p v n.I YPrit r -i -Tr a'-st, ,¢ .nrc" * ¢ fnt% n.a~e^ J-h,

unit terrain type.
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In this case the use of data sources such as those used n'xc for !le Fort
flood area is recoimmended as well as the acquisition of ftid mieasttre.ents ,tS
order to insure reasonable accuracy of these data. A nirl-er of variable.s
such as IVCOV, an index describing the vegetation cover within the unit i ,'i
and IBACK, an index identifying the most predorrinant baclground ref 10ct irce in
the unit terrain may require extension beyond the five classes pIeseont]y pro-
vided for in Table 5.3-Vil. To compute the net transmittance throug;h a m-Utti-

leave canopy, we form the product of the individual leaf transnuittaitccs. 1:
there are n leaves per canopy la)er and c is the effective nutmber of canUpy
layers then, TVEG, the transmittance of the vegetaticn cover in dhe vi.sibli
region is given by

t = :1-a)n'c
tt

where a is the absorption of a single leaf (approxinately 0.70 for a
leaf) and the product n.c represents the average number of leaves in the
vertical direction for the canopy. The number of leaves per canopy layer
is estimated from the ground area coverage by employing the graph presenLod
in Figure 5.3-4. For purposes of illustration, the calculation of TVEG for
each of the South Vietnam unit terrains identified previously in Table 5.3-I17
is outlined in Table 5.3-VIII.

5.3.2.3 Description of Logic and Processing

Figure 5.3-5 is a macroflow diagram presenting tte ulij)c steps in
Subroutine TERAN. The tirst step is to read the UTVSXY Data set describin,

the areal extent of the terrain units over the game area. During the process•

of reading this data set, several checks are made on its continuity. If an

error is detected the reading process is interrupted, a diagnostic mcesagc is

printed and execution is terminated. Once the data set has been read. the

areal extent of the unit terrain types is stored in the IUTXY coiunon area.

The algorithm used to store the data is

IUITXY(Kij) = lO0*Nkj + 11-j, k • 15, j • 60
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The second major step is the reading of the INTER data set. If an error

in the continuity of the data set is detected, a diagnostic message is printed

and the execution terminated. Once the completed data set has been raad,

the contents of the TfI'ER data set will be stored in the UNTER Common Area

and execution returned to the calling program.

5.3.2.4 Sample Data Set

Fig. 5.3-6 showed a sample UTVSXY data set prepared for an 18 by 17,5

kilometer scenario area near Hue, South Vietnam. Fig.5.3-7 shows the LNTER

data set for the 8 unit terrains ior South Vietnam identified previcusly

in Table 5.3-111.

5.3.2.5 Sample Output

No direct cutput is produwed 1-y this subroutine unless an error is

detected in the IrTVSXY or UNTER Data Sets. If an error is detected one of

the diagnostic message-. shown in Table 5.3-IX is printed.
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5.4 BATTLE AND CULTURE .INVIRONMENT SUBROUTINES

5.4.1 General

The Battle and Culture Subroutines are designed to simulate
the military and culture environmental effects normally occurring in the area
of operations that have the potential of influencing the performance of STANO
equipments. The seismic, acoustic and imaging type sensors are thought

to be particularly susceptible to stimuli originating in the operations area from
both military and other activities. For the Phasa I SAM, therefore, the
battle and culture subroutines are designed to simulate the occurrences of
disturbances pertinent to the operition of these sensors. The subroutines
car. be readily expanded to handle other types of events that affect performance
of these or different sensor types.

These disturbances created by the battlefield and cultural
events are expected to affect the sensor performance in three ways.

(1) as events with sufficient residual energy atthe
sensors to cause a "detection" t., be generated by
the sensor routines, i. e. , a 'alse target..

'2) as an addition to the overall environmental

background "noise" level that affects the sensor
threshold.

(3) modify illumination levels that influence visual and
electronic aided detection.

Thus, the battle and culture subroutines must account for the above three
effects as separate and identifiable events for processing by the sensor's
routines.

Because of the infinite variety of both battle and cultural
environments that may be encountered even in a SEA area of operations,
it was necessary to develop a set of guidelines to assist in the technical
development of the subioutine logic. These guidelines were:

a. %i.,intain realism (from sensor viewpoint)

b. -Pow many levels of activity

c. Keep input data requirements reaso~iable

d. Provide for combination of events

e. Allow detailed planner inputs but provide
capability for inserti,:n of agkregated inputs

Appli,ýable to areas other than SEA
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In line with the above guidelines, the battle and cultural
subroutines were designed to handle up to 100 type events for battle and 50
type events for culture. The levels of activity can be varied at will by the
planner simply by changing the frequency of occurrence. Provisions have bern
incorporated so that the planner may elect to detail the type, location, and
frequency of the events or to provide only general information by specifying
a type tr-el and quarUty (by quarters of a day) of events desired and let the
subroutia.q select the location, and exact time on a random basis. Cu:"'~na-
tions of events are provided for simply by processing all events occurrti.g in
each time interval. Multiple elements of a single event, (e.g., the six round
volley) are processed by keeping track of the event (i.e., a ps linular event
type and class) and the number of elcments per event type. Exp..uzun to areas
other than SE., can be implemented simply by utilizing planner inp.ts to account
for changes in the battle and cultural environments as a resu'.t of -haoges in
the geographic location of the area of .. ations. Realism with respect to
the effect of the battle and cultural events on the sensor system performance
is in the current version of the sensor system subroutines limited by the
available knowledge regarding:

a. Generation of seismic and acoustic signals by each
event

b. Propagation of these signals in differing environ-
ments

The battle and cultural subroutines, however, have been so
designed that as more data becomes available, only relatively minor modifica-
tions to the battle and culture subroutines and to the sensor performance
subroutines will be required.

5.4.2 Battlefield Envirormant Subprogram

5.4.2.1 Purpose

The purpose of the battlefield environment subroutine is to
introduce into the simulation the battlefield activity (both friendly and
enemy) that might have some influence on the sensor systems. The model
accounts for the more significant (in terms of the effect on sensors) dis-
turbances created by military action such as explosions, ground and air
vehicle movement and illumination. Both friendl) and enemy troop movements are
excluded since they are specifically treated as "blue" and "red" forces in the
basic simulation. The type of events permitted in the battle subroutine are
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tabulated in Table 5.4-I. Provisions have beea made for up to 20 different
event types with five classification levels for each type. The subroutine
simulates the occurence of these activities in terms of type, class, location,
time and frequency of occurence according to a schedule specified by the
planner inputs. The bactle subroutine exercised in PRERUN, generates false
target data that is passed to the ELPDT subroutine for further processing.
After processing in ELPDT the false targets are added to the Event 1 data
stream and subsequently passed to MSM for further processing against the
sensor routines. The illumination data are determined, stored on tape and
eventually merged in the data stream passed to MSM. In addition to creating
false target information the battle subroutine determines the nominal effect
of the battlefield activities or. inh overall background noise levels for seismic
and acoustic sensors and this information is passed to MSM as part of the
sensor parameter change data stream (Event 3).

5.4.2.2 Ratioiidla for Battlefield Environment Model

For purposes of clarity it is apropos to establish the
rationale and assumptions underlying the Battle Subroutine by separating the
discussion into two parts as follows:

a. the physical phenomena which affect the
sensors, and

b. the operational activities which generate the
physical phenomena.

5.4.2.2.1 Physical Phenomena. It is noted in Section 3
that seismic ý nd acoustic waves are generated by many sources and propagate
in many modes. For many types of battlefield events, the transient nature of
energy distribution takes the form shown in Figure 5.4-1 where the area under
the curve is the energy distribution. The sharp energy peak is assumed 'o
give rise to seismic and acoustic waves which will exceed the sensor threshold,
thus causing a detection.

Power

Time

Figre 5.4-1
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The average energy, however, when combined with that from
many sources will cause an increase in the backgror:rd nu!se. :f týh.: in:.-zzse
in background is sufficiently great, i.e., such that the RMS noise level is
greater than sensor threshold value for fixed gain sensors then a high false
alarm rate will result. For automatic gain control sensors, the increase in
RNS noise will cause the sensor to operate at a reduced value of gain and in
addition will produce an increase in threshold crossings due to increased varn-

arce in background noise, Because these two effects cause distinctly different
sensor responses, the Battle subroutine creates battle targets (BATLTG) based
on the occurrence of the peak energy and battle background effects (BATLBK)
based on the average energy dissipated for each event.

For battle targets, Table 5.4-I groups the allowed events into
five classes. For each type of event, e.g., artillery firing, the specific
events are grouped according to peak energy level. That is, for
event number 042, it is assumed that the 105-mm, charge-5 firing is equivalent
in terms of seismic and acoustic wave generation to a 155-mm firing charge-2.
The variability in propagation of the generated waves to the vicinity of the
sensors Is such an unknown that in actual practice, the assignment of groupings
is at best only an indication of relative source strengths. For the purpose
of the SAM I, however, the event classes were necessarily further aggregated
by mapping the events of Table 5.4-I into a lesser number of categories (See
Table 4.4-I Section 4.4) for establishing valid sensor target combinations.
This reduction in resolution for the battle events is necessitated by the de-
sign of the sensor routines which can only accept the target designation shown
in the table (sensor routines can be readily expanded when sufficient data is
available). Because of the lack of data regarding complex propagation phenomena
associated with the transmission of both seismic and acoustic waves and the
assumptions regarding s,,z: effects as refraction, acoustic to seismic coupling,
height-of-burst effects, etc., it became necessary to limit the detailed model-
ing of these signals in the sensor routines and concomitantly introduced the
necessity for mapping the large number of battle events into a lesser number.
The mapping incorporated in SAk I is shown by the numbered blocks inclosed by
the accentuated line drawn on Table 5.4-1. The divisions correspond ti the
target categories of Table 4.4-1. Type 1 events are treated as a single target
type and are mapped into the light ammunition category. Events 2 through 12
are all mapped into medium and heavy ammunition categories. Event type 13 is
mapped into the heavy armmunition category for all classes. Event types 14 and
16 are not currently included in SAM I, hence no mapping is required. Event
type 17 is mapped into target categories of 11elicopters, light aircraft, and
jet aircraft. Event type 18 is mapped into the small vehicle, heavy truck,
and tank target categories.
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For assessing the effects of battle events an the !'a( kg,,,,
"noise" level, the average energies are summed (in BATL13K subroutine)
over a period of time according to the following formula:

Yn = Yn- I +ý •n

where

Yn the present background energy level

Yn-l= the previous background energy level

xn = the average energy level of the new battle
event

CIL = a noise ratio fade constant less than 1 to
insure that the energ) level decays with tinme

= the square root of the number of battle events
occurring simultamreously

n - index of events distributed over a given time
interval

For purposes of the Phase I SAM, the time interval chosen
is equal to one hour, cx = 0.99 and xn = the appropriate value tabultted in
Designer Input Table ZNOMAS (See Volume II, Appendix I, Table 1-22).
These values were selected arbitra-ily; however, when the battle
background subroutine was exercised with scenario data backgrouna rnoise
level increases .,p to 4 dB were supplied to the sensor routines. Additional
validation with appropriate test data, however, is required to arrive at iuiore
realistic values.

5.4. 2.2.2 Operational Activities. In addition to requirinq
information concerning the physical phenomena of wave generation and
propagation, simulation of the battlefield environment required knowledge of
the time, location, frequency and type of event. To reduce the planner input
preparation load, the set of designer ý.uput tables described in Section 5.4. 2. 4
have been provided. These designer input tables incorporated in Block Data
Set (JFBLK6) are designed to account for the more significant parameters
affecting the simulation of each event. For example, data concerning levels
of safety, projectile flight times, range limitations, firing characteristics
ol w.eapons, aircraft altitude and speed, and ground vehicle speed and convoy
size are provided. The values included in these tables are taken from such
references as artillery firing tables, from reports on artillery practices and
procedures, and orerational reports on SEA experience. Because of the heavy
reliance on SEA operational experiences and pre-day practices and procedures
with current equipment,it nay be necessary to revise these tabies to include
more representative values for other areas ol operations. A-, ln• ts the
dinmensions of the tables are not exceeded, thi!w ill require only a t
recorpilation with the new values.
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5. 4. 2.2. 3 Battlefield Illumination. The data required by
subroutine Image for description of the illumination on the battl'--field due to
flares and searchlights (with the exception of direct searchlight which is
assumed to be associated with a sensor) are the following:

XLITE

YLITE

FLARHT

AINTNS

MODE

The first two inputs give the x and y coordinates of the flare or indirect
searchlight. FLARHT is the height of the flare. AINTNS is the candle-
power of the flare or searchlight. If multiple flares are used, the candle-
powers are added to from AINTNS. For indirect searchlight, the candle-
power can be one of the several values depending on the type of searchlight
employed. MODE is a description generated to identify either flare or
searchlight. If MODE is used to indicate searchlight, then one of six
poss¶ble alternatives follow- -namely, unfiltered searchlight with a beam
Nidth of .017, .051, or .085 radians for MODE 2, 3, 4 or a pink filter
searchlight for the same beam width values for MODE 5, 6 and 7.

5.4.Z. 3 Description of Planner Inputs

Provisions are made for the planner to Input very detailed
and/or general information for events that may occur. In preparing the
inputs the planner should first carefully define the "planner input events
set" (PIEVT) in accord with the scenario. Events tlat are called for in the
scenario can be specified in detail by use of these input data cardt;. This
planner input should include all battle activities desired as specific events.

After preparing the PIEVT cards for b.th enemy and
friendly scenarios, exclusion areas should be designated by drawing
rectangles (side parallel to coordinate axes) and designating their coordinates
in the XCLUA* data selt. These exclusion areas can be sanctuaries, fir.
Jaies, villages, strong points, etc., or any area in which friendly or enemy
weapon impacting events would not be desircd. Any weapon impacting event placed
in the PIEVT set will ignore the exclusion boundary; however, if detjignated in
the XCLUA data set, such events will be excluded except for fire support weapon
firing, aircraft events, and military vehicle events.

See "rolurne II, Appendix F, Data Set XXIII

See Volume II, Appendix F, Data Set XXV
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The next data set is the random events (RSEVT) that will
occur at random times within certain time limits and at random locations
(outside of exclusion areas) and with random parameters, selected from
the other data sets.

The final planner data set required for battle subroutine
is the Fire Support Base Set (FSPTB)**. This set identifies the x, y,
coordinates of each Fir, Support Base and the weapons that are located at
this base.

Data on sensors (location, type and performance) and on
paths other than for event type 17 (trails, roads, streams, rivers, railroads,
and air corridors) are not included. These data (sensors and paths) are used
in several other subr-outines; hencc their input preparation is described else-
where in the report.

The input for most of the data sets do not use a crmnmon
format. Data cards, with forma:, are included in Volume II, Appendix F.

Each event in the Eattle Subroutine is fully described by a
four digit number referred to as EVID. The first two digits indicate the
genetal type of event, such as a vehicle, an aircraft, or an artillery round
impacting. The third digit describes the class of the event, such as a light
vehicle, a heavy tracked vehicle, etc. The fourth digit indicates whether
the event is generated by enemy (0) or friendly (1) activities. Table 5.4-I
lists the event types and class considered in Battle. As an example,
consider that a friendly 4.2-inch mortar is fired. The EVID to describe this
event would be 0221. The first two digits, 02, designate the event as
a mortar firing. The third digit, 2, designates the class of mortar as a
4.2-inch. The suffix, 1, designates that it is a friendly mortar. As a
further example, an enemy 60-mm mortar impact would be designated by
the EVID 0310.

The event classes listed in Table 5. 4-I are suggested
categories to be used by the planners. Other categories may be substituted
as desired by the planner provided the substituted class behaves in a similar
manner. That is other vehicles may be substituted for those shown, but
whatever is substituted must behave like a vehicle.

The planner input data setL required for BATTLE are
described in greater detail in Volume II, Appendix F, Data Sets XXIII to
XXVI. The data sets must be modified for each new scenario.

Volt rne II, Appendix F, Data Set XXIV.

Volume IIL Appendix F, Data Set XXVI.
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5. 4. .,4 Designer Input Tables

Twelve designer input tables have been included in the
current model to assist in processing the various Battle effects. These
tables are shown in Volume II, Appendix I, as Tables 1- 11 through 1-22 and
are contained in block data set, JFBLK6. The tables are designed with
dimensions to permit additional events and values to be added for scenario
needs. Events and values currently included were designed to satisfy the
model checkout requirements. These tables are used whenever the planner
elects not to input certain battle event data, but rather elects to have
the data chosen randomly from these tables. The contents of each of these
tables is discussed as tollows:

a. Safety Margin Table (Volume II, Appendix I,
Table I-11.Thi'sta'b-e has the dimensions 15 EVIDS
by three safety levels. For each EVID, three
levels of safecy are given. The first or lowest
level uses the criteria of being approximately
equal to weapon CEP. The medium level has
criteria of 90% assurance damage range plus
1.83 CEP's. The greatest margin criteria is
99% assurance damage radius plus 2. 5 CEP's.
The values of safety margin are added to the
maximum x and y ioundaries and suotracted
from the rnininurn x and y boundaries at
planner designat,-d exclusion areas.

b. Firing Characteristics at Weapons jFCWPN)
(Volume II, Appendix I, Table 1-il).
This three-dimansional table provides for five
EVID groups and three
pei -entages of time that specific characteristics
will oc -ur. The five characteristics covered
are: (11 number of volleys, (2) time between
,olleys if less than 3r equal to three volleys,
(3) rime between volleys if greater than three
volleys, (4) rounds per volley, and (5) type
fuzing. The three percents of time occuring
used are 60%, 30% and 10%.

c. Fire Base Weapons (FBWPN) (Volume II,
Appendix I, Table I-1.3)
This table with dimensions 4 x 12, provides for
selecting the fire base -.%.capon type that could have
caused each impact type EVID at or less than
the range of range bin indicator shown, but
gruater than the range of the previous range bin
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indicator. The range bin indicators are

specified in Table I-14(d. below) of the -iesignfer
inputs. Two firirg EVID's (052 and 053) are cur-
rently included, but space is available for two
additional impact EVID's.

d. Range Bin Limits (RNG-BN) (Volum-e 11, Appcnlixl,
Table 1-14).
Thi3 table assigns range bin indicator nurnThers
from 1 to 12 to the upper limit of range boundary.
This table provides indicators for use in Tables

1-13 and 1-15. When entered with the calculaLed range
between a firing point and impact point, the
indicator is selected which is less than or equal
to entering range, but greater than range of
next lowest range given.

e. Weapon Projectile Flight Times (WPFLT) (Volume II.
Appendix I, Table 1-15).
This table, with dimensions 8 x 12, provides

times of flight for artillery projectiles and indirect
fire rockets and misiles .at each of 12 range indi-
cators (see d. above).

f. Weapon Range Limitations (WRLIM) (Volume II,

Appendix I, Table 1-16).

This table, with dimensions 3 x 2, was designed to
apply to small weapon EVID's such as mortars,
direct fire weapons, small rockets and m.issiles,
and recoiless rifles. For given impact EVID.
it provides minimum and maximum ranges frooi
firing point.

g. Aircraft Speed Set (ACSPD) (Volume II, Appendix I,
Table 1-17).
This table, with dimensions 5 x 3, for five aircraft
EVID's, provides the aircraft's speeds for the two
separate legs of flight paths. Three speeds fur each
EVID are included: (1) the speed expected 60". of the
time, (2) that expected 337. of the time, and (3) that
expected 10/. of the time.
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h. Aircraft Altitude Set (ACALT) (Volume II, Appendix I,
Table 1-18).
This table, with dimensions 5 x 3, is similar to
previous one, 1-17, but for altitude.

i. Vehicle Speed Set (VSPED) Volume II, Appendix I,
Table 1-1.
This table, with dimensions 5 x 3, provides
three vehicle speeds which are equally likely
within each of five vehicle EVID's.

Sj. Convoy Size Set (CNVOY) (Volume II, Appendix I,
"Table l-z0).
This table, with dimensions 5 x 8, p ovides eight

values of number of vehicles in a convoy which are
equally likely within each of five vehicle EVID's.

k. Spacing Between 'v ehicle Set (SPACE) (Volume II,
Appendix I, Table 1-21)
This iable, with dimensions 5 x 4, provides
four values of the interval between similtr
points, i.e., centers of gravity, of adjacent
vehicles in a convoy which are equally likely
within each of fivc vehicle EVID's.

1. Nominal Effect on Sensor of Particular EVID in
Period of Consideration (ZNOMAS) (Volume II, 0

Appendix I, Table 1-2n).
Ths table, with dimensions 3 x 20, provides for
three sensor types, the a. erage effect on back-
ground due to a given. EVIl). Values foi acoustic
and seismic sensors are currently included The

numbers shown are only indicators of relative
amplicudes for the a''rage energies (after the
peak :lmplitudc have been processed as targets)
th,.t arc used to account for increases in back-
ground noise levels. See Section 5.4.2.2 for
additional details.

5-14"* Must be cLjngo2d as additio.al event, cIas-es o're added.



5.4.3 Cultural Environment Subprogram

5.4.3.1 Purpose

The purpose of the Cultural Environment subprogram is to account
for the activities of the noncombatants in the area oi operations that have the
potential for influencing the performance of the sensor systems to produce either
false targets or raise the: threshold of sensitivity of these sensors. Table
5.4-I1 tabulates the c,,lture events provided for in the simulation. Provisions
have been made for ten event types with five classification levels for each type.
The subprogram simulates these events in accordance with a schedule specified by
the planner. The culture subprogram generates false targets which are added to
the Event 1 data stream in PRERUN that is passed to the MSM for further pro-
cessing with the sensor subroutines. Changes in the background level created by
the cultural activities are determined and passed to the MSM as part of the sen-
sor parameter data stream (Event 3).

5.4.3.2 Rationale for Cultural Environment Model

The treatment of the cultural events is similar to that em-
ployed for the battlefield events; however, there are some significant differ-
ences in the type of events occurring as a result of cultural activity that must
be accounted for. Many of the normally occurring cultural activities do not
generate the peak energy levels often associated with battlefield events. These
events are also generally distributed throughout a larger area, e.g., a village.
Because of these attributes, the events 01 through 05 shown in Table 5.4-11 are
treated as events which contribute to the change in "background noise level".

For all acoustic and seismic sensors, a background noise level
is computed as a function of the distance of the source from the sensor field.
Values of CEVID event source strength in volts from Designer Input Table 1-26
(see Volume II, Appendix I) are used to set the maximum background noise levels.
These peak signal strengths in volts are degraded by multipliers, from the De-
signer Input Table 1-23, to account for low, medium, and high levels of relative
strength and fluctuations in time of day with and without curfew in effect. it
is assumed that the source signal strength is constant in the vicinity of dit-
tributed sources (e.g., a village) and that the energy level falls off with
renge from the boundary as r--

Events 06 through 10, except for event 101, are played as

events that create false targets provided they are close enough to the sensors

for the generated signal to exceed the sensor threshold. These events are not
treated as contributiug to the background noise level.

Since the valid cultural sensor target mbinations accepted
by the sensor subroutines are limited in the same fashion as the battle targets,
events 06 through 10 are mapped into a lesser number of categories (see Section
4.4, Table 4.4-1) as shown by the vertical lines shown in Table 5.4-I1. Event
06 is mapped into the categories of small vehicles
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and heavy trucks. Event 07 is mapped as shown to correspond to the categories
of raft, outboard, and PT boat. Event 08 is mapped into the train category.
Event 09 is mapped to correspond to light and jet aircraft. Event 101 is mapped
into the small animal category, which is considered to contribute only to back-
ground noise. Events 102 through 105 are magped to correspond to the large
animal category of Table 4.4-1.

5.4.3.3 Description of Planner Inputs

In a manner similar to that for Battl' Events, provisions have
beer, made for the planner to input either detailed or general information con-
cerning the frequency of occurrence and type of cultural events. If the game.
designer desires to treat all or part of the cultural e',ents in a random fashion
(thought to be a realistic treatment since the events are not likely to be well
controlled), then planner input evenL8 set "r-Agnm ;ultural events" (RCEVT)*
is required. This set specifies the type and number o' events which the planner
desires as random events for each quarter of a day, and for each day of game
play. Event types playable are limited to events causing a false target re-
sponse from sensors (Events 06 through 10) except for Event 101.

4. If the planner desires to simulate the cultural events in
greater detail, then the "planner input cultural event" (PCEVT)** must be com-
pleted. This planner set includes provisions for specifying not only the type
of event, time of occurrence, location, paths, air corridors, etc., for each
event, but whether or not a curfew is in effect.

The third planner input event set is the culture sensor field
x-y bound set (SNFDX-Y). This set is used when moving animal events are in-
cluded in the random culture event (RCEVT) set. This set establishes the
boundaries of the sensor fields in the vicinity of the sources of background
noise signals. These data are used to establish the nominal range of the
signal source location with respect to the sensor field. Only CEVID types
and classes 102, 103, 104, and 105 utilize these data. This table is used to
insure that if animal type events are played the events will occur near the
sensors.

These three planner input data sets used in subroutine CULTURE
are described in greater detail in Volume II, Appendix F, Data Sets XXVII,
XXVIII and XXIX.

*See Volurne II, Appendix F, Data Set XXVIII.
**See Volume II, Appendix F, Data Set XXVII.
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5.4.3.4 Cultural Designer Input Tables

Five designer input tables are included in the current model to
aoisist in processing the various Cultural dff~cts. These tables are shown in
Volume II, Appendix T, as Tables 1-23 through Ir27, and are contained In block
data set JFBLK6. The tables have been designed with dimensions to permit addi-
tional type cultural evcntJ to be addcc4 for scenario needs. The events and
values currently included were designed to satisfy SEA environment and model
checkout needs. Tables 1-24, 1-25, and 1-27 are used whenever the planner elects
not to input certain data applicable to cultural target type events, but rather
elects to have the dit6 chosen randomly from these tables of representative
values. Tables 1-23 am:! 1-26 are used by all cultural backgroune events in the
determination of backgrot.nd noise contributions by these events. The contents
of each table are as follows:

a. Signal Characteristics of Background Noise Sources (SCHAR)
(Volume II, Appendix I, Table 1-23)

This table provides multipliers that degrade the signal or
disturbance from its maximum sus.ained value due to the relative strength of
the event and the activity level of that event. Space for twenty CEVID groups
is provided. The strength levels include low, medium, and high, plus time of
day activity levels with and without curfew in effect.

b. PATH SPEED (PSPED) (Volume II, Appendix 1, Table 1-24)

This table, with dimension 15 x 3, provides for each of 15
CEVID groups, three values of path speed, which are expected to occur 607., 3M/.,
and 107. of the rime respectively.

c. Cultural Aircraft Altitude (CACAL) (Volume II, Appendix I,
Table 1-25)

This table, with dimensions 5 x 3, provides for each of 5
CEVID's, three values of altitude, which are expected to occur 60%, 307., and
107. of the time respectively.

d. CEVID Signal Strength (CEVDBA) (Volume II, Appendix I, Table 1-26)

This table, with dimensioas 20 x 4, provides the maximum sus-
tained voltage effect of 20 background CEVID groups upon given sensor type at
minimum range from sensor.

e. Animal Speed (ANSPD) (Volume II, Appendix 1, Table 1-27)

This table, with dimensions 4 x 3, provides, for each of four
animal CEVID's, three values of speed on path, which are expected to occur 60%,
30%, and 10% of the time respectively.
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5.4.4 General Des-riptior, of Processing

A macroflow diagram for processing of battle and cuiture
events is shown in Figure 5.4-2. This processing is accomplished in
PRERUN Step 6. The sequence of processing is described below:

PRERUN EXECUTIVE STEP 6 (PREMN6) reads the common
game information and planner input tables. It locates path
and excluded area planner data and places in appropriate
arrays and determines the number of days and quarter days.
Calls sub-executice routines CULTEX and BATEX to locate
planner input data in Input Data Stream.

Subroutine CULTEX calls subroutine CSCHIDL to c.-mplete
culture schedule for each type of event as specified in
planner table. Random events are determined and added to
schedule.

Next subroutine BATLTG is called to generate false targets
according to the schedule previously determined. BATLTG
defines the target position, time, altitude, velocity, lengthof
target and visial security descriptive parameter.

CULTEX also calls cultural background subroutine CULTBK
which for acoustic and seismic sensors, computes a back-
ground noise level as a function of the distance of the source
from the sensor. Subrouline SENXY locates sensors and
designer input table CEVDBA is used to set noise levels.
The target data and noise background information are then
stored on disks for additional processing.

Battle Subroutine (BATEX) locates planner input in input data
stream and calls subroutine BSCHDL to complete schedule
for each event specified by planner and determines all random
events. Subroutine BATLTG is then called to generate false
targets accoding to BSCHDL. BATLTG again defines the
target position, time, altitude, velocity, length of target, and
visual se,:urity descriptive parameter.

Next battle backgroand subroutine BATLBK is called to
determine seibisic and acoustic noise levels. The background
noise levels are compited as a fLinctior. of a), number of
volleys for explosive devices, and, b), number of vehicles,
and time of dur-ation for military ground vehicles and aircraft.
Designer input table (ZNONiAS) values are used to compute
the noise levels.
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Battle illumination subroutine EVNT9 is then called to add
to the illumination events occurring in the area of operations.

Finally the target data, acoustic and seismic background
data and the illumination events are stored on disks for
further processing.
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Section 6

AUXILIARY MODEL ELEMENTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

As development of the Phase I Systems Assessment Model
progressed, it became necessary to design several auxiliary submodels and
not link them directly into the main model structure. (See Figure 1.4-1,
Section 1). These auxiliary models fall in two categories. First, there ar'-
the auxiliary input models which take planner inputs and other input parameters
and either compute particular data needs of the PRERUN or MSM or investi-
gate particular aspects of STANO systems performance. Two of the input
models have been dtiscussed previously. The atmospherics input model was
presented in Section 5.2 while the Terrain input processing was discussed
in Section 5. 3. Two additional auxiliary input programs are presented in
this section. They are the Radar Contour Plot model and the RF Data Link
Analysis model. Both of these modelsprovide methods for investigaLing
particular problems in certain STANO systems.

The Radar Contour Plot model provides a useful technique
for the planner and user to examine the expected coverage of ground mounted
radars given the terrain and foliage surrounding a radar sitt It uses the
digital terrain tape and unit terrain descriptions together with radar location
and characteristics to print out a plot of radar coverage contours. Masked
areas are quickly shown and revised siting may be shown necessary for
further game play. The operation of this model is contained in Section 6. 2.

The second auxiliary input model is the RF Data Link Analysis
program. This model uses the previously prepared digital terrain tape, the__
foliage data from TERAN, and the unattended ground sensor and n-, nitor
locations and radio characteristics to compute propagation path losses
between data links. These results are used to predict which data links can
be expected to achieve successful data transmission performance. This
model is expected to be particularly useful to scenario planners to investigate
siting problems at sensors and monitors and to locate relays where required.
This model has the future applicability of being linked directly to the MSM
output if desired in order to simulate transmission of the UGS activations
to monitors. The operation of this model is covered in de:ail in Section 6.3.

There are also three auxiliary submodels which are in the
category of output processing elements. Their use is foreseen priniarily
as tools for deriving further information on STANO systems performance
using the fundamental MSM outputs of sensor equipment detection events.
The first of these submodels is the Unattended Sensor Analy'sis program
which was developed to simulate in a limited degree the analysis process
carried out by UGS monitu:; operators. It uses input iron, siinul-tted
activations at sensors in arrays together with sensor locations, (game play)
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to derive information concerning the cause of the activations. By examining
the time sequenced activation history it differentiates between targets and
false alarms and depending on the data may also derive information on target
classification, location, movement, and arrival time at selected locations.
Target identification (friendly or enemy) is not possible, however, using only
the UGS activation inputs. This auxiliary model, as presently designed, is a
stand-alooe program requiring the use of separately, manually prepared inputs.
The primary item required is time sequenced sensor activations which can be
derived from the NSM output. Linking it directly to the M.M at some future
time is feasible, but at the same time may limit in some respects its flexi-
bility. Further should it be linked to the MSM, conrideration should be given
to also linking in the RF Data Link Aialysis model between sc-qor activation
and monitor input as a simulation of data transmission capabilities. A possible
disadvantage of a direct NSM linkage would be the loss of an economical and po-
tentially very valuable auxiliary model for detailed evaluation of monitor analy-
sis problems. These considerations, together with time and effort limitations,
dictated its present design as a separate auxiliary model. The Unattender Sen-
sor Analysis model is presented in detail in Section 6.4.

A similar auxiliary model to the Unattended Sensor case has
been designed, although in less detail, for attended sensors. Sensors falling
into this category include operator manned radars and the imaging devices.
The sensor models themselves in the MSM yield only detection occurrence events
with none of the data normally obtained by an operatoz as a result of viewing
a radar presentation or seeing a target in an imaging device. It is the pur-
pose of the Attended Sensot Analysis model to present in an exemplary way how
such data can be developed using the variety of data available in the MSM. It
is provided with d'rect linkages to the MSM output in order to demonstrate how
this and other similar output processing prograns can be so linked if desired.
The time and effort available allowed only limited design effort on this pro-
gram. It is discussed in Section 6.5.

The final output processing submodel developed is the Tactical
Communications program (TACCOM). This model wes designed to provide informa-
tion on STANO-related message flow within a brigade as a result of STX4O systems
intelligence collection activities. The design concept centers on presenting
the time delay from initiation to preserLdtion of each STAND message introduced
into the communications nets simulated. F3ur nets are included and four commun-
ications levels (i.e., platoon, company, battalion, brigade). Provisions are
made for interacting STANO traffic with non-STANO traffic and also for message
precedence considerations. Thi. model presently uses manually prelared inputs,
the primary one of which is a chronological listing of STANO messages. These
messages may be derived from cither MSM sensor detection data or Sensor Analysis
model outputs if desired. TACCOM is a stand-alone submodel and is discussed
further in Section 6.6.
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8.2 CONTOUR PLOTS

As part of the overall System Assessment Model (SAM),

an ruuil!ary program package was provided that (optionally)

may be used to ottaln computer-generated plots of ooverage

contours for radars and other line-of-sight dependent sen-

sors.

Zontractor-coded programs within this package Include

the main program (assigned the name CONTUR) and five sub-

programs. Basic plotter-control subroutines are also called.

Most computer Installations having plotters have control

subprograms with the calling sequences used*.

Input to this package comprises (a) an operational

SAM digital terrain tape (see Section 5.3.1) and (b) plan-

ner specifications of sensor positions, heights, sector-

defining angles and ranges. With simple program changes,

a planner/programmer may also control parameters that would

otherwise be set by default (e.g., plotting scale, normally

at 1:50000 In anticipation of use as overlay on a standard

scale map).

Output consists of graphic plots, In which visible

regions are marked (black) and masked regions, or regions

beyond maximum range, are left unmarkel (white). Fig. 6.2-1

shows an Illustrative plot for one radar. It Is also pos-

sible to prepare plots that include multiple sensor positions

on the same output page.

Although CAL plotter sGftware is extensive, the program
was Intentionally restr~cted to calls to minimum number
of elementary plot routines. For cther Installations,
however, the user/programmer may have to compare calling
sequences and, If necessary, make minor changes for com-
patibliity.



Operational procedures for rurnning the contour plot

package are covered in the Users' Manual (Volume II) of

this report. Described there.are subprogram requirements,

Including names of plot-contro! programs; data preparation,

both content and formats; and options 1Lhat can be exercised

by simple program changes. The basic computational logic

for this program package Is discussed in the following

sections, belc'w.

8.2.1 Program Concept: Masking Contours

The program operation is based on numerical determi-

nation of fnasking contours, tabulated as a set of range

values for a discrete set of angle values that cover the

sector of coveraqe. Fig. 6.2-2 shows a simplified* diagram

of a represetative terrain cross section over the region

from sensor to the maximum range point, that is used as

the reference for definitions and concepts.

To the extent tnat this cross section reflects typi-

cal line of sight masking, segments of terrain surface be-

come classified as visible or masked. The boundaries be-

tween visible and masked areas are determined by those

lines from the sensor that are Just tangent at the peaks.

Each such line in the diagram shown defines two boundaries:

those marked rip r2,.., arc range values at the tangent

points; visibility occurs to the left and masking to the

right. The points marked R , R2 ,... are the range values

at which the tangent lines intersect terrain beyond the

tangent points; visibility occurs to the right and masking

to the left.

This diagram Ignores rollale, and fact that target has
non-zero height. Implicitly, it also Ignores fine struc-
ture of the terrain that could, for example, create a
maskcJ region of a few feot dimen. ion. See section 6.2.2.
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8.2.2 Proqram Scooe

As a qualitative statement, It may be said that the

contour plotting programs determine the set of `r" and

"R" values, as in Fig. 6.2-2, for a set of closely spaced

angular values that collectively cover the sector assigned

for the sensor.., and therefrom prepares a plot in which

the visible regions are marked (black) and the masked re-

gions are left unmarked (white).

However, the preparation of such a program required

a limit on scope -- that Is, exactly how many masking

contours would be computed and stored. And it involved

some considerations of fine detail that do not appear in

the Vimplifled diagram of Fig.6.2-2.

* In the program supplied, the numerical search over

4 " terrain .for any angle terminated at whichever of the fol-

lowInO Doints occurred first:

(a) end of third masked region, i.e., the point
, marked R3 In Fig.6.2-2

(b) the maximum range value, Rmax

or

(c) the c.age of the defined scenario area.

Thus, *no conceptual error would exist if (b) or (c) should

occur. But if case (a) should occur, the program has not

resolved visible vs. masked regions from the point R3 to

the ultimate limIt (i.e., to Rmax or edge of area). For

this situation, the following assumption was made In order

"-that the correspond ng plot at least be defined and consis-

tent:

Assumed: Terrain beyond point R3  (see FIg.0.2-2),

if such a point exists In the searched

region, is assumed to be vlsible.
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This assumption is slightly superior to the converse

(that is, masking assumed beyond R.3 ), for It Is at least

consistent over the area immediately beyond R3 and hence

has a chance of being consistent to the final limit.

The scope of the program, as specified In the preceding

paragraph, is adequate or not, depending upon terrain rough-

ness. Its full usefulness, and the possible need to extend

the original program to more contours (at the expense of

machine time and storage), has yet to be established against

real terrain data In scenarios of Interest. Applied to

rough terrain In the Hue area, South Vietnam, results have

appeared to be useful (see Fig. 6.2-1).

6.2.3 Fine Structure of Lcqlc

Not explicitly shown in Fig.6.2-2 are two effects that

are taken Into account in the actual program. First, fo-

liage cover, to the extent that its height may be Inferred

from information In the UNTER tables*, Is added to the

bare-earth heights from the terrain tape when masking

angles are being determined. Second, the target Is assumed

to hove an effective height, for purposes of observation

by the sensor, that is set to 1.5 meters In the initial co-

ding. A simple change of one FORTRAN statement can give an

alternative value if desired. Fig. 6.2-2 does show graphic-

ally the displaement of sensor above'ground. This height Is

supplied for each sensor by olanner data card.

Unit terrain tables. See Sectlon 5.3.2.
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Figure 6-2-1

ILLUSTRATIVE CONTOUR PLOT

(RADAR SITING. HUE AREA, SOUTH VIETNAM)
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II

8, sensor

VI MI M2 ,3 M3 V4 M4

0 R, r2  R2  r 3  R3  T4 R41

Rmax

NOTES:

i. VI, V2 ... first, second,... visible regions

2. MI, M2 ... first, second,... masked regions

3. For an actual cross section, the number of
alternations (visible/masked) can vary depending
upon terrain roughness and Rmax. This figure
illustrative only.

4. If (as In this figure) more than 3 masked regions
occur, the CONTOUR PLOT program terminates search
at the end of the third masked region (i.e., at
point R3). Visibility Is assumed for remainder of
distance to Rmax.

5. Rmax Is either range limit assigned to sensor, or
edge of scenario area.., whichever is smaller
distance from sensor.

Figure 6.2-2

ILLUSTRATIVE TERRAIN CROSS SECTION

(FOR DEFINITION OF MASKING CONTOURS)
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The planner, incidentally, may exercise some judgment

in specifying the effective sensor height. For, say, a

radar antenna the physical mounting dictates the height

above ground at the immediate point of location. However,

terrain data from the digital terrain tape do not have

sufficient resolution to show minor variations over a dis-

tance less than 100 meters. In field operations, small

variations in xy positioning would in fact be made to

take advantage of small local variations. Thus, a planner

may wfsh to specify as effective sensor height a value some-

what greater than the nominal value, to reflect local

effects.
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TABLE

CONTOUR PLOT MODEL COHNIN AREAS

USE I VARIABLES I USED BY

Common/BASICT/ P. 2-135, # 4 _

Contur

Teran

Common/UNTER/ See Appendix C, Vol 2, User's
Manual JFolage

Teran

Cou,-•'•,/UTVSXY/ See Section 5.3.2, Vol I, Part
II, Model Description

u'E (X, Y)Teran

Conmmon/RADAR/ KMAXRC, RADELV, XR, YR, SCANG,
SCWDTH, ANGINC, DGD, AVEUT,
NOANG

KMAXRG - maximum range of radar in Contur
meters OUTCTR

RADELV - elevation of radar above RAIPCTR
ground level (meters) RADSEL

XR - Radar X coordinate TERCTR
(meters)

YR - Radar Y coordinate
(meters)

SCAIC - Angle at which to begin
radar scan

SCWDTH - scan width of radar
ANIINC - Azimuth angle increment -

20 in radians
DGD - Grid size for stcpping

along range (meters)
AVEHT - Average target height

added to elevation if

> foliage height befnre
radar mask is determined.

NOANG - number of azimuth angles
to scan
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USE VARIABLES I USED BY

Commn/OUT/ TITL (20), THE (181), MSKTA3 (9, 181),
PLTAB (14, 181), MAP (301, 101)

TITM (20) - alphanumeric title infor- Contur
mation for the run O UTCTR

THE (181) - Thteta array containing RADCTR
azimuth angles computed RADSEL

MSKTAB (9, 181) - array containing masking 'TLRC.R
ranges and elevation
angles

PLTAB (14, 181) - Plot table containing co-
ordinate values for
MSKTAB

MAP (301, 101) - array of terrain eleva-
tions (meters)

Common/PA/ MXREF, MYREF, MXTENT, MYTENT, XMINPA, YMINPA,
XMAXPA,YMAXPA, X•IIN, YMIN, XMAX, YNAX, PALIM,
SIZE

1. RF? -. X origin of playing area Contur
MYREF - Y origin of playing area OUTCTR
MXTENT - X coordinate of extent RADCTR

of playing are RADPLT
MYTENT - Y coordinate of extent RADSEIL

of playing area TERCTR
XMINPA - X coordinate of minimum

playing area boundary
YMINPA - Y coordinate of minimum

playing area boundary
XMAXPA - X coordinate of maximum

playing area boundary
YMAXPA - Y coordinate of maximum

playing area boundary
XMIN - X coordinate of minimum ,

terrain boundary in corel
YMIN - Y coordinate of minimum

terrain boundary in core
XMAX - X coordinate of maximum

terrain boundary in core
YMAX - Y coordinate of maximum

terrain boundary in core
PALIM - playing area limit (square

meters)
SIZE - independent scaie of stan-

dard plot
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6.3 DATA LINK ANALYSIS MODEL

6.3.1 Introduction

This section describes the S'stems Assessment Model
program capable of simulating the RF data and command link performances
of STANO unattended intrusion sensors. It is designed to operate outside of
the main simulation and can thus be used at any time to check such perform-
ances as part of the overall evaluation process. To this end the model has
been equipped with subroutines to analyze the propagation path profiles
between transmitters and receivers and to predict radio propagation lossoa
over the profiles for the 20 MHz to 40, 000 MHz frequency region, with
either vertical or horizontal polarization. In order to increase the applica-
bility of the model to propagation paths typified by antennas located beneath
a foliage canopy, a foliage loss prediction capability has been incorporated
for the 100 MHz - 4 0 0 MHz frequency region of particular interest (sensor
data frequencies are centered about 170MHz while the command channel
frequencies are close to 300 MHz). Moeel utility is further enhanced by the
fact that propagation paths exhibiting a broad range of antenna heights (ground
mounted or up to 3000 rrn high) can be effectively analyzed, thiis making it
possigle to include evaluations of ground-to-air data or commanr'c links which
may be present in typical scenarios. The Data Link Analysis model utilizes
prcpagation loss predictions in conjunction with parametric descriptions of
the link RF equipment, i.e. , transmitter, receiver, antennas, etc. , in the
determination of link performance descriptors, such as receiver signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N), detection error rates, and path S/N margin. These
descriptors are available in the subroutine printout and can be used by thzc
model user to evaluate the capability afforded by the sensor communication
links delineated in the game scenario.

6.3.2. General

The Data Link Analysis model has been designed to derive
propagation path profile data (at 0. 1 kmn. intevi-,a1) using the propagation path
profile generation subroutine PROFIL which employs digital te• rain tape
data. Subroutine PROFIL is an adaptation of the line of sight program which
is described in detail in Section 4.6. The resulting profile description
consists of terrain height plus median foliage height at each data point,
except for the path terminations where terrain height and foliage canopy
height are specified separately. Other externally supplied (user) model
input data includes structural antenna heights, elec~.rical constants of the
propagation surface.;, parametric descriptions of the link RF equipment used,
etc. Volume I1 contains all the input data required for model operation,
including typica31 values representative of STANO equipment.

The printout data available to the model user is not restricted
to the basic model outputs, such as propagation path loss, received S/N,
ma rgin in received S/N, etc. , but includes a broad range of intermediate
computed data asso( ,tted with predicting path loss, and a compilation of
the link dcscriptive paranieters assumed in the scenarir,. Since the data
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are printed out for each path analyzed, the model user can determnine if
a particular RF link is operational, marginally so, or inoperative because
of insufficient received signal.

A more thorough study of thi olutput will enable the user
to reach imoortant conclusions concerning the general feasibility and
possible a.,eration of the data and command link configuration stipulated
in the scenario. For example, in situations where the model output indicates
a number of marginal or inoperative links, the user is equipped with
sufficient information to decide which of the possible link modifications would
be most appropriate to raise the affected links to the operational state.
Modification "fixes" could involve one of the following: increasing transmitter
or receiver antenna height, operating on higher transmitter power, using
higher gain antenna systems, etc. Successful use of these "fixes" is clearly
dependent on relatively moderate requirements for increased received signal.

Data and command links requiring a greater increi 3e in
received signal than would likely result from the above link changes may
either be eliminated from the scenario if they are few in number and con-
sidered noncritical in importance, or additional modifications to the link
netwc'rk may be considered !or their successful usage. These high loss
propagation paths could be due to the effect of local terrain obstructions
present in the path prcfille (indicated by large horizon angles on the printout).
Subsequent inspection of a topographic map of the scenario area may indicate
to the user that a relatively small change in sensor emplacement location
may yield essentially the same intrusion detection capability and yet result
in a link propagation path with considerably lower losses (reduced horizon
angles). Although this approach would appear to be practical for a small
number of isolated cases, it would clearly become unwiedly if a sizeable
number of sensor data or command links should be pronounced inoperative
bf'ause of excessive propagation losses. Such a circumstance probably
w.rrants the addition of an RF relay capability to the data and command link
network defined in the scenario if the desired communications are to be
established. Should an RE relay already be involved, it may indicate that
the chosen location does not provide optinum coverage, or that a second
relay is required to succ..ssfully communicate with the affected sensors.
The selection of the additional relay site, or the relocation of an existing
one, is facilitated since the specific location of the inoperative links is
known; study -f .i topographic scenario map should result in a relay site
decision. In the event that a suitabit iala;" 'itp does not appear to be
available, an alternate location for the sensor monitoring stalioH (ann'urnciator)
may be considered an acceptable means of communicating with the sensors
adversely affected by the existing scenario. Either solution clearly requires
a rerun of the simulation to determine the suitability of the appropriate link
modifications, as do most of the changes discussed earlier.

Data and command link performance, Lr se, is not being
simulated in the System Assessment Model MSM, nor as any possible RF
interference or cross-talk effects between the various RF emitters in the
intrusion detection system been given consideration. Interference and
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cross-talk problems are considered beyond the scope of the current effort,
and as far as environmental effects, such as rain, snow, etc. , are concerned,
they have been neglected because of their very minor influence on typical
STANG data and command links. The small influence is due, of course, to
the relatively short path involved (typically -< 50 kin) and the low frequency
range of interest (<400 MHz).

In addition to delineating the basic theory and functional
operation of the Data Link Analysis mode., the following discussion presents
the a3sumptions used in model derivation, including their supporting rationale.

6.3. 3 Propagation Loss Prediction Capability of the Data Link
Analysis Model

The Data Link Analysis model has %,en structured about a
propagation loss prediction computer method developed by ESSA (Environmental
Science Services Administration) while under contact to USAECOM (U. S.
A-my Electronics Command). (Ref. 1. ) As origina'.ly derived, the ESSA
computer method has the fundamental capability of predicting median reference
values of propagation loss over irregular terrain and a broad range of
operating parameters. Median propagation losses represent the RF trans-
mission losses one would experience over propagation paths which exhibit
the median terrain characteristics to be found within a specified area. The
basic ESSA method consists of a propagation loss model which does not
require detailed descriptions of specific path profiles. All the descriptive
terrain parameters necessary for loss prediction are supplied as median
quantities computed from empirically derived expressions. The empirical
relaticnships are all functions of a single fundamental terrain irregularity
parameter used to char-cterize the general area occupied by the propagation
paths of interest. The basic ESSA method thus has the useful capability of
predicting median propagation losses over irregular terrain defined only by
a single descriptor supplied by the user.

Employed ii th=r-ors involved point-to-point application
howe- er, the basic ESSA method is also capable of closely predicting the
path loss of ind~vidtally defined propi gation paths, rather than the median
loss, which, can quite understandably be considerably in error if applied to
par!ikuiar paths. It is the point-to-point expansion of the basic ESSA method
which has actually been implemented in the Data Link Analysis model.

Computed profile characteristics of individual paths replace the median
path characteristics utili2.ed by the basic ESSA method. The pronrgation
loss prediction capability is significantly improved in particular instances
whert, the b.asic mriethod has relatively poor or no inherent capability. A
noteworthy basic ESSA method insufficiency is that it does not treat the

propagationi loss eifects uf terrain vegetation in a quantitative manner.
Fotlage losses can be highly significant to the performance of STANO
data and cooiliancd links in many practical situations. The Data Link
AnalN ;s rndo! has been designed to include this important path loss effect
ui'rirnL its pr) dictin 01 overall link propagation loss. Other deficiencies
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inhere±nt in the basic ESSA loss predictic-i method have also been acc.,ý.i.t, .

for and are delineated later.

6.3.3. 1 Functional Description of System Assessment Model Data
Link Analysis Su> Model

The fol: wing presentation delineates the Data Link Analysis
model developed for the simulation of STANO sensor data and command ".r.-
performance. As was indicated earlicr, the model derives pertinent
descriptions of link data transmission performance from computed predictions
of propagation loss. and appropriate parametric definitions of the RF
communications 4.quipnient involved.

Path loss predictions are based on an expansion of the
basic ESSA computer method noted earlier. Improved model performance
is obtained by compensating for two deficiencies inherent in the design of
ESSA computer method. The first adjustment consists of the inclusion of
the propagation loss effects produced when the link antennas are subn. rged
in foliage, while the second corrects the ESSA method loss predictions when.
common horizon paths (same terrain peak forming both o, the path horizons)
are evident.

The RF Data Link Analysis model is controlled by a two-
step process. The first (subroutine TPDISK) reads in the terrain data
available on the prepared scenario area digital terrain tape. The second
stcp, for which MAINSY is the main program, reads all the necessary inputs.
then calls computational subroutines to derive the desired outputs. Two
subroutines associated with providing the path terrain data and foliage
characteristics are first used (PROFIL and TERA:.!). TERAN is discussed
in detail in Section 5. 3 so will not be repeated here. It provides *he tabular
data for unit terrain descriptors and for x, y locations of terrain types.
including foliage descriptions necessary in the RF data link loss progran..
PROFIL is a routine which was adapted from the LOS Subroutine (See
section 4. 6) for the RF data link problem. Given the location of two RF
terminals it extracts the terrain heights of significance at intervals betxxcen
the terminals and makes them available for later use. It also adds in foliawe
heights where appropriate. Next RFLINK is called to make the data link
performance calculations. The main program flow diagram of this portion
of the model is shown in Figure 6.3-1. It will be noted that the model does not
treat RF links whose length is less than 200 meters; such short links are
summarily proclaimed to be "operational", i.e., path Insses are
sufficiently low for reliable operation. Path losses for distances lez's than
?00 meters (including jungle paths) are gcnerally within the sensitivity
capabilities of typical STANO data and commtiand links.

The propagation loss prediction capability of thc D.ita I ink
Analysis model to bc described below can be considered as consstunc of
the following three major subdivisions: (I) subrokitine procranls to , l.ts--f•.
and exaunine individual terrain profiles for their particular charaý't-ristis;
(2) the basic ESSA computer method of loss prehiciion; and, ( 3) finattl.
5upplementary loss prediction conipctation., whi,,h .,r used to lefinri D.tth
loss in those instances where the ESSA nmodel is known to pe rfori: I'vi, 'vulti\.
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The point-to-point application of the ESSA method requiree
that each path handled must be scrutinized for the terrain irregularity
parameter (4h), horizon distances (dL1, 2), angles 9el, 2, and also appro-
priate values for the effective antenna heights (hel, 2) and surface refractivity
(Ns). Well established techniques (Ref. 2) 'haVe been implemented for
determining the required path parameters fromv details of the individually
described path profiles.

Tlie fundaniental objective of the ESSA point-to-point loss
prediction method is to predict a below free opace reference value (ACR)
of propagation loss for each input path description, Once determined for
the particular path, ACR is sum~ned with a corresponding free space loss
term and other data loss contributors and the total is reported as the reference
path loss.

In general, the Data Link Analysis model relies on the

point-to-point ESSA subroutine (as it may now be termned, since it now is
part of a more involved loss prediction m.odel) for the determination of ACR.
This remains the case% for both radio LOS and tr3nshorizon paths with the ESSA
subroutine reacting to this characteristic difference solely through the
magnitudes of the patlh parameters it receives via the main program, e. g.
the horizon angles. However, in transhorizon situations involving common
horizon paths, for which the ESSA method tends to overpredict, a separate
loss prediction subroutine called COMMA is also used for comparison. The
smaller of the two loss values is then used to define ACR for the common
horizon path. This selection process is shown on the lower part of Fig. 6.3-1.

6.3.3.2 Propagation Path Classification

Although the ESSA m:Jchod is employed in the same manner
for both radio LOS and transhorizon propagation paths, basic differences do
exist between the techniques used in the two cases to determine the path
descriptive parameters required by the ESSA subroutine. It is therefore
necessary for the Data Link Analysis mode) to analyze the details of each
propagation path Fo that a decision can be reached as to whether the path
should be classified as either LOS or transhorizon. Radio LOS cannot be
determined by comparing heights of the path profile above sea level, as is
avauiable from subroutine PRO}YIL, to the height of the optical line of sight
bet'een the terminal locations for two reasons. First, and perhaps the most
obvioas, is the natural curvature (fall of") of the earth's surface which mnust
be accounteC for. Second, the refractive properties of the earth's atnmosphere
results in the bending of radio waves back towards the earth which, in effect,
increases the radius of the earth, thereby actually aiding propagation. The
increased earth's radius (commonly cailled the effective earth's radius) is
roughly 4/3 times the actual earth's r;a '.us, but its actual value is a function
of the local surface refractivity. (Tie lunctional relationshiip betwee' he
effective earth's radius and surfz cc refractivity is given in Section 6. 3. 3. 4.,
In view of the above, the noc el first obtainý the required curvature corrected
terrain profile, HP(l), by modif ir.g the pa.04 profile dofinitionw: HUl)

Median foliage height along the profile is added to the app-opriare topogiapuic
terrain height data.
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S~ a s follow s:
s fHP(I) 

= H(I) - dl/Za

where dl is the distance to the I'th terrain point and a is the nominal effective
earth's radius given in the same units as HP(I) and H(I). The term dI Z /2a
represents the height correction necessary because of atmospheric refraction
and he earth's natural curvature. A particular path is flagged as a LOS
path if all the c irvature corrected profile heights (HP(I)) are less than the
height of a spatial line through the corrected heights of the antennas at the
path terminals. If a greater profile height is detected the path is conversely
flagged as a transhorizon path. In either case, local surface refractivity
propagation effects are included at a later point in model (6. 3. 3.4). Fig. 6.3-1
indicates that the LOS-transhorizon decision is reached following determin-
ations of the path terrain irregularity parameter (Ah) and ALOSS, a propa-
gation loss quanti'v associated with ground mounted antennas. TheAh
parame~er is obtained by least squares fitting to a straight line through the
profile data points, determining the interdecile range" of profile heights Ah(d)
about the curve fit, and substituting bh(d) into the empirical expression:

Ah=6h(d) ( 1-0. 8 exp (-0. 02d))- (from Ref. 1)

where d is the path length in km. ALOSS represents a propagation loss
quantity which is included whenever the data link antenna of a sensor device
is mounted with its base on the ground, e. g. , ground implanted STANO
sensors. This is a necessary requi,;ite because of the RF power absorption
properties of the earth. Ground absorption reduces the transmitted power
as well as reducing the received signal when the system is receiving external
commands. Thus, whenever the structural antenna height is sensed to be
less than 1. 0 m, the model assumes a ground mounted antenna situation
and compensates tor this by setting ALOSS equal to 10 dB. The ground
proximity loss has been determined (Ref. 3) to be apprc ximately 10 dB
for average ground and the 100-400 MHz frequency range. ALOSS is set to
0. 0 dB if both structural antenna heights or greater than 1. 0 m. Foliage
loss is also calculated prior to the propagation path decis.on but a discussion
of this subroutine will be deferred to a later section.

b. 3.3.3 Horizon Parameter Computations

Immediately following the LOS-transhorizon path decision
the model analyzes the details of the input propagation path for its characteristic
horizon parameters (distances and angles). Subroutine HORIZ is called
regardless of the path decision reached, to determine the most positive
(elevated) angle formed between an imaginary line from the path antennas
to each of the curvature corrected terrain profile data points, and the
horizontal. The most elevated angle (angles below the horizontal are
considered as negativo) experienced over the complete profile ib stored as
the desired horizon angle, and tht terrain profile point responsible is like-
wise storeud to define the horizon distance, This procedure is carried out

The distribution width froin the 101,`, to the 901,,, probability points.
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twice using both of the antenna locations as reference points for angle and
distance determinations; the result, of course, is a specification of the hori-
zon distances and angles as viewed from the two path antennas. The algebraic
sum of the horizon angles gel and 9e2 is always greater than zero for trans-
horizon paths and either zero or less than zero for LOS paths.

6.3.3.4 Surface Refractivity and Effective Earth's Radius Computations

Of particular importance to the accurate prediction of path loss
over long distances is the correct specification of surface refractivity (N5 )
and the related effective earth's radius (a) parameter. Both quantities are
utilized by the ESSA subroutine in the prediction of forward scatter propaga-
tion loss. Surface refractivity is dependent on the geographic area of con-
cern, time of year and the local height above sea level. The model detemlines
minimum values of these quantities from the input- parameter No* which specifies
the minimum monthly refractivity parameter (normalized to sea level) for the
geographic area, and a descriptive terrain elevation above sea level (h.). A
single value of No is used because of the relatively short propagation dis-
tances involved. Individual methods are used to define "s for a given pith and
these are dependent on its classification as either a LOS or transhorizon propa-
gation case. For LOS path situations the model defines h. as the ground eleva-
tion immediately below the lover (with respect to sea level) of the two tonteno
heights. In transhorizon situations, however, h. is defined for both ends of
the path, as the elevation of the respective horizon peaks. If an artenna iF
more than 150 meters below its corresponding horizon, the specification of hs
changes to that of the ground elevation below the antenna.

Surface refractivity is computed from the appropriat-e h. eleva-
tion and the input NO parameter by means of:

Ns = No exp (-0.1057 hs)

where hs is in km above sea level. The above equation is used twice for trans-
horizon paths using the two h. quantities so that an average N. paramn er can
be specified for the total path. The corresponding effective earth's rad~us
parameter is computed from:

a - 6370 (l-O.04665exp (0.005577Ns))- (from Ref. 1)

where a is in km.

6.3.3.5 Effective Antenna Height Computations

In addition to an examination of each propagation path for its
characteristic horizon pacameters, the Data Link Analysis model evaluates the
details of each terrain profile to determine whether, and how much, a particular
path antenna should be effectively raised above its structural height because
of advantageous propagation conditions, e.g., terrain depressions below large
portions of the ray paths. This determination of "effecti'e" antenna height is
an important modification to the basic ESSA model.

See B.R. Bean, J.D. Horn
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For radio LOS situations, the model defines a dominant
reflecting plane between the path terminals for the purpose of establishing
reference points from which to measure effective ertenna height provided
a. least ( )% of the total profile is visible fiom both antennas (intervisibility).
The subroutine INTER, responsible for the LOS path intervisibility tests,
is ralled in LOS cases immediately following determinations of surface
refractivity and effective earth's radius (See Fig 6.3-1).

Subroutine INTER sequentially seairches the terrain profile
for an intervisible region which is at least 60% as long as the total path
length. During the path search the criteria used allows a maximum of 151/c
of the required intervisible region to be non-intervisible (both antennas do
not view the same terrain) as a practical compromise. If the 1 5% non-
intervisibility figure is exceeded, the model proceeds to search the same
profile in the opposite direction, using the same criteria. Failure to meet
the criteria in both search directions is appropriately flagged to set a
program switch (See Fig.6.3-1)In situations where the above criteria have
been met, the INTER subroutine specifies the intervisibility region end
points to be used by a subsequent (LEAST) subroutine in the definition of a
dorainant plane reflecting surface for effective antenna height determinations.
Subroutine LEAST determines path effective heights by either defining
the antenna height above the dominant reflecting plane fitted to the inter-
visibility region, or the terrain immediately below the antenna -- which
ever has the highest elevation. The required reflecting plane is obtained
by fitting a smooth curve to the intervisible terrain region and extrapolating
the function to the points below the two path antennas. Construction of the
smooth curve is accomplished by fitting a straight line (using least squares)
to the profile height data of the intervisible region and modifying the resulting
function for earth's curvature. Whenever the height of the extrapolated
smooth curve has an elevation lower than the terrain below the associated
antenna, the effective antenna height is defined as its height above the curve.
In cases where the height of the extrapolated curve is higher than the terrain
irnmediate~y below the antenna, the effective antenna height is defined to be
equal to the structural antenna height.

A stuad or the flow diagram of Figure 6.3-1 indicates that for
radio LOS paths which do not meet the intervisibility criteria of INTER,
the main program selects subroutine LEST rather than LEAST. This
subroutine sets effective antenna height equal to structural height unl, ss Lne
model user has specified that the path in question is a relay pth (at
least one of the antennas is located on a hilltop), and the struct ral height
of the particular antenna is less than 10 m. The rationale used is that for
most relay paths, propagation takes place across valleys, etc. , which
•}ow, ior effective antenna heights which are greater th-in the structural
values. S.ibroittine LEST conmpotes relay path effective antenna height
(hel,2) a• a ,urction of structural height (hgl, 2), terrain irregularity ( Ah)
and a factor (1,) which is proportional to the actual structural height, namely:

1 h1 k cxp (-2 h / Ah
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The procedure used for determining transhorizon path
effective antenna height is based on examining the path profile only from the
antenna locations to their respective horizons rather than potentially the
entire path as is true in LOS situations. The method used in subroutine
EFFEC provides for effective antenna height'values which are increased
over their structural heights whenever a large portion of the terrain between
the antenna and its hoxizon is lower than the terrain below the antenna
itself; a fundamental technique not unlike that used in LOS cases.
Specifically, subroutine EFFEC compares the average height of the central
80% of the terrain profile between the antenna and its horizon to the terrain
height immediately below the antenna as the critical test. If the average
height is lower than the terrain at the antenna location, the effective antenna
height is measured from the average terrain height, which obviously results
in a larger value than the structural height. When the average height
computed is higher than the terrain elevation belcw the antenna, the
subroutine sets the effective height equal to the structural height. The
procedure is, of course, repeated for each end of the transhorizon path.

Following determinations of effective antenna height in
either LOS or transhorizon situations, the Data Link Analysis model has
avallable all the path descriptive data requ&" -d by the ESSA loss prediction
subroutines. Except for the special case oi transhorizon paths exhibiting
the same profile data point for both horizons, the ESSA loss prediction
subroutine is called directly after the definition of effective antenna height.
in the case of common horizon paths the model exercises an auxiliary loss
prediction subroutine (COMMA) prior to calling the ESSA subroutine (see Fig.
6.3-1). COMMA is specifically designed to predict propagation loss over
isolated obstacle, common horizon paths with greater accuracy than is

generally available from the ESSA method.

6.3.3.6 Common Horizon Path Loss Computations

The purpose of subroutine COMMA is to predict path
loss over single, isolated terrain peaks, and it does so independently of
the ESSA path loss computations. The techniques used have been shown
(Ref. 4) to predict the common horizon situation with good results provided
the characteristic path parameters (horizon, and effective antenna heights)
are available. Unlike the ESSA loss prediction subroutin.,, the loss prediction
method used in COMMA does not employ the terrain irregularity parameter,
d h, but it does account for multipath reflections from the terrain adjacent

to the I-orizon peak.

Since obstacle isolation is a necessary prerequisite for
the loss prediction technique used, subroutine COMMA analyzes the shape
of the particular profile in order to determine the relative "isolation"
that the common hcrizon peak has from the surrounding terrain. The
performance characteristics of thp ESSA mod 1 are such that * does not
suffer from prediction errors unless the comn on horizon obstacle is
prominently isolated on the path profile. In general, the criteria used to
define whether a horizon peak can be classified aj "isolated' dt-pends upon
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the operating frequency and the estimated radius of curvature exhibited by

the peak itseV. At the higher operating frequencies, peaks are considered
"isolated" even though their radius of curvature is relatively large whereas
sharpcr peaks are necessary to pass the criteria at the lower frequencies.
The model obtains the peak radius of curvature by fitting a circle to the
terrain data points consisting of the horizon. peak itself and the profile
points immediately to either side. The test for peak "isolation" is carried
out by COMMA immediately following the program call and entry to the
subroutine.

Subroutine COMMA determines propagation loss over
isolated peak, common horizon paths by computing the diffraction loss over
a representative single, perfectly conducting, rounded knife edge, and then

combining this result with appropriate loss terms which account for adjacent
ground reflection effects, Diffraction los,. over the rounded knife edge

A(V, P ) is determined as a function cf operating frequency, geometry of
the particular ray path (horizon angles and distances), and an approximation
to the actual radius of curvature of the horizon peak in question. A(V,p
is an increasing function of the terrain peak radius of curvature, and can be
5-20 dB or greater, depending on the exact circumstances, than would
result if perfect knife edge diffraction were assumed. In path situations,
where the relative height between the antennas and the terrain peak is large,
the A(V,/o ) term actually represents the total ACR loss since ground effects
are minimal because of the comparatively large path-to-terrain separation.
This is especiallv true if the horizon distances are short. However, when
the antenna to terrain peak height differential is small as may be generally
found when low antennas are situated in relatively smooth terrain, the
effects of ground reflection are maximized. In such cases the actual ACR
losses can exceed A(V, p ) by 20 dB or greater with the difference being
attributable to the signal cancellation effects of ground reflections on either
side of the terrain peak.

The additional loss quantities produced by ground reflections
are accounted for in COMMA by analyzing the details of the individual

propagation paths and determining the appropriate less terms which are to
be summed with A(V, o ). Ground effect loss terms G(h 1 , 2) are defined for

each side of the path, and they are determined as functions of operating
frequency, effective antenna height, and horizon distance. The G(hl, 2)

losses increase with horizon distance, but vary inversely with frequency
and effective antenna height. Actual usage of the G(h 1 2) terms only take

place, however, when an examination of the path profile indicates that the
average terrain height between the antenna and the horizon (central 80%)

is h;igher than the near mid-portion of the first Fresnel zone elipse, which

has the antenna and horizon peak as its focii; otherwise the particular G(h)

termis remain unused. Total belevx free space path loss (termed ACD rather

than ACRH, in subroutine COMMA) for commnon horizon paths is finally

', pUpited 1r0n,1 the rounded knife edge diffraction loss and the ( (h) terms, viz

ACD A(V,P ) • K1 G(h 1), K -2 (;010

% hcre F, ;a:i i'., .trc v';ciihting flta ti ns dipcndt Il 01 Vth p)Ath uLharat teristit s.
2, 2(



6. 3.3.7 ESSA Propagation Loss Computations

A fundamental characteristic of the ESSA loss prediction
me'.-od i1 that the model compensates for observed differences between the
los:. predictions of pure theoretical models and measured data. Fac-tors
relating to terrain roughness are used to closely correlate classical pro-
pagation mode loss predictions with propagation losses which have a :tually
been experienced. Terrain irregularity factors are employed by th' ESSA
method in a series of er),pirical weighting processes in a manner rc.ulting
in propagation loss predictions which compare favorably with measured data.

The input data required for the utilization of the ESSA computer
model are as follows: terrain irregularity parameter (Ah); interdecile range
(Lh(d)) of profile heights; operating frequency (f) in MHz; path length (d) in
km; structural antenna heights above the ground (h' 1, h/Z2 ) in m; surface
refractivity (N ); propagation surface conductivityla-) ig mrhos/m and relative
permittivity (61; horizon distances (dLl, de2) in km; horizon angles (9el,0eZ)
in radians; effective antenna heights (hel' 1e2) in m; and antenna polarization.

The primary task of the ESSA loss prediction model is to
determine the below free space, re'ference value of propagation loss (AcR).
Once determined, this quantity must b2 summed with a basic free space loss
quantity (LBF) for the same path distance and operating frequency to give the
total reference value of path loss (LCR), namely

L =L + A
CR BF CR

where free space losses are described by

LBF - 32.45 + 20 Log 1 0 f + 20 Log0 d

an& operating frequency (f) and path distance (d) are in M•lz and Im respec-
tively. LCR only represents total path loss if foliage losses and ground
mounted antennas are not involved for a particular path in question, however.

Three distinct propagation distance intervals are isolated by
the.. ESSA method and their particular lengths arc determined by characteristics
of the specific propagation situation. The three regions are known as the
radio line of sight (LOS), diffraction, and forward scatter regions. For path
lengths less than th,.' smooth earth LOS distance (dLs), the ESSA rmnethod
employs two-ray cptics mode propagation in a weighted sum with diffraction
mnode propagation to predict ACR. Beyond dLs, the diffraction mode is used
c::clusively in the loss prediction, while at still greater ranges (300-400 kin)
forward scattering is the dominant mode used to compute ACR. Diffraction
loiscs p se are also the result of a weighting process as was the case for
radio LOS r-(gion losses. Diffraction propagation losses arc computed as
the weighted sum of appropriate double knife edge and round earth diffraction
loss terms. The weighting factors used in the determination of radio LOS
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and diffraction region losses are determined from two separate empirically
derived functions. They are, however, each dependent on the input terrain
irregularity parameter Ah.

The three propagation regions defined by the ESSA method
are readily identified from the computer model attenuation curve shown on Fig.
6.3-2, ý where it will be observed that all three loss functions are melded
into a continuous loss versus distance relationship. The loss curve shown
is representative for a particular set of model input parameters which were
delineated above, i. e. , terrain irregularity, antenna heights, surface re-
fractivity, ground propagation constants, etc. The radio LOS-diffraction
region separation point, distance d Ls is defined as the sum of both the path
smooth earth horizon distances, dLsl ,2, as viewed from each antenna, viz

dL9 d Lsl + dLs2

The distance from each antenna to its horizon, over a smooth earth, is
given by

dLs 1, 2 = (0. 002 a he ) 1/2
Lsl,2

where a is the effective earth's radius in km as a function of the surface
refractivity (N. ) viz

a.: 6370 (1-0. 04665 exp (0.005577 N ))-1

and h are the effective antenna heights in meters.el2

As was indicated above, for path lengths less than the smooth
earth radio LOS distance (dLs), ACR is computed by combining weighted
values of a two-ray optics loss and a diffraction loss quantity. For path
lenqths greater than dLs, but less than dX, the distance where diffraction
losses and forward scatter losses have th? same value, the ESSA me.hod
utilizes the double knife edge, round earth diffraction loss alone to define
ACR. Paths exhibiting lengths greater than dX are described with a forward
scattering Lost: term since path loss due to diffraction propagation exceeds
that due to forward scatter in this long distance- region.

[he ESSA suh,r,outine is programmed to perform, regardless of
the path distance involved, diffraction region computations as the first major
operatin in the. prediction of propagation loss over rough terrain. The

require t.,i t for an early de.'inition of diffraction region losses becomes
appartnt wwhon one ,onsiders that diffraction type losses can be an important

-
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contributor to path loss when the path distance is less than, as well as
greater than, the smooth earth radio LOS distance (dLs). Another reason
is that long range paths require a definition of dX. the separation distance
between diffraction and forward scatter loss regions, before the correct
propagation mode loss term can be selected. Distance, d , is, as was
indicated above, a direct function ot the losses predicted for the diffraction
region Fig. 6.2-3, the flow diagram of the ESSA section of the RFLINK sub-
routine illustrates the computational sequence used in determining the appro-
priate loss quantities. The flow diagram indicates that radio LOS (d 4 dLs)
paths call the diffrartion loss subroutine before the total path loss can be
determined by the DLLOS subroutine, whereas the long range (d > dLs)
cases compute diffraction losses and forward scatter loss in sequence before
the approp-iate loss term is selected by the diffraction subroutine.

Diffraction region calculations performed by the DIFF sub-
routine are based on the determination of diffraction losses at two discrete
distance (d 3 and d 4 on Fig.6.3-2)chosen well within the diffraction (d > dL )
zone. Knife-edge diffraction losses (based on Fresnel-Kirchoff thcryv are
calculated at these distances resulting in attenuations A A3 with th-eir
magnitudes proportional to the input horizon distance an angle parameters.

Thus, the use of double knife edge terms treats the situation as though the
propagation path traversed a pair of isolated sharp ridges. Smooth (round) earth
diffraction losses A AR4, are also calculated at distances d3 and d
to include these effecs for-Mhe longer paths. The smooth earth technique
used is based on a method dev.!loped by Vogler ((Ref. 2) which estimates
the attenuation experienced over the smooth bulge of the earth. Total
diffraction losses at the two distances are given by

A3,4 (1-W)AK 3 , 4 + WAR3,4

where W is an empirically determined weighting factor (Ref. 2) which is a function
of the input A h terrain irregularity parameter and other path ( script~ve data.
The ACR loss within the diffraction region is then represented as a linear
dB loss versus distance relationship through the points (A 3 , d 3 ) and (A 4 , d 4 )
which defines the zero range intercept Aed (see dashed line on Fxi,. 6.3-2) and
the slope md' as computed by

rod (A 4 - A 3 )/(d 4 - d 3)

and

A A A -A od
eu fo 4 d 4

when At, is an empirical clutter factor (Ref. 1) proportional to terra;n irregularity,
uperatingl frequency, and antenna height. A •" at any distance (dl greater
'.ien thc smooth ,arti, distance (dC ,IL j), ant less than d. (whcro diffratiun
osses cq,,l :urward scattZ. losses), is finally determined by the following':
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READ INPUT
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CALL SCATT
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d 5 .d 6. A 5 , A 6 - m s
! ~OUTPUT

Figure 6.3-3 ESSA LOSS PREDICTION METHOD, FLOW DIAGRAM



ACR A ed + md d for d Ls d-A dX

For paths within the radio LOS distance, the ESSA method
determines a weighted average of an extrapolated diffraction region propa-
gation loss term and a two-ray optics loss from the same input data. The
two-ray optics loss prediction technique used by the DLLOS subroutine it
valid for frequencies ereater than 20 mHz and accounts for the cancellation
effects of earth-reflected signals at the pat'. antennas. The DLLOS bub-
routine employs the following expression for the computation of two-ray
optics losses as a function of path distance (d) and other path descriptors:.

Acos 2frR -C))
IT LOg 10 (I +eoe e A

where 2rrA R/A is the path length difference between the direct and ground
reflected rays expressed in degrees and is equal to

2.A R 2.4017 (10 ) f h elhe2 /d

with f in MHz, hel, 2 in meters, and d in km. Re is the magnitude of the
effectie ground reflection coefficient and C is the phase of the coefficient
relative to 180*. The magnitude of the reflection coefficient (Re) is a function
of operating frequency, path distance, efiectve antenna height, terrain
irregularity, and the electrical constants of the propagating surface, while
its phase is also dependent on the same quantities except for terrain
irregularity.

Subroutine D. ,LOS computes the two-ray optics losses AmTI
and AT2 at specified distances d, and d 2 selected well within the dLs distance
(see Fig.6.3-4Distances dl and d2 are chosen so that the difference between
the direct and ground-reflected rays does not exceed a distance comparable
to one-quarter of a wavelength; distance dl also approximates the greatest
distance at which the attenuation below free space is zero. The subroutine
then employs the diffraction region loss function (intercept A d and slope md)
to determine extrapolated diffraction region losses ADI and ADZ at the
distances di, d 2 , and dLs, viz

ADi, 2 A ed +md dl,2

and

ALs z Aed + md dLs
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The total attenuation at d1 and d2 is then computed as

A1 ,2 A 2 + (II-Wo) ADI 2

where Wo is an empirically determined weighting function* dependent
on the operating frequency and the terrain Irregulari~ty parameter z6 h.
ACR losses for thL entire d / dLs region are then defined as a logarithmic
function fitted through the points (Al, d1 ), (A d,), and (ALs, dLs). This
is accomplished by determining the slopes KI andK 2 of a smooth fitted
curve of ACR versus distances and employing these quantities in the following
relationship:

A CR = AI + KI (d - d1) + K2 logl0 (d/dI)

This procedure results in a melding of the LOS and diffraction region loss
versus distance functions without a discontinuous gap at dLs. If, in the
event the loss computed from the preceeding equation is less than zero at
any aistance (d I- dLs), the model sets ACR equal to zero. The ESSA method
does not attemnt to describe the multiple lobes ior LOS patha of irregular
terrain.

Ir a treatment similar to that used by the DIFF subroutine
for cornputing diffraction region losses, the SCATT subroutine employs a
two-poi•,t linear curve fit technique to predict path loss in the forward
scatter region, i. e., loss terms are computed at a pair of distances and
a linear loss versus distance function is established through the resultant
data points, The definitive loss functions used were developed (Ref. 2 )
from existing forward scatter propagation models which were appropriately
modified to fit a wide range of measured data. The SCATT subroutine
predicts the expacted long term median path loss during periods of greatest
attenuation from the minimum monthly value of surface refractivity (Ns)
and important features of the piopagation path (horizon angles and distances).
The minimum monthly value of N usually occurs during the winter months
and it should be noted that the ESSA method will over-predict median forward
scatter losses somewhat in other seasons. Forward scatter attenuation is
determined from a series of empirical loss relationships involving N. and
the product of path distance d and 0, the angle between the path horizon rays
as computed from:

S= 9el + 9e2 + d/a

where 9C1' 2 are the path horizon angles and a is the eftective earth radius.
The particular loss definitive relationship selected by the subroutine is
dependent on the magnitude of the ed terra.

Scatter attenuations A5 and A6 are computed from the
selected empirical relationihips at two distances, d 5 ard d6 (see Fig.6.3-2)

High terrain irregularity or high operating frequencies result in a t;mall Woo
or a large waighting towards diffraction type loss.
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chosen large enough to be effectively beyond the influence of diffraction
propagation fields. A linear loss versus distance function is then established
through the points (A5 , d5 ) and (A 6 , d6 ) as follows:

ms 6 - A 5 )/(d, - d 5 )

and

Ae - A 5 - rr•5 d5

es 555

where Aes is the zero range intercept of the linear scatter loss function.
Thus, for distances greater than dx, ACR is defined by

A CRA +m d for d>d

which is a linear dB loss versus listance relationship similar to that ,:sed
to describe below free space attenuation for the diffraction loss region
(dLs A- d !! dx). Distance dix, where scatter loss equals diffraction loss, is
given by:

d = (A A. A/Mm - Me

6. 3.3.8 Foliage Loss Comput:itions

As was indicated earlier, the ESSA method did not
specifically treat foliage effects on propagation loss in a quantitative sense.
At 100 MHz and above, however, the sur-...e vegetation is opaque enough
to be considered •iis an integral part of the path profile characterized by its
own descriptive electrical parameters (conductivity and permittivity). For
the higher VHF frequencies and above, therefore, the foliage height may
simply be added to the topographic terrain data to more closely define the
actual propagation profile. The adoption of this technique in the Data Link
Analysis model results in the inclusion of basic foliage propagation effects
if the path antennas themselves are xelatively clear of vegetation (no foliage
canopy), i. e., foliage height will be reflected in the path descriptive
parameters tA h, 0 eI,2' and dLl, 2 . Stands of trees are treated as

"diffraction obstacles in a manner identical to that used for terrain peaks.
A loss prediction model incorporating only this provision cannot, however,
predict the sizeable additiov ;i losses which result if one or more of the
actual path antennas are located appreciably beneath the canopy of a dense
growth of vegetation. The implemented model accomplishes this task by
combining the other loss predictions with appropriate foliage loss quantities
derived in a subrout:ne called HTGAIN. As can be seen in Figure 6.3-1,
HWGAIN is called pr,.r Lo L'e path selection process.

Jungle environmnnt propagation measurements (Ref 5),
cov,:ring the frequency range of 100--,00 MHz, have demonstrated that the
effects of local (overhead canopy) vegetation on propagation loss are
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essentially independent of path length for paths longer than approximately
0.15 kin, i.e., the additional propagation losses expe:ieaiced as the antennas
were lowered into the foliage were found to be independent of path length when
the path became longer than approximately 0. 15 km. This significant
characteristic suggests the existance of a comparitively low loss propagation
mode along, or near, the foliage top-air interface (laterai wave) which is
independent of the antenna penetration elepth into the vegetation. The
field measurement program allowed the empirical derivation oi so-called
"height gain" functions (HTG) which define the local foliage losses in terms
of antenna penetration down into a 24. 5 m high jungle' , and ti., operating
frequency. Separate "height gain" functions are required to describe the
foliage losses for the upper VHF and lower UHF frequency regions of
interest. The appropriate foliage losses are defined by the following:

HTG- 37.4-26.9 Logl 0 (24. 5-FPN) 130 £ f 4 200 MHz

HTG =41.2-29.7 Logl 0 (24. 5-FpN) 250£ f 4 350 MHz

where FPN is the distance in meters from the foliage-air interface to the
actual physical position of the antenna within the foliage, and f is the
operating frequency in MHz.

Thus, it follows that if the "distance" loss along or above the
foliage-air interface can be accurately predicted, the total path loss for
foliage immersed antenna situations is merely the sum of the foliage loss
quantities defined by above equations and the predicted "distance" loss.
Limited tests using ESSA loss computations with inputs as prepared in this
model have indicated that it is possible to closely predict the "distance" loss
quantity for a wide range of path profile shapes. Comparisons between model
predictions and measured data at 100 and 250 MHz for approximately 20 paths
resulted in a mean prediction error of +3. 5 dB and a standard deviation of
3.0 dB. The "distance" loss for antenna-in-.foliage situations was success-
fully predicted by redefining the propagation path to one characterized by
ficticious antennas located directly over their actual positions- -close to
the canopy top-air interface mentioned above. With the antennas repositional
ir this manner the ESSA method can be employed in a manner identical to
that discussed above which assumed that the antennas were relatively clear
of foliage with no overhead canopy, i. e., rerarding LOS-transhorizon path
decisi-jns, computations of path horizon parameters, etc.

The foliage loss prediction technique outlined above has
been incorporated in the Data Link Analysis model with the major logical
operations and loss c'mputations being performed by subroutine HTGAIN
mentioned above. Follwing its call, HTGAIN compares structural antenna

Only 10%7 of the tree growth "t the site of the measurements exceeded this
canopy height.
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height to 'he height of the foliage canopy• in the immediate vicinity. If the
structural antenna heights (h'gl, 2) are found to be greater than the local
foiiage height, antenna height (hgl, 2) is set equal to (h'gl, I) and the foliage
losses (HTGI, 2) are bummarily set to zero (0. 0) dB. Whenever the structural
antenna heights (h'gl 2) are less than the foliage height (hjl, 2) at their
respective locations, subroutine HTGAIN redefines antenna height (hgl,'2)
from the actual structural height to the height of the local foliage canopy.
The purpose of this operation is to facilitate computation of the path
"distance" losses. Path type (LOS-transhorizon) decisions, and horizon para-
meter determinations are then accomplished with the antenna in the elevated
position.

In buried antenna situations, foliage loss qiantities are
compited from the equations for HTG as functions of antenna penetration
distance (IPN) into the foliage medium. Since these equations were derived
from propagation measurements characteristic of a particular foliage
(24. 5 rn high ungle) environment, and are therefore only strictly valid
for those foliage conditions, subroutine HTGAIN approximates foliage loss
over a more general class of foliage conditions by judiciously modifying the
actual antenna penetration distance (FpN) an amount which is dependent on
the 'xisting foliage height at the antennas. The technique used is based on
the assumption that as the tree cancpy growth becomes taller, the less dense
will be Lhe vegetation closer the grcund, due to the reduced sunlight
filtering through. This assumption implies that the rate of foliage loss
attenuation (dB/meter of foliage penetration) decreases (for comparatively
large antenna penetration) as the foliage canopy height increases and vice
versa as it decreases. Path loss data (Ref. 6) obtained in a tall (37 m)
jungle tends to confirm this particular assumption. The measured losses
indicated that the maximum HTG1, 2 foliage losses (antennas 3.0 m from
the ground) were about the same for bot',. "Le 37 m and 24. 5 m high jungles,
and also that the HTGl, 2 losses weri about the same for the first 12 m
of antenna penetration into each jungle. 1i hese findings therefore attribute
the remaining loss to 12. 5 m of foli~ge in the case of the 24. 5 m high jungle
%nd 25 m of foliage in the 37 m high jungle -- a definite indication of a high( r
rate of fcliage attenuation (dB/m) for the lower canopy jungle. Although not
thoroughly supported by measured data, subroutine HTGAIN employs the
identical fo',iage loss vs. antenna penetration (FPN) function for the first
12 m of FPN regardless of foliage canopy height at tha antenna sites. If
the combination of canopy height and :tractural antenna height results in
FpN greater than 12 m, the subroutine ipplies a linear weighting factor
to the pen-.tration distance exceeding 12 m which is a function of tht
particular canopy height, viz

FPNl,2 Z 12+ 10 [F'PNl,2 - 121 when (F'PN1,2 12 .0m)

[hjl,2 - 15

Canopy height descriptions are only made available to the model for the
path terminals, whereas median foliage height appears in summation with
terrain height for the remnainder of the input profile definition.
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where FpNl z is the penitratiot, distance substituted into the loss exrression
(HTC) and F PN1,2 is the actual antenna foliage penetration distan'e in
meters from the canopy tor. Fig. 6.?-4 illustrates the results of employing
the above foliage loss prediction techri;ue f9r three different jungle canopy
heights at a frequency ol 170 MHz. The three foliage loss curves are
not only indicatLe of the less rnagnitudes predicted for a foliage submerged
antenna, bux they also depict the adopted philosophy of relating foliage loi..,
to the height of tht. vegetaticn canopy.

Subroutine HTGAIN does not continuef increasing the rate
of high penetratio.,, foliage attenuation with decreasing canopy height for
canopy heights ltss than 18. 3 m (60 ft) since the slope of loss function
clearly becomes unrealistic (see FkV;i6.3.4). Foliage losses for canopy
heights greater than 3 m, but less than 18. 3 m, are described by the lower
FPN portion of the Hjl,2 = 24 m function shown in Fig.6.3oL, Tnis technique
provides an approximate prediction of foliage loss for the lower vegetation
heights by adopting a foliage loss function descriptive of relatively high
antennas within a 24 m jungle. The approximation appears reasonable, but
its validity can only be determined by field experimentation. The 18. 3 m
canopy height limitation discussed above also carries the implication that
foliage canopies less than this height do not exhibit the thick, relatively
low-lying vigetation growth characteristic of jungle type vegetation. The
possibility exists, therefore, that for jungle environments less than 1'. 3 m
high, the model may tend to underpredict foliage losses somewhat. From
another viewpoint, however, it may be argued that vegetation growth less
than 18. 3 m or thereabouts is not in many cases a jungle si•uation, but
a deciduous forest exhibiting very little low-lying vegetation gro •.th --
making the above approximation somewhat more realistic. Pred.,:cion of
foliage losses for canopy heights less than 3. 0 m is not attempted at all in
the model; HTGAIN sets HTGI or HTG2 to zero (0. 0) wheneer th- respective
input canopy heights are less than 3. 0 m since the resulting icss terms would
be quite small.

The sum of HTGI and HTGZ actually represents a predicted
median value of foliage loss for the path in question. This is due to the fact
that measured data (Ref. 5) from which the HTG expressions were derived
was obtained by averaging several measurements as the physical position
of the antenna was perturbed; a necessary procedure since foliage loss is
sensitive to the physical arrangements of the vegetation immediately
surrounding the antenna proper. It is therefore quite possible ti'at the
median foliage loss quantities predicted by the HTf expressions will
considerably underestimate this component of path loss in many practical
situations. Subroutine HTGAIN accounts for this non-deterministic
possibility by performing a random selection from a normal density
distributioo, characteristic of the loss randomness observed during field
measurements. For each foliage submerged antenna situation, a random
draw is made from a zero mean, 5 dB standard deviation normal distribution.
If the resulting loss increment (AFVAR) proves to be positive (loss greater
than the median) it is added to the median HTG value; negative loss increments
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are ignored and AFvAR is set to zero (0. 0). Thus, the actual foliage os)s(FOLLOS) reportedy stubroutine HTGAIN is actually the sum of four (v )loss terms, two median quantities and two variable quantities, viz
FOLLOS = HTGI + HTG2 +AFVAR I + AFVAR2Any or all of the terris may, of course, be zero depending on the particular

occurrences stipulated above.
6.3.3.9 Data Link Performnce Definition Computations

The final operation performed by the Data Link Analysismodel involves the determination of the actual data transmission per'2rmanceof the particular RP Link being considered. Performance is delineated inseveral ways including receiver S/N ratio, detection error probabilities,ar.d an estimate Qf SIN margin reference44o an acce
S/N. Para etri des r~ntonen h ... .. .an a c ptable level of receivedSIN. Parametric descriptions of the aY*;-© RF corijuments, e. g. , transmitterpower, receiver noise figure, antenna gains, etc., are utilized, along withpath loss predictions, to derive the linl- ; e.eiver signal-to-noise ratio(SIN). Thus, each data link analyzed mi-s be fully described by a completeso' of pertinent equipment characteristic.;, v i ddi' ion to the definitions ofpath profile height, folidage canopy height at the .Iritennas, etc. , required forpropagation loss determinations. These data are made available to the DataLink Analysis model, either directly via user inputs, or from associatedprograms which supply environmental descriptions of the game area.

Total path loss (APATH) is si-nply obtained through a
direct summation of all the individual propagation loss terms derived ntvarious points in the analysis model. APATH is computed late in the flowsequenct. of the RFLINK subroutine.(See Figure 6 .3-1)just prior to thedetermination of receiver S/N, and it consists of the following summation:

APATH = ALBF + ACR + ALOSS + FOLLOS

where ALBF is the free space !oss, ACR is the reference below free spaceloss, ALOSS is the ground mounted antenna loss, and FOLLOS is thetotal path foliage loss. ALos and/or FOLLOS may, of course, be non-existent (0. 0 dB) depending on the particular physical situa.tion.
Receiver signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is comruted for eachpath analyzed from the following expressions:

S/N 10 Logl0 (P T)+ GT + GR . 10 Logl 0 (NF. K. T B)- APATH

!-ALT - ALR
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where
P T =transmitter power (Watts)

GT transmit antenna gain (dB)

GR receive anteinne gait. (dB)

NF = receiver rAoise figure 'power ratio)

T = temperature (degrees)

B = receiver bandwidth (overall) (AZ)

ALT = transmit system RF losses (dB)

ALR = receive system RF los3es 1,60)

A PATH = total basic propagation loss (dB)

S/N as defined above represents a fundamental performance indicator of
overall data link performance, part;.cularly sc, J1 the error behavior
characteristics of the signal and data interpretation processes (electronic
and human) are known as functions of S/N. Since several aspects of the
interpre :ation processes are largely unknown because of the lack of
experimental data or because extensive analysis would be required for their
definition, receiver S/N, therefore, is probably the least uncertain
descriptor of link performance available from the analysis model is its
present configuration.

Despite the lack of detailed information alluded to, the Data
Link Analysis model provides a reasonable criteria for determining whether
the data link under scrutiny is adequate in terms of its ability to transfer
data messages. The criteria is based on the computation of a path S/N
margin quantity which is referenced to a minimum acceptable level of
receiver S/N. The implemented approach assumes that the communication
systems are of the digital type employing noncoherent frequency-shift
keying (FSK) modulation techniques. It is further assumed that the digital
information to be transmitted is coded in binary forms, and that the receiver
employs two identical detection channels to discriminate between the two
binary data states (represented by a pair of discrete frequencies). Receiver
front-end noise is the only competing signal conji.dered by the model as
influencing the decision process. The probability of making an error in
estimating whether a zero or one was transmitted in noncoherent FSK
systems is related to the energy content of the recei'ed signal waveform
(E) and the competing receiver noise power density (Nd) by the following
theoretical (Ref. 7) expression:

PeBIT = 1/2 exp (-E/2 Nd)

where F, the energy content is in coulombs, arnd Nd, the noise power
density, is in watts per unit bandwidth. The error probability describod
by thi3 equation is the probability that th- wrong detection decision will be
made by the receiver given a transmitted bit of information. If it is assirned
that receiver noise becomes decorrelated between bit transmissions, the
probability that i message word N bits long will contain at least one bit
detection error is given by:
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rN

PeMESS .I - (I-PeBIT)

Thus, the above equations can be used to define the detected message error
probability in terms of the received signal.and receiver internal noise. The
error behavior described by the error probability equations is used in .the
analysis model to establish a baseline receiver S/N ratio which for-:s the
reference for individual path S/N margin determinations. Adopting this
method to indicate overall performance of the link nmessage transfer process
results, however, in a somewhat pessimestic requirement for receiver S/N
since error reduction techniques such as parity checks, information redundancy,
human interpretation, etc., have all been ignored. Nevertheless, in view
of the uncertainties connected with the prediction of propagation loss, the
adopted approach would appear to yield viable performance criteria.

The minimum acceptable (baseline) receiver S/N ratio is
obtained by solving the error probability equationn for an allowable minimum
received signal energy to noise power density ratio (E/Nd min), and
converting the ratio to receiver S/N. After some manipulation

N4 eMESSmax NL/N ran= -4.605 LOgl 0 [1-(1-PeEra) -1.8

where PeMESS max is the maximum allowable message error probability
set by the analysis model user (e. g., 5-10%). Received E/Nd can be
converted to a signal to noise power ratio (S/N), in a general sense, without
a knowledge of the transmitter modulation characteristics, if the receiver
bandwidth relative to the received signal spectrum is known. This is seen
as follows:

PR P PBTP
E/ - R R R =BTP (SIN)

Nd N/B N/BTP - N

where 2' is the duration of the received signal in one of the detection channels
B is the overall bandwidth, PR is the received signal power, N is the receiver
noise power appearing in cnn oi the detection channels, and BTP is the
ratio of the dettetion channel bandwidth to the spectrum of the received
signal. Thus, the minimum acceptable (baseline) receiver S/N ratio
(in dB) becomes

SN 0 E/Nd min + 7.0
min' 0 Log1 0  BTP

A corrective term must be applied to this equation before It actually
represents the baseline S/N ratio for practicetl situatio:,s -- its derivation
was predicted on the theoretical error behavior of noncoherent FSK
systems. OperationTl receivers of this type exhibit a similar detection
error probability vs. E/Nd relationship except for the fact that approximately
6-8 dB higher E/Nd ratios are required for given output error probabilities.
(Ref. 8). The expression for the data link analysis model takes into
consideration by employing the following determination of S/N baseline ratio:
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E/

S/Nmn ' 10 Logl0t Nd min + 7.0
BTP

Path S/N margin is then computed from:

S/Nmarg - S/N - S/Nmin

Clearly, S/Nmarg can either be positive or negative depending on the magnitude
of the computed value of the link receiver SIN ratio. Supplementing S/N
margin, the model also determines the bit error probability and message (word)
error probability fur each path analyzed.

An example of the Data Link Analysis Output Formats is given

Ou pages6-36.50, 6-36.51, and 6-16.52.
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DATA LINK ANALYSIS MODEL

USE VARIABLE I USED BY

Common/BASICT/ Page 2-135, #4 MAINSY
TERAN

Conmmon/ XMIN, YMIN

XMIN - Minimum X coordinate of MAINSY
terrain held in core PROFIL

TERANE

YMIN - Minimum Y coordinate of
terrain held in core

Common/ ITLNHT(30401), Short, RMAX

ITRNHT(30401) - Integerized terrain MAINSY
in storage PROFIL

SHORT - The range of short TERANE
range sensors

RMAX - The maximum rnge of
a radar

Common/ DGD, MKREF,MYREF, MXTENT,MYTENT, DRAY

DGD .- Grid size per stepping MAINSY
along range (100) PROFIL

TERANE
MXE.F - Integerized X reference

of playing field

MYREF - Integerized Y reference
of playing field
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USE VARIABLE USED BY

MXTENT - Integerized X extent of
playing field '

MYTENT - Integerized Y extent of
playing field

DRAY - Incremental distance along
line of sight in XY plane

Common/ XS(lO), YS(10), XT(I0), YT(I0),
ZSO(IO), ZTO(lO), NXGD

XS - X coordinate of sensor MAINSY

YS - Y coordinate of sensor

XT - X coordinate oi taiget

YT - Y coordinate of target

S- Interpolated eleva;-ion
of sensor

ZTO - Interpolated elevation
of target

NXGD - Grid size for" steppinR
along range

4

Common/ RSEN(15)

RSEN - Array no longer in use (Pro- MAINf
grun, card could be deleted)

CowawoniHEIGHT H(500), CH(500), XTR(500),
:"-(500,
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USE VARIABLE USED BY

H. - Propagation path profile COMMA
(terrain plus foliage) DELHD
data array (mefers) EFFEC

HORIZ
CH( - Height vs. Distance LEAST

function of straight READC
line fit for profile RFLINK
points.

XTR... Difference between
fitted line and actual
terrain.

HP( ) -Propagation profile
(terrain plus foliage)
height for earth curva-
ture and atmospheric
refraction (meters).

Common/NIL JZ, W, SW3, SW4, SA3, SA4, SAFO

JZ Index no longer in use (used DIFF
in model check-out) DLLOS

W - Line of sight region loss
weighting factor

SW3- Stored value of diffraction
loss weighting factor (defined
at distance d3 )

S.4 - Stored value of diffraction
logs weighting factor (defined
at distance d4 )

SA3 - Stored value of effective
earth's radius between the
path horizon and distance d3 .

SA4 - Stored value of effective
earth's radius between the
path horizon anC distance d4 .

SAFO - Stored value of terrain rough
ness clutter loss.
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USE VARIABLE USED BY

Common/MARl4/ D3, D4, T5

D3 - Distance chosen well within DIFF
the diffraction loss region. SCATT

D4 - Distance chosen well within
the diffraction loss region.

T5 - Angle between the path horizol
rays for distance d5 .

Comnzon/M/ F, D, NS, A, DH, DHS, S, E,
POL, KM, RITE, DHD, ILOS, PATH

F - Link operating frequency VIFF
DLLOS

D - Grourd distance between RFLINK
transmitter and receiver SCATT
terminals.

NS - Average surface refrac-

tivity for transmitter
and receiver ends of
propagation path.

A - Effective earth's radius

(corrected for reyional
surface refractivity)(km)

DHI - Path profile roughness
descriptor.

DHS - Stored value of Ah terrain
irregularity parameter.

S - Conductivity of propogation
surface (Mlo/m)

E - Relative Permativity of
propagation surface.

POL - Link antenna polarization
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USE VARIABLE USED BY
KM - Program switch; calls SCAT

subroutines if oath dis-
tance is greater than the
radio LOS distance.

RITE - Program switch no longer
in use (used in model
check-out)

ILOS - Line of sight propagation
path switch

0-No
1 - Yes

PATH - Relay link propagation
path switch (one antenna
on prominent peak)

0 - No
1 - Yes

DHD - Interdecile range of ter- DLLOS
rain hgts above & below
straight line curve fit

Common/MP/ HIE, H2E, HlG, H2G, DLSl, DLS2,
DL1, DL2, DL, DLS, TEE, TE2, TE,
KL

HE - Effective transmitter DIFF
antenna height above DLLOS
propagation profile RFLINK
(meters) SCATT

H2E - Effective receiver
antenna height above
propagation profile
(meters)

HlG - Transmitter antenna
height above propa-
gation profile modi-
fied for local jungle
foliage (meters)

H2G - Receiver antenna
height above propa-
gation profile modi-
fied for local jungle
foliage (meters)
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USE VARIABLE USED BY

DLSl - Ground distance from trans-
mitter antenna to smooth
earth horizon (by>

DLS2 - Ground distance from receiver
antenna to smooth earth
horizon (km)

DL_ - Ground discance from trans-
mitter to profile pointforming THETA! (Ikn)

VL2 - Ground distance from
receiver to profile point
forming THETA2 (km)

DL - Sum of distances DLl, DL2

DLS - Sum of smooth earth distance
DLS1, DLS2.

THETAI - Most elevated angle horizon
between transmitter antennaand Propagation path profile
(radians)

THETA•2 - Most elevated angle horizon
between receiver antenna
and propagation path profile

(radians)

TE - Sum of elevation angles THETAl
and THETA2, or DL/A, whichever
is larger.

KL -Index no longer tit use (used in
model check-ouc.
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USE VARIABIE IUSED BY

common/MDS/ AG, AD, ACR, AED, A50,
AH5, D5, MS, AES, DX, k5'

AG Two-way optics lose(below free DIFF
spacc). DLLOS

RFLINK
AD Diffraction region loss (below SCATT

free space).

AC. Median reference propagation
loss below free space.

AED - The zero range intercept of
the ACR.

MD - The slope of the ACR loss
within the diffraction region
represented as a linear dB
ioss vs. distance relationship.

AH50 Forward scatter loss defined at
distance d - dxo(dxo M distance

where diffraction loss and
scatter loss over smooth earth
are equal)

AH5 - Estimate of scatter loss vs
distarce d5 .

D5 - Distance chosen well within the
acatter loss region.

MS Slope of the ACR loss within the
scatter region represented as a
linear dB loss vs. distance
relationship.

AES Zero range intercept of the
linear scatter loss function.

DX - The separation distance between
diffraction and forward scatter
loss regions.

H5 . Scatter lose frequency gain
function determined at distance
d5.
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USE I VARIABLE I USED BY

Common/ML/ DO, Dl, D01, D02, AO, Al, KI,
K2, AL, ALS, AOG

DO - Approximate distance for
which below free space loss
is zero.

D1 - The greatest distance
within th2 line of sight
region at which ACR is
zero.

DOI - Estimate of distance d1 whet
Aed 0 0.

D02 - Estimate of distance di whet
Aed < 0.

Af - LOS region loss computed at
distance di(below free spac4)

Al - LOS region lc'ns computed at
distance d2 (below free
space).

K1 - Polarization sensitive para
meter used to predict round
earth diffraction loss.

AL - Diffraction reg. loss com-
puted at diSt dLS(dT sum
of smooth earth patk•horizor
distances).

ALS - Diffraction region loss
computed at distance dL.

AOG - LOS region loss computed at
distance d1 (below free spacj)

Common/UNTER See Appendix C, Volume 2,
User's Manual

FOLAGE
TE-6.
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USS VARIABIA USED Pl-

Common/Al•Gl/ TI(o00), T12(500)

TZ1( ) - Array of angles for HORIZ
all profile points INTER
referenced to the RFLINK
transmitter antenna
(radians)

TE2( ) - Array of angles for
all profile points
referenced to the
receiver antenna
(radians)

Cqmon/ItVSXY/ IIrXY(15, 60)

See Section 5.3.2, Volume 1, Function
Part.11,. Nodel Description IUTEVL(X,Y)

Common/ERRLI/ NFIX(4)

NflIX - Array no longer in use RFLINK

(Program card could be de-
leted)

66
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)o . 1.10. 90).00-U . . . . .. .7_ 1F .. 47 . .
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6.4 UNATTENDED SENSOR DATA PROCESSING MODEL

6.4. 1 Introduction

In present field operations, the time dependent activation
patterns obtained from various types, combinations and deployments of
unattended ground sensors (UGS) are displayed on monitors to operators
who attempt to classify, and identify them. They also ý -tempt to derive
additional characteristic information from those patte.'n• t.hat are judged
to be enemy targets. The operator is closely attuned to the events that
occur around him. He may possibly have a priori information of friendly
or enemy troop movements, suspect are q, civilian activity, etc. In
addition he will likely be in contact with i. lner levels of command via
hardwire lines or radio. The operator will also be exposed to
other activity in his area, (munition bursts, passage of aircraft, etc.).
Many of these noise sources or events cause responses by emplaced sensors.
These responses are observable as activation events on the monitor
annunciator and display for an array of UGS which have been deployed.

The UGS are generally designed to provide activation events
only when certain signal levels and logic requirements have been achieved
at a sensor. Depending on the particular sensor design characteristics and
environmental conditions, however, the activation reports may be due to
targets, false targets or false alarms. Based on the patterns of sensor
activations that an operator observes, certain information can be gleaned
regarding the presence of a target and some estimates of its type, rate
of movement, number of elements, heading, length etc. , can be developed.

Sensors are activated in two basic ways: (1) 1- signals of
the proper class from objects different from the steady state environment
and (2) from noise. The activations received from objects which are enemy
forces are categorized as true targets. Activations received from any other
objects are categorized as false targets. Random excursions of noise
which cause sensor activations are categorized as false alarms. Sources
that cause sensor activations under the categorizations of true targets, false
targets and false alarms are defined as follows:

True Targets False Targets False Alarms

Enemy ALAV * Own or friendly . Cultural
* M =men MAV phenomena

* A activities a Friendly or neu- e Natural
tral populace phenomena

e V -vehicles * Insects and e Battlefield

animalf. noise

* Frienaly or * Electronic

enemy aircraft equipment
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A principal objective of monitor operator decision making
is to attempt to clasaify and identify the source of UGS activation signals.
Classifi•'ation of the source of the activations is defined as determining
what the source is; that is, % target, or a nontarget. Identification is
defined as determining who the classified source is; that is, an enemy,
a friend, or a neutral. Targets are divided into true and false targets. Non-
targets consist of false alarms. False alarms may be caused by cultural
phenomena such -As noise emanating irom towns or villages, by natural
phenomena that includes wird, rain, hail, lightning, thunder, running water,
earth trem"rs, etc., by battlefiel I no'se or by electrical interference from
electronic equipment that cause pseudo activations to be displayed on monitors.

The Yhase I System Assessment Model is a large computer.
simulation. An overview of this model is shown in Figure 6.4- 1 in which the
relationship of the UGS sensor data processing model to the remainder of
the SAMI simulation is indicated.

ASENSOERIC 
TETRAN IACULTURAL N3)I

BODTLS 

ALEFFECTS AFAM 
LR 

TTSRGEAT 
S

• / NO~ISE Alto _- ,,

S| ~~TARGETS TCIA

LINEIOF NDATL SENSOR

DAADARGTA TEM c

SIGHT LINK INTERCEPTS

Figure 6.4-1 PHASE I SAM OVERVIEW

Enemy forces (Targets) are moved around a selected game
play area in which their rrovement, paths and speeds are controlled by
planner inputs. The tarset s signal at the source is selected to fit the
target's description and attenuated over the sensor-to- arget range in
order to determine the target's signal at the sensor. Isolating this target
signal-to-sensor problem from the rest of the complex situation f( the
moment, the problem is then to determine what information can be derived
from the series of sensor activations that result from a target moving through
the sensor's area of coverage.
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One complication which occurs in analyzing the time histories
of sensor activations is that not only real targets but other objects may
cause the sensors to activate. In addition, random excursions of noise
may also cause sensor activations. The SAM 3iýanulation identifies the other
sources as battlefield, cultural, atmospheric,' and terrain environment.
The battle and culture subroutines create the battlefield and non-military
activities that may cause the sensor to activate. These activations are
entered into the game play as false targets and noise. The atmospheric
and terrain subroutines create the natural environt.-ent, part of which
includes wind, rain, vegetation, etc. which contilbute to tle noise and,
therefore, to false alarm activations.

Other major functions that can affectthe sensor activation
time histories are:

1. Sensor position subroutines that emplace the
sensor so that the commander's knowledge of
the sensor's emplacement position is an estimate
of its actual location.

2. Reliability subroutines that determine the
time histories of the equipment that are
functioning.

3. Line-of-sight subroutines that compute whether
the line-of-sight between the sensor and target
is masked by foliage or terrain features.

4. Data link subroutines that compute the sensor-
tc -monitor RF propagation losses and determine
if the sensor activation reports can be
received at the m-onitor.

5. Those subroutines that solve the geometry of
game play and determine the locations of
specified targets associated with specified
sensor coverage areas.

The WS Data Processing model performs an analysis of sensor reports utilizing
target and false alarm data streams (sensor activation time histories)
as prepared from MSM output (presently manually). The output of this
model is then formated in terms of timeliness, accuracy and content of
monitor reports. The content of a target report will vary depending on
mission objactives and the types and combinations of UGS utilized. The
target information derivable may vary from only detecting the presence.
of a target to the maximum amount of information as listed below.

1. Presence of enemy activity
2. Type
3. Direction of movement
4. Number of elements
5. Speed
6. Length
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7. Estimated time of arrival (ETA) at some future
position

8. Location
9. Time
10. False alarm filtering
11. False target filtering

The timeliness of the report is derivable from item 9 above. Accuracy
of the report can also be summarized. For example, target estimated speed,
number of elements, length, ETA at some future position location, etc.,
can be compared with ground truth information to determine errors and,
therefore, accuracy of the report.

6. 4. 2 Model Descriotion

An overview flow chart of the Unattended Sensor Data Processing

model is shown in Figure 6.4-2. This program consists of 22 subroutines*
which are listed as follows:

ANALMN (main program) MCHART (block data)
LILMSM LOCATE NMOD
ANLYZE" COUNTR CNNECT
RODRUM CRLATE IDIST
CALLIT FSTARG ALPHA
INSPCT RESET RADIAN
ARRIVL INOUT (block data) SNAIDR
JSIETA MONLST (block data)

One data set is needed (SYSIN)

The UGS Data Processing model is presently a stand-alone program

which utilizes a manually prepared sensor/monitor data stream output from
the main simulation model (MSM). After first reading in the system
configuration data cards and forming the necessary logical connections,
the program initiates an analysis of sensor/monitor activation time histories.
This progr, -n and its subroutines initially determine from the most recent
activation time history of each sensor/monitor combination whether the
frequency density of the activations indicates the presence of a target.
If a target is indicated, the program initiates an analysis of the data to
determine the duration of the sensor/monitor activation and the activation
sequence start and stop times. For the tactical situation in which any
pair of UGS are emplaced along a trail and connected to the same monitor(s),
the durations of the activation sequences occurring on each sensor, the
start and stop times of these activations and the commander's estimate of
the separation distances between the sensors are utili?.ed to estimate the
speed and length of the target. Knowing the values of these target parameters,
additional computations are then performed to determinc the estimhted
times of arrival of the target at preselected firetrap kill points along the
trail. Following this, other target information, as was listed previously,
is then determined in a similar manner depending on the types of aensors
being utilized and ti.e nature of their tactical deployment.

The main program ANALMN is an additional Executive routine that is
utilized to call the Unattended Sensor Data Processing Model.
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It is -mportant to note that the activation time history of
each sensor/monitor combination must be inserted into the program in an
ascending time sequence. If a sensor/monitor activation time history has
one or more data cards that are placed out.of, order in the deck, the
program will get out of step internally and erroneous outputs will result.
Subroutine CNNECT is presently programmed to set up the entire system
structure by computation from card input data. This subroutine may be
changed to by-pass some of the computations if the data cards already
contain 'he data that is computed. In addition, subroutine CNNECT and its
related subroutines may be substituted by a corresponding set of subroutines
if the data supplied by it is already in storage as a result of previous
computations.

A description of each of the 21 (excluding the executive,
ANALMN) subroutines that comprise the model as presently formulated
is presented below together with a flow diagram of each subroutine.
Together these describe their purpose, method and useage.

6.4.2. 1 LILMSM Subroutine
6

Since the UGS Data Processing model is a stand-alone program,
Subroutine LILMSM is required to accept time-phased sensor/monitor
activation data streams summarized on data input cards and to schedule
the sensor activation data for analysis by subroutine ANLYZE. It calls
subroutine CNNECT in order to link up required system elements for each
particular application and subroutine ANLYZE to perform the analysis
of the event oriented activation data. Block data is supplied through
subroutines INOUT, MONLST, and MCHART. Subroutine LILMSM plus
the sensor/monitor activation data input cards takes the place of a direct
connection to the MSM. However, LILMSM may be replaced by MSM in
the future if on-line operation is desired. A flow diagram of subroutine
LILMSM is shown in Figure 6.4-3. The block data subroutines which supply
information to subroutines LILMSM, ANLYZE, CNNECT and CALLIT
Are next described.

6.4.2.2 Block Data Subprograms

6.4.2.2. 1 INOUT

The purpose of subprogram INOUT is to detfne the input-outpu'
units. The card reader, printer and output card punch are designated Numbers
5, 6 ard 7 respective'y. The user may redefine these input-emtput units if
desired by changing the numbers assigned to ICARD, IPRINT and lD'7ICH in the
data rtatement of the INOUT block data subp.:ogram. The information supplied
by this subroutine is utilized by LIL4SM, ANLYZE end CINNCT subroutines. A
diagram of computer subprogram INOUT is shown in Figure 6.4-4.
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DATA OUTPUT: (KSAUERDATAN AS OEC FOS PASSEDITO DATA)Y

ONEACCAD ACTIVAT EION EVENTDATA.SINGL EVE~NTITM, SENSOR

1.D. NO.,ATVTD MONITOR 1.0. NO. RADSMUT EORDRE IN TO E

II

REMAINLINE ALARMER

ACTATE CALL TO IAEMNIO .. N. L~YDT

TIME) NTIL AALAAR
LATER TAN TIM

ACTUATED CACIVAIO DATA

RECEIVE AN ALARM TIME FROM ANLYZE
SETTING FOR THIS EVENT

SEAAUT1IS F &u 4-3 SIJBROUTINE-LILMSM MACROFLOW
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OUTAIPUT- NONE
DATA OUTPUT: NONE

BLOCK DATA DEFINE

ICARD - UNIT 05
IPRINT -UNIT#$
IPUNCH a UNIT 17

BLOCK DATA SUmPROOiR.j ._9U'J

PURPOSE: TO DEFINE INPUT-OUTPUT UNITS
NUMBER 5 AS THE CARD READER,
NIMBER 6 AS THE PRINTER, AND
'JUMER 7 AS THE OUTPUT CARD
PUNCH

Figure 6.4-4 SUBPROGRAM INOUT MACROFLOW

64
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6.4.2.2.2 MONLST

The Block Data subprogram I)INLST contains output data generated by
subroutine CNNECT for use by subroutine ANLYZE. Included in this
storage are master lists of the activation sequence start arid stop times

(JMSTRT, JNS0P) associated with the ID number of each sensor (J)-monitor
(M) combination. Also stored are system configuration data and other
computed outputs from subroutine CNNECT when it utilizes subroutine
IDIST, ALPHA, RADIAN and SNAIDR. ie structure of the block data
is shown in Figure 6.4-5.

6.4.2.2.3 MCHART

Computer b'ock data subprogram MCHART initializes a common
area labeled "MCHART" which sets the master event counter and time slot
entry in the computer to zero and establishes the dimension of the simulated
"rolling drum" (events recording storage area) at 2000 event entries.
Subprogram MCHART is closely associated with Computer subroutine
RODRUM from which it obtains activation data for common data area
storage (data blank). This data is made available to all target data evaluation
subroutines through subroutine ANLYZE. A diagram of computer sub-
program MCHART is shown in Figure 6.4-6. Since MCHART is closely related
to subroutine RODRUM, 'it is also shown on the flow diagram for RODRUM
l.ter on.

6.4.2.3 CNNECT Subroutine

The purpose of subroutine CNNECT is to make a sensor-to-
monitor connection list. Each sensor array is identified with a sensor field.
In turn, each sensor is identified within an assigned sensor array, the
monitor or monitors to which it reports and the Commander's estimate of
each sensors position coordinates. Those sensors that are co-located
pairs (primary + auxiliary) are also identified together with the reporting
sequence of each sensor. This subroutine also established the physical
relationships between the sensor locations and the geometry of the geographic
configuration (e.g. , a trail) under the surveillance of the sensors belonging
to a given monitor or monitors. This data is called by subroutine LILMSM
for utilization in subroutine ANLYZE to predict target movement, arrival
at firetrap kill points and other items that make up the target reports which
have been pieviously discussed. Referring again to Figure 6.4-2, data cards
are utilized to input required systerr configuration information to subroutine
CNNECT. In performing its functions subroutine CNNECT also calls
su; ,:orting subroutines IDIST, ALPHA, IIADIAN and SNAIDR as required
to supply asdditional computed data. These supporting subroutines are
described below. A flow diagram of subroutine CNNECT is shown in
FigU re t. 4-7.
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DATA INPUT NONE: DATA OUTPUT NONE

INITIALIZE DATA INLABELLED COMMON

"MCHART" I ORPU.RPOSES OF ROLLING
DRUM STORAGE

DATA IIUWRfOGRAM FOR 22tOd ART/

IPURPOSEK: TO INITIALIZE COMMON AREA LABELLED
"mcHART". IT i9U MASITER EVENT
COUNTER TO 0. SLOT ENTRY TO 0, AND
ESTABLISHES DIMENSION OF "DRUM' AT
2000 EVENT ENTRIES.

Figure 6.4- SUBPROGRAM MCNART(nATA INITIALIZATION) MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT: (VIA DATA CARDS, S110 FORMAT OR 10F82 FORMAT. AS APPLICABLE)

(A) NUMfBER OF MONITORS

IFOR FIRST MONITOR:

(B) NUMBER OF SENSORS, NUMBER OF FIRETRAPS, NUMPEC OF GEOGRAPHIC
NODES, CONFIGURATION TYPE NUMBER

1C) SENSOR I.D. NO., TYPE NO., X-COOROINATE, Y-COORDINATE, S-COORDINATE,
OFFSET ARRAY NO.
REPEAT, ONE CARD PER SENSOR

ID) FIRETRAP I.D. NO., FIRETRAP TYPE NO., X-COORDINATE, Y-COORDINATE,
S-COORDINATE, TRAIL NO.
REPEAT, ONE CARD PER FIRETRAP

(E) GEOGRAPHIC NODE I.D. NO., X-COORDINATE, Y-COORDINATE, S-COORDINATE,

TRAIL NO.
REPEAT, ONE CARD PER NODE

(NOTE: NODES REFER TO NODES IN TRAILS IN THIS PROGRAM)

REPEAT STEPS (B) TO (E) FOR SECOND MONITOR
REPEAT STEPS IS) TO (EW FOR THIRD MONITOR
REPHAT STEPS (8) TO (E) FOR FOURTH MONITOR

ETC.
NOTE: ALL ABOVE ENTRIES ARE INTEGER DATA

(F) 10 BLANK CARDS OR 10 CARDS, 10 ENTRIES EACH IFLOATING POINT)
INDICATING DETECTION THRES.IOLLV VALUES (THESE ARE NOT
USED AT PRESENT BUT MAY BE IMPLEMZNTED IN FUTURE
PROGRAMMING TO ENTER TARGET DETECTION THRESHOLDS IN
IMPULSES PER SECOND OF SENSOR TYPE (I) IN OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT (W) WHERE I REFE RS TO CARD AND J IS THE
ENTRY NUMBER IN EACH CARD)

DATA OUTPUT: STCRAGE & ARRANGEMENT OF DATA IN COMMON AREA MONLST INDICATING
MC'NITOR-SENSOR-FIRETRAP GEOGRAPHIC SURVEILLANCE AREA HOOKUP

IN

READ NUMBER
OF MONITORS

A

Figure 6.4-7 SUBROUTINE-CNNECT MACROFLOW

(Sheet 1 of 3)
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A

M-0M .oI

READ SYSTEM STRUCTURE DATA FOR MONITORI

M, I.E., NUMBER OF SENSORS, NUMBER OF FIRE-
TRAPS, NUM13ER OF GEOGRAPHIC (TRAIL) NODES,
TYPE OF CONFIGURATION (- TRAIL, ETC.)

READ SENSOR DATA
FOR MONITOR M

READ FIRETRAP DATA
R FR DATOR MONITOR M

SBRANCH TO PROGRAM FOR GIVEN •

GEOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATION D

ITRAIL • OTHERSE-6 INOT PROGRAMMED)

FREAD TRAIL DATA FOR MONITORM

COWU•TE CUMULATIVE DISTANCES

OF TRAIL NODES ALONG TRAIL
RELATIVE TO FIRST NODE

PRINT RESULTS

Figure 6.4-7 SUBROUTINE-CNNECT MACROFLOW
(Sheet 2 of 3)
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COMPUTE CUMULATIVE DISTANCE ALONG
TRAIL OF SENSOR EMPLACEMENTS AND
CORRESPONDING OFFSETS FROM TRAIL

PRINT RESULTS

COMPUTE CUMULATIVE DISTANCE ALONG
TRAIL OF FIRETRAPS

PRINT RESULTS

NO
YE

READ DETECTIONS~THRESHOLDS

PRINT THRESHOLDS

PURPOSE: TO READ St COMPUTE DATA DESCRIBING
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SURVEILLANCE
SYSTEM

Figure 6.4-7 SUBROUTINE-CNNECT MACROFLOW
(Sheet 3 of 3)
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6.4.2.3. 1 IDIST Subroutine

When called by subroutine CNNECT subroutine IDIST
provides an analytical routine for computing the straightline distance
between two locations x and x , y, along a trail. The output of this
subroutine is the rounde4d divtance b;twe-en any two points whose x, y
coordinates are given in integer value. A flow diagram of subroutine IDIST
is shown in Figure 6.4-8.

6.4.2.3.2 ALPHA Subro,,tineV

When called by subroutine CNNECT subroutine ALPHA
determines the emplacement location of a sensor with respect to the
breakpoints (BPl and BP2) of a straight line segment of a trail. The
subroutine determines whether the sensor location is either outside of
BPl or BP2 or between BPI and BP2. If the sensor is located somewhere
between BPl and BP2, the distance from BPl to the sensor is determined
as measured along the straight line segment. The routine determines the
fractional distance along a line segment at which a perpendicular drawn
frorp an arbitrary point with respect to this straight-line segment
intersects it. If 0 :5 ALPHA -- 1, the intersection is internal to the line
segment. If ALPHA < 0, the intersection is external at the first end of
the line segment. If ALPHA > 1, the intersection is external to the second
end of the line setgment. A flow diagram of subroutine ALPHA is shown in
Figure 6.4-9.

6.4,2.3.3 RADIAN Oubroutine

When called by subroutine CNNECT subroutine RADIAN
provides an analytical routine for computing the heading of a target in radians
measured in a clockwise direction ",ith the zero starting point corresponding
to 90* (compass reading). These headings are subsequently translated into
mils as measured clockwise from true north by this computer subroutine.
The subroutine computes the mathematical direction (y/x) in radians that
the target is heading from one point to the next when their coordinates are
given in integer values. A flow diagram of subroatine RADIAN is shown
in Figure 6.4-10.

6.4.2.3.4 SNAIDR Subroutine

When called by 3ubroutine CNNECT subroutine SNAIDR
determines the reverse directional heading of a target going from position
coordinates x2, y2 to Xl, Yl as compared to the forward directional heading
of a target going from x1 , yl to x2 , y2 as computed by subroutine RADIAN.
The data input to subrouline SNAIDR is the forward heading in radians
provided by subroutine RADIAN through subroutine CNNECT. The data
output of subroutine SNAIDR is the reverse direction of the forward
heading in radians. The heading is measured in a clockwise direction
with the starting point corresponding to 90* compass reading. These
headings are subsequently translated into mils as measured clockwise from
true north by this computer subroutine. A flow diagram of subroutine SNAIDR
is shown in Figure 6.4-11.
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DATA INPUT' X1 COORDINATE OF FIPCT POINT
AY COORDINATE OF FIRST POINT I
X2 - COORDINATE OF SECOND POINT INTEGER
Y2 - COORDINATE OP SF OND POINTJ VALUES

DATA OUTPUT ROUNDED INTEGER DITANCE BETWEEN POINTS

IDIST -j3X2 -X12) Y2 + Y12 +0.5

PURPOSE: TO FIND ROUP.'Z*F DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS WHOSE X-Y
COORDINAIfS ARE MIVEN IN INTEGER VALUES

Figure 6.4-8 SUBROUTINE IDIST MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT X1 - COORflIATE OF ONE END OF A LINE SEGMENT
X2 - COORO NATE OF OTHER END OF A LINE SEGMENT
)(3- COORDINATE OF AN ARBITRARY POINT
Y1 - COORDINATE OF ONE END OF A LINE SEGMENT
Y2 " COORDINATE OF OTHER END OF A LINE SEGMENT
Y3. COORDINATE OF AN ARBITRARY POINT

DATA OUTPUT FRACTIONAL DISTANCE ALONG LINE SEGMENT AT WHICH PERPENDICULAR FROM
ARBITRARY POINT TO LINE SEGMENT CUTS LINE SEGMENT. IF RESULT IS GREATER
THAN ZERO AND LrJS THAN ONE, PERPENDICULAR IS INTERNAL TO LINE SEGMENT
OTHIERWISE IT IS EXTERNAL. PASSING OUTSIDE OF FIRST END OF LINE WHEN RESULT
IS LESS THAN ZERO AND OUTSIDE OF OTHER END OF LINE WHEN RESULT IS GREATER
THAN ONE

IN

X3.Y3 - AI•ITRARY POINT

Xl, Yl * ONE END OF LINE X2.Y2 - OTHER END OF LINE

ALPHA (X3-Xl) (X2-X1) + (Y3-YI) (Y2-Y1)

(X2,X11
2  + (Y2-Y1)

2

IOUT

PURPOSE TO FIND PRACTIONAL DISTANCE ALONG A LINE SEGMENT AT WHICH A PERPENDICULAR
FROM AN ARBITRARY POINT TO THIS LINE INTERSECTS THE LINE SEGMENT. IF 0 & ALPHk At1
INTERSECTION IS INTERNAL TO LINE. IF ALPHA , 0, INTEI4SECTION IS EXTERNAL OF FIRST END
OF SEGMENT, IF ALPHA v 1. INTERSECTION IS EXTERNAL OF SECOND END OF LINE SEGMENT.

Figure 6.4-6 SUBROUTINE ALPHA MACROFLOW
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|4

S'ATA INPUT: )LI" COORDINATE OF FIRST POINT
Y1 - COORDINATE OF FIRST POINT
X2 - COORDINATE OF SECOND POINT
Y2 - COORD-NATE OF SECOND POONT

DATA OUTPUT MATHEMATICAL DIRECTION IY/X) IN RADIANS FROM THE FIRST POINT
TO THE SECOND POINT

IN

RADIAN - TAN" 4 I-)I
X2°X1

PURPOSE TO FIND THE MATHEMATICAL DIRECTION IYIX) IN RADIANS FROM ONE POI.JT
TO THE NEXT WHEN THEIR COORDINATES ARE GIVEN IN INTEGER VALUES.

Figure 6.4-10 SUBROUTINE HADIAN MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT: FORWARD DIRECTION IN RADIAN2

DATA "OUMP REVERSE DIRECTION IN RADIANS

IN

Reverse direction of "RADIAN" - "SNAIDR"

and is RADIAN - PI times RADIAN

OUT

PURPOSE: TO FIND REVERSE DIRECTION IN RADIANS OF A
GIVEN FORWARD DIRECTION GIVEN IN RADIANS

Figure 6.441 SUBROUTINE SNAIDR MACROFLOW
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6.4.2.4 ANLYZE Subroutine

Presently, the UGS activation data streams are outputed
from the MSM on tapes. This activation data is subsequently transferred
to input data cards on a time-ordered and event-oriented basis and inputed
to subroutine LILMSM as indicated previously in Figure 6.4-2. When called
by subroutine LILMSM, subroatine ANLYZE provides an executive program
for determining the timeliness, accuracy and content of target reports.
In order to accomplish this function, subroutine ANLYZE must receive
various information on system configurations and characteristics from
computer block data subprogram MONLST. When called by subroutine
LILMSvi, this data is supplied to MONLST through subroutine CNNECT and
tic su.or•,itines IDIST, ALPHA, RADIAN and SNAIDR which it controls.
Subroutirne A4NLYZE also receives data from computer block data sub-
program-s INOUT and MCHART. Subprogram MCHART supplies UGS
activationevents data to subroutine ANLYZE utilizing UGS activation data
stored on a "rotating drum" which is controlled by subroutine RODRUM
and itq (.-xecutive subroutine ANLYZE.

Executive subroutines ANLYZE also calls on subroutine
RODRUM, CALLIT, INSPCT, ARRIVL, JSIETA, LOCATE, COUNTR,
CRLATE, FSTARG and RESET as required to analyze the UGS activation
data and other information-that are made available to them. In turn these
subroutines supply outputs to ANLYZE that are utilized in formulating
target reports. Target reports can include the time that a target report
is generated, target type, length, velocity, heading, ETA at "firetrap
kill" points,number of elements, accuracies in target length, velocity
and position etc., as discussed previously. A flow diagram of subroutine
ANLYZE is shown in Figure 6.4-12. Those computer subroutines that are
called and controlled by executive subroutine ANLYZE are described
next.

6.4.2.4.1 RODRUM Subroutine

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE, subroutine
RODRUM. stores activation events (detections and false alarm) data streams
from each sensor that are generated by the various sensor performance
models during game play. These events are associated with each
respective sensor/monitor (identification number) and times of occurrence
in game play. They are stored in a "simulated rolling drum" (events
record storage area) in the computer for use in subsequunt analyses by
the various other data processing subroutines. These data are supplied
to block data subprogram MCHART for this purpose. A flow diagram
of computer subroutine RODRUM is shown in Figure 6.4-13. A conceptual
diagram of the simulated "rolling drum" storage area (indicated in Figure b.4-13
is shown in Figure 6.4-14. An illustrative example of the "rolling drum"
in the storage of activation event times as associated with UGS/monitor
identification (I. D. ) numbers and useage for subroutine INSPCT is
depicted.
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DATA INPUT: SENSOR ACTIVATION TIME, I.D. NO. OF SENSOR At,*i o.v
I.D. NO. OF MONITOR TO WHICH GIVEN SENSOR REP" ilG

DA A OUTPUT (VIA ARGUMENT LIST): T.ME (ALARM TIME) THAT ANLYZE
EXPECTS NEXT CALL TO PROCESS INTERPRETATION OF
ABSENCE OF SENSOR ACTIVATION DATA 01! SENSORS
PREVIOUSLY ACTIVATED

DATA OUTPUT (VIA PRINTER): ENGLISH LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION OF
SENSOR ACTIVATION PATTERNS.

IN

CALL RODRUM TO STORE DATAON "ROTATING FILE"

PRINT DATA STORED

YES CALARM NO

WHAT CONFIGURATION IS THIS

MONITOR CONNECTED TO?

I WHAT CýNiURO IS °TH"IS
TRAIL OTHERS

TOU

DETERMINE WITN FUNCTION SUBROUTINE
CALLIT WHETHER STORED DATA INDICATES
TARGET. SE FLAG "lTATNU" - TRUE FOR
TARGET EXISTS. FALSE FOR NO TARGET

WAS PREVIOUS,
INDICATION ON

YE THIS SENSOR/MONITOR NOC
PAIR INTERPRETED

AS TARGET?

A C

Figure 6.4-12 SUB~ROUTINE ANiLIZE MACROFLCJJ
(Sheet 1 of 4)
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TRUE STATNUEFALSE

PRIN-T PRIN
IF SiATNDTRUE. PRINT "TARGET A "INSUFFICIENT DATA"TARGET CONTINUED" INDICATED" |TO INDICATE TARGET"

MESSAGE MESSAGE N MESSAGE

AREMEMBERCURRENT TARGET INDICATION

DATA ON GIVEN ESRMN TARGE

IF NO TARGET NOW. LEAVETHIS SLIBROUTINE
(IF STATNUwFALSE)

REMOVEDTI ALAP R CFOCK LST AND S
IM FO UE NEXT ALARM CLOCK TIME. ISALA.'M TIME-TIME AT WHICH nr
IABSENCE OF FURTHER SENSOR - 4- .
IDATA ON GIVEN SENSOR/MONITORI

PAIR INDICATES TARGET DROPOUTM

THIS ENTR6 IS THE ALARM CLOCK ACIVATION ENTRYiINDICATING TARGET DROPOUT ON A SENSOR/MONITORi
FAIR STORED IN THE ALARM CL OCK LIST

L
FROM• ALARM CLOCK LIST ,°,NTFV ENSRIMOTOR ,.D.'.

REMOVE THIS FAIR FROM LIST AND SET UP AýARM

TIME FOR NEXT ALARM CANDIDATE IN LIST

- --,• '. . . -i, 0

I ~~Figure 6.4-12 SU!BROMM£Z, ANL MAMIFOWT,

(Sheet 2 of 4)
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FOR GIVEN SENSOR/MOP4ITOR PAIR
DETERMINE ACTIVATION DURATION
ACTIVATION START TIME
ACTIVATION STOP TIME
WITH SUBROUTINE INSPCT

OBTAIN ACTIVATION COUNT WITH
SUBROUTINE COUNTR

PRINT RESUi TS

FIND THIE EARL IET SENSOR I
A GIVE N TIME WINDOW) THA
DROPPED OUT ON THE SAME
MONITOR

CEKFOR FALSEALARMO IF FAALSENALARM, T

DELETE O FALSIDIAE ALARMEDATA O I

PRITIANTOTUTT T

EAHFIRETRA P

FigureI 6W41D SEEMuw RIDICULOU MCHECK

(Sheet 3 of 4)
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E F

COMPUTE & PRINY TARGET

TIMETABLE ALONG TRAIL

"LOCATE AND) INCLUDE iN
ABOVE PRINTOUT, TARGETS
CURRENT P06. rION

SET STA.TUS OF GIVEN
SENSOR/IMONITOR TO
"•NO TARGET"

PUREN: TO RENDER AN ENGLISH LANGUAGE INTERPRETATION OF
SENSOR/MONITOR ACTIVATION TIME HISTORIES

Figure 6.4-12 SUBROUTINE ANLYZB MACROFLI(N

(Sheet 4 of 4)
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DATA INPUT - TIME, SENSOR/MONITOR ACTIVATED; DATA OUTPUT INONE)

IN

INCREASE
EVENT - -COMMON
COUNTER /MCHART/
DY 1

COMMON
DATA

COMPUTE AREA
DATE AVAILABLE
ENTRY SLOT Em TO ALL
NUBENRY TARGET DATA
NUMBER EVALUATION

SUBROUTINES

STORE
EVENT TIME -

IN
ASSIGNED SLOT

STORE
SENSOR/MONITOR
ID NUMBERS
IN
ASSIGNED SLOTS

PURPOSE: TO STORE A SENSOR/MONITOR ACTIVATION EVENT GENERATED BY THE
MAIN SIMULATION MODEL.

DATA STORED IS TIME AND SENSOR/MONITOR ID NUMBER (ITIME, JSENSR,
MMONTR) INTO A SIMULATED "ROLLING DRUM" STORAGE AREA

Figure 6.4-3 SUBROUTINE - RODRUM MACROFLOW
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SENSOR I.D. ASSOCIATED MONITOR I.D.

I A •DIRECTION OF SMALL
TIME SLOT MOVEMENT
(ONE SLOT AT A TIME)

STR IME e

i*

OF ACCEPTABLE LARGE TIME SLOT
LEVEL OF ACTIVITY TO BE EXAMINED

SIZE OF SMALL
STOP TIME - -SLIDNGTIM

LATEST EVENT

NOTE: AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE BEHAVIOR OF
INSPCT SUBROUTINE IS SHOWN

/*

Figure 6.414 DIAGRAM OF ROTATING FILE EVENT RECORD
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6.4.2.4.2 CALLIT Subroutine

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE, the purpose
of subroutine CALLIT is to determine from stored RODRUM data whether
or not a target is indicated on each respective sensor/monitor combination
based on the minimum number of activation events falling within fixed
time slots. The stored data is obtained from block data subprogram
MCHART which is fed by subroutine RODRUM. The requir.-.d minimum
number of activations and the length of the time slot are designated
based on decision rules that are planner inputs and therefore, can be varied
accordingly. Subroutine CALLIT calls computer function subroutine NMOD
as shown previously in Figure 6.4-2, for the purpose of resetting an arbitrary
index number to point to the corresponding data in the simulated rolling
drum storage of sensor/monitor activation data. A flow diagram of
computer subroutine CALLIT is shown in Figure 6.4-15. Since computer
function subroutine NMOD has been mentioned above for the first time,
it is described next.

6.4.2.4.3 NMOD Subroutine

Subroutine NMOD provides a utility function utilized for
restricting search range to the capability of the simulated "rotating drum"
in RODRUM and for all of the subroutines which utilize RODRUM. A
major purpose is to reset an arbitrary index number to point to the
corresponding data in the "rolling drum" storage of sensor/monitor
activation data. In addition to subroutine CALLIT, subroutine NMOD
is called for use by INSPCT, COUNTR, CRLATE, FSTARG and RESET.
A flow diagram of computer function subroutine NMOD is shown in
Figure 6.4-16.

6.4. 2. 4.4 INSPCT Subroutine

When calle-1 by executive subroutine ANLYZE, subroutine
INSPCT is used in conjunction with subroutine CALLIT. A past searclh of
relatively long time space on RODRUM is conducted with a sliding time
slot of specified length to find the duration (time length), initiation times
and stop times of continuous collections of events on respective sensors
where the frequency of occurrence equals or exceeds a specified input
density (threshold) value based on a specified decision rule. If the
threshold density is equaled or exceeded, the subroutine returns start
and stop times of continuous activations and the duration of continuous
activations which satisfy required density criteria. The subroutine is
flexible in that the planner can change the input values (DENREF) of the
decision rule to suit his needs. A flow diagram of the computer sub-
routine INSPCT is shown in Figure 6.4-17.
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DATA INPUT: SENSOR/MONITOR I.D. NO., TIME-SLOT LENGTH, MINIMUM COUNT.REQUIRED

DATA OUTPUT: TARGET - YES OR NO ITRUE OR FALSE)

IN

14

1. REFERENCE TIME - TIME OF MOST RECENT EVENT
2. SET EVENT COUNTER TO ZERO
& INITIALIZE ROLLING DRUM BACKSPACE COUNTER TO

BEGIN AT MOST RECENT EVENT
4 SET "5ITW COUNTER TO ZERO

C• 1. INCREASE STOP COUNTER BY 1

2. DECREASE BACKSPACE COUNTER BY I
(IF COUNTER LESS THAN I, SET TO MAX. I.E. 20001

a COMPUTE TIME DIFFERENCE BETWEEN EVENT TIME
INDICATED BY BACKSPACE COUNTER AND REFERENCE TIME

4, IF TIME DIFFERENCE EXCEEDS TIME SLOT LENGTH. EXIT TO G,•
5. IF IN "THIS TIME SLOT" SENSOR ACTIVATED WAS THE ONE

DESIGNATED IN DATA INPUT. ABOVE. INCREASE EVENT
COUNTER BY I

IF STOP COUNTER LES THAN DRUMSIZr" GO BACK TO

A

IF EVEN'_COUNTER GREATER THAN MINIMUM COUNT REQUIRED.
GOTO UB

ANSWER IS "NO"

SANSWER 1S "'YES"
OUT

PURPOSE: A LOGICAL FUNCTION SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE
WHETHER AN EVENT COUNT LEVEL (MINCALI HAS
BEEN EQUALED OR EXCEEDED BY A SENSOR/
MONITOR WHOSE I.D. NO. IS (J/MI, IN THAT TIME
SLOT (ITILOTI THAT PRECEDES AND INCLUDES THE
MO6;T RECENT EVENT (REGARDLESS OF WHICH
SENSORIMONITOR WAS ACTIVATED MOST RECENTLY)

rigure 6.4-15 SUBROUTINE - CALLIT MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT: A NUMBER REPRESENTING A DESIRED RELATIVE ENTRY
f- POINT IN THE SENSORXMONITOR ACTIVATION DATA BANK

DATA OUTPUT: ABOVE NUMBER CONVERTED TO LIE IN RANGE 1-2000

NMOD - MODULO
200(,J-1) + 1

EXAMPLES
NMOO I1) - I
NMOO 12(Mi) - 200
NMOD (2001) - I
NMOD (0) - 2000
'?MOD (41) - 1M

ETC.

PURPOSE: TO RESET AN AR, RY INDEX NUMBER
TO POINT TO TH IEIPONDING DATA
IN T.,E "ROLLIN I" STORAGE OF
SENSOR/MONITO.. rVATION DATA

Figure 6.4-16 SUBROUTINE Ih'MOD MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT: SENSOR/MONITOR I.D. NO.. TIME, ELAPSED TIME TO END OF INSPECTION
TIME SLOT, ELAPSED TIME TO BEGINNING OF INSPECTION TIME SLOT,
SLIDING SUB-TIME SLOT SIZE, REFERENCE DENSITY IEVENTSMUB TIME
SLOT) VALUE TO BE WSED AS A CRITERION FOR DECIDING THAT
ACTIVITY IS CONTINUOUS.

DATA OUTPUT: LENGTH OF TIME THAT LATEST ACTIVITY, IN SPECIFIED (LARGEI TIME
SLOT MET DENSITY CRITERION.
START TIME OF THAT ACTIVITY
STOP TIME OF THAT ACTIVITY
NOTE: EE ILLUSTRATION (Figure 6.4-14)

SET INITIAL CONDITI'NS

DATA PRESENTED BELONGS TO
INSPECTION TIME SLOT

FURTHER TURN BACK DRUM UNTIL
EVENT BELONM3ING TO SENSOR
SPECIFIED ABOVE APPEARS AND
COUNT THIS EVENT

REMEMBER THIS SLOT POSITION (IKEEP)

STEPDRUM ONE i
STEP FURTHER TURN BACK DRUM INSPECT-
SACKWARDS ING ALL EVENTS BELONGING INSIDE
FROM REMEMBERED SLIDING TIME SLOT WHICH ENDS AT
VALUE EVENT SPECIFIED IN BLOCK ABOVE,
VUKEEPI COUNT - COUNT +1 IF EVENT BELONGS

-IP TO SENSOR SPECIFIED ABOVE

A SLOTS EXCEEDS SLIDING TIMI SLOT GO TO S

Fi~lure 6.4-17 SUBROUTINE INSPCT MACROFLOW
(Sheet I of 2)
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A

COMPUTE DENSITY
DENSITY - COUNT/SLIDING SLOT

IF DENSITY IS EOUAL TO OR GREATER
THAN REFERENCE DENSITY SPECIFIED
IN INPUT, GO BACK VIA UA

RETAIN EARLIEST + LATEST EVENT TIMES
THAT QUALIFY BY DENSITY CRITERION

a

d1 LENGTH - LATEST TIME - EARLIEST TIME
(RETAINED IN ABOVE BLOCKIJ

NOTE OUTPUT DATA - LENGTH, EARLIEST

EVENT TIME AN gpLATEST EVENT TIME th8a

is acceptsble based on specifde•
density riterion

PURPOSE: FOR SENSOR MONITOR WHOSE I.D. NO. IS J. M, AT THE ITIME. SEARCH A TIME SPACE
BEGINNING AT ITIME-ITB, AND ENDING AT ITIME-ITA, WITH A SLIDING TIME
SLOT OF LENGTH ITBLOT, TO FIND THE DURATION (LENGTH) OF THE LATEST
CONTINUOUS COLLECTION OF EVENTS WHOSE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
EQUALS OR EXCEEDS A SPECIFIED INPUT VALUErDENREFI. ALSO SPECIFY THE
STARTING TIME, .START, AND STOPPING TIME, J.TOP, OF THESE EVENTS.

Figure 8.417 SUBROUTINE INSPCT MACROFLOW

(Shast 2 of 2)
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6.4.2.4.5 ARRIVL Subroutirp

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE,
subroutine ARRIVL determines the estimated time of arrival of the center of
a target at preselected firetrap kill points along a trail, and the speed of the
target. These are determined based on the sequence and timing of activations
obtained from sensor 1 located along a trail at a position 1 and those from
sensor 2 located at a position 2. Both PRE-BIAS and POST-BIAS considera-
tions are available in subroutine ARRIVL for more accurately computing
target length and estimated time of arrival (ETA) at a selected firetrap kill
point position and speed for those cases in which the type of target, estimated
sensor detection envelope associated v.ith the target type, and sensor offset
distance from a trail are known. When these are unknown, however, PRE-
BIAS and POST-BIAS are equal to zero resulting in less accurate estimates
of target length and ETAs. PRE-BIAS is the distance from a point on a trail
at which initial sensor activation on the leading edge of a target occurs to
intersection with the trail of a perpendicular offset from the sensor position
to the trail. POST-BIAS is the distance from the intersection of a perpendic-
ular offset with the trail to a point on the trail where the last activation on
the trailing edge of a target occurs. A flow diagram of computer Subroutine
ARRIVL is shown in Figure 6.4-18.

6.4.2.4.6 JSIETA Subroutine

When called by executive Subrou'ne ANLYZE,
computer function subroutine JSIETA predicts the time of arrival of the center
of a target of length (L) at a selected point (xl, yl) along a trail. Required
inputs include target speed, location of a reference point (x, y) along a trail,
the time at which a target passes the reference point and the location (xl, yQ)
of another selected point (e. g., firetrap kill point). This subrouti,.- is used
in conjunction with subroutines ARRIVL and LOCATE. A flow diagram of
computer function subroutine JSIETA is shown in Figure 6.4-19.

6.4.2.4.7 LOCATE Subroutine

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE,
subroutine LOCATE determines the position (xl,yl), of the center of a
target along a trail at any arbitrarily specified time. Required inputs
include target speed, location of a reference point (x, y), and the time a
target passes any specified reference point. This subroutine is used in
conjunction with subroutines ARRIVL and JSIETA which have been previously
described. A flow diagram of subroutine LOCATE is shown in Figure 6.4-20.

6.4. 2. 4.8 COUNTR Subroutine

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE,
subroutine COUNTR counts the number of activations received from each
sensor as indicated on an associated r.monitor(s) which occur within a given
elapsed time or time slot window. The subroutine returns actual start and
stop times of activations and the number of activations that occur within
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DATA INPUT: LOCATION ALONG TRAIL OF CENTER OF SENSOR 1
LOCATION ALONG TRAIL OF CENTER OF SENSOR 2
LOCATION ALONG TRAIL OF CENTER OF FIRE-TRAP
START TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR 1
STOP TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR I
START TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR 2
STOP TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SP.NSOR 2
PRE SIAS I 1PREMATURITYD OF ýART TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR/MONITOR 1
PRE BIAS .l (PREMATURITY) OF START TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR/MONITOR 2
POST BIAS I1 POSTMATURITYI OF START TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR/MONITOR 1I POST WIAS 2 (POSTMATURITY) OF START TIME OF ACTIVATION OF SENSOR/MONITOR 2

DATA OUTPUT: ARRIVAL TIME OF CENTER OF TARGET AT FIRETRAP KILLPOINT.
LENGTH OF TARGET (COLUMN) IN METERS, AND TARGET SPEED, icm/HR

CPUE RATIO - (TRAP.LOCATIONVA/LOCATION 2 - LOCATION 1)

WPING START TIME 11), STOP TIME 1. SIAS I
COMPUTE Ti, TIME CENTER OF COLUMN
CROSSE SEINSOR I

F - SAME AS ABOVE T2 FOR SENSOR 2

ARRIVAL TIME - T2 + fTi-TI) X RATIO

USWING START TIME 1. START TIME 2, STOP TIME 1. STOP TIME 2.
MI IA 1MAS 2,JICOMPUTE TIME LENGTH TARGET TAKES TO CROSS FIRE TRAP CENTER

I COMPUTE: LENG3TH IN METERS AT FIRETRAP
I LENGTH *TIME LENGTH (LOC MENSOPZ-LOC ISENSOR 1))

Ti.- TI

I 0(UT
PURPOSE: TO DETERMIINE TARGET LENGTH fLNaTHI, SPEED SPED) AND ARRIVAL TIME N1 TA) AT FIRETRAP

LOCATED AT J&& BASED ON ACTIVATIONS ON SENSOR 1
LOCATED AT J31. STARTING AT TIME .3TRT1. STOPIPING AT TIME ATPI. AND
ACTIVATIONS ON SENSOR 2. STARTING AT TIME JSTRT2. STOPPING AT TIMIE
.STP. KNOIN TH4AT SENIOR I ACTIVATIONS START PREMATURELY ON
POSTMATUARELY BY JWAS I SECONDSI AND SENSOR 2 ACTIVATIONS START
PREMATURELY OR POSTMATRIJRLY BY JtAS 2 SEICONDS)

Figure 6.4-18 SUBROUTINE ARRAIVI MACROCFLOW
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IJ

DATA INPUT: SPEED Of TARGET ELEMENT
LOCATION OF OBSERVATION POINT SINGLE DIMENSION)
TIME OF TANGET OBSERVATION AT OBSERVATION POINT
LOCATION OF DESIRED POINT ISINGLE DIMENSION)
AT WHICH TARGET'S ETA IS TO BE ESTIMATED

DATA OUTPUT: ETA OF TARGET AT DESIRED POINT

N

JS•ETA Time• of Observation -DISTANCE BTWEEN IDFSIRED POINT - OBSERVATION POCNT)
SPEED

PURPOSE: TO ESTIMATE TIME OF ARRIVAL OF A TARGET AT A DESIRED
POINT, KNOWING TARGET SPEED. TIME OF TARGET OBSERVATION
AT OBSERVATION POINT. AND LOCATION OF OBSERVATION POINT
AND DESIRED POINT IN CUMULATIVE DISTANCE COORDINATEq
ALONG A TRAIL

Figure 6.4-19 SUBROUTINE JSIETA MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT: TARGET SPEED
REFERENCE LOCATION COORDINATE ISINGLE DIMENSION)

WHERE TARGET WAS OIUSERVED
TIME AT WHICH TARGET WAS OBSERVED AT REFERENCE

POSITION

TIME FOR WHICH LOCATION OF TARGET IS DESIRED

DATA OUTPUT: SINGLE DIMENSION ESTIMATED TARGET POSITION AT
TIME GIVEN

LOCATE - REFERENCE POSITION + SPEED X (TIME - TIME AT
REFERENCE POSITION)

PURPOSE: TO LOCATE A TARGET IN SINGLE DIMENSION I.L, ALONG;
TRAIL. AT AN ARBITRARILY GIVEN TIME, KNOWING THE TIME,
SVIED AND LOCATION THAT A TARGET WAS LAST OBSERVED.

Figure 6.4-20 SUBROUTINE LOCATE MACROFLOW
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the selected time window. In perforrring the operations, subroutine COUNTR
analyzes sensor/monitor activation events data received from block data
subprogram MCHART. Subroutine NMOD is called to index and restrict the
range of search of the sensor activation events data in the "rolling drum"
storage area. A flow diagram of subruutine COUNTR is shcwn in Figure 6.4-21.

6.4.2.4.9 CRLATE Subroutine

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE,
the purpose of subroutine CRLATE is to determine whether the time of
occurrence of activations on a first sensor deployed along a trail correlate
on an elapsed time basis with those of a second sensor spaced a specified
distance apart considering the possible types of targets encountered and
their estimated velocities. In order to perform these correlation functions,
subroutine CRLATE must analyze sensor/monitor activation events data
which are received from block data subprogram MCHART. Subroutine NMOD
is called and utilized to perform the same functions as described previously
for subroutine COUNTR. A flow diagram of this logical function subroutine
is shown in Figure 6.4-22.

6.4.2.4.10 FSTARG Subroutine

When calle, jy executive subroutine ANLYZE,
subroutine FSTARG correlates the number of sensors/monitors having
simultaneous or near simultai.eous activations. It then determines whether
the number of sensors/monitors activated -!quals or exceeds a specified
minimum number (threshold) out of the total number of sensors/monitors
(based on specified Aecision rules). If the threshold is equaled or exceeded,
a false target (e.g. aircraft) or false alarm (e.g. seismic disturbance,
lightning strike, etc.) is indicated. It is important to noie that this sl-
routin- does not differentiate between a false target or false alarm and, in
addition, does not identify (who or what) the source of activations. Sub-
rout'ne FSTARG is flexible in the sense that value of the parameter input
(MINCLS; to the decision rule can be changed as'vell by the planner. In
order to perform these cfrrelation functions, subroutine FSTARG must
a nalyze sensor/monitor activation events data which are received from
block data subprogram MCHART. Subroutine NMOD is called and utilizud
for the same purpose as described previously for subroutine COUNTR. A

ow diagram of subroutine ISTARG 1- shown in Figure 6.4-

"6.4.2.4. 11 RESET Subrnutine

When called by executive subroutine ANLYZE,
subroutine R'SFT is used in conjunction with subroutine FSTARG. If a
false tdrget or faise alarm is indicated based on the simultaneous or near
simultmneous activations from "a number of sensors in an array (a-. determined
by subioutine FSTARG), subroutine RESET prohibits tne reuse of this sensor
activation data by flagging it in block data subprogram McHAIRT. A gain,
subroutine NMOD is called for the same purpose as described previously
ior subroutine COUNTR. A flow diagram of subroutine RESET is shown in
Figure 6. 4-24.
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DATA INPUT: SENSOR/MONITOR I.D. NO., SEARCH START TIME, SEARCH STOP TIME

DATA OUTPUT: ACTUAL START TIME, ACTUAL STOP TIME, NUMSER OF ACTIVATIONS]

1. SET BACKSPACE STOP LIMIT
2. INITIALIZE

ACTUAL START TIME (DUMMY VALUE)
ACTUAL STOP TIME (DUMMY VALUE)
BACKSPACE COUNTER
DRUM ENTRY POINT
EVEN- .'OUNTER

B ROLL BACK DRUM BY ONE SLOT

INCREASEEVN COUNTERBY COUNTER

• ~~IF COUNITBACK COUNTERW••ATER -

AC THAN STOP LIMIT M0 TO SA TM

FI IF TIMESLOT 
ENTRY LESS THAN

sAEARCH STARTIME M T TIMEO o

-| {IF TIMESLOT ENTRY GREATER THAN

SEARCH STOP TIME OR SENSOR/•-" IMONITOR ID NOT SAM.E AS 10 IN

INPUT DATA GO TO

PUPINCREASE EVENT COUNTER BY ONESACTUAL START TIME - MIN (ACTUAL START TIME,
-. ,,_ IOR EVENT TIME)S{ACTUAL STOP TIME - MAX 1ACTUAL START TIME

3 iGO TO OR EVENT TIME)

PURPOSE: TO COUNT NUMBER OF ACTiVATIONS ON SENSOR NO. J/MONIT0A NO. M CCMlBINATI0%'

IN TIME SLOT' BETWEEN O'S
T

ART AND JSTOP, YIELDING ACTUAL START TIME OF
ACTIVATION, JA, NUMBEIK OF ACTIVATIONS, KOUNT.

Figure 6.4-21 SUBROUTINE - COUNTR MACROFLOW
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DATA INPUT. FIRST SENSOR/MONITOR I.D. NO. WJ1. MI) SECOND
SENSOR/MONITOR 1.0. NO. IJ2. M2) ACTIVATIONS
START/STOP TIMES (JSTART, JSTOP) SEPARATION
DISTANCE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND SENSOR
(ISHIFT), ESTIMATE OF TARGET SPEED (ISPEED)

DATA OUTPUT: TRUE; IF ACTUAL TIME SHIFT CORRELATES
WITHIN EXPECTED TIME SHIFT
FALSE; IF ACTUAL TIME SHIFT DOES NOT
CORRELATE WITHIN EXPECTED TIME SHIFT

IN

INITIALIZE SUBROUTINE~COMPUT TIME SHIFT FOR INITIATION OF

ACTIVATIONS ON FIRST AND SECOND SENSOR

SDEa'ERMINE TIME WINDOW

(JSTART2 --- l-JSTOP2)
FOR SECOND SENSOR

I I

IWITHIN TIME WINDOW (JSTART1 -- soJSTOPI)
SEARCH SENSOR/MONITOR REPORTS TO SEE
IF FIRST SENSOR/MONITOR COMBINATION
0J1, M1) WAS ACTIVATED AT LEAST ONCEI
WITHIN TIME WINDOW (JSTART2 -- JSTOP2)
SEARCH SENSOR/MONITOR REPORTS TO SEE
IF SECOND SENSOR/MONITOR COMBINATION
(J2, M2) WAS ACTIVATED AT LiAST ONCE

Figure 6.4-22 LOGICAL FUNCTION SUBROUTINE - CRLATE MACROFLOW

(Sheet 1 of 2 1
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IAT LSEESH OF

T SENSOR/MONITOR• " ~REPORTS•
I • •~FIN1i~kED?/

TWO D0FEEN 00B/IONTOR ACTVTO ET

CONSIDERING THE RELATIVE LOCATIONS OF THE SENSOR
AND TARtCET SPEED. IF CORRELATION DS OBTAINED, TRUE
IS RETURNED OTHERWISE FALSE IS RETIORNSTED.

Figure 6.4-22 LOGICAL FUNCTION SUBROUTINE CRLATE MACROFLOW
(Sheet 2 of 2)
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IDATAiNPUT: TIME, NUMBER OF SENSORS/MONITORS, RELATIVE BACKWARD START TIME OF
FALSE ALARM TIME SLOT, BACKI",ARD RELATIVE STOP TIME OF FALSE ALARM/
TIME SLOT, BACKWARD RELATI, E STOP TIME OF ZERO ACTIVATION TIME SLOT,

MINIMUM NUMBER OF SENSORS/MONITORS ACTIVATED TO DECIDE ALARM ISI FALSE.

DATA OUTPUT: FALSE ALARM - YES, OR NO (TRUE OR FALSE)
NOTE: NO (FALSE) RESULT MEANS ALARM IS NOT FALSE.

IN

INITIALIZE STATUS OF ALL SENSORSIMONITORS TO "NO ALARM"

CHECK LAST ENTRY, IF" TIME OF LAST EVENT
IS LFSS THAN BACKWARD START riME GO TO ®

INITIALIZE
EVENT-SLOT ENTRY POINT
SLOT COUNTER TO ZERO

SIF OVERALL TIME SLOT EXCEEDS DATA

AVAILABLE GO TO ©

SINCREASE $LOT COUNTER BY I

• )DECREASE SLOT ENTRY POINT

"Fg COMPUTE TIME DIFFERENCEBETWEEN NOW ANO. SLOT EVENT
•! TIME

•IF TIME ViFFERENCE FALLS OUTSIDE OF INSIDEI

SLOT I FALSE ALARM SLOT) GO TO (

FIF SLOT COUNTER EXCEEDS D, JM

s ZIZE 00 TO •

T AAMGOTSTATUS OF SENSOR 10 CHANGED

Figure 6.4-23 SUBROUTINE - FST"ARG MACROFLOW

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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COUNT NUMBER OF SENSORS/MONITORS
WHOSE STATUS INDICATES ALARM

OCCURRING ~ ~ R BEWE I IT N TIM CONLSTIUE AAASEAAR.CNDTONRMR.N

SENSORS MAY BE ACTIVATED BETWEEN ITIME.ITA TO ITIME, AND ITIME-ITC TO ITIME-ITS. ALSO
AT LEAST MINCLS SENSORS/MONITORS MUST BE ACTIVATED AT LEAST ONCE BETWEEN ITIME-ITS
TO ITIME-ITA. FURTHERMORE. DATA DRUM MUST CONTAIN SUFFICIENT DATA TO "LOOK BACY7
TO IT'ME.ITC. IF ALL ABOVE CONDITIONS ARE MET. FALSE ALARM-YES IS RETURNED OTHERWI,:!
FALSE ALARM NO IS RETURNED

Figure 6.4-23 SUBROUTINE - FSTARG MAACROFLOW
(Sheot 2 of 2)
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DATA INPUT: MONITOR I.D. NUMBER OF MONITOR WHOSE SENSOR/MONITOR
ACTIVATION DATA IS TO BE DELETED START TIME OF TIME
WINDOW IN WHICH THIS DATA IS TO BE DELETED
STOP TIME OF TIME WINDOW IN WHICH THIS DATA IS TO BE
DELETED.

DATA OUTPUT: NONE, HOWEVER. THE SENSOR/MONITOR ACTIVATION DATA
SPECIFIED ABOVE IS "DISABLED" IN THE "ROLLING DRUM,"
AND WILL NOT "SHOW UP" IN ANY DATA EVALUATION
SUBROUTINES SUCH AS CALLIT AND INSPCT. DISABLEMENT
IS ACCOMPLISHED BY SETTING THE SENSOR I.D. ENTRIES
NEGATIVE

INITIALIZATIONI

INDEX BACKWARDSi
S IN "ROLLING DRUM"I

F~gre6 44 UBOUTN RESE MACOELO

(Set fDATA 2

ENTEREDN TIME
WI NDOW? /

YES

/ PASSED -
,THROUGH TIME YES

I Figure 6.4-24 SUBROUTIN- RESET MACROFLOW

(Sheet 1 of 2)
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-NO SELECTED'-,"

SET SENSO.ID. ENTRY NEGATIVE

MU)RPOSE: TO RESET SENSORAMONITOR ACTIVATION DATAFOR A GIVEN MONITOR AND A GIVEN TIME SLOT

Figure 6.4-24 SUBROUTINE RESET MACROFLOW
(Shee 2 of 2)
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6.4.3 Unattended Ground Sensors Analyzed and Modeled

6.4.3. 1 Types of UGS Analyzed and Modeled

While the SAM I simulation includes a wide range of sensors
and is expandable to an even greater range, those sensors of the remote
unattended type have been emphasized for inclusion at this time in the sensor
report data processing model. These include the following primary and auxiliary
types:

Primary UGS Auxiliary UGS

Seismic Passive Infrared

Acoustic Magnetic

Arfbuoy Acoustic

B reakwire

Of the primary UGS employed in the field, the seismic,
acoustic, arfbuoy, and breakwire types are modeled. A second set, the
Auxiliary TJGS, are also modeled. These are auxiliary in the sense that
they are add-on items to tne primary sensors -nd include passive infrared,
magnetic, and acoustic types. Some types not presently included are
balanced pressure, active infrared, and electromagnetic sensors of the UGS
class. However, these latter types are not nearly so widely applied as
those included in the simulation at this time.

6.4.3.2 Combinations of UGS Analyzed and Modeled

Certain types of information can be derived from single
sensors. The amount of information varies somewhat for different types
of sensors. Additional information can be determined from combining the
information from more than one sensor, using either combinations of
different types of sensors, combinations of the same types of sensors, or
both.

Various combinations of similar and dissimilar sensor
types can be further grouped by an operating procedure where any sensor
can report an activation or where both sensors of a two-sensor team must
activate before an activation may be reported to the monitor. These two
procedures are referred to as the "or" and 'and" modes respectiNely.
In order to have an and mode of operation, the sensor must be limited to a
common go/no-go logic where a primary and auxiliary relationship, insofar
as hardware considerations are concerned, exists. The sensor report
data processing model as presently formulated is able to analyze data and
formulate target reports for the following sensor combinations:

I. One primary sensor

2. Two primary sensors
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3. One collocated pair: of one p-rimary plus one
auxiliary sensor

4. Two pairs: of one primary plus one auxiliary
sensor.

Of course, any number of repeats of these combinations
of sensors in any one scenario can be accommodated in the model.

6.4.3.3 Target Information/Data Derivable from UGS
Combinations Modeled

The quantity and quality of target information/data which
can be derived depends upon:

1. The type of sensor array employed.

2. The input information available to the monitor
operator or decision-maker.

For the data processing model as presently formulated
it has been assumed that the input information available to the operator or
decision maker consists .solely of the activation patterns displayed on the
monitor. The target information/data derivable based on these monitor
patterns is presented in Table 64-I.

The information presented in Table 6.4-1 is indicative of the
types of target data which can be derived when sensor detection range is
unknown and for the condition in which the type of target (personnel or
vehicle) cannot be determined from rules ý.ased on characteristics of the
monitor activations received from a single sensor. These are believed to
be the present limits of derivable target information/data under these condi-
tions and for the sensor arrays shown.

Table 6.4-II indicates; the target information data which is
derivable for the condition in which detection range is known and it may be
possibie Lu determine the target type from rules based on characteristics
of the monitor activations received from a single sensor.

These are believed to be the maximum target information
data dcrivable under these conditions and for the sensor arrays shown when
utilizing monitor activation patterns only.

It is expected that sensor system classification an_ identifica'-
tion capability can be considerably improved by correlation of monitor and
a'priori information from other (outside) sources. These sources include
a'priori information on:

I. Enemy targets (intelligence)

2. Friendly forces and activities
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3. The surrounding environment

The consideration of these outside sources of information is discussed later
in this section of the report.

Derivation o! Equations and Decision Rules for Determining Target
Information/Data from Sensor Characteristics and Monitor Activations

A target of length L- is assumed to pass within the detection

range of each of the four types of sensor arrays analyzed. It is presumed in
developing the mathematical equations that sensor detection range REo and
possible decision rules for th't type of target based on monitor activations
are known or derivable. Thus the mathermatical relationships shown repre-
sent the case in which the maxi ,um target informaticn/data is derivable
as indicated previoualy in Table b.4-II. To obtain the presently derivable target
data cage, in which sensor detection range and type of target are unknown,
all equations and rules in which sensor detection range '.. is an independent
variable are discarded. The r-athematical equations and possible decision

rules for each of the types of target information/data are presented below
for the four arrays analyzed.

Single Seismic Sensor Array

The array geometry for a single seismic sensor when
utilized in a firetrap operation is shown in Figure 6.4-25.

•,--.---RD -_< DFT

-SENSOR FIRETRAP

ETA

L - TARGE T LENGTH

RD SENSOR DETECTION RANGE

OFT DISTANCE BETWEEN SENSOR AND FIRETPAP

ti- TIME OF FIRST ACTIVATION ON SENSOR

IL TIME OF LAST ACTIVATION ON SENSOR

tETA ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL OF CENTER OF
TARGET AT FIRETRAP

Figure 6.4 25 ARRAY GEOMETRY FOR SINGLE SEISMIC SENSOR
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The presence of a target can be determined if the detection
criteria for a seismic sensor is satisfied. The type of target may possibiy

be determined on the basis of:

1. The relationship of the time interval
between the firs't isolated activation and the
first continuous activation to the type of
target

If 6 t = 0 to ieAf/l ,the target is classified
aR personnel.

If A 0 It MINA/ the target is classified as
ve~icles.

2. A coarse estimate of target speed, V

If V Al, the target is classified as either
perscnnel or vehicles.

If V*4 , /VA the target is classified as
vehicles.

The direction of target movement cannot be determined.

However, the number of elements in a target may possibly be determined
if the type of target is known and the relationship between the number of
contimuous sensor activations and number of ta-get elements is available
based on fied test data. If, for example, the target is personnel, X
continuous sensor activations =Y men. Accurate target speed, V , may
possibly be determined if the number of target elements, e , and the
separation distance between elements, Y , are known. On thi'; basis,
the following relationships are:

A' 4- 1%,

If Z is small, -

A coarse estimate of target speed, V, can be made on the basis of:

* KMIN is the elapsed time between lst isolated activation to the time of the

set of continuous activations
** M is veloci~y critera for classifying target as personnel

***N is velocity critera for classifying target as vehicle
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If R and 3 are known, it is possible to determine target length, . , from
the relationship

The estimated time of arrival, •4 , of a target at a futbre position such
as a firetrap can accurately be dcitermined by the following reLationships
if V and L are known:

1r4 (measured from t, ) = V

t 1 r (measured from i. ) = ,, ÷ 7• (measured fromto
where 1r - any reference time.

A coarse estimate of trx can be made on the basis of the iollowing relation-

ships:

?•r• (measured from / ) =

_r, (measurcd from t ) e
(measured from t

Referring again to Table 6 . 4 -I1 it is important to vote that only the presence
of a target can be determined from a single seismic sensor if T and the
type of target are unknown. This is presently the case with respect to R,,
Also the target type is unknown sinct it is assumed in this paper that
information is limited to that which car. be obtained from monitor activa-
tions only.
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Two Seismic Sensor Array

The geometry for a two-seismic sensor array is shown in
Figure 6,4-26.

-- - --.D 12; -.. . . -4 )1

R0 .- SI SHoI 1 D S'NSOII 2

1 ,(-R ,,IRET,2AP

F-I= P____

tI (S11 t% (S1) tI (S21 tL (S2) tETA

L - TARGET LENGTH

RD1 - SENSOR 1 DETECTION RANGE

RD2 - SENSOR 2 DETECTION RANGE

D12 , DISTANCE BETWEEN SENSOR 1 AND SENSOR 2

FT' DISTANCE BETWEEN SENSOR 2 AND FIRETRAP

t1 (S1 ) AND t1 (S2) - TIME OF FIRST ACTIVATION ON SENSOR
1 AND 2 RESPECTIVELY

tL (S11 AND tL (S2) - TIME OF LAST ACTIVATION ON SENSOR
1 AND 2 RESPECTIVELY

tETA' ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL OF CENTER OF TARGET
AT FIRETRAP

Figure 6.4-26 GEOMETRY FOR TWO SEISMIC SENSOR ARRAY

Determination of the presence and type of target follows the same rationale
as Aescribed previously for the single seismic sensor. In addition, the
type of target may possibly be determined on the basis of the elapsed time,
t(se)- t4 (%) , between initiation of activations of the two sensors. If

the elapsed time is:

1. Simultaneous or near simultaneous, the
activations are classified as a false target,

2. Less than the smalle3t possible elapsed time
of the expected target, the activations are
classified &s a false al~rr..

3. Within the expected elapsed time of the target,
the activations are classified as a true or false
target.

4. Greater than the expected elapsed time cf the
target, the activations are classified as a
true or false target which has slowed or
stopped, two . 'parate targets, or a false alarm.

The direction of target movement can be determined based
on the times of the initiation of activations on sensors I and 2. The number
of target elements may possibly be determined utilizing the same rationale
as described previously for the single seismic sensor. Target speed can
be determined from either of the following relationships:
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Based on the leading target elemont,

Based on the last or trailing target element.

V ( 1(

Target length can be determined from each of the equations listed below:

= v¢ (LS,6-•,;) -1

,42

The ezl* of a target at a future pobicion such as a firetrap can be deter-
mined from the following relationships based on the leading target element:

e (measured from t, i))z v

•ff' I(mcaalured froIm o ) t, (d%) t(measured from ' (S))

Relatlonships based on the last target element are:

e (measured from r i)

e1I(measured from eo ) : (S , <c.4

(measured from i (JZ))
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If sensor .'etection range and type of target are lmiknown, target prsen v
and direction of mover.nen' can s:ill be dletcrmined. Also, it is possible
to determine target speed, length, and XETA at a future position with some
inaccuracy. Determination of target type may or may not be possible.
For example, if the speed of the target is consider ably greater than the
imaximum speed that a man can walk, the target can be classified as a
vehicle. If the speed is less, it is uncertain whether the target is a man
or vehicle.

One Seismic Sensor Plus One Collocated Auxiliary Sensor Array

The array geometry for one s;:smic sensor plus one
collocated auxiliary sensor is shown in Figure 6.4-27.

RD DFT

______ - .'AUXILIARY FiE I RAP

SEISMIC TL SI

IL-* RA T (S)

r-,/t 1 (A) 
tETA

'\TL (Ai

L - TARGET LENGTH

9D - SEISMIC SENSOr, DETECTION ;kANGI.

DFT DISTANCE BETWEEN CLOCATfFU SI N-;OItS Ar, i IltrTRAP

tI (S) - TIME OF FIRST ACTIVATION ON S!=r4Ih SN:,014

tL (S) TIME Oc LAST ACTIVATIO', ON SEISMIC si NSOI0

t1 (A) TIME OF FIRST ACTIVArION ON AUXHLIAII',' ý;ENSOli

tL (A) - TIME OF LAST ACTIVATION ON AIJXILIAItY SENS;OR

tETA = ESTIMA T ED TIME OF ARRIVAL OF CENTER Or rAIWCET
1_ fuF 'TRA
Nar iieTRA Detection Range*

Figure 6.4-27 ARRAY GEOMETRY FOR SINGLE SEISMIC PLUS SINGLE
AUXILIARY SENSOR (COLWOCATED)

The presence of a target can be determined if the detection criteria for the
seismic sensor is satisfied. Confirmation of the detection is obtained if tl.e
detection criteria for the auxiliary sensor is satisfied. The type of target
m'ay possibly be determined utilizing the same rationale presented previously
for the single seismic sensor. Direction of target movement cannot be
determined. The number of target elements is equa! to the number of
successive activations, E , indicated on the auxiliary sensor that appear
to have continuity. Target speed can be estimated from the following
relationship:

* RA is zero, since auxiliary sensor is assumed to be a line sensor.
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V1

el M J)i(A) '1- (A))

Target length can be determined from the equation below.

4 V( tM) - t,A

If the separatien distance, d , between target elements is kncwn, target
length can also be determined from the following equation:

St. = (AT-1) S

The e.7,9 of a target at a future position can be determined from the following
equations:

e (measured from e , ) -

rZT4 (measured from ,o ) = el,, ) -,

(measured from Z (4))

If detection range of the seismic sensor and type of target are unknown, it
is important to note that only the presence of a target and the number of
its elements can be determined (refer to Table &.4-I.)

Array of Two Pairs of One Seismic censor Plus One Collocated
Auxiliary Sensor

The array geometry for two pairs of one seismic sensor
plus one collocated auxiliary sensor is shown in Figure 6.4-28. The presence
of a target can be determined if the detection criteria for either seismic
sensor is satisfied. Confirm'.tion of the detection is obtained if detection
criteria for the auxiliary sensor by either or both pairs is satisfied. Deter-
mination of the type of target can follow the same rationale as described
previously for the single seismic sensor. The type of target can pissibly
be determined on the basis of elapsed time, e (1Z) - t('l(4) between
initiation of the activations on the two auxiliary sensors. If elasped time
is:

1. Simultaneous or near.simultaneous,

the actiations are classified as a false alarm.

2. Less than the smallest possible elapsed time
of the expected target, the activations are
classified as a false alarm.

3. Within the expected elapsed time of the target,
the activations are classified as a true or false
target.
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- - D12 .... ------- .-- -O --

AUXILIARY 2 1AUXILIARY 21
AUXILIARY 1 (IA2 ) FIRETRAP

- ~(A,)
SEISMIC 1 - EISMIC 2/

IS,) (S2)

tETA

tj(A1)11
1(A 2)

tL (Al L (A2)

L - TARGET LENGTH

RD1  SEISMIC SENSOR 1 DETECTION RANGE

RD2 - SEISMIC SENSOR 2 DETECTION RANGE

D12 ' DISTANCE BETWEEN SENSOR PAIRS 1 AND 2

DFT - DISTANCE BETWEEN SENSOR PAIR 2 AND FIRETRAP

tj SIS) AND t2 IV - TIME OF FIRST ACTIVATION ON SEISMIC
SiýNSOIA 1 AND 2 RESPECTIVELY

tL IS,) AND tL IV - TIME OF LAST ACTIVATION ON SEISMIC

SENSOR 1 AND 2 RESPECTIVELY

t1 (A1) AND t1 (A2) - TIME OF FIRST ACTIVATION ON AUXILIARY

SENSOR 1 AND 2 RESPECTIVELY

tL (A1 ) AND tL (A2 ) - TIME OF LAST ACTIVATION ON AUXILIARY

SENSOR 1 AND 2 RESPECTIVELY

Fiswe 6.4-28 GEOMETRY FOR ARRAY OF TWO PAIRS OF ONE SEISMIC
SENSOR PLUS ONE COLLOCATED , AUXILIARY SENSOR

Note: Primary sensor is assumed to have AGC and to cease reporting when
tail of ý.olum is at point of closest approach. Auxiliary sensor
is ausueed to be a line type sensor (e.g., Magid, Pirid).
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4. Greater than the expected elapsed time of the
target, the activations are classified as a
tre.e or false target which has slowed or
stopped, two separate targets or a false alarm.

The direction of target movement can be determined based
on the times of initiation on either seismic sensors I and 2 or auxiliary
sensors I and 2. The number of target elements, _ , is equal to the
greater of the number of activations indicated on auxiliary sensors I and 2.
Target speed is determined from the following relationship:

V4

larget length can be determined from any of the formulas tY-at followV:

L z z the la.'ger of (e (4,}- (L, (.:) and

(t4 (4z) - O (4•,)

,A-7

The r of a target at a future position is determined from:

ecr,4 (measured from e (Az))

•,' (measured from g'0 ) t •, ($9J ÷ zr#

(measured from (4

All of the target information presented previously in Table 6.4-I with the excep-
tion of type of target can definitely be determined accurately without knowing
the detection range of the seismc sensors.

Sensor Operational Situations and Mathematical Simulation

In the mathematical equations which represent the target
information/data outputs, it is assumed that target velocity V is unknow%.n.
Theis equations closely represent the operation of the actual sensurs.
Detection range JF' may possibly be known ;jut it is more likely to be
unknown. If it is known, the maximum target data may be derived. If it
is unknown, then the target data is limited to that calltd prescntly cleri\';,ble
"Urable 6.4-I).
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Case I: RD known, V unknown

Case II: ,q unknown, V unknown

In Case I, R, and the sensor(s) activations are used to
derive V and R., and V are used to obtain ert 7Was shown previously
in the dErivations of the maximum target data.

In Case II, V cannot be determined from the array
activation times if the array consists of a single sen'•ur or co-located pair.
An array o. two seismics (separated) can yield an imprecise value of V,
which can be used to determine an imprecise Ro . These values V and R%
can then be used to calculate an imprecise exA . An array of two seisnic
and auxiliary pai.rs allows a precise V to be determined, and from that a
precise RD . From R'n and V , a precise er can be calculated.

if the combat situation permits, it is possible *.hat the Yc
of a seismic sensor may be determined by calibration at the time of sensor
installation. Ii this is not possible, then it may be feasible to calibrate
the seismic sensor detection capability by means of a small noise source of
known low intensity implaced near the senqor. This calculated /'T would
then be a function of the actual operational environment in which the sensor
operates. Changes in the environment would be reflected in periodic
calibrations of the sensor. If desired, or required, ?D of the sensor could
be obtained at any time. These statements are not indicative of present
procedures and operations. Rather, they are presented as possibilities
for future study and consideration.

Decjion Rules Utilized in Classifying Sensor Activations

The decision rules that are presently utilized in the un--
attended sensor analysis model in classifying sensor activation patterns
are summarized below. These include rules for both single primary UGS
and two primary or two collocated pairs of UGS.

The decision rules presently utilized for a .ingle primarv
UGS are listed as follows:

1. For primary sensors such as the seismic, two
or more activations that fall within a specified
time period indicate the presence of a target.

2. On the other hand, for primary sensors, such
as ,ie Arfbuoy, a single activation indi ates
th- presence of a target.

The following decision rules are presently utilized for t\vo
primary or two collocated pairs of UGS in a trail surveillance operation:
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1. Simultaneous or near simultaneous, the
activations are classified as a false target
or false alarm.

2. Less than the smallest possible elapsed
time of the expected target, the activations
are classified as a false alarm.

3. Within the expected elapsed time of the
target, the activations are classified as a
true or false target.

4. Greater than the expected elapsed time of
the target, the activations are classified
as a true or false target which has slowed
or stopped, two separate targets, or a
false alarm.

6.4. 4 Illustrative Example of Unattended Sensor Data Processing
Model Target Report

The primary purpose of this section is to present an illus-
trative e:ample of a typical target report from the model which has been
obtained .rom a run on the IBM 360/65 computer. Before presenting this
example however, a typical sensor model and its activation outputs,
sample target activation patterns obtained from such a sensor in field
trials, and a simulated monitor display of sample sensor false alarm and
target activation data streams are briefly discussed. This is done in order
to provide the reader with a background from which a better understanding
of the model target report can be obtained.

6.4.4. 1 Sample Sensor Model and Outputs

In order to illustrate the types of activation responses
produced by the sensor models, the performance of the seismic sensor
subroutine is shown in Figure 6. 4-29.

In the sample problem, a single trooper moves at the rate
of 1 meter per second approximateiy along a straight line path which passes
within 5 meters of the sensor prsition. Thus, the range of closest appronch
is the t5 meter position on the ordinate. The background conditions pre-
vailing include a wind speed of 10 Km/hr, zero precipitation rate, no
battlefield noise, and a culturi.l background Z0 dB above the microseismic
limit. The solid line shows the target level at the sensor for each position
in range along the ordinate. The signal level shown rises from -lPU dB to
approximately -75 dB when the target is 5 meters from the sensor, and
then recedes again to a high negative value. The perturbations in the signal
strength are due to random variations included on each passage thiough the
sensor routine to simulate the variable nature of the actual propagating
rmediurm.
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The sensor being simulated is a type which adapts to the
"background noise level by a variable gain mechanism (Automatic Gain
Control) through which output noise level is maintained constant. The
upper dashed curve indicates that at the start of this problem the gain was
approximately 70, 000. Since target signal will affect the long time output
of the AGC noise filter, it also will produce an effect on gain. Thus, as
the target signal increases, the gain decreases though not in direct
proportion. When the product of target signal (in volts) and gain exceeds a
specified threshold level, a detection takes place. The points at which
detections are observed are shown on the gain curve. There is a 15-second
interval between the points because of the logic simulation contained within
the model. It can be seen that three detections are observed for the
conditions and the sample problem.

If this same problem had been encountered at some other
time in the scenario, all conditions being the same except for wind speed
which had now risen to the level of 30 Km/hr, the second dashed curve
would have been computed. The target siglr-i level would ha,,e been the
same provided only that the same set of ran.iuin numbers use,- in the first
problem was employed again. The change in, .ind speed causes an increase
in background noise and the sensor gain is adjusted accordingly starting
at a level of approximately 31, 000. Note that only a single detection was
reported in this case. Similarly, when the wind speed increases to the
high level of 50 Km/hr for the same problem, a further decrease in initial
gain level is observed to approximately 18, 000. Again, only a single
detection is reported.

Other types of sensors are modeled irn similar form. While
in this sensor model a basic 5-second time interval between runs is employed
to develop AGC characteristics, other models have entry intervals deter-
tained by considerations of gain calculation, signal logic, or other features.

6.4.4.2 Sensor Sample Target Activation Patterns from Field Trials

A comparison of the results described above for a single
trooper is made with a sample of field data for a group of men and for a
truck in actual field trials in wh;ch a sertor of tLe type described above was
tested.* These sample results are presented in FigLre 6.4-30 as an illustration
of the kinds of target activation patterns that can be expected for this type
of sensor,

The top seismic sensor activation pattern is for a 2-i/Z ton
truck traveling along a road at t5 miles per houu. The second pattern is
shown for the same track traveling at 7 miles per hour. The third pattern
is for a squad of five troopers . alki.ig past the senior. The isolatec ac~iva-
tions indicated in each case are caused by operation of the AGC. Since the
sensor responds to tl.e .Aoijir truck at greater distances, there is mnore
time in which a second or third isolated aci~vation can occu, before steadily
repeated activations begin. In each case, however, as the cargets approach
the sensor, a string of steadily repeated activations occur. These terminate

* High Gear Tests rnn n" Fglin AMD. Flo'tdi'
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Figure 6.4-30 SENSOR SAMPLE TARGET ACTIVATION PATTERNS
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shortly after the targets pass the sensor due to cut off by the AGC. Thus,
it is seen that a definite, repetitive activation pattern is presented for both
a single vehicle and a team of troops.

It is important to note that the above characteristics are
utilized to formulate mathematical relationships for incorporation in the sensor
report data analysis model to estimate target velocity, length, and position.
For example, the distinct cutoff of the repetitive portio-n of the activation
patterns shown in Figures 6.4-29 and 6.4-30 as the trailing edge of the target
(length, L ),passes by the sensor is an important observation. Referring to
the equations summarized previously for the two-seismic sensor array,
this observation is utilized in formulating the mathematical relationships
based on the last or trailing element of th. target for estimating target
velocity, position, length, etc. Ha¢ ii•g tiis information, it may then be
possible to classify the target under certain contritions. For example, if
the target velocity is 15 miles per hour, the target can be classified as
a vehicle since the maximum possible velocity of walking troops is much
lower.

6.4.4.3 Simulated Monitor Display of Sample Sensor False Alarm
and Target Activation Data Streams

Extensive reference has already been made to the false alarm
problems in the UGS systems and of need for simulation of that problem in
the model. In Figure 6.4-31 is shown the two-hour false alarm history that was
developed in the simulation output data stream. Game time in seconds is
denoted on the abscissa while the sensor identification numbers are denoted
on the ordinate. Approximately 110 reports were obtained from 46 sensors
for an average rate of approximately I per hour per sensor. In the two-hour
period shown, some sensors produced no false alarms, while sensor #1 is
seen to produce six false alarms.

The conditions to which each sensor is exposed will ary
widely for a given time and set of environmental conditions in the sc...r'..
Because of placement, vegetation, soil moisture, nearness to cultural
sources and battle sources, range through foliage, light conditions, tempera-
ture and others, the background levels at any particular sensor will differ
from that of others. Since in the simulation the variance in background noise
as well as background noise level itself are derived from these condition,.
false alarm rates for the UGS will vary widely even for sensors of the s9ne
type, differing only in emplacement position.

When targets are played in the model, detection times and
sensor IDs are recorded. These reports are then merged with the false alarm
string into a time sequenced output data that serves as input to the analysis
model. The conditions prevailing at the scenario time for the example false
alarm output display shown are the following: xero precipitation, wind speed
of 7 km/hr, no battlcfield background, and culture levels running over a
range of 0 to 20 dB with respect to threshold. False alarm rates of higher
or lower level would be reported for other conditions.
* Unattended
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For the sake of comparison, several steadily repetitive
target activation patterns that are typical for a seismic sensor are overlayed
or' the pattern of false alarms. The target activations which are closely
spiced in time stand out among the false al•,rms for the particular example
sho.,n. This may iiot be the case, however, in a very high false alarm
environment. N.t ". o s,, to say, additional analysis utilizing the SAM I
simulation model is required in order to obtain answers to this question.
If sensors are utilized alone that indicate the presence of a target by one
activation, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate between
targets and false alarmns. Thus, those combinations of st.nsors should be
used that provide activation patterns that are distinguishable from the
background of false alarm activations.

6.4.4.4 Sample Computer Print-Out of Unattended Sensor Data Processing
Model Target Report

A sample computer run has been made for a selected tactical
situation in order to indicate the format and the output of the model target
report. Referring to Figure 6.4-32, a Firetrap operation along a trail con-
sisting of 8 segments and 9 breakpoints (BPs) is analyzed. Firetraps (FT)

Nos. 1 through No. 9 are located at each of the trail breakpoints shown. A
target consisting of two vehicles each 10 meters long and separated by a
distance of 50 meters is moving at a speed of 15 km/hr along the trail
toward the first pair of collocated sensors that it passes. These are
identified as seismic sensor ID No. 5 working in conjunction with magnetic
sensor ID No. 6 in the "and" logic mode of operation. Thus, in this
op. erating mode, a target report will be obtained from only the primary
seismic sensor ID No. 5, although both sensors must detect the target before
a target can be reported from this pair. The target successively passes
acoustic sensor No. 7, seismic sensor ID No. 4, collocated pair seismic
sensor ID No. 2. and magnetic sensor ID No. 3, and seismic sensor ID No. 1.

Monitor No. I is shown in Figure 6. 4-32 to be connected to each
of the above sensors. It is also shown as providing estimated times of
arrival (ETAs) and speed of the target at the Firetrap positions to the artillery
battery. Table 6.4-111 summarizes the data input computer print-outs
(other than sensor activation time histories) which are required by the model.
These include trail ID No. and associated breakpoint locations. The latter
are in terms of x, y coordinates measured in meters from a selected
reference point ( x:O , y- ). In addition, the cumulative length (S) is given
in meters for the trail as each breakpoint is reached starting with breakpoint
No. 1. Next, the monitor-to-sensor connections, sensor types, commanders
estimate sensor x, y locations in meters, distance to each sensor along
the trail in mete'rs as measured from breakpoint I and the perpendicular
offset as nieasu-t•',_ in meters from each sensor to the trail are summarized.
Finally, the x, y coordinates, offset distances from the trail, and the
cumulative distance (,r) in meters to each Firetrap are summarized as
measured from breakpoint No. 9 (or FT No. 1).
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A summary of a sample computer print-out of the rodel target

report is presented in Table 6.4-IV for the trail opfration depicted in Figure
6.1-32. Beginning at game play time 72,672 seconds, no detections
have occurred as yet on sensor pair IDa No. 5 and No. 6, and monitor No. 1
combination. However, at game play time 72,687 seconds, the first
detection occurs on sensor ID No. 5. Detection on this sensor continues
until target dropout on sensor ID No. 5 at game play time 72,717 seconds.
Thus, JSTART = 72, 687 seconds and JSTOP = 72, 737 seconds, or a total
of 45 seconds that sensor ID No. 5 continued to be activated by the target.
During this time, sensor ID No. 5 reported 4 activations to monitor No. 1.

Similarly, sensor ID No. 7 is next to be activated at game
play time 72,687 seconds. Target dropout oicurred at 72,737 seconds.
Thus, sensor ID No. 7 continued to be activated for a period of 50 seconds
and reported 4 activations to monitor No. I. Subroutine ANLYZE indicated
that co-relr.tion existed between data on sensore ID No. 5 and No. 7. An
estimated target speed of 20 km/hr and a target length of 279 meters is
computed. Estimated times of arrival ranging from 73,457 seconds to
72, 912 seconds are computed at Firetraps No. 1 through No. 5 respectively.
Target heading when passing sensors ID No. 5 and No. 7 is a -653 mils
relative to true north. The target report presented in Table 6.4-IV continues
on in a similar manner for sensors ID No. 4, sensor pair ID No. 2 and No. 3,
and sensor ID No. I as shown.

The accuracies of these estimates are made by comparing
them with ground truth information obtained from the MSM output. This
comparison is not presently included in the unattended sensor analysis
target report since it is now a stand-alone program which has not been
directly linked to the main simulation model. However, a sample comparison
is included as follows for sensor combination ID No. 5 and ID No. 7:

Target Estimated True

Parameter Value Value Error

Speed 20 km/hr 15 km/hr 5 km/hr

Length 279 meters 70 meters 209 meters
ETA at Trap #2 73,360 sec 73, 634 sec 274 sec

ETA at Trap #1 73,457 sec 73,771 sec 314 sec

Additional compar: 3ns for the other sensor combinations can be made by
referring to Table 6.4-IV.

Decision Flow Logic Based on Monitor Activation Patterns and Cnrrelation
with Information from Other Sources

Referring te Figure 6.4-33, the work that has been accomplished
in the development of an unattended ground sensor report data processing
model is based on decision flow logics that are limited by analysis of sensor
activation patterns only which are displayed on a monitor. A preliminary
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Table 6.4-1v
SAMPLE COMPUTEP PRINTOUT OF UNATTENDED SENSOR

ANALYSIS MODEL TARGET REPORT
(Shee 1 of 3)

Tima.. 72472? sEImfix~ 5 MflIITON1m- I
INS~jF:CIE%.r DATA TO) 1NDICATE TARGET

TI'4Fu 'Z6'e4  SENS0148 5 MONITORa. I
TARC-ET INOICATED ON SENSORN 5

TImEs 72647 SENSORI. 7 MnCNITORIe I
INSUFFICIENT DATA TO INnICATE TARGET

TIME. 7270Z SENSORAD 5 NON [TORN& I
TARGFT CONITINUED ON SENSORN 5

TIME- 72707 SFNSIIRDU 7 040MITORES 1
TARGET INDICATED ON SENSOR# ?

TIMF- 72717 SEmnSRon 5 NON ITORt#a' I
TARGET CONTINUED nN SENSOR# 9

ThIMF- 72722 SFNSORI' 7 MONITCOtf I
TARGFT CONTINUED ON SENSOR@ ?

TIME- 72.22 iENSORA' 4 MONITORS= I
INSUFFICIENT DATA TO INDICATE TARGET

TIM~s 72737 SENSORIm I NONITORI~ I
TARGFT CflNTINUEO ON SENSORS T

TIM!x 72737 SENSORmv 4 MONITOR#= 1
TARGET INDICATED ON SENSOR# 4

TI"Fu 71752 SENSOR#* 4 MONITORU. I
TARGET CmNTiNuE0 ON SENSOR@ 4

tu ?a17? SENSORM- 0 MOA.'TIM11 0
YAQGcT DROPOUT CnN SENSORN 5 AT TIME 72117
DURATION= 45, JStAKTu 72672. J,:O)Pn 72717
SENSORI 5 REPORTFD 4 ACTIVATIONS TO MONITORN

TIME. 7.'437 SF'450RN. 0 4"NITOWv- 0
TA'GFT nvOP'oUT pN SfNSflqv I AT T1MF. ?2737
nuBATIn~a 10, J.TAPIT- 726A7, JSTnfts 72737
s s s 4i 0 4cPnATE(O 4 ACTIVAT IONS In moNITORD
cnl"isi AT ION ýXl ST% 49TWFENP OATA ON SENS(RS 7 AND 5
FSTIMATf' rAmECET SorFf).-0 904m/e. TARGET- VCHI4Ct..

S.FT A1FSFVAf FV'.t cflOSINAf(S 5000O. 9q'jqO:F~a. 73457;. TaA"*f.
%fT FISFTWAP FflP Cflfl'OINATES 54570, 9qSQ0;ElAs ?)Mot0 TOWNi.
,;FT FI&FTGAP FrN Ct'OROTNATES S14 10. 9qMflO;ITAw 731711 TtApos
%"r 9t4!T.*Af GrA C,)OSOImATES 5600, 98*S0aETAn 730221 TRAPS. 4
SET FIRETRAP FOR COnA0INAIES 1141109 974401ETAs ?29121 TRAP@* s
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Table 6.4-Iv

SAMPLE COMPIuTER PRINTOUT OF UNATTENDED SENSOR
ANALYSIS MODEL CARGET REPORT

(Sheet 2 of 3)
"1 I"A I I O h I I$ W I , to" 4 I 41 ,t I -IoVI Mt,4l0

T 7j 11ý 1, Xv fO, ••# Ys q9590

Tt'IMu '117,, Xu )7510, Yu 90000
TI'Fu Xs', Km 5ARO00 ys 9m4so
TtwF. 724•|o K. 5R5909 Yu 97Q40
TImFF T2P37TARGFT IS NOW AT XK 59OO32Y 97891
"v4VING IN A 0IRFCTInN OF -653. MILS(RELATIVE TO TRUE NORTH)
TI'SFu 72775. X. 544009 Yu 47050
TIME. 7261%, X. 600i0, Ys 07460
TIME. 72511, X. 00350, Yu 96790
TIME& 72417v X' 6075at Yu 96400

TI'F% 72O52 SENsnpRm 0 MONITflR#. 0
TAPrTr DROPOUT ON SFNSnR# 4 AT TIMEw 77752
AIIRATIONs 30, JSTARTW 72722, JSTOPw 72752
SFNS1R0 4 REPnRTEO 3 ACTIVATIONS TO MONITOR# L
ESTIMATEO TARGET SPEEO.-16 XM/HRg TARGETVeNICLS
TARGET LENGTHs 177 MFTERS
SET FIRFTRAP PFR CIOROINATES 56000, 995nO;ETAx 73643; TRAPE. I
SET FIRETRAP FOR COORDINATES 56570 99590;ETA* 73521; TRAD#- 2
SET FIRFTRAP FOR COORDINATES STSIO7 , "000;ETA= 73286; TRAPI- I
SFT FIRETRAP FOR CnORDINATES SP200, 9e450;ETAw 73102; TRAPIw 4
SEr FIRETRAP FOR COOROINATES 58590, 9?940;ETAm 729"6; TRAPU. S

FiTIF'ATFn T14E TABLF FOR TARGET MOVFMENT
TIMF. 73643, X- 56000, YV 9959n
T14P- 11523, XK S6570, Ys 99S90
TImE. 73248, X- 57510, Ys q9O00
TIME. 7310?, X- 5A200, Ys qR450
TImE. 72066, X- S54qO, Ym 97q40
TIMEs 72q42TARGET IS NOW AT Xm 591ZZYV 918a1
MOVIKG IN A DIRECTION OF -653. MILSIRELATIVE TO TRUE NORTH)
TIMEm 72704, XK 59400. Yu 9TR50
TIMFm 72645, Xm 60050s Ys 97580
TImE. 72466, XK 60350, ya 96790
TIME. 723469 Xe 60750t Y- 96400

TIME. 73240 SENSOOi. 2 4ONI 140R N
INSUFFICIENT DATA TO INOICATE TARGET

TIMEu 73255 SENSORms 2 MONITORIu I
TARGET INDICATED ON SENSORS 2

TI4mE 71265 SENSOR** I MONITOR0. 1
INSUFFICIENT DATA TO INDICATE TARGET

TIME 73?70 SFNSOR8l 2 NONITORge I
TARGET CANTI'JFD ON SENSOPO 2

TIRE. 732AS SENSOREN 2 MONITOR.'s I
TARGET CONTINUED ON SENSORN 2

TIME' 73190 SfNSn0m 1 NMONITORsm 1
TAoSPT INnICATFO ON %fNSOV0 I
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Table 6,4-IV

SAMPLE COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF UNATTENDED SENSOR
ANALVSIS MODEL TARGET REPORT

,(Sheet 3 of 3)

TI '4F- 71100 SI.NSOR(#, 2 MONITOR9. 1
TARGET CrlNTINUJI*D ON SFNSrRA4 2

ST14r. 73 OS SENSOR#= 1 MONITOR*m I
TARGET CrNTI•NUEO ON SENSOR# I

71'4E* 71320 SEN4SORim 1 MONITORI- 1.
TARGET CONTINUED ON SENSOR# 1

TIMEa 73135 SEN.,0R ` I MONITOR#= 1
TARGET CONTINUFO nN SENSOR# I

TIMFE 73400 SENSnRksx 0 MONITORiS 0
TARGFT fROPUUT ON SENSORN 2 AT TIMF. 73300
DIIQATI'N* 60, JSTARTw 73240, JSTOP* 73300
S.FNSORN 2 RFnORTFO 5 ACTIVATIONS TO MOIJITORO I
CStIMA TEn TARGET SPEEO--14 KM/HR., TARGET.u VYLoc.e
TARGET LFNGTH` 217 METERS
SET FIRETRAP FOR COORDINATES 56000, 99590;ETA= 73780; TRAPAm
SET FIRETRAP FOR COORDINATES 56570, 99590;ETA, 73642; TRAPI. 2

ESTIMATED T'ME TABLE FOR TARGET MOVFMENT
TIP'F- 73740, X8 560009 Y= 94590
imF-, 7341,• Xu 56570, Y- 99590

TIMF= 73400TARFT IS N04 AT Xm 574i6Ya 99059
IVir-PG I|' A DIRECTION OF-1571, MILSIRELATIVE TO TRUE NORTH)

TIME- 71'374, Xz 57510, Yu 9900n
TIME- 73161, X- 58200, Y= 9R450
TIvF- 73005, Xz SASCO, Ys 97040
TIME- 72808, Xm 59400, Y- 97850
TIME. 7' 6 3R, X- 60050, YV 97580
TIME. 77434, Xs 603S0, Yu 96790
TIME- 722q8, Xs 607150t YV '6400

T1'4Ev 71435 SENSOR#- 0 MONITCRO* 0
TAEFT DROPOUT ON ýENSORV I AT TIME= 73335
DURATION- 70, JSTART- 73265, JSTOP= 73335
SENS1Ri I ,FORTEO 5 ACTIVATIONS TO MONITOR# I
ESTIMATEDf TAQr~ET SPEED-14 KM/HR. TARGETw.V!KjLjf
TARGFT LENGTH- 251s ETERS
SET FIRETRAP FOR COORDINATES 56000, 99590;ETA. 73760; TRAPI#-
SET FIRETRAP FOR COORDINATES 56570, 99590;ETA. 73623; TKAPOO 2

FS.IMATItn TIME TABLE FOR TARGET POVFMENT
TI"F- 73760, X- 560"o0 YV 99590
T:MF- 73h24, X, 56570, Y- 99590
TI.ME 7343STARGFT IS NOW AT XE 57?39Yu q917T
' tMVING IN A 11IRECTION fF-157?. MILSIRELATIVE TO TRUE NORTH)
TIMF- lliTi9, Xv 57510, Ye 99000
TI'E- 7314% x& 500,t Y. 9A450

rlIE, 779,Y5, X- 585'd0, vY 97940
TTYvJ 7?00, X. 50400, Ye 97y150
TirP. 77e.3z, X. 10050, Ye 780
TI. m .7•410, X. 60350, Yu q6T(0
TI4Fa 72207, X& 60750 Ye 96400
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study has also been accomplished in which basic decision logics have been
outlined utilizing sensor activation patterns displayed on a monitor plus
correlation with outside information. This information from other sources
includes such factors as processing of the raw input signals to the sensor
and operator recognition of signals, a priori information, status of
surrounding environment, information from sensor arrays in other sectors
wlhich are not netted Lo the monitors and arrays being watched, etc. The
"possibilities of utilizing some of the logics in the model plus additional
logics and subroutines have not been fully explored up to the present time.

CONCLUSIONS

The following principal observacions are reached as a
result of utilizing the present Unattended Senwor Analysis Model:

I. A single present generation UGS is limited
to detection of the presence of a target
and/or estimation of the number of target
elements.

2. Multiple non-collocated sensors or separated
pairs of collocated sensors are required for
target classification and certain false target
filtering.

3. Target classification may or may not be
obtained depending on the particular tactical
situation encountered and the types of UGS
utilized.

4. Additional outside (non-UGS) information
must be added in order to identify targets.

6 1
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TABLE 6.4-V
UGS ANALYSIS MDDEL

USE I VARIABLES USED BY

Common/MCHART/ NCHt(AX, NCHART, NEVENT, JTIME
(2000), JRPORT (2000), MONITR
(2000)

NCHMX - MaximuLA array size iesired ANLYZE
for JTIME, JRPORT, and CALLIT
MONITR. (2000) COUNTR

CRLATE
NCHART - Index number indicating FSTARG

entry slot for JTIUE, INSPCT
JRPORT, and MONITR. MCHART (block

data)
NEVENT - Cumulative event counter. NMOD

RESET
XZIME - Time of an event report. RODRUM

JRPORT - Sensor ID number associ-
ated with an event report.

MONITR - Monitor ID number associ-
ated with an event report.

Common/INOUT/ ICARD, IPRINT, IPUNCH

S- Device number for card (5) CNNECT
IPRINT - Device number for printer INOUT(block

(6) data)
IPUNCH - Device number for card I!LMSM

punch (7)
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USE I VRAABLES USED BY

Coaunon/MONLST/ BGINNG, ICNFIG(100), ISTIlME(100),
JMSTRT(100), JMSTOP(100), JLIST
(1500), JX(500), JY(500), JTYPE
(500), JARRAY(500), JMONTS(500),
JMONTR(5,500), JS(500,5), JOFFST
(500,5), IBPA(100), IBPB(100),
IONODE(1000), IBPX(1000), IBPY
(1000), IBPS(1000), NTRAIL(1000),
KTRAPA(100), KTRAPB(I00), IDTRAP
(500). KXTRAP(500), KYTRAP(500),
KSTRAP(500), KTRAIL(500), DREFS

(10,10), BUFFER

BGINNG - Code determining whether to ANLYZE
call CNNECT (in order to CNNECT
read data in from cards) MONLST
or not. True - Call (block data)

False - Don't call
(already have

data)

ICNFIG(M) Configuration type number
for monitor (M)

ISTIIIEM) Event start time for motii-
tor (M)

JMSTRT(M) Minimum # of sensors associ-
ated with monitor (M)

JMSTRT(M) - 1

JSTOP(M) Maximum # of sensors associ-
ated with monitor (M)

JLIST(J) Sensor ID # belonging to
monitor(M)

JX(JLIST(J)) X coordinate of sensor ID
belonging to monitor (M)

JY(JLIST(J)) Y coordinate of sensor ID
belonging to monitor (M)
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USE TVARIBLES 
USED BY

JTYPE(JLIST(J)) Sensor type for
sensor ID belong-
ing to Monitor(M)

ARRAY(JLIST(J)) Array number from
which sensor ID
for monitor (M)
belongs

JIRN-TS(IDMON) Sensor/monitor com-
bination number
for sensor ID belong-
ing to monitor (m)

Jl0NTR(J14*EST(IDMON) .- OI 1 Monitor
number aeeociate•j
with sensor/monitorcombination and sensor
ID belonging to
monitor (M)

JS(IDNO. JDNOTrS(IDNO)) Accumulative
distance along the
path of sensor associ-
ated with sensor/
monitor combination
and sensor ID belong-
ing to monitor (M)

JOFFST(ID X"nOMl1TS(IDNO)) Offset
distance from the
path, of sensor associ-
ated with sensor/
monitor combination and
sensor ID belonging to
monitor (H)

A)Minimum number of geometric
nodes associated with
monitor (M) (IBPA(M) - 1)

IIPA(M) Maximum number of geometric
nodes associated with moni-
tor(M)

IDNOMZ(NI ID # of geometric nodes (N)
associated with monitor (M)
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USE 
VARIABLES 

USED By

it U ) X coordinate of geometricnode(t;) associated with
Dmonitor (M)

IBPY(N) Y coordinate of geometric
node (N) associated with
monitor (M)

tBPS(N) Accumulative distance along
the path of geometric nodeassociated with monitor (M)
(with respect to the first
node on the path)

N )Path number to which
geometric node (N)
associated with monitor
(1•f) belongs

KTRA(M) Min~liaum number of firetraps
associated with monitor (M)(KTRAPA(M)) 1

KTRAPB(Mf) Maximum number of firetraps

associated with monitor (M)
IDTRAPWK) ID # of firetrap (K) associ-

ated with monitor (M)

SCX•AP(KIC X coordinate of firetrap (K)lassociated with monitor(M)

KYTRAP(K) Y coordinate of firetrap (K)
associated with monitor(M)

X Accumulative distance along
the path of firetrap (K)associated with monitor (M).(with respect to the first
node on the path)

M6DYK Path number to which fire-trap (K) associated with
monitor(M), belongs

AUIL" Detection threshold values
in impulses per second for
sensor type (1) and opera-
ting environment (J)BUFFER Intermediate storage area
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6.5 ATTENDED SENSOR ANALYSIS

At the conceptual level, the final logical framework for
attended-sensors analysis parallels that for unattended sensors. That is:

o Simulated histories of "raw reports" would be derived
within the PRERUN-MSM combination, and the appropriate information placed
on an output file (MSMOUT).

o The MSM output file may then be used as input to any
number of "analysis" or "message generation" program packages that would
simulate the Intoirpretatlon of raw sensor reports and the generation of cor-
responding messages that would enter the command structure.

Descriptioz, of a package for analysis of unattended sensor reports has been
given previously (Section 6.4). In this section is a description of an illus-
trative analysis (or message generation) package for attended sensors, much
more limited in scope.

6. 5. 1 Major DIstinctions Between Attended and Unattended Sensor
Analysis

For the attended sensor classes considered (radar, thermal
viewer and image devices), the human factors elements are much more pro-
noymced than for unattended sensors. Physically, the human element enters
into the sensing procedures themselves, into the "raw" reports, and into sub-
sequent analysis. For the sensor classes studied, the attended sensors have
the distinction of being scanning sensors. A fully developed model would there-
fore also have to consider human-dictated adjustments of scanning patterns
(e.g., switch from search to track). Finally, the combination of a scanning,
attended sensor and Its human operators provides multidimensional information
(e. g., estimates of target position, speed, composition and number of elements)
in contrast to the simple 'yes' or 'no' signals typical of unattended sensors.

Thus, the complexity and variability for attended sensor sim-
ulation is a major problem over the range of environmental and battle conditions
otherwise treated in the model. indeed, the data base for reasonably compre-
hensive modeling does not appear adequate, and near-term expansion of the
model appears to hinge, not on programming (coding) per so, but on (a) compre-
hensive problem definition, (b) major review of existing data sources on human
factors In terms of sensor-plus-sensor context, and (c) additional human factors
experiments aimed directly at supplementing the current data base.

((-lo9



An elementary approach to the attended sensor analysis
package was provided with the CAL-programmed system assessment model.
Its general features are described below.

6. 5. z Attended Sensor Analysis Package

A program package for elementary attended sensor analysis
was provided that has two Intents:

o Demonstration of coding that, while simple, illustrates
the general nature of programs to convert "raw" reports to simulated oper-
ator messages about targets.

o Demonstration of a linkage from MSM to an output
processor program (the basic input to the analysis package is the tape or
disk file from MISM called MSMOUT).

6. 5. 2. 1 Emphasis and Scope

Because more infjrmation was available on radar operator
performance than for other attended sensor types, emphasis was placed on
radar sensors. For these sensors, the primary target classes (also the ones
most likely to lead to operator errors) are - ehicles and personnel. It may be
noted that aircraft and munitions are not treated as targets in the initial model
for those sensors that can, in fact, distinguish them , according to the lim-
ited warfare scope of this initial model.

The essence of this program package hinges on the combination
of radar sensors and vehicle or personnel targets, and the corresponding
"working" subprograms, RDRPRS and RDRVEH, are tb& only ones wvith non-
trivial analysis structures.

For image and thermal viewer sensors, minimal near-dummy
routines were provided to llustrate a reasonable mode of linkage for future
development. These do, in additton, pass unprocessed reports to the print-
out routine so that the corresponding information is not completely deleted.

A similar logic is used for the radar sensor/boat target com-
bination. It ;a assumed that target type classification is simple for boat
targets---if not by dop,?ler signature, then by keying positions to known water-
way routes.

Note aircraft and munitions signals are important to some unattended

sensors, particularly seismic and acoustic, that cannot inherently
screen out signals by target differences (a. g., height).
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6. 5.2.2 Major Qualitative Features of Program Package

With reference to the "emphasis" guidelines above, hence In
the context of radar, the major qualitative features of the program package
are summarized below.

Input. Primary input comes from the MSM output file called
MSMOUT (tape or disk). Raw report data records for the attended sensors
are sorted out (i. e., from unwanted records for unattended sensors), deci-
phered by the executive (main) routine, and then treated by whichever lower
level routine is appropriate for the sensor class. Description of the content
of the data records on MSM is given in Appendix C (in particular, Figure C ?3).
Minor input for run identification and for type selection comes from two data
cards prepared by the program runner. (See Volume II for card preparation
information).

Output. Message text is printed, imagining some of the impor-
tant content of operator messages in field operations. In present coding,
content covers (a) target type, (b) target position, and (c) number of elements
in target.., according to a list of possible statements that might occur and
including the possibility that the operator makes no comment at all about one
or more of these parameters.

Effects on Output. Qualitatively, it is assumed that an oper-
ator may make a general report, a specific report, or no report on a target
parameter. A specific report may or may not be correct

Generally, favorable conditions (high signal to no!d, good
speed indices) dispose the report towards (a) specific, rather than general or
non-existent commitment, and (b) lower probability of error. Unfavorable
conditions tend to produce no estimate or vague estimates, with higher prob-
ability of error when a specific ustimate is made.

The various choices are randomly selected, with probability
values given in tables. Selection of the appropriate table and table entry is
based upon (a) actual target type*, and (b) signal-to-noise ratio. In addition,
a special case was made for personnel and vehicles having a speed (radial
velocity) In the vicinity of 1. 3 meters/second--that i", for fast-rnoving per.
sonnel and slow-cnoving vehicles. According to available data**, t-erators
have a high probability of classifying vehicles as personnel and vice-versa in
such situations, an implication that apparent speed is a dominating influence
on an operator' s interpretation of target type.

Vehicles and personnel only. As mentioned previously, analysis for boats
is limited to a near-dummy routine.

"Operato- Profisiency In Interpreting Ground Surveillance Radar Signals
(AN/TPS-33)", A. Kraemer, D. Easley, A. Miller, P. Stevenson,
HumRRO Technical Report 90, June 1964
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6.5.2.3 Program Structure

The total program package comprises a main (executive)
program and 7 supporting subprograms directly oriented to the physical
problem. Alio used is a utility function-type subprogram, URN, that pro-
vides uniform random numbers. (This routine is also used in PRERUN,
MSM, and other auxiliary program packages.) One common area, RAWRPT,
is usedl to transmit the raw report record (from MSMOUT) to all subroutines
requiring such data.

A list of the subprograms and brief descriptions are given
in Figure 6. 5-1. An English text macroflow diagram of the overall program
structure is given in Figure 6. 5-2.

The main program reads records from MSMOUT file one by
one. A record that does not apply to an attended sensor is bypassed. If a
record corresponding to one of the three classes of attended sensors is located,
two steps are taken:

o Planner control data from cards specifies which classes
of sensors are to be treated (e. g.. planner may select only radar). If planner
has rejected the type corresponding to the immediate record, the next record
is read.

o If the planner has selected the sensor type corresponding
to the Immediate record, the data are left in common area /RAWRPT/, and
the main program passes control to:

RDRMSG for radar sensor
IMGMSG for image sensor
T'-IVMSG for thermal viewer sensor.

These act as level 2 executive routines, each responsible
for its particular sensor type.

True analysis is not performed in the original program package
for image or thermal viewer sensors. The corresponding executive routines,
IMGMSG and THVMSG, exist In dummy form and merely pass input data to the
output printer.

Radar sensor reports are supervised by RDRMSG. It decodes
the target type indicator (FORTRAN variable ITGTTP). If the code Is invalid,
a diagnostic is printed and the record is bypassed. If the code is valid, control
is passed to the appropriate working routine as follows:
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ASMAIN Main program.

RDRMSG Executive routine for radar sensors.

RDRVEH Working routine for radar sensors,
vehicle targets.

RDRPRS Working routine for radar sensors,
personnel targets.

RPTMSG Print routine for simulated report
messages.

The following routines are provided as near dummy routines. Althcugh
full program linkages exist for illustrative purposes, and in order that infor-
mation is not completel .missinj from printed output, no real "analysis" is
performed.

IMGMSG Executive routine for image type
sensor.

THVMSG Executive routine for thermal viewer
sensors.

RDRBOT Working routine for radar sensors,
boat targets.

The following function type subprogram is a utility program, not unique
to the sensor analysis package:

URN Uniform random number generator.

Figure 6.5-1 SUBPROGRAMIS WITHIN ATTENDED SENSOR ANALYSIS PACKACE
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ITGTTP Target Type Routine Called

I Personnel RDRPRS

2 Vehicles RDRVEH

3 Boats RDRBOT

The essential operations of the package reside in RDRPRS
(radar sensor, personnel target) and RDRVEH (radar sensor, vehicle target).
Logical structures of these two routines are nearly identical. Brief discussion
of RDRVEH, given below, therefore applies generally to RDRPRS. Commented
program listings and AUTOFLOWS (supplied separately, Volume III) provide
additional detail.

6. 5.2.4 Summary of RDRVEH Logic

A macroflow diagram of RDRPRS operation is given in Figure
6. 5. 3. The qualitative aspects of the logic follow results published in
Hum•RR Technical Report 90 (see full reference in previous footnote). De-
scription in some cases uses numerical values of probability parameters. It
is to be understood that exact numerical values may be readily changed, and
do not influence the basic logic. Values provided are, in most cases, quite

tentative.

6. 5.2.4. 1 Target type classification

The initial block of RDRVEH coding applies to determining what
an operator might decide about target type. Reference may be made to the
partial flow diagram of Figure 6. 5-4.

o Some small percentage of the time (8%), regardless of
conditions, operators tend to make no statement about target type. If the
program determines that commitment would be made, the following step is
reached.

o A special case is made for slow-moving vehicles.*
According to the literature, slow-moving vehicles are incorrectly classified
as personnel (given that any classification estimate is made at all) about 50%
of the time.

For slow-moving vehicles (below 1. 35 meters/second),
this is the last step of classification logic.

In RDRPRS, for personnel targets, the analogous situation corresponds
to fast-moving personnel, often misclassifled as vehicles.
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A. OPERATOR CHOICE OF TARGET TYPE SPECIFICATION
IS DETERMINED:

o Personnel, vehicles or no specification.

0 Selection random, based on fixed probability
parameters and speed-dependent probability
parameters.

B. REPORTED POSITION PARAMETERS (RANGE, AZIMUTH)
ARE DETERMINED:

"o Random perturbations about true values

"o Perturbations always within range window (range gate)
and azimuth window (beamwidth)

"o Actual range of values for perturbations adjusted for
signal-to-noise ratio

C. OPERATOR"S SPECIFICATION OF NUMBER OF TARGET
ELEMENTS IS DETERMINED:

o Choices are:
'I ELEMENT'
'2 or 3 ELEMENTS' ('A FEW')

'4 or MORE ELEMENTS' ('SEVERAL')
No specification

o Choice random, with probability parameters affected
by actual number of target elements and by signal-to-
noise ratio.

I D. CALL RPTMSG

o For printout of simulated message

Figure. 6.5-3 KUROFLOW FOR .JnTOtMINE RDRVEH
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o For. fast-moving vehicles, operators are quite accurate
in correctly classifying type, but do mrke occasional misclassifi-ations of
vehicles as personnel. The program assigns a fixed probability (92%) to
correct classification and the complement (8%) to the incorrect specification
as personnel.

6. 5.2.4.2 Target position:

The program assumes that the operator will always report
location information. Current version expresses this information in terms
of target range and azimuth relative to the sensor.., that is, in radar
coordinates.

However, it is assumed that the coordinates transmitted will
vary from the true coordinates by a random amount that depends upon signal-

to-noise (S/N) ratio. The table below relates to current coding, in which
S/N is quantized into three descriptive levels (low, medium and high). The
random variation is assumed to be a percentage of the range ga.:e or beam-
width as follows (recall, exact numerical values are illustrative, though
reasonable, but do not influence the basic logic):

Variations Allowed Over This Fraction of

S/N Range Gate Besrmwidth

Low (<0. 5 dB) 100% 100%

Med. (0. 5-1. 5 dB) 50% 50%

High (> 1.5 dB) 20% 20%

Figure 6. 5-5 gives a partial flow diagram for this block of
RDRVEH.

6. 5.2.4.3 Number of elements in target:

Present coding, although limited in scope, does reflect basic
qualitative features of the operator's problem of estimating the number of
elements in a target. The routine (RDRVEH or RDRPRS) provides for four
possible message texts from the operator concerning number of target
elements:
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE INDEX (ISN), VALUE I (LOW),
2 (MEDIUM) OR 3 (HIGH) DETERMINED FROM
GIVEN S/N, BY COMPARISON WITH TWO REFER-
ENCE LEVELS (SNRFV1, SNRFV2).

PERTURBATION INTERVAL CHOSEN AS FRACTION
OF RANGE GATE AND OF BEAMWIDTH, ACCORDING
TO ISN VALUE:

ISN FRACTION*

i 1.0
2 0.5
3 0.2

UN REPORTED RANGE AND AZIMUTH OF TARGET
PERTURBED BY UNIFORM RANDOM VARIATION
SYMMETRICAL ABOUT TRUE VALUES, OVER
INTERVAL ESTABLISHED PREVIOUS STEP.

*0

Numerical values set by data statements. FORTRAN variables are
RVARV (for fraction of range gate) a.od AZVARV (for fraction of beam-
width).

Figure 6.5-5 PARTIAL FLOW DIAGRAM F01 REPORTED RANGE AND AZDITM WITHtN
RDRVER 6-119



Code (KINDEX) Text

1 'A TARGET' (' TARGET ELEMENT')

2 'A FEW TARGET ELEMENTS' (2 or 3)

3 'SEVERAL TARGET ELEMENTS'
(4 or more)

4 Operator does not specify number of
target elements

Program selection of the KINDEX code (hence message) depends
most strongly upon the actual number of target elements, more weakly upon
the signal-to-noise ratio. The partial flow diagram of Figure 6. 5 6 may be
referenced.

First, the non-specify possibility (KINDEX = 4) may be selected,
with a random test against probability values (PUNSVQ table) determined by

signal-to-noise. Qualitatively, a low signal-to-noise tends to cause the oper-
ator to ornit a count variable in his report. If KINDEX is 4 according to this
test, the following steps are bypassed.

Second (if this step is reached), one of the values 1, 2 or 3 will
be selected for the KINDEX. The value is selected randomly, but with prob-

abilities that depend upon the actual number of elements in the target. For
example, there will be a strong tendency for the report to specify one target
element if. in fact, there is one target element and to specify "several - 4 or
more" if the actual number of elements is greater than 4.

First, the actual number of target elements is mapped into a
3-level index, IKOUNT, as follows:

True Number of
IKOUNT Target Elements

1 1

2 2or3

3 4 or more

Given IKOUNT, a uniform random number is referenced
ajainst approprite e.ntries in a preset probability table, PQ (IKOUNT,
KINDEX), with the following definition:

PQ (IKOUNT, KINDEX) = Probability that the res.ilt
is KINDEX, given a value
for IKOUNT.
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For example, P0 (1, 2) is the probability that the operator will report "2 or 3"
target elements (KINDEX = 2), if the target has, in fact, one target element
(IKOUNT = 1). Because some choice (1, 2 or 3) is made for KINDEX, P0
satisfies the obvious requirement:

PQ (IKOUNT, 1) + PQ (IKOUNT, Z) + PQ (IKOUNT, 3) = 1.0

for every possible IKOUNT value. It should perhpas be noted that these P0
values are conditional, in that they apply only when the possibility of non-
specification (KINDEX - 4) has been previously rejected. Thus:

Pr.-b (KIN•EX = 2 if true number of target elements = 1)

Prob (KINDEX a1 4) x Prob (KINDEX 2. given
target element)

= •'rob (KINDEX 0 4) x PQ (1, 2).

Qualitatively, the numbers in the probability table P0 are
oriented to:

"o highest probability of correct crunt code

"o next highest probability of being off by 1
in the count code 5

" lowest probability of being off by 2 in the
count code

6. 5.2. 5 RPTMSG: Printout Routine

After a working routine (such as RDRVEH) has established
target position values, and codes for target type and for number of elements,
RPTMSG it called to provide printout of a simulated message. In this
routine, also, are the conversions of azimuth angles (radians, mathematical
convention, used interna!!y) to bearing in rolls. A typical message printout
might be.,

DAY 1 TIME 1433:20 REPORT FROM SENSOR 132(*)

TARGET AT RANGE 1455 METERS, BEARING 452 MILS

TYPE OF TARGET PERSONNEL

SEVERAL ELEMENTS
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TABLE 6.5-I

ATTENDED .ENSOR ANALYSIS MODEL CIWON AREAS

USE VARIABLE USED BY

Coanon/RAWRPT/ UNUSED(S), IDSNSR,IDARAY, ORGCD1,
ORGCD2, IOVE, IDAY, ICLI24, ISEC,
XSNSR, YSNSR, SSPEED, IDTGT,
IDCODE, XTGT, YTGT, RANGE, AZ,
SNOIS, PDET, ISCAN, BMJDTH, RGATE,
ITQTTP, NOELEM, VRADL, STYPI,
STYP2, FDOPLR

UNUSED(S) - The first five words RDRMSG
of this common area RDRFRS
are not used. RDRVEH

RDRDOT
IDSNSR - ID of the sensor. IMGMSG

THVMSG
IDARAY - ID of array to which sensor

belongs.

ORGCD1. ORGCD2 - Two words. Organi-
zation to which
sensor belongs.

INOVE - Move code for sensor:
negative - airborne
zero - stationary
positive - ground moving

IDAY - Integer value for day of
game 0, 1, etc., of
detection

ICLX24. ISEC - Twenty-four hour
clock giving hours,
minutes & seccnis
of detection
respectively.

XSNSR - X coordinate of sensor.

YSNSR - Y coordinate of sensor.

SSPEED - Speed of the sensor
(m/sec)
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-USEVARIABLE USED BY

IDTGT - ID of the target.

KDCMVE - Target code:

1 - Red Tgt
2 - Blue Tgt
3 - False Tgt
4 - False Alarm

XT- X coordinate of target

YTGT Y coordinate of target

RANE - Range of target from sensor

AZ - Bearing of the target (mile

clockwise from north)

SNO5- Signal to noise ratio
of sensor

PD.T - Probability of detection

ISCAN- Code describing what scan
routine was used. SC#N 1
or SCAN 2.

BKOMTh- Beam width of sensor

RGATE - Rgegate of sensor

ITGTTP - Target type

NOE4 - Number of eleoents in

the target

VRADL - Radial velocity of target

STYPI, STYP2 - Specific type of
sensor (alphanumeric)

- Doppler frequency of Target
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TACTICAL COM4MUNICATIONS MODEL

6.6

6.6.1 Purpose.

The purpose of the Tactical Communications Model is to utilize a set of
computer programs to simulate the flow of STANO messages through a tactical
communications network.

6.6.2 Scope.

TACCOM consists of a main program with eleven supporting subroutines,
two of which are utility subprograms. It contains approximately 900 source
statements, has a total length of 186,376 bytes, prints approximately 60,000
lines, takes about22.,6 minmttes to run and uses about 1.11 minutes of CPU
time on an IBM 360-65 computer.

6.6.3 Objectives.

The main objective of the TACCOM model is to determine the timeliness of
messages which are sent through a tactical communications net. This timeli-
ness is to be measured in terms of delays which the messages incur. These
delays include initial and final operator delay, net changeover delay and
delays caused by STANO and non-STANO messages.

6.6.4 Assumptions.

The following assumptions are implicit in the Tactical Comnunications
Model:

All non-STANO messages in the queue over 15 minutes in time history for
both the transmitter and receiver nodes of the S',ANO message will be deleted
from the flow. (This time may be changed as a parameter.)

A message can flow only up or down or horizontal.

A message is considered "entere-l into" or "presented out of" the
communications net only after occurrenc! of the initial and final operator
delays.

Operator delay is sampled randomly from a normal distribution with
mean 85 seconds and standard deviation 25 seconds. (Means and standard
deviations nay be changed as a system parameter and in the futture may be
changed to var!.ables dependent on the location of the message and the net
being transmitted on).
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When a message is being processed from one '6ocation to enother, all
the available nets will be tried. If an available net is not being used (no
queue), the message will be transmitted to its receiver location and a new set
of available nets will be determined at that location for the next link. If
all the available nets are being used, the message will continue to try to
get through to its receiver location on the last available net tried.

A maximum of 50 random non-STANO messages can be generated at the
transmitter and receiver nodes any time 15 minutes prior to the present game
time of the STANO message. (This number may be changed as a system parameter).

Nor-STANO messages are assumed present during the processing of the.
STANO message in order to create a possible delay upon the STANO message for
the purposE of simulating the daily flow of messages during the game. Thus,
non-STAN!O delays are calculated as if the non-STANO messages are being constantly
processed.

Any message with a precedence of two or less is considered to have high
prezedence. See paragraph 6.6.5,3, number 2, for an explanation of message
prezedences.

6.6.5 TACCM4 Planner Inputs

6.6.5.1 Data Set # Name Contents

I TABLE A A chronological list of
STANO messages

II PRECEDENCE A list of the message
precedences, net pre-
ferences and path ID's
for each message.

III COMMOROUTE A descriptic-, of the
path followed by each
message.

IV NET CYCLE Net changeover aelay
CH!ANGE-OVER statistics. See para.
DELAYS 6.6.6.4

V COMMOTRAFIK Non-STANO communicat ion
traffic statistics
(rates & lengths)

V1 TRAFIKMODS Time dependent modifiers
of the above non-STANO
message rates and lengths

VII BYFASS DATA SET Provides input for play
or bypass of operator
and net cycle delay.
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6.6.5.2 TABLE A (Data Set I), is set up to handle 200 messages. This
is an arbitrary limitation and may be modified by changing the dimensions of
TABLE A and TABLE B in all programs of the model, and by changing the first
executable statement, fourth executable statement from thu last, and second
executable utatement before Statement #72 in subroutine TACCOM. TABLE A con-
tains information on new messages, while TABLE B contains information on
messages in process.

The present model operates from data cards and reads in up to 200
message cards for processing at a time. As a future expansion, it may be
more reasonable to provide an executive package and put these messages on
disc. This will be particularly true if a direct linkage is established
between the MSM and the other output processing submodelb. The information
in TABLE A (Data Set I) is described as follows:

Column 1: ITIME -- This is the time (in sequence) the monitor opera-
tor determines a sensor report has occurred. (In seconds
of game time from game time zero)

Column 2: MSGNUM -- This is the message number (in sequence) of this
message. Each message will have a distinct message number

which can be cross-referenced to the message output from
the sensor analysis models to get the actual message
content.

Column 3: IDMON -- This is the ID of the monitor from which this
sensor report is coming from. This number should be the
same as that used in PRERUN fcr this monitor.

Column 4: MESSACE TYPE -- This is a number from one to 100 assigned
by the planner to give the specific description of the
message which is being sent. The data in the Precedence
Data Set is arranged and extracted by message type and
subroutine PRCDNT keys off of this message type.

Column 5: MESSACE LENGTH -- This is the length in seconds of the
message being sent. The message length should be con-
sideiably longer between higher echelons than lower echelons.

6.6.5.3 The PRECEDENCE DATA SET (II) is prepared by the planner for
message precedences and net preferences for up to 100 messe;a types and con-
tains the following items:

MSGTYP -- Message type (1-100). This is the message type of this
particular message described in the TABLE A Data Set.

MSGPRC -- Message Precedence Code. The specific mesadge preceaences
which may be used in the model are:
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Flash or Category Z. (1)
Emergency or Category Y (2)
Operationel Immediate or Category 0 (3)
Priority or Category P (4)
Routine or Category R (5)
Deferred or Category M (6)

Any message with a message precedence of two or less is considered to have
high precedence.

IPATH -- This is the Path Identification number of the route of this
particular message. It is possible for two or more of the same or different
messages to be sent from the same location, but along a different route. IPATH
differentiates between a message going along one route and the same type or
different message going along another route.

NETPRF -- This is the Net Preference code for this message. Four
different nets are provided for. The design of the model is such that any
radio net may be represented since frequencies, coding or other individual
net characteristics are not treated. The four nets considered as most fre-
quently used at brigade and below are:

Command Operations Net (RATT)
Command Operations Net (FM)
Intelligence Net (FM)
Fire Support Net (FM)

Specifications of a four digit code provide net preferences for each
message (first digit is primary net, second digit is secondary net, etc.)

LTIME -- This is a time variable to allow for future expansion in
the model so that messages may be identified with MSM game time in order to
have the message types, precedence, and routing be more closely tied to the
scenario.

6.6.5.4 COMO ROUTE Data Set III is input by the planner and
is provided to describe the particular route which each message will follow
through the TACCOM Net. The particular items of this data set are:

ROUTE NUMBER -- This is the IPATH number passed from the Precedence
Data Set and is the ID of this r.-ite.

MONLOC -- This is the location designation of the monitor from which
the message is sent. Platonn designations are a hundreds number, company a
tens number, battalion a units number, and brigade is 1000. Thud for example,
321 is 3d platoon 2d company, 1st battalion of the brigade 1000. The capacity
of the design allows for 1 brigade, 9 battalions, 35 companies and 155 platoons.
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NODES -- This is the nodal connection code for the flow of this
message along this path. A nodes code (NENTRY Numbers) is used to indicate
echelons as follows: 1-brigade, 2-battalion, 4-company, 6-platoon. Thus
6421 means the message starts at platoon and goes through company and battalion
to brigade, while 1206 means the message starts at brigade and goes through
battalion to a platoon (skipping company).

IHORIZ -- This is the message flow dilection code for this
message. IHORIZ - 0 means the message is going vertically; for example,
battalion to company. IHORIZ = I means the message 13 going hcrizontally;
for example, platoon to platoon.

IROOI -- This is the lowest echelon along this path for this
particular message. For a message going horizontally, IROOT is the destination
unit of this message. If a message goes from 123 to 23, 123 would 1e the
IROOT.

6.6.5.5 The Net Cycle Changeover Delay Times Data Set (IV) allows the
planner to specify various density statistics to be used for the four nets.
Included are means and standard deviations of normal densities for net cycle
changeover times for echelon levels transmitting up or down. This data set
is not used unless so indicated in Input/Bypass Data Set (VII).

6.6.5.6 The CMMOTRAFIK Data Set (V) is prepared by the planner to
indicate non-STANO communication traffic statistics to be used. Maximum and
minimum (nominal) message rates and lengths are to be supplied for each
message precedence echelon, flow direction and net.

6.6.5.7 The TRAFIKIODS Data Set(VI)is prepared by the planner to identify
the time dependent modifiers of the COMMOTRAFIK supplied message rates and
lengths. Percent message rate and message length inputs may be specified to
be in effect at specific game times for each message precedence, echelon, flow
direction and net.

6.6.5.8 The final Planner Input,Bypass Data Set(VII) provides for input
for play or bypass of operator delay times and net cycling delay times.

The use of titse planner data sets will be elaborated upon during the

discussion of the model operation

6.6.6 Message Delays

As has been indicated, the model is structured around the determination
of a time history for each STANO message entering the communications system.
Four types of delays are encountered in communications of this type and are
simulated in the model. They are:
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Operator delays.
Queues due to non-STANO traffic at each node
Queues due to STANO traffic at each node
Net changeover delays

Before proceeding to a discujsion of the model subroutines, some discussion
of these delays is appropriate.

6.6.6.1 Operator Delays. Operator delays (exclusive of queuing) occur
at each node the message encounters during its flow through the communications
net. There are a maximum of eight (8) times at which operator delays may be
simulated; two (2) each at brigade, battalion, company, and platoon. The
choice as to whether or not to play these delays is a planner option. If the
planner indicates that the game will not play any operator time delays (by
input of a zero for game variable KOPERT), neither the operator delays in
receiving or transmitting the message at any node will be played. However,
an input of 1 for KOPERT indicates that the simulation will not bypass opera-
tor time delays at any node and will sample from a normal distribution with
a mean of 85 seconds and a standard deviation of 25 seconds. Further, if the
valui obtained is such that the operator delay is less than ten (10)
seconds or greater than 160 seconds, i.e., outside of the three sigma range,
then the value will be rejected and a new sample drawn. Introduction of
operator delay is included as program statements, and, if it is desired to
change the above normal distribution parameters, the following statements may
be changed (statement 35 in TACCQ4, statement 49 'n MSGQUE for initial, and
statement 35 in MSGQL7E for final).

The initial operator delay is included to account for the time during
which the man monitoring the reports from the sensor introduces the
material to the tactical communications net. This does n~t include any
queuing problems but is basically the time for processing of the message,
any coding that might be required, formatting, and getting the message to the
point at which it can be introduced to the tactical communications net. The
final operator delay is to allow for the decoding if required, the writing
and formatting that may be required, and delivery to its destination for pre-
sentation to the addressee, e.g., a tactical operations center.

6.6.6.2 Interaction with Non-STANO Messages. STANO messages are defined
for the purposes of the Tactical Communications Model as those messages which
are input and whose time histories are to be traced through the model. They
are assumed to contain activity detected by STANO devices. The non-STANO
messages to be simulated are derived in a random fashion by having the planner
input statistics for their message rates and lengths. The non-STANO messages
represent the basic communications traffic over the nets. There is also an
allowance for up ro six categories of message precedence; not all six need be
played. Both STANO and non-STANO messages are assigned precedences.
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Non-STANO messages are generated at the transmitter and receiver nodes no
more than 15 minutes prior to the present game time of the STANO message.
The STANO message is assumed to be waiting at this time because of certain
delays. As soon as the next possible processing time (NEXTYM) of a non-STANO
message is greater than or equal to the time of the STANO message, a queue
will be developed and the appropriate non-STANO delays will be calculated.*
For every case where the NEXTYM of the next non-STANO message is less than the
present game time of the STANO message, a non-STANO message will be subtracted
from the queue to show that it has been processed through the communications
net.

If the time plus length of any of the remaining non-STANO messages
at the transmitter or receiver overlaps the STANO message and it's present
game time is greater than the present game time of the STANO message, then
there will be uo non-STANO delay incurred by the STANO message for that par-
ticular non-STANO message.

As soon as the time plus length of any of the remaining non-STANO
messages overlaps the STANO message, is located at the receiver location of
the STANO mesoage, and its present game time is less than the present game
time of the STANO message, then the STANO message will be automatically delayed.
This will cause a non-STANO message to be added to the queue while adding the
appropriate delay to the STANO message. If the non-STANO message is located
at the transmitter location of the STANO message and its present game time is less
than the present game time of the STANO message, then the STANO message will
be delayed ii the non-STANO message is of higher precedence only.

6.6.6.3 Interaction with Other STANC. Messages. When a STANO message is
sent between two nodes the transmit and receive times (that is, the next tirn
that the message can be transmitted or received) are recorded. However, such
a message will not be processed immediately because the indicated transmit/
receive times are in the future with regard to present game running time.
These later transmit/receive times result from such delays as operator delays,
queuing, and net changeovers if required, which, when added to message origina-
tion time, put the transmit/receive time at a future time. In the intervening
time between game time and this message's transmit time, other STANO messages
of higher precedence may arrive at the same transmitter location and happen to
be flowing in the same direction. This will cause a further delay in. the
uriginal 3TANO message, while the earlier arriving, higher precedence traffic
is processed. Other STANO messages which arrive at a different transmitter
location or happen to be flowing in a different direction (the delay may be at
another location) will cause the STANO message to be automatically delayed
because the messages are physically separated in this state and message prece-
dences cannot be compared automatically. The same basic process for calculating
the non-STANO delay is used for processing the STANO delay.

6.6.6.4 Net Changeover Delays. The net changeover delays are those delays
encountered in changing the message from one tactical commiunications net to
another. The planner may play up to four net preferernces. A basic assumption
in the model is that when a message is introduced into the Tactical
Communications Model it will be sent over the first preferred net. Thus,
the message is entered and a determination is made to see if that net
is available between the first point (i.e., the entry point) and the second
point which may be either an intermediate or terminal node. If the message
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encounters a delay because non-STANO and STANO traffic of higher precedence
is being transmitted, the model will try to send the message over the next
preferred net. If there is no next preferred net, the message will enter into
the queue for the previous net. If, however, an alternate net is specified
and the planner chooses to play net changeover delays, then a random number
is drawn based upon a normal distribution where the parameters for the
distribution are contained in the planner input data set for net cycle delays.
In this data set, the input of the mean and standard deviation is allowed for
each of the six nodes simulated in the model. Thus the planner may allow for
different cycle times at different echelons, and flow directions. In addition,
separate data sets may be input for the four different nets simulated. Thus
the planner may input a total of 48 different values, 24 means and 24 standard
deviations, six of each for each net By sampling from the normally distri-
buted random numbers, the net changeover delay is determined. This time is
added to the present time for that message in its cycle so that the message
is introduced to the next preferred net at the previous time plus a net change-
over delay time. The determination of whether a queue exists in this new net
is made based upon this new time. When the message does get transmitted to
its receiver location and this is not the final location, a new set of avail-
able nets will be determined based on the nodes the message must go between.

6.6.7 TACCOM OUTPUTS

The Tactical Coammunications Model generates six types of outputs:

A time history of all messages frota time zero to the end of the
simulation. (See Figure 6.6-1)

A listing of all messages presented including the nmessage number,
transmitter location, time entered into net, receiver location, time presented
to receiver location, the path taken, precedence of the message, total delays
incurred, and message length. (See Figure 6.6-2)

A listing of the total net delays for each message presented by link
and also a listing of the transmitter and receiver times miaus their associated
net delay times at each of these links. (See Figure 6.6-3)

Total initial and final operator delays for each message presented.
(See Figure 6.6-4)

Total STANO delays for each message presented by link. (Se.. Figure 6.6-4)

Total non-STANO delays for each message presrnzeca by link.
(Oee Figure 6.6-5)

6.6.8 MODEL DESCRIPTION

6.6.8.1 The Tactical Coamxunications Model consists of 11 subroutines*
which are listed as follows:

DUMXTC (Main Program) *DUNXTC and TACCOl are the two executive
TACCaM MSGQUE routines which control the whole model.
LOOQUE MAPPER The general flow of the Tactical Communications
LSDFT BUPDAT Model in Figure 6.6-6 is based on these.
PRCDNtr BSORT
ROUTE iSORT

TACOWE
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II

Eight Common Areas are needed in the model:

MSGCAR MSSTYP
MODIFY LOADSA
HESSGS CYCLE
C(*RORT OPSHIUN

MCSGCAR contais the C"4MOTRAFIK data which are read into the model. This
consists of the minimmn and maximum rates and lengths of non-STANO messages
and each message precedence, echelon, net and flow direction.

MODIFY contains the TRAFIKMODS Data read into the model, which consists
of the rate and length modifiexs for the non-STANO message traffic.

MESSGS contains the two TABLES A and B used in the model.

COMROT contains d3ta on the path description of eact. STANO mes3age,
namely, tf:e route nmumber, the monitor location, node description codes,
flow description codes and lowest echelon for each STANO message going through
the ,communications net.

MSSTYP contains the me.4sage precedenies, path -,umbers and net preferences
for each STANfl message going through the coMMuun4cacions :met.

LOkDSA contains the storage area ISTORE which holds all the unique echelon
designations played in the model. It also holdb the queues developej in the
model by echelon designation, message prc:cedence and net, ard a count (STRCNT)
of the uniquL rechelon iccations in ISTORE.

CYCLE cont ins the net cycle delay stAtistics for each net and flow
dirE-ctiun between each echelon.

Finally, OPSIUN' contains:

Bypass codes for playing operator and net delayb (KOPERT, NETCYC)

Number of precedence and route daLa cards (IPREC, NRTCNT).

Number of time sections in the model after which the non-STANO message
rate and lerngth lifiers to the COPIOTRAFIK data will be applied (K!IME).

Code i.' aescribing a message ',eLg p--cessed fri-" TABLE A or TABLE B
(ITABA).

rhe number of iessagos to be played in the model (NMESG).
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6.6.8.2 Figure 6.6-6 shows a macro-flow of the Tacticil Communications
Model. As was previously stated, the model consists of eleven subroutines.
Detailed descriptions and flow charts for the moat important of these sub-
routines are contained in the fillowing paragraphs.

Th(. TA~CCQ subjroutine itself is the executive program which direct*
the message prOi.esaing through the other subroutines as appropriate. It
also ::mnputes certain values such as the O1TIME for the message, the monitor
ID (IDMiO), message length (LENv'SG) and operator delays (IOPTDY).

There are tvr, major working blocks of data which are used to drive
the model -- TABLES A and B.

TARlE A, prepared by the planner, is the information on new messages,
i.e., STANO messages which have not yet ente..ýd ths tactical communications
,model. These messages are arranged chronologically according to the t~ines
at which they will enter the system. The programi reads the first message
from TABLE A (that is, the next message in chronological order). This message
then is processed through TACCG<{ and its subordinate subroutines. This
message no longer exists in TABLE A. Any further referer~ce to this message is
made by using TABLE B, since TABLE B contains informatiotu on messages in
process.

in order to determine the next message to be processed, a test is
made in T4CCOH between the next message in TABLE A and the highest precedence
message in TABUE 5 with the lowest game time. The higheot precedence message
of the two with the lowest Same time will be the next massage to be processed.
If they are both of the sa&e precedence and also have the same game time, then
the message from TABLE B will be processed next since it is already in the
net. This test appears in the listing of subroutine TACCOM between statements
91 and 20.

TABLE B is a temiporary storage area for information on messages enroute
from an entry point to a final destination. Whe.n each of these messages
reaches its final destination, it is exited from TABLE B and summry data
*bout the meossage is written onto the disk.

Forty-eight items of information arb kept in TABLE B in. or-ler to have
-Complete time history 0 tech message being processed. A description of these

iteme is given in Table 6.6-I.

6.6.8.3 P~tCL.IT and ROIE Subioutines

Each new message to be processed, based on its origin time, comes from
TABLE A. Thes* mew3sGeS are first processed through zubroutines PICDNIT and
ROLTz, Messages that have entered TABLE 5, do not require fu.;ther processing
in th-is. subroutines.
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TABLE 6.6-I

TABLE B

COWl• NAM vARIABLE DESCRIPTION

I Transmitter Time iafY The next available time
that this message can be
transmitted.

2 Receiver Time RCVTNYN The rext available time
that this message tan be
received.

3 Maximum number of '40M The maximum number of
Links links this message is

going through. ur to
three links are allowed.

4 Transmitter Locartior LOCTMT The unit designation for
the assuciated trans-
mitter time in Column I.

5 Receiver Location LOCRCV The unit designation for
the. associared receiver
time in Column 2.

6 M.essae Length LENMSt Thr Iowth of the STANO
-a.sage being processed.

7 Message Number MSGNU1A The unique message number
of this STANO measage
which comes from TABIJ-A.

B First lntermadists LOCA A mes3age may have up to
Node Location three links. 11he end

points of the links are
the nodes. Therefore.
there may be up to four
noJes. The first node is
the monitor node. The
fourth it , or last node
if Less tlen four nodes,
is :he s-it mode. If
four no.d are uoed. the
two Lntermedtate nodes
are called LLXA and LOCI.
ilence LOCA is the unit
designatton fur the A node.
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TABLE 3 (Contd)

C OLIN't WE VARIABLE DESCRIPTINi

9 SecOd Intermediate LOCS The unit designation of
Node Location the second intermediate

node.

10 l.avestigation Link LINK The link which the STANO

mssoage is trying to be
transmitted on.

'1 .lessage Precedence NSGFRC The erd.l allows for the

play of up to six moesage
precedences. These are
designated in the model as

1 for the highes" pre-
cedence and 6 for the low-

ent precedence.

12 Transmitter time of the
message minus the neit

delay time for link
number 1.

13 Receiver time of the
mesage minus the net
delay time for link nunm-
ber I.

14 Not Lied NET Net used In link number
l.t .... the net associated
with the transmitter and

receiver available for
this message.

15 Net OIlay NET DLY Net changeover delay in-
curred by the STANO meg
along link number 1.

16-19 Same as Coluws 12-15
except for link number 2.

20-23 Same as Columas 12-15
except for link number 3.

24-26 Non-STA.'10 Delay Total non-STANO delay

incurred by the STANO"message for link 1, 2, &
3 respectively.
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TABLE B (Contd)

COLUMN NAME VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

27 Blank for further use.

28 NnQ Code showing whether the
STANO message has made it
through its previous link.

1 = No, 0 = Yes.

29 IF This is the index in the
storage area ISTORE (800)
where the ground location
LOCTMT is stoted.

30 JTO Same as Column 29 except
for LOCRCV.

31-34 Node Designation Code NENTRY The node designation code
for the flow of this STANO
message.

35 Blank for Future use.

36 Origir.ation Time !NTIME The game time of the
of Me.!sage. STANO message when the

monitor operator gets a
detection from the sensor.

37 Monitor Location LOCMON Unit designation of the
monitor location.

38 Exit Node Location LOCEXT Unit designation of the

point at which the
information will be pre-
sented and where it will
exit from the coinmuni-
cations net.

39 Path Number IPATH The path number along
which the ST.tNO message
is traveling.

40 Message Entry Time MSGENT The actual entry time of
the STANO message into
the communicat ions net
aL whatever location it
might presently be. This
thcne takes into account

ahe iitia I and fina l
operator delaty.s
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TABLE B(Contd)
COLUMN NAME VARIABLE D"SCRIP . _
41-4.1 -STANO Delays 

The total STANO delay

incurred by the ST.AaOmessage for links 1, 2,
and 3 respectively.

44-45 Flow Description IFROM These represent the flowCodes for Direction ITO codes at each link forof Message Travel 
Lhe ST"NO message being
processed. As Previously
stated, the model Allows
up tu a maximum of three
communications links in
an up/down or horizontal
manner. The noden be-
tlr-en These links can be
considered as both trans-
mitting and receiving
nodes. The IFROM and ITO
codes indicate which way
the message is flowing.
these codes are nunmbered
I chrough 6 where:

I Brigade Down
2 - Battalion UP
3 9 Battalion Down
4 S Company Up
5 - Comrlnv Down
6 - Platoon UL46 Total Initial 

The totOperator Delays "Ie io a nit Al ,pe~a-tot delays 4ncorred by

this STANO leasage thro,
7ll oF its .eden.Oprtotal FinI 
Si'.e d! C ;'lo,c, 4o except4Operator D~l.s 
for final operator d=vly.

Monitor iD IDMO. The ID ot the monitor at
which th, !ss~ag ,re l-
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6.6.8.4 PRCDNT

The purpose of this subroutine is to extract from the precedence data
set the appropriate values for the message precedence, net preference, and
path number for each message based on its message type. A flow diagram of
subroutine PRCDNT is shown in Figure 6.6-7.

6.6,8.5 ROUTE

The purpose of this subroutine is to prepare information for subroutine
MSGQUE. This information includes the unit designations fGr the monitor,
the presentation or final location, and the two intermediate nodes for
the message over its designated route. The inputs for this subroutine are
the Route Data Set prepared by the planner. Route is accessed by the path
numbers obtained from subroutine PRCDNT.

From the NODE description code for each message in commuon area COMROT,
jiiOUTE prepares the individual NENTRY numbers which describe the flow of the
message. There are a maximwum of four of these numbers, where 6 indicates
a platoon is involved; 4 indicates a company is involved; 2 indicates a
battalion is involved, and I indicates a brigade is involved. From t'e
NENTRY numbers prepared, ROUTE then calculates the maximum number of links
the message must go through (a link being a path between a transmit and
receive node). ROUTE then gets the location of the mouitor from Common COMOT
for this message and then determines whether the message is flowing up, down
vr horizontal.

ROUTE then goes through the process of determining the two intermediate
locations and prtsen.ation location for the message. Two restrictions are
set forth at this time. First, a message cannot flow down from Platoon.
Secondly, a message cannot flow up from Brigade. A general flow of the
ROUTE subroutine is showrt in Figure 6.6-8.

6.6.8.6 LODQUE

The purpose of this subroutine is to set up the common arep LOADSA.
As previously stated, LOADSA contains the storage area(ISTORE), which holds
the echelon ground locations to be played in the m iel. It also holds the
queue developed in the model according to each echelon unit played, net and
message precedence. It is the storage locations of these echelon units in
the storage area (ISTORE), which will be used as index values to develop the
queues at each echelon. A general flow of LODQUE is given in Figure 6.6-9.

6.6.8.7 LDSRT

Subroutine LDSRT is used to sort and order the echelon ground locations in
the storage area ISTOLE. LDSRT also deletes any repeated echelon ground
locations so chat there will rot be more than one index for 3 quei'e which
points to the same echelon location. A general flow of LDSRT is given in
Figure 6.6-10.
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6.6.8.8 MAPPER

Before giving any discussion of subroutine MSGQUE, it is necessary to
discuss subroutine MAPPER and how it interacts with MSGQUE. Subroutine MAPPER,
when called by MSGQUE, uses the gruund locations of the message transmitter
and receiver plus the storage area ISTORE in common area LOADSA to determine
ore of the threa indexes used for the queues at the transmitter and receiver
of the message. These indexes will be the storage locations in the area
ISTORE where the transmitter and receiver ground locations lie. Because of
the interaction of each STANO message with non-STANO traffic, delays might
occur at either the transmitter or receiver nodes or both. Each queue holds
the number of non-STANO messages which are in line with the message pre-
sently trying to be proceesed. There are three' indexes by which each queue
is described. These are: 1) the indexes frow subroutine MAPPER; 2) the
net the message is on, and 3) the message precedence for the message. Thus
INQ (IF, J, Net) will hold the number of non-STANO messages which are in line
with the message coming from location (IF) with message precedence (J) and
being transmitted over (Net). Subroutine MAPPEk albo determines for any
message the time in at the transmitter and receiver of the last messages
entering these queues. These times INQ(IF, 7, NET) and IVQ (JTO, 7, NET))
are used to determine the difference between the time of the STANO message
and the times of the last message in the transmitter and receiver queue. If
this time is greater than 15 minutes at either the transmitter or receiver,
the queues for that transmitter or receiver will be cleared. It is assumed
in the model that it takes approximately 15 minutes for all of the messages
In the queue to be sent. This process prevents any STANO message coming in
later than 15 minutes after the last message in any queue from encountering
non-STANO measages from that queue. A general flow of subroutine MAPPER is
given in Figure 6.6-11.

6.6.8.9 MSGQUE

All messages, whether new from TABLE A or in-process from TABLE B are
processed through subroutine MSGQUE each time they endeavor to pass over a
communications link (between two nodes). Subroutine MSGQUE may be thought
of as the heart of the Tactical Communications Model. It is in s9,broutine
MSGQUE that I.he plarnner input non-STANO traffic statistics are us'-d to
determine the queues existing at the transmitter and/or receiver
nodes of a link, and, if so, the length of the queue, i.e., the number of
non-STANO messages in the queue for that location% precedence and net, and the
amount of non-STANO delay incurred by the STANO message due to the queue.

For a message coming from TABLE A, subroutine MSGQUE will first determine
the net to be chosen and if this is the last available net, a code (LASNET)
will be set so that no net delay will be calculated after the message is pro-
cessed. The same processing steps vill be taken for a message coming from
TABLE B which is at a new location (has been transmitted through its previous
link) however, an initial operator delay is calculated. It will then calcu-
late the flow codes for this message. These are explained in the description
of Table B, Table 6.6-I. in Columns 44 and 45.
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Subroutine MAPPER it then called to determine the indexes for the queue

and the times in at the transmitter and receiver locations of the lest
messages in theae queues. MSGQUE then will determine for this messaae,
through the planner input for non-STANO statistical data, the message lengths
and message rates for the random non-STANO meLssages to be generated.

After MSGQUE has finished setting up the initial situation for this mes-
sage to be processed, it will then determine the difference between the pre-
sent game time of the STANO message and the timen in of the last messages in
the queues at this transmitter and receiver. If this time difference at
the transmitter or receiver is greater than 15 minutes, then all of the
messages in queue at that tran~mitter or receiver will be cleared. If it is
not, subroutine BUPDAT will be called to calculate the STANO message delays
for this message. If there are any STANO delays incurred, they will be added
to the prtsent time of the STANO message. The non-STANO messages will then
be generated and from these messages a determination will be made to see if
the STANO message muot go into a queue. (The next possible processing time
of the next non-STANO message is greater than or equal to the present game
time of the STANO message.) If the message does not have to go into queue,
a message will he printed out that the STANO message has been presented to
its next locatixn.

If the message does have to go into queue, the appropriate non-STANO
message delays in the form of messages added to the queue, and times, will
be calculated and added to the current time of the message. If any non-
STANO delays exist, and there are other nets available, the STANO message
will try to get through on them, and print out the amount of net changeover
delay incurred for each switch to another net. If no other nets are available

a code will be set to show that the message did not make it through this link
on any of the available nets and must remain in qlsue. NSGQUB will then re-
turn to TACCOI placing the necessary data in TABLE u 'or the message to be
processed again some time later in the model through the same link and on the
previous or last available net tried.

If no non-STANO delays exist, a message will be printed out that the mess-
age has been presented to its receiver location giving the message number,

precedence, dispatch time (initial game time), monitor ID, path number, time
leaving the tranamitcer queue, and arrival time ac itt destiration. The
final operator delay at the receiver location is then calculated, printed out,
and added to the arrival time of the message, and a coO- is set to show that
this message did make it throu&h this link. MSQUE will then return to TACCQI
in the same manner as dcn4 previously; however, the next time, the messa i
will be processed through its next link on a new set of available nets. t
was on its last link, the message will be presented at its final descriptio%.

For massages coming from TABLE 3 which have not made it through their
previous link, the processing to set up the initial situation is bypassed
because all the data needed for this case have already been generated.
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Besides uW.ig 0ho commnOn jareAs MSG(r.n. LOADSA, MESSGS, c.YCLE, OFSHILt,
Ci*IOT, and MIODIFY, MSGQVE also ties the following inputs:

NNT• Y Nodal points for echelon locations
LVfIX Link the message is presently on
M 1SGPRC oessage precedence of the message
NETS Array of available nets for the message
11IME Present time of the message
IDMOt ID of moni:or at which message
LIN* mMeaexim number of links on the path for this

metssage

LXCT•T Ground location of the transmitter for this
message

LOCRCV Ground locatimm of the receiver for this
mesesae

IE:;,-ISG Length of the massage (in seconds)
.M=V Maess&a, number

A getsral flow of subroutine y1Q1JF is shown in Figure 6.6-12.

6.6.8.10 BU PDAT

TACCCI next call$ subroutine BUPDAT. This subroutine handles the delay
to one STA.NO custag caused by other STANO messages or vice versa,

In order for a STAD Jdelay to occur certain conditions are necessary but
not sufficient:

Both -msaages must be on the same net, fl

Both messages must be at the samw location and flowing in the oame
direction.

There ust be a time oveilap between the two messases.
Thetn these conditions are met. then we can may that there is a posiLbLl.

that there will be a STANO delay incurred, either by this STAND message or
by another one. The delay incurred depends first on the time, location and
flow of the messages and second, on their particular message precedences. These
delays are calculated in basicelly the same manner as non-STAPO delays. A gen-
eral flow of subroutine IIFLDT is given in Figure 6.6-13, and a description of
how te srANJ delays are calculated is iver,. on page 6-131, paralraph 6.6.6.3.

6,.6..11 Subroutins TACOMT

The finaI s,.broutine in the Tactical Commun'cations Model is the output
subroutine TACt,7. Every time a mssage from TALE I is ready to be presented,
it is written or disk by this subroutine. At the and of t, simulation when
all the massades are finished being pr,tessed, TACO7T prints the su ry
inforýut-! as eplained in paragraph 6.6.7 in the format shewn in Figures
6.6-I t!'rough o.b.s.
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S~CAIXUIATE WOX-STANo DELAYS FOR

THIS MESSAGE

PRT TIM MESSAGE ENTERED TXE QUEUE INTO
STORAGE AREAS INQ(IF,7,NET) AND INQ(JTO.

7,NET, FOR SE
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YES ~ NON-STAND N
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ARE
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INPUTS:
LOCATION Of THIS MSSAGE IN TAILE B
NUMER OF MESSAGES IN TABLU B
G&WE TIME OF THIS MDSSAGEpNIT
LOCATION TRAlNIMTTR
LOCATION RECEIVER
FL40W CODES: IFROI, ITO

SOUTPUTS:

GAZE TIME FOR THIS MSAE WW TAB=LE B

I

CCKTHIlS NESSAGE AGAINST FIRST
NESAGK

IN TABLE B

FI2E .. 1 CTSRRUIK CCOI

YES . Iof2

SAME'
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TABLE6.6-Ir

TACTICAL CtG@4UICATIONS MODEL CG**DN AREAS

USE I VARIABLES IUSED BY

Common/MSGCAR/ MINRAT(6,6,4), MAXRAT(6,6,4),
MINLEN (6,6,4), MAXLLEN(6,6,4)

MIMRAT(6.6.4) - Minimum number of DUMIXC
nnn-STANO message HIMUE
attempts per hr,
by precedenvi,
flow direction,
and net.

non-STANO message

attempts per hr,
by precedence,
flow direction,
and net.

Mn•LEN (6,6.4) - Minimum lengths
of non-STANO mes-
sages to be sen-
erated, by prece-
dence, flow direc-
tion end net.

MAXLIN (6.6.4) - Maximum lengths
of non-STANO mes-
sages to be gen-
erated, by prece-
dence, flow direc-
tion ae;n net.

Comon/•O)IFY/ KtYM(S9), MOOItAT(6,6,4,5),
MOODIN(6,6,4.50)

M - gems times at 0tich these DM=XC
modifiers begin to be NBGQM
effective.
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USE I VARIABLES I USED BY

Common/MSSTYP/ MSGPRlE(100), KPATH(100),
NETPRE(100), LTIME (100)

MSGPRE(10)- Message precedence of DUMTXC
the STANO message TACCOM

PRCDNT

KPATH(100) - Path ID on which the
message is flowing

NETPRE(100) - Net Preference Code
for the STANO message
along its path. A four
digit code specifying
4 different nets.

LTIIW(I00) - Time variable so that
messages may be identi-
fied with MSM game time
in order to have the mes-
sage types ,precedences
and routing be more dose-
ly tied to the scenario.

Common/LOADSA/ ISTORE (800), I1Q(200,6,4), STRtOT

ISTORE(800) - Storage area for the DUMTXC
unique echelon loca- TACCOc
tions played in the LDSRT
model. MSGQUE

MAPPERINQ(200.6,4) - The queue developed
in the model for
each STANO message,
by echelon, message
precedence & net.

STUNT - Count of the unique echelon
locations in ISTORE (800)
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USE IVARIABLE IUSE.D BY

Con on/CYCLE/ MECYCL(4,6), SIGCYC(4,6)

NECYCL(4.6) - The mean net DUMTXC
changeover delay MSGQUE
for each net and
flow direction
between each
echelon.

SIGCYC(4.6) - The standard
deviation for
net changeover
delay for each
net and flow
direction between

6 each echelon.

Coamon/CPSHUN/ KOPERT, NETCYC, IPREC,NRTCNT,
KTIME, ITAMA, NMESG

KOPERT - Bypass code for playing DUMTXC
operator delays. TACC(H

0 - no play MSGQUE
I a play

NETCYC - Bypass code ;or playing
net changeov,.r delays.

0 - no nlay
1 - play

IPREC - Nwuner of prucwt.snce data
cards.

NRTCNT - Number of Route data cardi

KTI" - Number of time sections in
the model after which the
non-STANO massage rate and
length modifiers to the
CMG*TRAFIX data will be
applied.
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USE VARIABLE USED BY

ITABA - Code for dercribing a
message being processed
from TABLE A or TABLE B.

1 w Table A
0 a Table B

N•SG - The number of messages
to be played in the mdl.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE PRERUN OUTPUTS

The following sections describe how to interpret the output of PRERUN.
Any of the output can be stppressed by inputting NPRINT = 0 in PRERUN Step 0.

1.1 PRERUN Step 0. The following tables and data list, are printed out in
PRERUN Step 0.

Title Reference for Definition of Fields

Headers Vol 1I, page F-4 - printed with no change
Arrays Vol II, page F-5,- printed with no change
Position Error Parameters Vol II, page F-11- printed with no change
Sensors Vol I1, page F-16- printed with no change
Sensor Parameter Set Vol II, page F-20- printed with no change

except as noted

Note: Field 10 will 4ppear as four asterisks if Sector coverage is used.
Field 9 will not be printed.

Firetrap Kill Point System Vol II, page F-29- printed with no change
Mouitors Vol II, page F-32- printed with no change
Monitor Parameter Set Vol II, page F-39- printed with no change
Relays Vol II, page F-39- printed with no change
Relay Reliability Parameter Vol II, page F-39- printed with no change
Data Links Vol II, page F-45- printed with no change
Receiver/Transmitter Parameter Vol II, page F-48- printed with no change

Note: Fields 7 and 8, and 15 and 16 have no space bitween them.

Path Vol II, page F-52- Same as Input, with
following differences: Only "ATH" will be printed from PATH. No space

between items 7 and 8. Item 12 starts on line 2 and has no decimal point
hetween it and item 13. Trailing zeros indicate that less than 9 legs are used.

Force Type Parameter Vol I1, page F-56- printed with no change
Coverage/Scan Parameter Vol II, page 7-60- printed with no change
NAY Syrtem HypaePRNV1 Vol II, page F-64- printed with no change
NAY System Rhotheta PRNV2 Vol II, page F-67- printed with nv change
N&V System Doppler PRNV3 Vol II, page 7-70- printed with no change
NAV System normal dist PlNV4 Vol II, page F-73- printed with no change
STASCAN Arrays Vol I1. page F-76- printed with no change
MOVE Arrays Vol I1, page F-S0- printed with no chan3e
Forces (Blue) Vol II, page F-85- printed with no change
Forces (Red) Vol 1I, page F-88- printed with no change
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Be

Battle PIEVT Table Vol II, page F-91- printed with no change
Battle RSEVT Table Vol II, page F-98- printed with no change
Battle XCLUIA Vol II, page F-102 printed with no change

Battle FSPTB Table Vol II, page P-105 printed with no change
Culture PCEVT Table Vol II, page F-108 pr. ;ated with no change
Culture RCEVT Table Vol II, page F-114 printed with no change
Culture SNPDX-Y Table Vol II, page F-118 printed with no change

Note: In all cases, rounding errors will result if a number is read in and
printed out in a different format from that used in the input. For example,
'he CULTURE PCEVT TABLE, Item 10. For CEVID type 2, if the value of activity
level is 1.5; it will be printed out as 2., even though it will be properly
stored in the machines.

1.2 PRERUN Step 1. PRERUN Step 1 contains .RE1 and 14 subroutines which
it calls. Of these 15 subprograms, only two, UPDN8 and UPDN6 have any printed
output. The output of UPDN8 will appear as follows:

RELAY UP-DOWN TIMES

Time Code

0 -2
13456 -4 C.4.-4
15786 -1
18230 -6

NOTE: A Identifies the relay, in this case relay number 3.

B An actual time an event occurs, whether planne4 or unplanned, and
whether a relay goes up (becomes operational) or goes down (ceases to be
operational).

C Code to tell case of up/down as f.'lows: -1 Reemplace (up)
-2 Normal up (up)
-3 Abort (down)
-4 Reliability failure

(down)
-5 Life failure (down)
-6 Normal down (down)

The output of UFDN 6 will apppear as follows:

&,..4 tor
ID i•:,. Planned Up Planned Down Actual Up Actual Down Counter

1 151200 0 151200
2 1511998 151200940 151199 & 151200
3 350 63215 350 , 17038
3 350 63215 Q*19532 63215
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NOTE: A and B. Planned up and down time have been converted from

planner input values to seconds from start of Same.

C and D. Difference between planned and actual down times result

from randomness introduced through planner input Set 7, item 3, 4, and 5.

Initial up time will always be the sam as the planned up time.

1.3. PERIUN Step 2. PRERUN Step 2 contains PRENN2 and 10 subroutines which
it calls. Of these 11 subprograms, only UPDN3, UPDNl9, and PREMN2 have any
printed output. The output of UPDN3 and UPDN19 will appear as follows:

Array 4 t

UPDN/ 1 1 1 1 1

.12 0
-12 0
-10 373
-12 0

-15 151200
-16 183652
-14 130265
-11 240000
-11 240000

Explanation:

A: Array under consideration

B: Twice the number of Up!Down Cycles experienced by this array during
tae game. If a sensor array were emplaced and then remplaced twice because of
equipment failures, this number would be 6.

C: Number of up/down cycles per sensor in the array.

D: Code to indicate cause of each sensor going up or going down. If the
first number in item C had been 2, then the first two entries would pertain
to the first sensor. The sam applies to the first two down times. Up times
for all sensors are listed first followed by down times. Codes used include
the folloming:
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- 8 Couldn't emplace enough sensors during a mission (down) see
items 24, 25, and 26, Data Set I, pages F-5 and 6, Volume II.

- 9 Falls below acceptable number of sensors (down). same ref-
erence as above.

- 10 Maintenance (Up); may not have been down, since this can be
preventive maintenance.

- 11 Normal or planned down time (down)

- 12 Normal or planned up time (up)

- 13 Abort (down) UGS arrays only

- 14 Equipment reliability failure (down)

- 15 Life of battery has been exceeded (down)

- 16 The auxiliary sensor is unable to report since the primary
sensor is down.

- 17 The sensor failed to survive emplacement (down)

- 18 The sensor otme up at a time later than the end of game time

Ti,e Output of PRE,242 will appear as follows:

UPDN

0. 151200.
0. 151200.
0. 151200.

G O. 73268. 84376. 151200.
0. 151200.

376. 13000. 18324. 134260.

Explanation: Each sensor has a single line showing alternately up and down
times. Line A, for example, concerns sensor 4. Sensor 4 came up at 0.
seconds, went down at 73268, then came back up &,. 84376 and want down again
at 151200 seconds.



1.4 PRERUN Ste,) 3. PRtERUN Step 3 contains PRE•N3 and 15 subroutines called
directly or indirectly. Of these, only PSNP, PSNP19, and PREMN3 have printed
output. PSNP19 and PSNP have identical output as follows:

SNEI B C D E F G H

1. 3. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10750. 11450.
2. 3. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10750. 11450.
3. 3. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10750. 11450.
4. 3. 4. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10750. 11450.
5. 3. 5. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 10750. 11450.

J K L M N 0 P Q

12320. 10100. 1. 1. 10. 91.-0.710 12340.7 10125.5 1.0
12200. 10000. 1. 1. 10. 91.-0.785 12182.6 9984.5 1.0
12100. 9900. 1. 1. 10. 91.-0.854 12102.3 9911.4 1.0
12020. 9800. 1. 1. 10. 91.-0.915 11958.7 9855.3 1.0
11950. 9700. 1. 1. 10. 91.-0.970 11931.4 9754.7 1.0

SNER: Table name

A: Sensor nirber

B: Method of emplacement code (i.e.,1 . = hand emplaced; 2. = hand
emplaced uaing path as refetrences; 3 - airdrop; 4 - artillery or
mortar)NOTS: This differs from emplacement technique code used in
item 11 of Data Set6 i and XIX. New code is assigned in the program.

C: Number of the sensor within the Farticular array.

D: 0 - if map errors are not being played, 1. if they are. (From
Prerun Step 0, NPLAY)

E. Either a code or a perameter value concerning location errors.
If location errors are being played and the sensors are hand
amplaced (or they are being delivered by unobserved Artillery),
then Z is the value of one standard deviation of location error.
Otherwise the value will be 0.

F: If the sensors are hand emplaced, and the sensor is not the first
sensor in the array, and relative errors are being played, then
number will be the relative location error in percent of base
(first sensor) error. Otherwise value will be 0.

'G. If sensor is hand+emplaced, set to 0.
If air delivered(- 3 in column B) number denotes type of navigation
system on aircraft (0 - "perfect," I - Hyperbolic, 2 a Rho-Theta,
3 - Doppler, 4-Gaustan errors assumed).
If artillery delivered (t 4 in column I) number denotes weapon
type (I - 155u; 2 - 105m; 3 - 8, "4 =8Im, 5w 4.2")
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H. If artillery emplaced, nunber = 1. Any other delivery means,
number is 0.

I. If sensor field is not hand emplaced, these are the X and Y coordi-
nates of either the gun which fired it in, or the point of origin
of the aircraft which dropped it. If the sensor is hand emplaced,
values will be 0, unless the sensor is an auxiliary sensor in which
case a 1. will be in the first field.

J. X and Y coordinates of desired sensor location.

K. , indicates airdrop errors are being played, 0 irvicates they
are not. (applies only to air delivered sensors)

L. If the sensor is airdropped, set to 1 if helicopter delivered, 2
if dropped from a fixed wing aircraft. If delivered by unobserved
artillery, value is set to 1.

K. Speed of aircraft, if airdropped sensor, otherwise 0.

M. Altitude of aircraft (meters), if airdropped sensor; otherwise 0.

o6 An angle. This angle is derived by taking the tan "lof Dy where
DY and DX are the differencesin the Y and X directiomsresRectively
of:

(1) Aircraft start point and desired sensor position in case of
air dropped sensors or

(2) Gun position and desired sensor position in case of artillery
or mortar delivered sensor or

(3) Start and end points of path leg along which the sensor is to
be emplaced or

(4) A line connecting the South-West corner of the play area with
the de'iired sensor location in the case of sensors emplaced in
the open.

NOME: Format may preclude printing out entire angle.

P. Ground truth position of each sensor, to ioarest .1 meter.

Q. Version of navigation system (within the category shkvn in G above),
if airdropped sensor. Otherwise, 0. See item 3, AIRDROP, page F-11,
Volume II.
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!MN3 has output as follows:

. 1250.. 11000. 12532. 60. 172800.

0. 1250. 11000. 12582. 60. 172800.'

O. ....... 1250. 11000. 12842. --- 60." -172800.

4569.. 2638. 11439. 13403. 60. 172800.

4569. _-2638.o"6 " 11482.---13428.- -60. _172800.
4569.J 2638. 11525. #13453. 60. 172800.

4569. 26 12224.(¶13840. 60 C 72800.

4569 •.1^ 2638. 12278o._ 13906. 60* 72800.

4.69.--42638.- ... 12342'LY 13951. 60;6( 172800,

4569. 2638. 14237. 60. 172800.

"--4569.--__ 2638. •12927..14262. 60.--'172800.
4569. 2638. 12970. 14287. 60. 172800.

4569o .......... 2638.'-'.. 13293 . .. 14474.. 60....172800.

4569. 2638. 13293. 14474. 60.. 172800.

4569. 2638 -. ... 13995. ...... 14879. . 60.'- 172800."

4 4569. 2638. 14562. 15207. 60. 172800.

0. 0;, 15755o. 16145, 60." 172800.

0 -.. 15781. 16119. 60. 172800.

f . .. . . . 15754..... 16146.--- 60. 172800.
9.31. 1612. 16077. 16667. 60. .172800.

931.-" " 1412. - _16077._16667. 60.--'172800.
0. 1500o 16475. 17869. 60: 172800.

A: DX and DY - For sensors emplaced with respect to a leg of a path,
the first column is the distance between the end points of the leg in the
East-West direction. The second column is the distance between end points in
the North-South direction. For sensors emplaced using only UTM coordinates
in Data Set III, these numbers will be *.

B: X, and Y - The first ground truth location of each sensor. Same
as Item P in PSNP19, and PSNP explanation above.

C: TI and T2 - The first up and down time of the sensor.

NOTE: Each sensor has a single line. If a single sensor is relocated or

Soes up and down more than once, new columns will be printed to the right of
the fir~st column showing subsequent location and up/down times. X2 and Y2.
T3 and TV.
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1.5 PRERUN Step 4. There is no printed output from this step.

1.6 PRERUN Step 5. Consists of TRNPAR which calls TRNPRI. TRNPRl calls
seven (7) subroutines. Thirteen rables are printed ovt by TRNPRI. These
tables are headed by a 1SM file number and the location on disc in set
JTNWDF where the table starts. Columns correspond to data extracted from
planner inputs from data sets described in Appendix F, Volume 2. Explanations
follow and are keyed to items in the data sets.

MSM 1 - Arrays - UGS Start Location 1 1

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

1 UGS 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 UGS 1 1 4 2 1 2 2 3 0 0 0 0
3 U1S 1 3 5 2 1 4 2 5 0 0 1 1
4 UGS 1 3 8 1 1 6 0 0 0 0 1 1
5 UGS 1 3 11 2 1 7 2 8 0 0 0 0
6 UGS 1 2 14 1 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 UGS 1 1 16 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 UGS 1 1 17 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 UGS 1 3 18 1 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 UGS 1 2 21 1 1 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 UGS 1 1 23 1 1 13 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 UGS 1 2 24 1 2 14 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 UGS 1 2 26 1 2 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 UGS 1 2 28 1 2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 UGS 1 1 30 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 UGS 1 2 31 1 2 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 UGS 1 2 33 1 2 18 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 UGS 1 2 35 1 2 19 0 0 0 0 0 0

•: ID of array (item 1, page F-5)

B: Generic type (item 2, page F-5)
C: Organization (item 3, page F-5)
D: Number of sensors in array (item 4, page F-5)
E: ID of first sensor in array (item 5, page F-5)
F: Number of monitors associated with array (item 13, page F-5)
G: ID of first (primary monitor) (item 14, page F-5)
H: ID of data link to let monitor(item 15, page F-5)
I: ID of second monitor (item 16, page F-5)
J: ID of data link to second monitor (item 17, page F-5)
K: ID of third monitor (item 18, page F-5)
L: ID of data link to third monitor (item 19, page F-5)
M: ID of artillery ambush (firetrap) (item 22, page F-5)
N: Luffer
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MSII 2 - Arrays - STASCAN Start Location 272

19 VISS 1 1 37 0 020 VISS 1 1 38 0 0
21 viss 1 1 39 0 0
22 VTSS 1 1 40 0 0
23 VISS 1 1 41 0 0
24 VISS 1 1 42 0 025 VISS 1 1 43 0 026 VISS 1 1 44 0 0
27 VISS 1 1 45 0 0
28 VISS 1 1 46 0 0
29 VISS 1 1 47 0 0
30 VISS 1 1 48 0 0

See Table D-2, page D-21, Volume I, Part II.
See also Para 4, page /)-8, Volume I, Part II..
See also Data Set XIX, Page F-76, Volume II

MSM 3 - Arrays - WOVINC Start Location = 369

31 MOVE 1A2-67 2 49 1 1
32 MOVE 3B2-67 2 51 2 1

See Table D-3, page D-22, Volume I, Part II.
See also para 4, PagesD-8 and D-9, Volume I, Part II.
See also Data Set XX, page F-80, Volume II

MSN 4 - FORCES -_BLUE START LOCATION 384

I. BLUE 1A2-67" LTA/C 10 1 1 10.000 609.6 3600.

2•--BLUE .. -Ji-_t97" PLAT-..-'-.. 3 25 2- 2.78 . 0.0 2100.0

2 1000o0. 16400.0 3600-0

17000.0 16400.0 4300.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

2 . 3 -12500.0 17900.0 2100.0
12500.0 14400.0 3360.0
14234.0 13400.0 4080.6

0.0 0.0 0.0
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See Table D-4, page D-23, Volume I, Part II..
See also Para 6, page D-9, Volume I, Part II.
See also Data Set XXI, page F-84, Volume II.

KsM 5 - FORCES, RED .. START LOCATION .472

8_

5 RED V I SMVEH 5 1 3 2.778
6 " RED V 2 - SMVEH 5 - 1 3'.. 2.778
7 RED V 3 HVYTRK 6 1 4 2.778

8- RED - V 4 TANK-' 7' 1 5 ...... 2.778-

9 RED P 5 SQO 2 10 6 2.778
I0 RED0..... P 6___ SOD____ 2 - 0 -7- '2.'778'
11 RED P 7 SQOD 2 15 8 2.778
12 RED P 8 PLAT 3- -40 7 - 2.778
13 RED 8 9 RAFT 12 1 9 2.778

-- 14---RED . .. BO .... OUTBRD----13. ... 1-'10 7---2.778
15, RED Pi PLAT 3 40 11 2.778

0.0 300.0 ........ 1 4
S0.0 600.0 1 4
0.0 900.0 1 4

0.0 1500.0 1 4• 0.o0 30oo.0 .. .1 .. . 4...

0. 0_ 1800.0
0.0 2100.0 1 4

o0.0 2400.0' 1...... 4

0.0 2700.0 2 1
0.0- 3000.0
0.0 10800.0 3500 3000

See Table D-5, page D-25, Volume I, Part II.
See a&.so Para 7, Page D-10, Volume I, Part II.
See also Data Set XXII, Page F-88, Volume II.
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29 14 ACOUSTIC a 2 12005.2
30 'IS BREAKWIR 15 4 10577.8
31 16 SEISMIC 2 0. 10000.01

*32~ 16 SEISMIC 2 0 10000.0
33 17 SEISMIC 2 0 10000.0
34 17' SEISMIC 2 0 10000.

35 is ezs~i 2 0 000.
36 18 SEISMIC 2 0 10000.0
-37 19 THERMVEW 7 0 14000.0
38 0 HRMVEW 7 1 43.

-16350.0-----30.0 -1.5708 -0- 0
11000 - .0 -1e5708 -0 0 0

1900---0.0 105708 0 0
11900.0 0.0 __1.5708 0 0 0.

11900.0 0.0 1.5708 0 ~ 0 0

18000.0 1.5708 0 0 0

See Table ;P6. pape D-27. Volume 1, Part 11.
See also Pars. 8. Paz* D,11, vOltus 1, Part 1I.
Sea also Data Set III, Page F-16, Voliume II.

Note: Column am~bers correspond to word eascriptionsifl Table D-6, except f or

a. column 3 which is sensor type rather than code.
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I SEISMIC AN1NSOD0.864E08O0.864E 07 0.0 ~ 0~ 0 -0

A4! ISID 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.000
0.0 0.0 Oo0****** 0

2 *RBO NB-IR0864E 08 '0.864E 07-0.0 0 0 1. 000--
MNB -SDR 1 00.0~ O0.0 0.0 00.

0.0 0.0 0.00***** 0

3 PASSIVIR PJ-CRI0.864E 08 0.864E 0? 0.0 -- 0 0 11.00
N8P- IRI 0- 0 50. 0 0.0 ___o 0'.0 .50

-0.0 - . 0.04***** 0

0 0. f)00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9999.0 6.283 0.0 Z0.0 100.0- 200.0
0~~ 000o .0.0 0.0 0.0

-0500 0.0 . - 10 0 500 5.0.

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

00 010 0 0 0 0 0~
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See Table D-7, page D-30; Volume I, Part IL.
See also par& 9, page D-15, Volume I, Part II.
See also Data Set IV, page F-20, Volume II

Note: The line ot 6 asterisks in the example constitute fields 35 and 36

in Table D-7. Upon correction of a format error this will correctly show

the coordinates of the searchlight (if used) in game coordinates. The last
8 zeros have no present meaning. Space is being reaerved if future sensors
require additional sensor parameters.

14SN 8- FIRETRAPS

, I! l ,, ,, 0 172800 , ..

Ž START LOCATION = 2271

2 2000.0 0 0.0 0

See Table D-8, page D-35, Volume I, Part 11.
Sea also par& 10, page D-16, Volume 1, Part 11.
See also Data Set V, page F-29, Volume 11.

2 uGs2 l l140. 40•,0.0.__

START LOCTION 2283 .

0 172800 1. 2

.... 0 "-." 172600 1 2
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See Data Set VI, page F-32, Volume II, times in seconds.

NSMIO - DATA LINKS START LOCATION a 2306

1. 1 1 1 2 0
2 .. .2 . I
3 2 2 0 0 0

-- 4 • 3 "- 1 1...1 2 0
5 3 2 1 2 0
6 1" 0 0 0
7 5 1 0 0 0-- 8 - 5 .. .2 . . 0 0 .... 0
9 6 ,,i 11, 2 2 1

See Data Set X, page F-45, Volume II, times in seconds.

N-SM11 - PATH DATA

__PATH C 1 4 11000.0 1190*0.0

PATH C 2 -1 10000.0 12400.0

_PATH a 3 2 12500.0 17900.0

PATH 8 4 1 10000.0 16400.0

.0000 1.0000 1 11000.0 13150.0
1.0000 1.0000- 1 15569.0 157688.
1.0000 .1.0000 1 16500.0 17400.0

1.0000 1 ... 1. 16500.0 18900.0
1.0000 1.0000 5 14000.0 12400.0

1.0000 1.0000 1 12500.0 14400.0
S10000 1 14234.0 13400.0

1.0000 1.0000 9 17000.0 16400.0
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See Table D-ll, page D-38, Volume I, Part II.
See also para 13, page D-18, Volume I, Part II.

NSM12 FORCE. TYPE PARAMETERS START LOCATION 2486

i 1 1 o_0.0 0 0 0
2 f 1 1O02 2 1
3 1 0 10.00 0 0 0

4~ 1 10.00O
1 1 . 10.00 0 0 0

O 0 2 •0O0•--2 1f -1
7 1 0 2.00 1 1 2
8' 1' . . 0 . . . 2 . .0 . 3 1 2-
9 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.-o 1r--- -o0o o o .....

See Table D-12, page D-39, Volume I, Part II.
See also par& 14, page 1-19, Volume I, Part II.
See also Data Set X1I, pige F-56, Vlume II.

NSM13 - COVERAGE/SCAN PARAMETERS* START LOCATION *2564

.1 3 oo.o 1000.0 1 0.0 o 1000.0 0: 0.0
-- 3-5000-o 500.0 o 0.0 -5o.o o0 0.0
33 3 500.0 550.0 250.000 -1750. 0 0.0 0.

-4- 3 5--5o00.0o. 650.0. 250 . 006o225. 0--o. 0.0-
5_ 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 300.000

06.060 '0.0 1.571- 0.0 0 0.-62
77 10.0 0:0 0.785 0.0 0 0.16

0.0 0.0 0. APD9• ---o.o .. . o~ . ... ... o -- ,, ,,.,;
0 0.0 0: MOVSLS

S.o ..... o0o ..... O.--MOVEYE'

'o.o66- 75. o66,. o0. Its mfGATHR
'--0 . O000 7/5.o0 00) . .0 . ! G T& ER '-

See Data Set XIV, page 7-60, Volume II.
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1.7 PRERIN Step 6. PRERUN Step 6 contains PREIN6 and 19 subprograms.
Printed output consists primarily of a listing of the planner and designer
input data sets. Sample output is shown below:

SCHAR

I12.00 0.5C 0.75 1.00 0.10 0.90 0.8C 0.10 C•3C .8eC C.80 0.40
42.CC C.5C C. 75 1.00 1.00 I.OC IO 1.00 JC 1.00 1,00 1.00 1.O00

See page 1-20, Volume II. Note that rows and columns have been exchanged.

14&OC. 54CC.107CC.lC55C. C. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 3. 1.
156O0.14800.15200.1515C.Ib300.1655C.17!C0. C. C. C. 6. 1.
15'00.1465C.14900.14200• 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 3. 1.

5500. 5500. 7950. C. C. C. 0. 0. 0. C. 2. 1.
5900. 6800. 7150. 7800. 8150. C. . 0. 0. 0. C. 4. 1.

6200. 6CO. 77CC. 85CC. 8800. 0.****** 0. 0. C. 4. 1.

13200.131C(.116C0.1075C. C. C.****** C. 0. C. 3. 1

13200.•1ICG.106CC.12150.11400. 0. 0. 0. C. C. 4. 1.

620C. 6qCC. 7" 'C. 85CC. 88CC. QlO0. 0. 0. 0 0. 5. i.

8800. 8450. C. 0. 0. 0. C. C. C. C. I. 1.

1550. 55CC. 7950. 8000. 8200. 0. o . 0, 4, .

RCLTY

740C. 3000. 8300. 9100. 0. C. Co C. -C. 5. 3. 1.
8900. 9 O0O.l•000.l1200.12550.1450.147CC. C. C.)***** 6. 1.

1720C.IC5CC.151CC.14500. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.****** 3. 1.
11600.lll00.10200. C. 0. C. C. C. -0. C. 2. 1.
11600.11550.11300.11200.10350. C. 0. 0. -0. 0. 4. 1.
11950.1200C.1260C.126CC.•0400. 0. 0. 0. 0.****** 4. 1.

7700. 9600. 9800.112CC. 0. C. C. C. C. 1. 3. 1.
7700. 96CC. 9RCO.10700.11100. 0. 0. 0.****** 0. 4. 1.

llIq50.!2OOO.1260C.l2CC.IO4CC&. 55C• 0. 0.****** -0. 5. 1.

These two tables are from labeled common area, "ROUTE" and contain the first
20 paths from planner data set XII, page F-52, Volume II. Since these are
used to locate paths for battle and culture events, the 2 0x12 dimension of
this n.strix may need to be expanded for larger scenarios. The last column
in the table denotes the type of path (see footnote, page F-52). The llth
column shows the number of legs on the path. There will be one more node
than legs and the first 10 fields (columns) are reserved for the X (ROUTX) or
Y (•OUTY) coordinate of the nodes. Only those numbers that represent nodal
points have any meaning. The non-sensical values printed out in the remaining
spaces result from not initializing the matrix area before o%-erwriting.
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TPSPED See para 5.4.3.4b, page 5-153, Volume I,

61. 3. 6. 9. Pa:-t II . See also Table 1-24, Volume II,
72. 2. S. 1C. Appendix 1.

C ACAL~ See para 5.4.3.4c, page 5-153, Volume 1,
Part II.. See also Table I-25,Volume II,

91.2CC.4C0.800. Appendix I.
g2.2CC.4CC.800.

See Table 1-26 , Volume II.Appendix I.

See also para 5.4.3.4d, page 5-153, Volume
CV A I, Part II. In order to extend the

sensor types past what is shown (sensor
2. . 6C. type lis all seismic sensors and sensor

30.. 60. type 2 is all acoustic sensors) additional
definition and extension is required Ln
Subroutine CULTBK.

SNFDX 7
105. 16000. 16500. 10000. 10000. 10000. 1000
105. 17000. 17500. 10000. 10000. 10000. 10000.

0. 0. 0. 0. 2.

SNFOY

105. 17400. 17900. 11900. 11900. 11900. 11900
105. 18400. 18900. 11900. 11900. 11900.

S°°"1

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2.
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These tables are obtained from the planner input Data Set XXIX (see page F-118),
Volume II and page 5-152, Volume I, Part II) . SNFDX and SNFDY tables are
outgrowths of the master Data Set XXIX. The first column is the cultural
event type and class being used. The last column shows the number of columns
to the left of the first column that are meaningful. Up to six columns can
be used (3 sensor fields.)The 2d,4th and 6th columns show the South (SNFDX)
or West (SNFDY) boundaryof the sensor field while the 3d, 5th, and 7th columns
show the North (SNFDX) or East (SNFDY)boundary. The 8-13th columns have no

significance. Columns 2-7 are initially given the value of the Southwest
corner of the play area and this number will show in those fields not used for
exclusiou areas.

-ANSPC See Table 1-27 , page 1-22 Volume II and
5.para 5.4.3.4e, page 5-153, Volume I, Fart II.•05.. A, .5. 10.

SHOL TABLE
1023. 1. 3C3600. 47CC. 11700

1023. 2. 100000. 14700. 167CO.
1023. 1. 414400. 11700. 137C0.
1033. 2. CIO100. 97CC. 6700.
1033. 1. 308000. 4700. 107CC.
1033. 1. 4S9999. 15700. 67C0.
IofA. 1. 3C1000. 77C0.

16700. 8700. 0. 1. 0.

7700. 67CC. C. 1. 0.

16700. 103CC. 0. 2. 0.

7700. 14700. 0. 1. C.

67CC. 117CO. 0. 2. 0.

2700. 167CC. 0. 1. C.
Q700. 14700, 0. - . O.

CSHDL constLts of the planner input table PCEVT (see data set XXVII, page
F-108, Volume LI).Columns 1-10 of the printout are the same as items 2 - 11
of the data set.
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423,, 2 If values are not entered in required tables,12,.-•~k.... 2. or if inconsistencies are found, values are
423. * assigned by default and a list of the type

- shown here is printed out. These entries are
423. R 2 normally made as each sensor - CEVID is
123 .i... 2 indexed through a do-loop in subroutine

Hp 2_ CULTBK.

113

EVO. 113.
EVO 113.

0TABLE 0.2TO2GR

0. IOO9CCOE 01 -0.98563585E 01 -0.0B5635eSE c0
O. 00O-OO E 01 -0.9877C628E 01 -0.98770628E 0 1
0.30000000E 01 -0.99099855E 01 -0.99C59855E C0
0.40CO00CCE 01 -0.99542694E 01 -0.99542694E 01
0.50CO0000E 01 -0.10004,25E 02 -0.10004425E 02
0.6CO00000E 01 -0.70547132E 01 -0.70547132F 01
C.70CO0000E 1O -0.7C471048E 01 -0.70471048E 00

(-o.g85635e5E 01 -0.98563585E 01

J-O.98770628E 01 -0.98770628E 01

C3 , -0.99099855E Cl -0.99099855E 01S-0.9954126€54E 01 -0.99542694E 01
-0010004425E 02 -0.10004425E 02
-0.70547132E 01 -0.70547132E Oi

•-0.7047104BE 01 -0.7047104SE 01

,; Column 1 : Sensor number

Columm 2, 3, 4, 5 Contain the culture background level in each quarter day

in dB.
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FCWPN
31. 2. 4. 8. 60. 30. 15.12C. 60. 15. 1. 2. 3. C. C. C.
?2. 1. 3. 5. 6C. 30. 15.120. 60. 15. 3. 3. 1. C. C. 0.
52. 1. 3. 5. 60. 30. 15.12C. 60. 15. 2. 6. 6. 1. C. 0.
53. !. 3. 5. 60. 30. 15.12C. 6C. 15. 2. 6. 2. 1. C. C.

121. 1. 1. 1. C. C. C. C. C. 0. 1. 1 . 1 . C. C. 0.

See Para 5.4.2.4, page 5-146, Volume I, Part II and Table 1-12, page 1-13,
Volume II.

43. 43 43. 43.

'.3•. 4. '4. ',?,, 44. 44.•

6 3"

See page 5-145, Volume 1, Part II and Data Set X TVI, Page F-105, Volume II.Note Item 1 of the Data Set is not printed out.

53. 42. 42. 42. 42. 42. :42,3

-42.• ' 43. 43. 43. 43. 43.

S43. 44. 44. 44. 44. 44.]

See page 5.4.2.4c, page 5-146, Volumae I, Part II and Table 1-13, page 1-14,
Volume II.
RNGBK See page 5-147, Volume I, Part II and Table 1-14, page

2C0. 1-14, Volume II.5CC.
I0CC.

20C0.
40(C.
7000.

ICCCC.
1400C.

2?'CCC.
3C000.
5COOC.
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WRLIM
31. 100. 26CC. 32.

800. 560C.

ACSPO

1711. 25. 20. 5C.
1721. 25. 25. ;C.

ACALT
lCc. 700. 15.
ICC. 700. 25.

See Pages 5-147 and 5-148, para f, g, h, Volume I, Part II.

XCLUA TABLE

(2) 0.(13)1810. (15)0. (12) 1721. (13) 1810. (15) 0.
(12)1721. (8)521. (10)1510." (8) 521. (9) 1210. (11)1530.

(7) 310. (4) 0. .(6) 4. (3) 17500. (4) 0. (6) 4.
(3)16000. (14)0. (16) 0. (14) 0. (16) 0.

(9) 1210. (11)1530. (10) 1510.
(5)18900. (7) 310. (5) 17400.

(2)16000.

See Data Set XXV, pare F-102, Volume II. Items in brackets correspond to
itemnumbers in Data Set XXV. Data are repeated for number of exclusion areas
used.

SAFTY
311. 29. 200. 25C
ý21. 30. 410. 510.
521. 3C. 180. 22MS?l. 5c. 35c. 4"Ac.

W4 1211. 10. 50, CO.

See Table I-11, page 1-12, Volume II (note that rows and columns have been
exchanged) and Para 5. 4 . 2 .4apage 5-146, Volume I, Part II.
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ROUTX See explanation above for ROUTE X
9400. 9400. 10700. and ROUTE Y - This list is re-

1560C, 14800. 15200. printed with nc change.
| 15600. 14650. 14900.

$500o. 5 0o 0. 7,95 0.

590T -bo 1

7400. 8000.
7T8900. 9900.

17200, 16050
11600.
11600.

SVSPED . . . .-

""6 e. 3. 10. 20.

SCVYLle. 1. " . 4.
162. 1 i 2i

1.02. 4. 1. 2. "

1.2. 40 1. 2.

181.• 20. 30. 50. 100,

180. 30. 40, 50. 100.

See Tables 1-19, 1-20, 1-21, pages 1-17 and 1-18, Volume !I.
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SNOMAS -21. 0.10 0.30 0.0 See Table 1-22, page 1-19, Volume
SLO. - 0 .030 0.0.

31. 0.10 0.30 0.0
32. 0420 0q40 0.0
41* 0.10 0.30 0.0
42. 0.10 0.30 0.0

43. 0.20 0.40 0.0
44._ 9).40 0.Pp40 0.0.
52. 0.20 0.40 0.0
53o 0.30 0.50 0.0

121. 0.10 0.30 0.0
132. 0.30 0.50 0.0
171. 0.20 0.40 0.0
172.. 0.30 0.50 0.0
161. 0.30 0.50 0.0
182. 0.40 0.60 0.0

.310. 1. 312600L. 8400. 9800. 1055b. 9100.
310. 1. 3112,00. 10600. 11400. 10550. 9200.
-31. 2. 111i70. 8400. 9800. 94o00 7400.

310. 2. 111700. 8400. 9800. 7050. 10050.
311. 1. 312720. 10700. 8900. 8400. 9800.311. 1. 312960. 10500. 9300. 10500. 11200.321i 10 313080. 10500. 9100. 10620. 11220... .3 •! _... 1 ,_ 3 1_Q 10. _.10500. ... 6700. 10620. 11220.
311. 2. 111760. 7000. 10000. 8400. 9600.321. 2. 112900. 750. 11700. 10620. 11220.0
U1o. 1. 400000. 10550. 11700. .0. 0110. 1 400300. 11100. 11500. 0. 0.

1 .2.0.
I 1236 45 221.0S. 12 20.

4I L . .•0 o. _2 . b. 10o. 2. 0.

10. 52. 
0.

36oo. -2..1120. 
"53. 4. 0.3157. 5. 1 2210. 10. 10. 2. 0.40. . 1 .40.0. 15. 1. 0.110. 1. 400. o0. 150. . 0.

2 12 0 , 50 21. 841O-q .10 3 t--t 1200 a 1 . o .

a I 3. -8 . 2 2! ok - 4 . 2 0 . 2 . O .
16i0 . 25. 210. 10. 5. 2. 0.
367 * • 24. 211. 20'. 300 1. 0 ."6900o: , 11 o.*° 30.° 4o 0.

0o 4. 0. 20. 15. 1. O.

S.. Page 7-91, Vo1um 11, User's Kmnual, Item No's 2-15,
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If first word of output is a floating point number followed by "VOPND"

this means that the firing characteristics of the weapon used in this event

were taken from tihe FGJPN Table on page 1-13, Volume I, User's Manual,

instead of using weapon characteristics explicitly stated by the planner

input.
ACOUSTIC SENSORS

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 19. .0

0. 0. 0. 24. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0 . 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0.
1 . 0. 0. 4. 0 . 0.

0. 0 O. 0. O. to
0. I 

11. I

SEISMIC SENSORSO~.. ... 001 ...- -S5."OlL i

0. . . __ 0... 0 ... 0a. 0 0.

1. I0. 0I. 48. 1*l 0.I J0. 1. 1. 57. 1. 0.

0. 0. 0. 00 0. 0.

022. 0.- 0. . .. 0... 1. 1 . to

These two tables cortain tlva battle background threshold levels in volts

for the acoustic ani seis-mic sensors before the random battle events are

introduced. Each row contains twelve numbers representing the threshold

levels for each of twelve hours for that day. The first two rows represent

the first day (24 hours) and the next two rows represent the secund day

(next 24 hours), etc.

I
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See page F-98, Data Set XXIV, Volume II for Battle RSEVT Table.

This table contains information on the random battle events played in the
scenario. It has exactly the same format as SCHDL previously described.

TARGETS

-518. 4700. L1TO0. 46800. 16700. 8700. 51539.
-619. 14700. 16700. 864007 1700. 6700. 98608.
-371. 11700. 13700. 49200. 16700. 10300. 83231.
-419. 9700. 6700. 86500. 7700. L4700. 94766.
-519. 4700. 10700. 51200. 16700. 11700. 59228.
-619, 15100. 6?00. 164799. 12700. 16700, 185680.
-?19. 7T00. 7700. 44200. 10700. 14700. 51816.
-819* 12700. 6700o 91400. 9700. 16700. 96620.
-919. L1700. 8700. 68400* 15700. 16700. 86289.

-1019. 4700. 11710. 63200. 12700. 6700. 110370.
-1119. 4700. 11700. 64802. 16700. 9700. 105354.
-1219. 4700. 11700. 86402. 16700. 11900. 110405.
-L316. 10550. 9100. 55780. 10550. 1. 55960.
-245 0400. 9800. 55800. 8410. 9800. 55980.
-1516. 10550. 9200 5608 0. 1.9200, 56260.

.5 0. 0 200 3 1060. 1.

0. 0. 0. 201023 0. 1.

0. 0. 0.. 20105Z3 0. 1.

0. 0. 0. 201023 0. 1.

2. 0. 0. 201053 0. 1.

0. 0. 0* 200103 0. 1.0. 0. 0. 200103 0. 1.

0. 0. 0. 200210 0. 1.
O~b 0 0. 015 0..

1b w 0. 2-- 00210 0. A1.
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See pages B-7 through 3-8, Volume I, Part II. The following additional
information is necessary to completely interpret all words:

Word I - The digits preceeding the target tdentifiers are sequence numbers
indicating the order in which the targets were generated. The leading minus
sign indicates it is a "False Target."

Word 11 - The last digLt indicates the type of target: 3 - Culture,
0 - Battle Enemy, I - Battle Friendly.

Word 13 - This word is a 1 or 0 depending on whether the target is attempt-
ing to avoid detection (1 - Yes, 0 - No)

ACOUSTIC SENSORS

-2-200. -200. -200. -200. 200.
-4* -200. -200. -4 . -4. -2.

-200. -4. -4. 14. -4. -200.

-200. -200. -200. -200. -200. -200.

SM ENS
-20o0 -200. -200. -200. -200. -200.

-200. -ioo -466. -,. -4. -0.
-200. -200. -200. -200. -0. -1.
-200. -200. -200. -200. -200. -200.

-SEISMIC SENSORS

-200- -200. -200. -20 ). -200. -200.

-0. -200. -200. - 7. -0. -200.
-200. -0. -0. - 8. -0. -200.
-200. -200. -200. -200. -200. -200.

-200. -200. -2000 -200. -200. -200.

- 2 0 . - 2 0 0 . - 2 0 0 . -2 00 
-0. 

0-0

-30. -200. -200. -00 20. -0,

-200. -200. -200. -200*- -200. -200.

These tables are exactly the same as the Acoustic and Seismic tables described
previously, however, 'hey represent the battle background threshold values
for the acoustic and seismic sensors in dB's after the random battle events
are introduced.
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1.8. PRERUN Step 7. There is no printout from this step except for diagnos-
tic error mogsages.

1.9. PRERUN Step 8. There are several types of printout from PRERUN Step 8.
The data shown belnv that comes from battle or culture can be distinguished
by a minus sign in the first column. The meaning of each item in the first
12 columms is definid on page B-7, Volume I, Part II. The data concerns
false targets.

BLUE AND RED FORCES STEP 8
- ]1026. 131o0, "9600o•' 36160, 132,149 7707.. 3,8 ? 46

0L27, 11400, 11110, 3450kl, 11394. 211100 3."; .

1028, 112•C, 0 I700,a 378G0, a 09%): 1601)0. 4 C849,3

Z028. 10950. 16000. 40893. 116:0. 159M'. a 184).4
3D 28. 11600. 15900. 41840. 11700. 15150o 43396,

4026. 11700. 1515C, 43396a 10650o 14700. 45746,
•2. 10650. 14ý700, .... t•6, 10., 17 _ 468 Z_

/0.0 1 .0at 12565 4.q5 O.*

0 '056 1 ') 12579 SC.,O0l
00.69 1 0.0 12579 5-.f . 0.'

.4 12579 5A."0 0 *0

(0.49 1 ".0 12579 50.C) C .0

42 1 '7." 1257 P 5 '1 % 0

The folloving data concern Red and Blue Forces. Each column is defined below:

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

1. First digit is the leg of the path thic force is on, if the force is
moving, If the force is not moving there will be no leading zeros printed
out and only the ID of the force vilI be shown.
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2. For stationary targets, the X coordinate of the force location. For

moving targets, the X cnoxdinate of the first node of this leg.

3. Same as 2. except for the Y coordinate.

4. Start operations time for"stationary targets. Time at which target gets
to first node on this leg, for moving targets.

5. Zero for stationary targets. X coordinate of last node on this leg for
moving targets.

6. Same as 5, except for Y coordinate.

7. Zero for stationary targets. Arrival time at this last node on this leg
.for moving targets.

8. Zer;. for stationary targets. Nominal speed along this leg for moving

targets.

9. Ferrous metal indicator code. 1 = ferrous metal present, 0 = no ferrous
metal present.

10. Altitude of the target. Zero if no altitude.

11. Storage loca *on of 'orce data subset plus 4.

12. Time length of the target for moving targets. Zero for stationary targets.

1,0. PRERUN Step 9: There are two types of output from this step. r'ie
second of which is optional. An example of the first output is showit ieiow:

1 2 3 4 5
3 221 -519 12021 12031

221 3019 32574 32595
221 3026 33386 33401

2 233 1056 52414 52534
233 1068 53325 54675
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1. The number of times that line-of-sight occurred between the target and

sensors

2. Sensor ID.

3. Target ID. Negative target ID indicates a target from battle and culture.

4. Earliest possible detection time of the target at this moment.

5. Latest possible detection time of the target at this moment.

The second output from PRERUN Step 9 is optional and gives a detailed
description of what is actually happening between the sensor and target. It
is used for debugging purposes.

1.11. PRERUN Step 10. There is basically one printout from this step but
there are two types of information printed out. The first type of information
is the earliest and latest possible detection information on the non-LOS
sensor-target interrogations. The second is the same except it contains LOS
sensor-target interactions which have line-of-sight. An example of the
printout of both of these types is shown below:

2 3 4'

114 -13609 65103 65177
114 ••n - -05 -13910 57027 57041
114 -14208 80554 80886

0 0 0 0
145 -719 3294 3309
151 A.05 1055 ' 52513 52918
152 1055 52711 52981
157 -719 3237 3267

1. Sensor ID

2. Target ID. Negative ID's are targets from battle and culture.

3. Earliest possible detection time.

4. Latest possible detection time.

1.12. PRERUN Step 11. This step collects and merges all events of all types
that have been generated and stored in previous PRERUN steps. Specific ref-
erences in Volume I, Part II for the format of event sublists arc as follows:
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Event Type Pases

1 B-6 to B-8
2 B-9
3 B-10
4,5,6,7 B-11
8 B-12
9 B-13

10 B-14

In the printout both fixed point and floating point format are used for the.
listing of all events. Thus the fixed point format is listed first for an
event and this is followed by floating point, and then the applicable format
will be used.

1.13. PRERUN Step 12; This Step takes all the merged events, blocks them
for MSM, and stores them on disc.

A3
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APPENDIX B

SIMULATION EVENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic linkage between PRERUN and MSM Is a

time ordered sequence of events, the titles and general

meanings of which are listed in Table B-I. These events

(strictly speaking, the word lists for these events) are

prepared by PRERUN, blocked Into records containing not

more than 901 words, and placed into a (disk or tape)

data set currently named "OVENT.I". The MSM executive

routine EXECIB then reads these events and causes them

to be executed, one by one, until the special end-of-events

flag Is encountered.

This Appendix addresses details of event list

structuring, with emphasis on the exact structure of sub-

lists for each of the II event types.

The reader may note that the general concept t.nder-

lying the linkage by events is compatible with potential

program growth. That Is, there Is no preestablished limit

on the number of different event types, and the word list

for any event type may be of indefinite length and, except

for the first few words, may be of any convenient format or

content.
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TABLE B-1

EVEN TYPE SUMMARY

TYPE NO. OF WORDS
CODE TITLE PER SUBL1ST*

1 SENSOR IW3RO0ATE Min 6 •

2 SENSOR FALSE ALARM

3 sNon PARAMETER CAN Z 6 to 9

S SENSOR P/OxNI 5
MONITOR UP/DCMN 5

6 DATA LI19 UP/DOWN 5

8 MRAY UP/DOWN1 5

9 BATTLaIUI) ILLUIrNATION 10

10 SEWSOR RPOSIT ION 6

W 99 E-O.-gVfET-S.K E FLAG 1

*Events type 1 have no explicit upper limit on length
of sublista. The iwinimim value corresponds to a single
red or blue force considered as a sensor target.

a For events type 39 the stated limits correspond to changing
from one to four sensor parametere, as vas required for the
senior routines within the original SAM. There in no bauic
limit to the maximm mnmber, hoever.
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B. THE DATA SET "EVENTI"

The disk or tape data set "EVENTI" Is written by

PRERUN, used as input to MSM. It is blocked Into logical

records of at most 901 words: a word count variable (NW),

and at most 900 words of event information. The corres-

ponding read statement within MSM Is.of the form:

READ (IUNIT) NW, (LI8T(I), I=I,NW)

with, of course, a comparable write statement In PRERUN.

A record jlwevos contains full event lists. Since

event lists are of variable length, the actual number of

event words In a record Is typically a few words short of

the maximum of 900, and may be very small for the very last

record of the set.

In MSM, a storage area of 900 words is reserved for

event information. The events In this area are executed,

one by one (until a special end-of-events flag Is encountered),

with Interruptions as necessary for reading a new block .*i
of Information. P'-d control Is based on comparl-

son of the internal list p. vr with the word count vari-

able, NW. It may be noted &net thi blocking allows MSM to
execute an Indefinite number of events In the sense that

the number of events Is not limited by MSM storage.
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2.1 TIME ORDERING

Events are prepared by PRERUN In a time ordered se-

quence, according to the following logic:

(a) For an event associated with a time Interval
(both a begin and u end time), sorting Is
based on the begin time.

(b) The only criterion for "tie-breaking", that
Is, deciding which event should be placed first
In the sequence when the key times are Identi-
cal, Is the following:

"point-in-time" events should precede!
"Interval-of-time" events, if the key
times are identical.

2.2 EVENTS A? L wQ

Certain Initialization steps within MaM are expected

to be entered via the event list. These steps may require

a series of events at Initial game time (t = 0). In the fol-

lowing cases:

(a) Initial values of operational stnoor param-
eters are expected to be set by appropriate
events of type 3 (Sensor Parameter Change).

(b) In MSM, up/down flags for sensors, monitors etc.
are Initialized to off" or "down." If any such
elements are specified to begin operations at
beginning of simulatlon, appropriate events
(of types 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8) must be provided at
initial game time*.

These considerations are the motivation for the "tie
breaking" logic under Section 2.1. System elements must
be turned on prior to any requests for operations.
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2.3 FORMIATS OF EVENT SUBLISTS

Formats of sibilete for the II different types of

events (see Table B-1) are given In the following pages.

Some of these list* are of fixed length; some are of vari-

Sable length. Although format* can differ greatiy, these

IhWta do have a consistent format for the first few words:

Word I: Event type code (I through 10, or 99)

Word 2: LNGTHS: length of the sublist

Word 3: IDxxxx: ID of the system element associ-
ated with the event (e.g., ID of
a sensor, monitor, .. )

Word 4: ITIM For a point-In-time event, this
Is the associated (integer, sec-
onds) time value. For an interval-
of-tima qvent, this Is the begin-
ning time value.

Word 6: For interval-of-time events, this
word provides the end time.

Tie value of LNGTHS corresponds to the concept of

variable length aublists, that can be packed "back to back".

That Is, storage space correspondin; to the largest possible

list length does not have to bit res-irved. LNGTHS Is used

as the Increment to an event olst poiinter within MSM, as
control passe* from one event subliut-to the next.

Time sorting within PREFUN fi based on the time value

in word number 4. As MOM receives and executes events, the

value In word number 4 will either be Identical to the pre-

vious value, or greater.
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1i'rMT OF EVFW SMPLBT FM MW ITYPE I

(SENSOR IWERROATEs ANY TARGT COIBIKATION)

WORD

1. TMPEV event type code a 1 for this type event

2. LMTHS length of this mublist (nmber of words)

3. ]XSRR ID of sensor

4. ITDQL (integer) tIme, beginning of interrogate interval

5,, rMI2 ( a )of

6. MWGrOS am*er of red and blue targets (forces) to be con-
sidered siaultaneously within sensor coverage

7. ID numbers
8.3 of red ahd blue

targets to be treated.
* Number of item in this block- ?aIWTaS

k. MI(OTS Nuwor of false targets a1Pso present (if NTOS 0j
then all targets are false targets)

If.false targets are indicated (NFTGTS > 0),

d then a block of parameters will appear for
eac.. false target. Each block will contain
12 words of parameter values. The total

number of words In this area will there-

fore be 12 times NFTGT8; the total number

of blocks will be NFTGTS. Format for each

12-word block shown on following page.
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Event type I, continued:

F.A.LSE TARGETS:

For each false target Implied by the NFTGTS count, the

following block of 12 parameters will be provided:

WOD*

I 1DTGT (see note * )
2 X Coordinates and time,
3 Yat Initial

node of
4 T line segment

5 X Coordinates and time,
at terminal

8 node of

7 T line segmentt
8 SPEED Folse target speed, if applicable

9 IMAGN I If target has magnetic material,
0 If not.

10 ALT Altitude of target
II IDCODE (see note *)

12 TLNGTH Target length

No types cf target Identifier@ are provided. In the initial
SAM, MM uses only the last two digits of the integer in word
nmwber I (precedirg digits have no significance to M91). These
two digits give a nurber I thro•gh 19, corresponding to a t.-
got type-and-strength designation given by the table on the
fonlowlin page.

".he last four digits of the integer in word nmber 11 provide the
four digit RVID or CRIY code, as defined in documentation for
the Battle and Cult&.-al routines, respectively. With program
expansion, particularly in terms of expanded resolution of sen-
"sor routines with respect to different target types and strength
levels, linkage of the full RVID or CEVID code exists to MSM.

F ror a point event (e.g., artillery fire), words 5-7 will dupli-
cate words 2-a in poeltion and time.
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Event type I, continued:

NUMERICAL CODES I 19 FOR TARGET TYPES

I INDIV II JETA/C
2 SQD 12 RAFT
3 PLAT 13 OUTBRD
4 0O 14 PTBOAT
6 MEH 18 LT AMMO
8 HVYTRK 16 MED AMMO
7 TANK 17 HVY AMMO
8 TRAIN IS SMANIM
9 HELO 19 LGANIM

10 LTA/C

General Comments on Basic List:

I. The value of LNGTHS In general

LNGTH8 = 7 + NRBTGS + IBONFTGTS (I)

2. If there are no RB targets (Red or Blue forces),
the list of RB Identities will be empty, and word
7 will contiin the variable NFTGTS.

If there are RB targets, but no false targets, then
MSM will accept either of the following two forms:

oThe value 0 Is entered In the last word, for
the variable NFTGTS, and LNGTHS has the value
given by (I) above, or

*The subliet Is simply terminated after the last
RB target 1D, and LNGTHS io modified accordingly
(i.e., It will have a value one loes than given
by expression (I); more explicitly:

LNGTHS = 8 + NRBTGS.

3. PRERUN passes, for RB targots, an extended I0 format.
The so-called "target I0 code" for RB targets Is of
the form:

(actual 10) + I000*(leg number).

For example, target number 99 on leg 5 (of Its associ-
ated path) would be Identified by the code 309
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FORMAT OF EVENT SUBLIST FOR EVENT TYPE 2

[SENSOR FAI.SE ALARM)

WORD

I. ITYPEV event ty-e code = 2 for this event type
2. LNGTHS length of this sublitt (number of words) = 4

3. IDSNSR ID number of sensor
4. ITIMFA time value false alarm to be reported; aralogous

to the variable ITIMI In other event tobllsts.

ab

Comment&f

False alarms are generally considered (at this date) only
for unattended sensors that have only a "report" or "nor.-
report" status -- that Is, isolated-ln-time detections
with no other Information such as range or bearing.
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PURMAT OF EVnW SUPLIST FOR EVE?1 TYPE 3

(aFAWLIE SE.8OR PAnWRANfS)

Notes This event type provides for changa. in sensor operational
parameters that change with environment, and that require
PRERUN execution of background routines for calculations of
these cha-ges. See comeents bel'w. See event type 4 for
changes in the up/down or on/off flags for sensors.

1. IT'rEv event type code - 3 for this type event

2. LNOTHS length of this sublist

3. IDSNR IM of sensor for which changes are to be made

•. ITLN (intoger) time at which changes to be made

5. NPAR1 number of parameters to ae changed

6. Values of parameters
"6. (replace values currer ~ly

in MSH storage)

1. Value of WO3TH 5 + HARCK

2. As of this date, maiuwam value of NPARCH -4 (for PIRID sensors),
wd mininum value - 1 (for ARPSUWY and TNHEMAL sensors). Thus,
nmaxmn and minimum values of NOTRS are 9 and 6, resper-. rely.

3. Sensor types are *elated to this event type as follows:

RA.AR not applicable
DfA3X not applicabxe

kAkONETIC not applicable
11MMAL one parameter (TDUE.V), frequently changed
SEISMI• thr~e Parmters (GZTIL,THfESIVNOISZ), frequently

WO•USTIC •.hanged. List to be prepared in that order.
PIRID four paraneters (EXPAN, FIELD, TEMPEV, WATTSK) frequently

change. List to be prepared in that order.
AR OY•O one parameter (PR•EADIN) -- passed in VWJ• type 2

list only once, for initialization.
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FORMAT OF EVENr SUBLISTS FOR EVEI TYPES h, 5, 6 AND 7

EVENT TYPE 4,: CHAE UP/DOWN STATUS OF SENOR *

" W S5 CHANGE UP/DWW STATUS OF MONITOR *

" 6s MHANGE UP/UOWN STATUS OF DATA LINK

" 7s CHANGE UP/DMN STATUS OF FIETRAP*

Note: The formate for these four event types are identical. The
M detesTine whether sensor, monitor, data link or fire-

trap ID appears In word 3 by the event type number.

WORD

1. IMPEV event type code (4. h,,6 or 7)

2. LNDTRS length of this sublist (number of words) " 5

3. IDELM ID of the olement (i.e., sensor, monitor, data link
o.r firetrap) implied by event type code

h. iT3 (integer) time at which up/down flag to be set

5. =FFM - 0 if component to be set to "wn' statu

" 1 if component to be not to "up" status

The 0 vs I convention follows current rule of thumb for prograiming
that "0" implies "no" (in this case, no operation), and "1" implies
"yea* (in this case, 'yes, element is operating').

* Reasons for up/down status changes are provided as PRER'J? outputs.
M%; requires and receives from PRERUN only final status values (i.e.,
"up" -,r '"own").
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FW!MAT OF ZWOTl SUDIZT FOR EVWNTYPE 8
S(imt& UhLcDEeft)

This event fo3lovs the format for event types 4s 59 6 and 7,
and has much the sawe meaning. It is used differently, how-
eve,' within UM, in that this even only is used for print-
ing a vsloriloant event" in the output strea (array . em-
placed).

WORD_

1, 1TYPEV event type code -8 for this type event

2. INOTHS length of this sublist (nvpber of words) -

3. IDARA! M of the array

h. 1TIM (integer) time, this event to be recorded

5. IAAG a 0 for 'AMAY OPRUTION TMIaNATE'

- 1 for 'ARRAY DIPLACED
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FORMAT OF EVENT SUBLIST FOR EVENT TYPE 9

(BATTLEFIELD ILLUMINATION)

WORD

I. ITYPEV event type code (= 9)
2. LNGTHS length of this sublilet (=10)
3. xxx (not used by NM)

4. ITIMJ time Illumination begins
5. ITIM2 time Illumination ends
8. X 00erdinates

of
7. Y illumination source

8. H altitude above ground of source

9. AINTNE intenaity of light source

10. NODE indioatca to sensor routines of type
of illumlnatior,

Notess

1. X, T and H unite= meters

2. B.o documentation of sensor routines (Volume I, Section 3)
for full definition of A3WXX and ?VDE variables.
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FORMAT OF EVENT .1LIST FOR ZVFM TYPE 10

(sEBOR REPOSITION)

WORD

1. ITYPEV event type code (-10)

2. ••WnVIS length of this sublist (- 6)

3. J0,M ID of sensor being repositioned

h. ITIM integer game time for event execution

5. new coordinates (real, meters,

6. Y 3 game values) for sensor

Notes:

1. This event is not required for the initial values of

sensor coordinates, which are considered to be system

parameters. It is recuired for reemplaoement, if such

occurs during the gmoe, when location errors may cause

a change in actual sensor coordinates even though the

nominal (game play) values are identical.
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FORMAT OF EVENT SU3LIST FOR SPECIAL EVENT 99

(END OF EVENT SEQUENCE)

WORD

I. ITYPEV event type code = 99

NOTES:

This "event" flags the end of the sequence
of events from PRERUN. When encountered by MSM,

normal execution of evenbt ceases, and terminal

operations preceding a full program stop are

Initiated.

This is the only event type for which the
aublist Is less than four words.
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APPENDIX C

MOM OUTPUT LIST STRUCTURES AND DEFINITION$

I. INTRODUCTION

MOM output occurs on two channels. Printed output,

covering a variety of information categories, provides an

Immediately accessl.,e listing of detailed game simulation
results and a system results summary. Binary otput file

MSMOUT, written on tape or disk*, provides a computer

readable data base that may be used as Input for one or
more post-YSM analysis programs.

This appendix provides details of output content of
both channels, Including -- ta tla-case of ptinter output --

illustrative full-page excerpts from output generated dur.&

Ing an actual simulation run.

2. TIME SEQUENCING ._

For both channels a sequence of sensor report Infor-

mation to a major output category. These reports will oc-

cur In approximate but not in exact time sequence. Reports

for any one sensor, however, will occur In exact time so-

quence.

* FORTRAN coding for the binary write specifies unit device

number 70. Association with physical device, Including
the tape-vs-disk option, is accomplished with .job Control
Language on most modern large computers. If the FORTRAN-
specified device number Itself must be changed, the unit
device number is given by a DATA statement (In each sub-
program writing binary output) for the variable IoUT70.
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3. BINARY OUTPUT FILE: MSMOUT

3.1 Basic Structure of MSMOUT

The binary output file ("MSMDUT") provided by MSM

on tape or disk Incorporates the major growth-compatibil-

ity features that were designed into the input events

file (see AppendixB ). That Is:

(a) The file comprises a set of lists (logical
records), one for each specific Item of out-
put information, In approximate time sequence.

(b) The first word of each liat provides an event
tecode (in this case, an outout event type
d)I t may be oitd for sorting or program

branching.

(c) The second word of each list provides the word
count for the list.

Thus, the conceptual structure is compatible with

potential additions to the number of output event types,

and with either (a) change* in content and number of data

provided for current event types, or (b) completely free

choice of list lengths for future event types. Inclusion

of list length within the list Itself also simplifies the

reading and storage allocation procedures, for any post-

MSM processing program that may use MSMOUT.

The remainder of this Section describes the specific

choices of event types, and of corresponding list content,

made in Initial MSM coding.
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3.2 Output Event Tvoeu

In ikitial MSM coding, II distinct output event types

are provided. These fall Into four general Information
categories, plus an end-of-events flag. The general cate-

gories, and the MSM subprograms dbrectly responsible for

the ;.orreeponding write operations, are:

System parameters EXECI

Sensor-to-monitor reports UGSOUT
by unattended (UGS) sensors

Reports from scanning (at- SCNOUT
tended) sensors

* UGSARRAY ahd ft•otrap start and EX2UPD
stop operations times
End of Zvents Flag E2HLT

A list of the II output event types, by title and assigned

event number, is given In Table C-I.

3.3 output Event Type 100

Output event type 100 -- system parameters -- Is
unique. First, It is always the first event (record) of

MSMOUT. Second, an event of this type is written only once.

Third, the associated list length is very large -- of the

order of 20000 words.

Content of the corresponding event list comprises
the pointer and system parameter arrays for the labeled

common area /SIG8TR/, preceded by certain *bookkeeping"

data. Exact list structure is defined in Fig. C-I.
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Placement of system parameter data, anu ASSLciated

pointer tables, within MSMOUT provides the potential for
poet-MSM programs to (a) execute analysis procedures, much
along the lines used within MSM, that would not be possible

without system parameter data, and (b) to utilize: If

necessary, many of the MSM subprograms.

On the other hand, a post-W'W program that dore not
require system parameter data may bypass the lengthy event
type lvO list (with a dummy REAO statement), and avoid the

problems of providing storage fo. 20000 or so values.

3.4 Output Event vykes I Throuah 9

Following the Initial type 100 output event, an in-
definite number of Sensor report events (types I t'irough 9)
may occur In any order. E.ent types In this general class

are numbered In exact correspondence with the numerical codes

for sensors used Internally within MSM:

I Seismic U
2 Acoustic U
3 Magnetic U4 AReFBUCYY U
5 Passive Infrared U
8 Radar S
7 I nage S
8 Thermal Viewer S
9 Breakwire U "

Those flagged with the letter U are unattended (UG8)
sensors. Reports from these are all written wfthithe same
list format,described In Fig. c-2. The subroutine dl-

rectly responslb'e for writing these reports Is UGSOUT.
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Those flagged with the letter S are scanning (attended) sensors. Reports
from these are all written with the same list format, described in Figure C-3.
The subroutine directly responsible for writing these reports is SCNOUT.

List formats for attended and unattended sensor reports are partially
matched, in the sense that variables that .',ulu have the same meaning in
either contsxc are written in the same list positiins. Thi fact that both
types of lists have the same word count, however, has no significance.
Tiere is, in %'act, no fundamental reason why ea-h event type could not have
a unique list length, if the need were ýnaicated in program extensions.

4 Indeed, the list length for a fixed event type need not be held constant.*

3.5 Output Event Types 10 and 11

Event types 10 and 11 report on the firetrap and UGSARRAY start and
stop operations times respectively. The list structure for these events
are shown in Figure C-4. The subroutine responsible for writing these
events is EX2UPD.

3.6 Output Event Type 99

The end of informational output events is indicated by the special
event code 99. The trivial event list structure is shown in Figure C-5.
The subrLutine responsible for writing this output event is EX2HLT.

4. PRINTED OUTPUT

Information in a number of categories is printed during the course of
MSM operations. Brief explanation is given in Section 4 .1 of printout
considered relatively minor. The three categories considered important are
discussed individually in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. For the
important categories and most of the minor categories, illustrative output --

reproductions of computer printout for an actual simulation run -- are pro-
vided and referenced at the appropriate points.

*For rxample, list length might vary according to the number of targets
witi:in the sensor response field.
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Table c-2 lists all categories of printed Informa-
tion, and the namea of the MSM subroutines directly re-
sponsible for the corresponding WRITE executions.

4.1 Minor Printout

Classified as minor printout are the following;

la Header card 
imagesStorage map for system parameters

d Dump (listing) of system parameter data
Notations on:

Precipitation start or stop
Array emplacement/cease operatiors
Start/stop of firetrap operations

(e) System "snapshots"

Informat!on In these categories would generally be accessible
from other sources (e.g., planner data listings, previous
printout by PRERUN), but is placed in proper time sequence In

the printed-data stream for user convenience.

The very first page of MSM printout provides a di-
rect alphanumeric Image of the 18 planner supplied header
cards. An example is shown in Fig. C-6. Attached to sub-
sequent bulky printer output, this page serves to fully

identify the run.

Fig. C-7 demonstrates a storage map listing for system
parameters. This printout is prepared by EXECIA, and Is as-
sentially duplicated If the provided DUMPMS routine Is used.
Section 2.2.6 and Appendix D provide Information as to the
meanings of the various storage categories.

No example Is shown of system parameter listings.

These listings provide Ietall of Interest only to
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a programmer, In the context of debugging or verifying

detailed program operations. Inclusion of this printout

was Intended for exploratory phases of program operation

only.

Examples of some of the notational printouts are

shown In Fig. c-9. The scenario did not provide for

precipitatlon, so nL examples of precipitation start or

stop notations appear.

System "snapshot" refers generally to a listing of
active elements of the scenario at a fixed instant of time.

The snapshot routine provided, EX2SNP, provides a listing

of active sensors and associated Informatlon, as Illustra-

ted in Fig. c- 8. In programs initially supplied, a sys-

tem snapshot was requested of EX28NP by subroutine EXECIB

at the end of every two hours of game time.

4.2 UGS Sensor-to-Monitor Reports

When simulation results Indicate that a detection
report by an UGS sensor would be received by at least oneC
monitor , a two-line summary of that report and associa-
ted game truth Information Is printed by subroutine UGSOUT.
A number of examples appear within Figs. C-9, 10 and 11.

for several sensor types. Table c-3 provides definitions
and clarifications for abIoreviatlons within the format.

Sensor "up" status Is checked befcre UGSOUT receives a
nominal detection report. UGSOUT then checks, for each
monitor associated with the sensor, whether the monitor
and the associated sensor-to-monitor data link are also"up". No report can be written, either on the printer or
on the binary output file, unless a valid combination of
sensor, data link and mc"itor exists for at least one
monitor. In the case of sensors connected In on AND-
logic mode, a report further requires that both sensors
detect at approximately the same tlim.
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4.3 Reports by Scannin (Attended) Sensors

When simulation results Indicate that a detection*

would have occurred during the normal scanning cycle of

an attended sensor, a thre,-Ilfne summary of that detection

and associated game truth Information is printed by sub-

routine SCNOUT. Examples appear within Figs. c-9, 10,

and 11 included are reports from sensors that are esa-

tionary, are associated with a moving-ground force, or

are airborne. Table c-4 provides definitions and clari-

fications for abbreviations within the format.

4.4 System Summary

When the normal sequence of simulation operations

has ceased, subroutine EX2HLT prepares a three-page sum-

mary of overall system results, based on 128 system coun-

ters *. Some of these resulta have "physical" sigaifi-

cance (e.g., detection counts); some have significance

only In the context of computer ,perations (e.g., number

of calls to classes of subroutines).

Content of system summary output Is Identified by

titles within the actual printout. lilustrative printout

Is shown In Figs. C-12through C-14 .

Two criteria will have been met. First, the target
will have been within an Illumination cell of the
sensor's scan. Second, the sensor routine will have
established "detection," based on signal strength and
the notse environment.

Counters are stored In labeled common area /SYSCNT/.
See Section 2.2.6, this Volume.
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In Figure C-12, "Calls to Sensors," refers to L!'is to sensor subroutines.
In Figure C-13, "Sensor Interrogate Event" reiers to a tiuw p.rirW• for interro-
gating a sensor. During this "event," of time period, a tensor trr be called
many times,once or pezhaps not at all if subsidiary check indicates sensor is
off.

In Figure C-14, counts refer to the numbs, of calls to the EX3--- rou-
tinea. A single call to an EX3--- routine creates ont or mire calls to sensor
roumines, depending upon the time interval. In the case :ýf che scanning
sensors, the EX3 --- routine will not call the senstz ro,.ine until and unless
scan coverage is verified. To a first approximation, Jhe number of calls to
EX3 --- routines should agree with the number of sensor Lnterrogate type
Events. The difference (in the example ahown in Figures C-12 through C-14
there are 385 calls to EX3--- routines and 392 corresponding sensor interrogate
Events) occurs because Events fed to MSM may occasionally correspond to sensors
that are down. In such cases, an Event is rejected at the EX2--- level and no
corresponding call to an EX3--- routine occurs.
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TABLE c-3

UGS SENSOR REPORTS:
EXPLANATION OF PRINTER OUTPUT

Item

I Time, in external units. Day count begins with 0.
Leading zeros not printed for clock (e.g., clock
time 0108:24 prints as 108:24).

2 Sensor ID number, and type

3 Array ID and type.

4 Monitor ID or ID's. Sensor may be assigned to up
to three monitors, of which one Is considered pri-
mary. Space is provided for three monitor ID numbers -- one
under "PRT," two under "OTHER."

If a monitor Is defined, and receives signal, the
I0 number is printed. If secondary monitors are
not defined, fields are left blank. If any monitor,
primary or secondary, Is defined but cannot receive
sensor signal (eitler monitor or data link down),
three asterisks will be printed in the ID field to
flag the implied system malfunction.

5 A firetrap ID number will be printed if (a) a
firetrap has been associated with the sensor
array, and if (b) that firetrap Is currently oper-
ational. Otherwise, the field is left blank.

8 The message 'CONFIRMED BY SENSOR ', with an ID
number replacing the underlined area, Is printed
if the report Is from a sensor connected in an
AND-logic mode, and AND-confirmation exists. For
other UGS sensors, this field-Is Leit-blank.
Under the heading, GAME TRUTH INFORMATION, these
abbreviations and comments apply:

7 :OET OFA ORT IBT OFT'

and similar notation gives counts of general target
types simultaneously affecting scnsor detection.
In this example, there are 0 False Alarms, 0 Red
Targets, I jlue Target and 0 rale Targets. -

8 The second line gives information only for the pri-
mary target. Only selsmic and acoustic sensors have
potential for multiple targets, where the distinction
between 'primacy target' and 'only target' applies.

(continued, next page)
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TABLE C-3, continued

8, continued

Selection of a :primary' target from a list of tar-
gets Is partially arbitrary, but the following crt-
terfa are applied:

(a) If a red target is present, the first (in
the Input list) Is chiosen as primary

(b) If no red target Is present, but there is
at least one blue target, the first blue
target Is considered primary

(c) if no red or blue targets exist, but there
Is a false target, the first false target
Is chosen as primary

(d) for toe other-possibility -- false alarm --

the second line has no relevance.

For sensors having significant area ccverage (e.g.,
seismic, acoustic), target coordinates refer to the
leading element of the target... the normal Intern-
al specification of target positions. For sensors
having very small coverage, however, positions re-
fer to the point at which detection occurs.

Coore'nates are In meters, relativi to the origin
corner (SW corner) of the scenario.
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TABLE C-4

SCANNING SENSOR REPORTS:
EXPLANATION OF PRINTER OUTPUT

For reports from scanning (attended) sensors, a three-
line print,!r summary Is generated. Comments are given
below.

I. Information on the left third or so of the page
has same significance as for UGS sensor reports
(Table C-3), except that:

(a) array types are 'STA', for stationary
scanning sensors; 'MVG' for ground mo-
ving sensors; 'AIR' for airborne sensors.

(b) Monitor ID's and firetrap ID's are not
relevant. Under the 'MONITORS' title,
however, the Blue Force ID is noted for
moving sensors.

2. Target bearing and range are game truth values,
in 5exterral," or military units (meters, mils).
For radar sensors, S/N is the signal to noise
ratio in db; for image and therma! viewer sensors,
the number printed Is comparable to signal to
noise: see program listings. 'PD' is probability
of detection, as specified by the sensor routines.
'BW' is beamwidth (mils), and 'RG' Is range gate
(meters): meaningful for sector scan of types I
or 2. For moving rectangle scan, the analogous
itformation is IRWt, rectangle width (cross-track
dimension), and 'RL', rectangle length (along-
track dimension), both in meters.

3. The abbreviation 'L.E.' on the first line, right
hand side of page, stands for 'Leading Element'.

41. Target I0 code for red and blue targets is a packed number
(as used interiall") of the form.

(actual target ID) + l00*(leg number)

where leg number refers, of course, to whatever
path has been specified for the target. For ex-.
amp;e:

TGT IDCODE 2010

refers to target ID 10, on leg number 2.
TargeL ID code for False Targets is a pocked number of the
form

(CEVID number + 200000) or
(EVID number + 10000))

Lcadiag 2 indicates a culture event, leading 1 indicates
a batt½e event. C-15



TABLE C-4, continued

5. Target speed and (absooute value of) relative
radial velocity are In units of meters/second.

8. NO. ELEM. gives number of elements In target.

7. TARGET TYPE CODE refers to generic target type:

I personnel (or animals)
2 vehicles
3 aircraft4 munitions5 boats

8. SCAN gives scan type. 3ector scans may be of
logical types I or 2 (see program comments for
subroutines SCANI and SCAN2 for full descrip-
tion). The third possibility is IMVG,' moving
rectanple.

Reference has already been made (comment number 2)
about the corresponding vartabies SW and RG for
sector scans, and RW and RL for moving rectangle.
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Word

I 1EV Event type code (= 100)

2 LEV Length (word count) of list (=20345)

3 Zero values;

4 no Information

5-17 Thirteen values of array LJUMP

18-30 Thirteen values of array NDSMSM

31-45 Fifteen values of array IPBIGS

46-245 200 valuc:s of array IPBLU

248-345 100 values of array IPPATH

348-20345 20000 values of array MSMPAR

Arrays LJUMP, NDSMSM, IPBIG8, IPBLU,.IPPA-TH

and MSMPAR-collectlvely form common area

/BIGSTR/... system parameters and associ-

ated pointer tables. See Section 2.2.6 and

Appendix D for definitions and content.

Figure fl-I

LIST STRUCTURE: EVENT TYPE 100
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Word

I IEV Event type code (=1,2,3,4,5 or 9*)

2 LEV List length (word count) = 33

3 KNTOEV Sequential ototput event count

4 ITIMDT Integer game time for detection

5 ITIMDT Same

8 IDSNSR ID number of sensor

7 IDARAY I1 of associated array
81 ORGCOD Two wc"ds: alphanumeric organization
91 code as specified in planner cards

10 Not used

if IDAY Integers specifying "external" time:
12 ICLK24 day of game (0,1,...), 24 hour clock,
13 ISEC and seconds.
14 XSNSR Game coordinates of sensor (x, y respect-
15 YSNSR ively). Game truth.

18 Not used
I? IDPTGT ID code of primary target
18 KDCODE Index for primary target type: I for red

force; 2 for blue force; 3 for false tar-
get; 4 for false alarm.

19 YPTGT Game truth coordinates of primary
20 'PTGT target at time of detection.
21 RPTGT Distance: sensor to primary target
22 NMONS Number of monitors assigned to sensor
23 IDMON! ID numbers of assigned monitors, except:
24 IDMON2 0 if ID not applicable; ID value set nega-
25 IDMON3 tive If monitor cannot receive signal.

28 IDCONF ID of confirring (AND-logic) sensor, If appl.

27 IDFTRP ID of firetrap associated with sensor (value
Is 0 if no firetrap defined, or if firetrap Is
defined but not currently In operation)

28 NRTGTS Respectively, number of red, blue and
29 NBTGTS false targets simultaneously affecting
30 NFTGTS sensor response
31 SNTYP Two words: alphanumeric designation of sen-
32 sor type, as provided by planner cards
33 Not used

*According to sensor type

FIGURE C-2. LIST STRUCTURE: UGS SENSOR REPORTS
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Wordit

I IEV Event type code (=6, 7 or 8*)

2 LEV List length (word coint) = 33

3 KNTOE\ Sequential output event count
4 ITIMOT integer game time for detection

5 ITIMND Time "input event" ends**

Words 8 through 15 same as for U'S sinsors,
Fig. c-2, except for wore 10:

10 IMOVE m0 for stationary sensor; = +1D of associ-
ated blue force If ground moving; = -ID of
blue force if airborne moving.

16 SPEEOFr'-Sznsor platform speed (0 for stationary)

Words 17 through 21 same as for UGS sensors.

V2 AZT3T Azimuth angle of target (radians; mathem-

atical convention for "0 and positive dfr'n)
23 3QNOI8 Signal/noise ratio, or equivalent depending

,upon sensor type. See program listings.

24 POET Probability of detection (value provided by
sensor routine)

25 ISCAN =3 for moving rectang!e; =1 or 2 for sector
scan logics of types I, 2 respectively

28 WORD26 = Beamwidth (radians) If ISCAN = I or 2
= Rectangle cross-track dimension, ISCAN = 3

27 WORD27 = Range gate if ISCA0 =,^I or 2
= Along-track dimension if ISCAN = 3

28 ITGTTP Target type code, I through 5

29 NOELEM Number of elements in target

30 VRADL Magnitude of radial velocity (relative)

31 SNTYP Two words: alphanumeric designation of sen-
32 sor type, as provided by planner cards

33 ILXTRA Not meaningful except for imaga type sensors.
For those, !LXTRA = 0 If no battlefield il-
lumination de-Ices are active, >0 otherwise.

SAccording to senior type
* A lower bound on thE time that i.arget Is within nomi-

nal coverage area of sensor.

FIGURE C-3. LiST STRUCTU{RE: SeNSOR REPORTS
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Word

1 IEV Event type code (n 10,11)

2 LEV List length (word count) - 7

3 KNTOEV Sequential output event count

4 ITIME Game time in seconds

5 ITIME Game time in seconds

6 ID ID of firetrap or UGSARRAY

7 IUP Up or down designation code -(down = - ITIME, up - 1)

FIGURE C-4. LIST STRUCTURE: FIRETRAP AND VGSARRAY START/STOP
OPERATIONS
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Word

1 IEV Event type code (= 9)

2 LEV List length (word count) =E3

3 = Integer 9999Q (dummy t!me value)

Figure C-5. LIST ST1UCTURE: EVENT TYPE 99

IF

C- 20
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APPENDIX D

1. INTRODUCTION

This Appendix supplements a general discussion in

Section 2.2.6 of this Volume. The primary content is a

set of tables that define subliet structures -- lengths,
names or definitions of variables, etc. -- for the 13

partitions or data categories of storage area MSMPAR

in which system parameter data are stored.

The primary source of system parameter data for MSM
is the data file 'JTFWDF' generated by PRERUN. These
data, in turn, originated with what Is termed here the

"planner data sets" (scenario specification). There are

29 such sets, described in detail in Volume II, Appendix F;

of these 29, M6M receives edited versions of 13.

Subroutine EXECIA, a so-called level I executive rou-

tine of MSM, has control of reading data from the PRERUN-

generated file; in some cases provide editing in the form

of adding wordsý changing words, and/or setting Initial

parameter values; allocating storage to parameter lists

according to a contiguous-packing logtc that minimizes

overall storage requirements; transferring lists to the

allocated storage slots; and setting one or more pointer

table values that are used for access to these stored data.

Labeled common area /BIGSTR/ holds storage array MSMPAR,

ii which system parameters are stored, and It holds the var-

ious pointer tables.
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Thua, the important elements of MSM, in the context

uf this Appendix, are the primary data set 'JTFWDFI; the
primary subprogram, EXECIA; and the associated storage

art*, labeled common /BIGSTR/ and its storage arrays.

This Appendix Is not Intended to be completely self-
sufficient In the coverage of these elements, for which

additional Information may be found as follows:

JTF#DF Data File: PRERUN documentation In general,
Volumes I and II. Related infor-
mation on planner data sets is,
as mentioned, given in Appendix
F of Volume II.

Subroutine EXECIA: Exact details of editing and
storage control may be determined
from program listing and AUTOFLOW
diagrams, Volume III. Program
listings are documented Internally
with program comments. A brief
summary may be found in Volume I,
Section 2.2.3.

Common /BIGSTR/: Overview material in Section
2.2.8.2 of thls Volume is par-
ticularly appropriate.

Of related, albeit secondary, Interest are the sub-

routines PARPTR, PARVLU, ARRPTR, ARRVLU, TGTFTR and TGTVLU,
that explicitly are designed to access system parameter data

from storage area MSMPAR. Summary discussions are given in
Section 2.2.3 of this volume; details may be extracted from

Internally-documenteo program listings.

Finally, the content descriptions for the various tables
are sometimes given in terms of variable names, rather than
In terms of "physical" description. This use of names Is

D-4
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used, In particular, in connection with MSM5O ("SENSORS"

data) and MSM7 ("SENSOR OESCRIPTOR" data). Reference to

either the sensor routines Mtt a, or their corresponding

EX3... executive routines, is Implied for the reader who

would have reached this level of detail.

D
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2. SUMMARY OF INPUT AND STORAGE LOGIC

Parameters are stored on disk file 'UTFWDF' as a
sequence of variable length binary records. The corres-

ponding READ statement In MSM Is of the forms

READ (2) NW, (LIST(I), I=I,NW)

where LIST Is either:

(a) a set of parameter values for one system element
(for example, one sensor; one PATHS sublist) --
in which case NW will be the number of parameter
values that PRERUN has written In the list*

or

(b) a dummy list of one word, containing the integer
9999 "- In which case NW will have the value I.

It may be noted that 13 different categories of infor-

mation are provided (that will correspond with MSMI through

MSMI3 conceptual partitions of MSMPAR), and that the number

of elements or subsets within any one category is completely

arbitrary . That Is, not only may variations in list

lengths within a category exist, but the number of lists

within a category Is also variable.

The dummy list, then, is the flag provided for the
end of data for one category. When It is encountered, the

branching logic within EXECIA is altered, and a new Index

is selected for the pointer table that locates the begin-

nings of the 13 partitions.

A distinct possibility with limited scenarios Is the

absence of one or more data categort3s. If no scanning sen-

As discussed in detail later, the "NW" value does root nec-
essarily agree with the word count of final stored list.

Except for an ultimate storage limit for the complete set
of data.
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sore are specified, for example, there will bo no data
sets in the COVERAGE/SCAN c€tegory. This possibility is

handled, at the Input level, by two (or more) dummy

9999-type records being written In sequence. The cor-

responding category is recognized as empty, and no stor-

age i allocated.

EXECIA recognizes the end of system parameter data
by monitoring the number of 9999-type records read. When

the 13th oate Is encountered, read operations are terminated.

Assuming the LIST is of type (a), that is, a bona Ifde
parameter list, EXECIA will determine how many words of
storage are required, determine from a pointer Index where

the next free area of storage begins, and transfer the

block of data to storage. Prior to this, it may:

(a) Change some of the PRERUN-supplled values

(b) Add words to the list supplied by PRERUN

(c) Initialize one or more of the added words.

The editing Just referred to (Items a, b, c) Is In

some cases delayed, when the information required has yet
to be read from the data file.

The final result, after all EXECIA operations have
ceased, is a set of parameter lists In storage In 13 cat-

egories, and a set of pointer values that are required to

locate specific date when needed. The following 13 sec-

tions of this Appendix primarily describe the content of
the final forms of the stored sublists, on a category by
category basis.
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3. MSMI: UGSARRAYS

MSMI is the partition of MSNPAR reserved for parameters of
UGSARRAYS. Passed to MSM are I1 of the original 32 items for each

UGSARRAY. Since one alphanumeric item requires two computer words,
the number of words passed is 15.

EXECIA does no editing on these data. The 15 words

received from PRERUN are transferred directly to storage.

Table D-1 gives the content of the 15-word list for each

UGSARRAY, as it would exist in storage.,

4. MSM2: STASCAN ARRAYS" 4

MSM2 is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for parameters of STASCAN

(Stationary Scanning) ARRAYS. Passed to MSM are 7 of the original 19

data items. Since one of the alphanumeric items requires two computer words,

the number of worls passed is 8.

EXECiA does no editing on these data. The 8 words received from

PRDRUN ari transferred directly to storage. Table D-2 gives the content

of the 8-word list for each STASCAN ARRAY, as it wcnld exist in storage.

5.MS43: I4OVARRAYS

SSP3 is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for parametcre of MOV-

ARRAYS (mo,-nr Lansor platforms). Passed to NSM are 6 of the

original 12 data item5. Since one of the alphanumeric items requires two

computer words, the number of words passed is 7.

* Analogous to planner data set I. See Volume II.

SData Set XIX. See• Volume 11. i
SData Set XX. See Volume II.
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EXECIA does not change any of these 7 words. It does, however, add

an eighth word, that is given an integer value that specifies whether the

moving array is airborne or ground. Table D-3 gives the content of the

8-word list for each MOVARRAY, as it would exist in storage after all. editing

operations.

MS. 1Mh: BIX FORCES

NSM4 in the partition of NSMPAR reserved for parametere of BLUE

FORCES. The original planner data set contains 12 item, that would,

if passed as is, require 14 coauter words. PRERUN, however, passes

to t4SM BLUE FORCE lists that have been extended and partially edited, and

Ohat are variable length -- from 18 to 45 words per list.

IXUOA does no further editing, in the sene of adding or chang-

ing words. Hover, special storage allocation logic is used. It was

considered undesirably wasteful of storage space to allocate for each

131 t the maximum possible length of 45 words. Instead, these lists

are packed "back to back" in storage, and a pointer value is associated

with each list. The correepondirg pointer table, IPBLU, is filled in

by EXEIA as it transfers lists to storage*.

Table D-4 gives the content of a BLUE FORCE list, as it would exist

in storage.

* Planner Data Set XXI. See Volune II.

* In particular, IPBLU(K) gives the pointer value (subscript of M1MPAR)

for tUe K'th BLUIE FORCE.
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7. MSM6: RED FORCES*

MSM5 is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for parameters

of RED FORCES. The original planner data set contains 12

items (14 words).

PRERUN passes 14 words to MSM. These differ slightly

from the original 14.

EXECIA does no further editing of the 14 words received

from PRERUN, and transfers them directly to storage. Table
D-5 gives the contents of a RED FORCE list, as it exists

In storage.

It may be noted that storage lists for BLUE FORCES

and RED FORCES agree in content and structure for the

first 14 words. However, RED FORCE positions are keyed

to PATH data appearing elsewhere In storage (MSMII), which

are used in position evaluation. In contrast, although

BLUE FORCE positions are nominally keyed to PATH data, the

perturbations simulated in PRERUN for such effects as navigation er-

rors make exact calculktions from the original PATHS data

Impossible. Thus, for BLUE FORCES, independent path infor-

mation is appended to the BLUE FORCE list (the fifteenth word and all those

following) by PRERUN.

* Planner Data Set XXII. See Volume II.
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8. MSM8s SENSORS*

MSM6 Is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for parameters
1 4of 8ENSOR8S. The original planner set data for one sensor

consists of 12 data items, corresponding to 13 computer words

(the one alphanumeric information Item, sensor type, requir-

Ing two words for storage). PRERUN pa~ses these 13 words to

MSM in essentially the same form as the ol-ginal planner

data, but edited slightly in terms of providing consistent

internal units for variables and providing game truth values

of x and y for the position parameters***.

The final form of a sensor list In MSMPAR, however,

reflects major editing by EXEC IA. For Example, twenty four words are

allocated for each sensor list. Briefly, editing prppe•,ures within

EXECIA take the form:

(a) altering 2 of the 13 words supplied by PRERUN

(b) adding words 14, 15 for two variables that have
the same meaning for every sensor type

(c) adding a maximum of 9 words of information, be-
ginning with word no. 18; the exact number of
meaningful words, and the corresponding meanings
of these words, vary according to sensor type.

Planner Data Set III. See Volume II.

Note distinction between SENSORS (MSM6) and SENSOR DESCRIPTORS
(MSM7). The former refers to information that varies
from sensor to sensor; the latter gives parameters
that tend to be common to a number of sensors.

*44 PRERUN supplies x,y values corresponding to Inttial
emplacement. If a sensor is reemplpced, these values
may be dynamically altered during simulation by an
event type 1o (see Appendix B).
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Table D-6 gives the content of a SENSORS listi a8 It

would exlt Ifr storage after editing Is complete. The

first 15 words are essentially independent of sensor gen-

eric type. Words 18 on do depend upon sensor generic type.

although not all types use the full allocation of 24 words*.

Thus, the last page of Table D-8 is given in a different

format from the preceding pages... partially In terms of

categorization by sensor type, and also with variables de-

fined only In terms of FORTRAN names tised In the sensor

or EX3... routines.

A few comments on the editing logic and on the choice

of storage block size (24 words) may be appropriate. Durt

Ing simulation, sensor routines are called very many tfnes --

enough that speed efficiency becomes an important consider-

ation. If an abbreviated list of SEN8OR parameters were

stored (e.g,, the original 13 words from PRERUN), then cacti

call to a sensor routine would imply executive routine sup-

port in accessing other parameter lists -- usually via a

trace of ID numbers and pointer values to determine which

1lsts are applicable. This approach is valid but tends to

be Inefficient with respect to computing speed.

An extreme approach In the opposite direction would
have a list stored, for each sensor, that is completely

self-sufficient in describing every aspect of the sensor.

Then speed is gained, for only one block access Is required

during a sensor Interrogate event. But, in view of the fact

that many hundreds of sensors may be present In a scenario,

each word added to a SENSOR list may imply hundreds of words

of additional storage.

* At the time storage control was beingplanned, the possibility

of using variable lengths li-ts, as was done for BLUE FORCES
and for PAiii• w4q considered as a means t6 save wasted space.
The choice of a fixed list length of SENSORS was marginal. The
added complexity, and the space required for an additional set
of pointers, mig be found justifiable in event of major program
chan3es.
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The choice made is a compromise between the two extremes.

With 24 words available for each sensor, there Is room to

store many parameters (obtained from subsidiary parameter
categories, especially SENSOR DESCRIPTORS) on a

V sensor by sensor basis. Thus, for those Jata -

within the 24-word list, the table search and data transfer

problem becomes a one-time-only event within EXECIA editing,
In contrast to a similar set of operations peeformed at

every call to a sensor routine.

It may be noted that 24 words is not sufficiently large
to eliminate dynamic table searching for all sensor types.

But It is large enough to "handle" all Information for all

LG8 sensors, and Bartislly reduces dynami: searches for the

scanning sensors.

Part I of Table D-6 has a few features, not accounted

for in the original planner data descriptions. Words 3 and
4, as supplied to MSM by PRERUi, contain In two computer

words an alphanumeric designation of sensor type (e.g.,
'ACOUSTIC' or I RADAR'). For operational efficiency,

a numeric code Is much simpler to use than a two-word
alphanumeric block. Thus, EXECIA maps the alphanumeric

information into numeric Information as follows:

I seismic
2 Acoustic
3 Magnetic
4 AP.PBUY
5 Passive Infrared
6 Radar
7 Image
8 Thermal viewer
9 Breakwire
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This numeric indicator, of course, requires only one

word of storage. It Is placed Into word no. 3, erasing the

first four alphanumeric characters originally supplied.

Free for some other use is word no. 4 (which originally

held the last four alphanumeric characters). EXECIA fills

this word with a variable called IMOVE, the numeric value

of which is based on a search via ID parameters of other

tables. This variable indicates the motion status of the

sensor, and possibly a blue force ID, as follows:

Type of Motion IMOVE Value

Stationary 0

Moving, ground +1D of corresponding
BLUE FORCE

M)d.ng, airborne -ID of corresponding
BLUE FORCE

Word no. 14 (IUPFLG) is an up/down flag -- 0 for
down, I for up -- that Is Initialized to zero. Word
no. !5 (IUT) is set to 0 for moving sensor'; but for

stationary sensors, EXECIA determines the IUT value --

the index fur unit terrain type -- that Is associated

with the sensor posIt~on.
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9. MSM7: SENSOR DESCRIPTORS*

MSM7 is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for param-

ters called SENSOR DESCRIPTORS. The corresponding plan-

ner data set contains 37 data items, three of which (alpha-

numeric) require two words of storage. MSM uses the first

35 items, or 38 words, and 38 words are allocated to each

SENSOR DESCRIPTOR list.

The only editing of MSM7 data by EXECIA Is concerned

with a subtle problem of variable types (integer vs. real),

and arises only for two sensor types: radar and AFBTuoY.

In the original sensor descriptor lists read by PRERUN, the implied

variable type -- integer or real -- is generally consistent for any one

item. For three of "he items (items 17, 1l and 22 of planner data set),

the implied variable type is not consistent and must be determined by

other references. For items 17 and 18, for example, the specified parameters

tend to be of integer type, and are stored in this (implied) form by PRERUh;

but for radar sensors only, the floating point or real

equivalent of this Integer is Intended for une by sensor

routine RADAR. EXECIA searches MSM7 data subsets, and

for those pertaining to radar makes the Intugtr to float-

Ing point conversion for two variables (PRIWR, CLIMFR).

Data Set IV. See Volume II.
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A similar situation ex Iate for ARFTuoY descrIptors.

Thm variable N8MBLT (number of bomblets) arrives from PRE-

RUN In floating point form. EXECIA searches MSM7 data

subsets, and for those pertaining to ARBUOY sensrs makes

the floating point to integer conversion.

Table D-7 gives the content of a SENSOR DE3CRIPTOR

parameter list, as it would exist in MSNPAR storage. This table

is nearly identical to that for planner data set IV (Appen-

dix F, Volume II), but reflects changes to internal units,

deletion of the last two items (not used In MSM.), and a

change in the counting index from Item number to word num-

ber (the two differing because two words are occasionally

required to store one alphanumeric "item").

10. MSM8: FIRETRAPS*

M•M8 It the partition of MSMPAR reserved for parameters

of FIRETRAPS. The original dat'. set, comprising 9 words, is

passed to MSM by PRERUN. An additional word, aumber 10, Is

added for an up/down flag indicator initialized to 0 (down);

and 10 words are allocated in storage for each FIRETRAP list.

Table D-8 shows the content for each FIRETRAP list.

bata Set V. See Volume II
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II. MSM9: MONITORS*

MSMQ is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for MONITORS

list*. The original data set comprised 9 items, with fIm-

plied word count of II (two "items" being alphanumeric,

requiring two storage words each). PRERUN passes these

II words to MSM, differing from crIgInal planner values

only in the units for planned up and down times. The

lIth word (originally an ID for a receiver/transmitter

parameter set) Is used within MSM as an up/down Iddi-

ocator (initialized to 0, or down). Eleven words of storage are

allocated for each MONITORS list. Content of a MONITOR list

as it would exist in MSMPAR storage is given in Table D-9.

1I. MBMIO: DATA LINKS"

M8MIO Is the partition of M8MPAR reserved for DATA

LINK8 lists. The original data set comprised 6 Items,

In 5 computer words. M8M receives these 6 words from

PRERUN, adds a seventh word as an up/down indicator (initi-

alized to O, or down), and allocates 7 words per DATA LINKS

list. Content of a DATA LINKS list as it would exist in MSMPAR

storage Is given In Table D-IO.

*Planner Set VI. See Volume UI.

Planner Set X, See Volume 5I.
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13. MSMII: PATHS*

MSMII is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for PATHS

data lists. EXECIA does not change or edit any of the

values for these lists, but merely allocates the PRERUN

supplied values to MSMPAR storage.

PATHS data, like BLUE FORCES data, do receive special

treatment however. A PATH list may vary in length from

8 words (for a single point) to 51 words (for a path with

the maximum of nine legs). To circumvent the waste of

storage that would occur if the maximum, 61 words, were

reserved for each PATHS list, pointer tables are established

for the lists, which are pa-ked "back to back" In MSMFAR.

In particular, the table IPPATH Is filled by EXECIA with

appropriate pointer values".

Table D-11 gives the content if a PATHS list, as It

would exist In MSMPAR storage.

Data Set XlI. See Volume II

** IPPATH(K) gives the pointer value (subscript of MSMPAR)

to the beginning of the list for path number K.
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14. MSMI2: FORCE TYPE PARAMETERS*

MSMIP is the partition of h1SMPAR reserved for FORCE

TYPE PARAMETER lists. The orig!nal planner data set con-

tains 192 items (192 computer words), of which MSM

is given the first 7 by PRERUN. EXECIA makes no changes

or additions to these lists, and allocates 7 words of

storage in MSMPAR to each such list. Table D-12 gives

the content of a FORCE TYPE PARAMETERS list, as It would

exist in MSMPAR storage.

15. MSMI3: COVERAGE/SCAN PARAMETERS"

MSMI3 Is the partition of MSMPAR reserved for COVERAGE/

SCAN PARAMETER lists. The original planner data set con-

tains 12 items (I computer words). MSM uses the first

10 of these without alteration, and EXECIA allocates 10

words of storage In M8MPAR to each list. Table D-13 gives

the content of a COVERAGE/8CAN PARAMETER list, as It would

exist in MSMPAR storage.

Data Set XIII. See Volume II.

6* DaLa Set XIV. See Volume II.
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TABLE r-1

MSMI LIST CONTENT (UGSARRAYS)

WORD

1. ID of array

2. Generic type: alphanumeric - ''lOS,

3 Organization: alphanumeric, arbitrary (from
4.: planner input cards),, 2 words (- 2A4 format)

5. No. of senmors in array

6. ID of first sensor

7. No. of monitors associated with array

8. In of first (prbary) monitor

9. M) of correuironding data link

£ 10. ID of second monitor

11. ID of corresponding data lirýc

12. ID of third monitor

13. M) of corresponding data link

1h. Irray associated with firetrap? (0-no; 1-yes)

15. TD of associated firetrap systems if P~ny

N
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TABLE D-2

MSM2 LIST CONTENT (STASCAN ARRAYS)

WORD

2. Generic type: alphanumeric - 'VIM'
:• Organisations alphanumeric,

twO computer words ('.2A4 format)

No. o. of sensors in array

6. ID of first sensor

7. Array associated with firetrap? (O-no; l-yes)

8. ID of associated firetrap, if aWW

Notes:
For MS12, IXECIA places into storage 8 words per data set, exactly
as given to 1M5 by PRERUN.

7 "items" in 8 computer words. All words integers except
alphanumeric in words 2, 3 and 4.

'I
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TABLE D.3

MSM3 LIST CONTENT (MOVARRAYS)

WORD

1. I of array

2. Generic type: alphanumeric 0 'MOVE8

3. Organization: alphammeric,
4. two computer words ( 2A4 format)

5. Numer of sensors in array

6. 1P of first sensor

7, Alias ID as blue force

EXEClA places 8 words into storage for each SM3 subset (each moving
array.) The first 7 words are directly from PRERMT, as listed above.
The 8th word is added within M(ECIA editing procedures:

8. o if arrays move on ground
1 if array is airborne
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TABLE C-4

MSM4 LIST CONTENT (BLUE FORCES)

WORD

1. ID of force

2. Generic type (- alphanumeric 'BLUE')

V 3. Organization: 8 characters alphanumeric in
4. two computer words ( 2A4 format)

5. Category: 8 characters alphanumeric in two con-
6. gter words ( 2A4 format); one of the following continuous list of

items:
(1) ' I'DIV' (8) ' TRAIN' (15)* LT AMMO

(2) ' SQD' (9) ' 1, (16)* mD Ammo

(3) ' PLAT' (lo) , LTA/C, (17)* HVY AMMO
(4) ' ()Of (11) 1 JFTA/o, (18)** SMANIM

(5) 'SMM[]•' (12) 1 RA.FT'1 (19)* LGANIM

(6) ' HV { (13) ' OUTBRD I

(7) ' TANK' (i) ' PTBOAT'

Note: the P.1phanumeric =ontent in these two words is not
usid in initial ?'SM program, and woulo probably be
used later, if at all, only for alphanumeric print-
out. The numeric code in the following word is
used for actual MSM program computation and logic.

7. Numeric code (I through 19) corresponding to the choice above.

.. Number of elements in target

9. ID of force type parameter set

10. Nominal speed (real; meters/sec)

11. Altitude (real; meters; =0 for ground forces)

* Generated as False Targets in BATTLE and CULTURE, not obtained from
Planner Set YXI.

** Generated as Background noise in CULTURE, not obtained from Planner
Input Data Set XXI.
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TABLE D-4, continued

WORD

12. Start operations time (real; seconds since start of game)

For stationary For moving
blue force blue force

13. X (real; meters) ID of route

14. Y (real; meters) NsNe

Notes Ns - node of indicated route at which force
starts

Ne - node at which force ends

Nsae indicates packed word - 1O*Ns + Ne
Note: Determination of stationary or moving (hence, of

interpretation of words 13 anct 14 in MSM) comes from
word 10 (0 speed implies stationary force).

15. NLEGS: nitiber of legs in defined route (path). Note: correspondinw

nodes (NLMFS+l in number) are denoted below as nodes
0 (start) through NfLES (end)

"16. x Ber-nning with word 16, a total of (NLEXS+l)

17. Yo triplets of x, y and t values at the nodes...

18. t ime truth. All variables real -- coordi-

19. x, nates x and y in meters, time t in seconds

20. Yl since start of game.

21. � rota. word count for a complete blue forces sub-

"list is 15 + 3*(NLFEGS+1). Maximum value,

XNLEGS corresponding to 9 legs, is therefore 45.

YNLEGS

tI2LEGS
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TABLE D-5

MSM5 LIST CONTENT (RED FORCES)

WORD

1. IID of force

2. Generic type (a alphanumeric 'BLUE')

3. Organization: 8 characters alphanumeric in
4. two computer words ( 2A4 format)

5. Category: 8 characters alphanumeric in two com-
6. puter words ( 2A4 format); one of folLowing:

(1) ' DI1V' (8) ' TRAMN, (15)* LT AIM0

(2) SQOD (9) ' HnO' (16)* MD AThO

(3) ' PLAT' (3-0) ' LTA/C' (17')* HVY AMMO

(4) ' 3O' (11) 'JF•-IA/C' (18)** SMANIM

(5) ' ME'(12) ' RAFT' (19)* L.GANU4

(6) ' WYVMI 1 (13) 'OI•BRD'I

i! (7) ' TAW' (14) ' PTBOATI

Note: the alphanumeric content in these two v is not
used in initial MSM program, and would probably be
used later, if at all, only for alphanumeric print-
out. The numeric code in the following word is
used for actual MM program computation and logic.

7. Numeric code (1 through 19) corresponding to the choice above.

8. Nuriber of elements in target

9. ID of force type parameter set

10. Nominal speed (real; meters/sec)

!I. Altitude (real; neters; -0 for ground forces)

* Generated as false targets in BATTLE and CULTURE, not obtained
from ,,anner input dote set XXI.

SGenerated ap background noise in CULTURE not obtained from
planner input Data Set XXI.
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TABLE iý-S, continued

WORD

12. Start operations time (real; seconds since start of game)

For stationary For moving
red force red force

13. X (real; meters) ID of route

li. Y (real; meters) Nase

Note: No - node of indicated route at which force

starts

No - node at which force ends

NsNe indicates packed word - 1O*Nr + Ne
8 a

Note: Determination of stationary rr moving (hence, of
int-grpretation of words 13 and 14 in ?SM) comes from
word 10 (0 speed implies stationary force).
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TABLE D-8

MSM8 LI1T CONTENT (SENSORS)

WORD

1. ID of this senso

2. ID of array containing this sensor

3. Numeric indicator for sensor type: I seismic; 2 acoustic;
3 magnetic; 4 AIRBUOY ; 5 passive Infrared; 8 radar;
7 image; 8 thermal viewer; and 9 breakwIre.

4. IMOVE Movement code: = 0 for stationary sensor; = +10
of corresponding BLUE FORCE for ground moving;
= -4D r' corresponding BLUE FORCE for airborne.

(Note: As received from PRERUN, words 3 and 4 containeda two-word alphanumeric sensor type designation)

5. II• of Sensor Descriptor Parareter Set

6. Integer: 0 for open location
or

ID of path ii "path" type location

(that is, same as item 5 of planner data set III)

7. XSENS x-coordinate, ground truth, of sensor (real)

8. YSENS y-coordinate, ground truth, of sensor (re z.)

#iote: correspond to items 6, 7 ,f F,.p.!nor data III, but
(a) should be ground truth values 'after emp'ace-
ment errors inserted), and (b) if planner specified
the alternate fonts for "pakh" locatior, his infor-
mation m.;st be translated Into actual x,y coordinatos.

). FFSET offset from path in meters; real; le.nve fl in th.s
word if offset has no meaning for the pare.i'ular
sensor

i0. �RIEv Orientation angle, if applicable. Same as item 9
of planner data III, excrrt coviv.rt-ed tic nath-.ma-
tical arfles (radians; positive ccmintsrclockwise
from x-axss)
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TABLE D-6, continued

WORD

11. Integer to specify whether primary or auxilia-y sensor r
0 0 PPIW.Y *Note: planner input is alpha-
1 - ATrXILIARY numeric 'PRI' or 'AUX': PRERUN

to translate to 0,1.

12. ID of Coverage/Scan Parameter Set (O if no such set assigned
to sensor)

13. Integer to specify whether AND logic to be used:

O - not used
I - AND logic is used

14. IUPFLG Up/down flag (0 = down, I = up)

15. IUT Unit terrain index

Note: Words 14, 15 not supplied by PRERUN. EXECIA
initializes up/down flag to 0. XUT Is eval-
uated in EXECIA for stationary sensors; set
to 0 for moving sensors.
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TABLE D-6, continued
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TABLE D-7

MSM7 LIST C-ONTENT (SENSOR DESCRIPTORS)

WORD
1. 1D of this parameter set

2., 3. Generic type of sensor [alphanumeric; 2 words

4., 5 Specific type/model [alphanumeric; 2 words ] "

6. MTBF (mean time between failures)*

MBLT (mean battery lire tiine)*

8. Standard deviation for battery life time*

9. Does this sensor have a self-destruct capability or not?

[I if it does; blank if not]*

10. Auxiliary or primary sensor (I if auxiliary, 0 if primary]

11. Probability of emplacement survival*

For Items 10 through 15, See Note I.

Sensors with Sector Coverage Sensors with Rectangular Coverage

12. enter 9999 Cross- track componQnt of vector
fror. sensor to rectaigle center. +
if to left, - if to right with respect
to direction of movement of sensor
platform or from lower number
node if stationary (meters).

13. Maximum coverage angle Along-track component of vector
for this equipment from sensor to rectangle center. +

if forward, - if rearward with respect
(radi..ani) to direction of moverrent of sensnr

platform or from lower number node
if stationary (meters).

14. Minimum range cra-ibility Maximum along-track length of
of this equipment (,rieters). rectangle against any target (meters).

15. Maximum range capability Cross-track dimension of rectangle
of this equipment againbt against personnel (meters).
personnel (meters)
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TABLE D- 7 , continued

16. Maximum range capability Cro:;s-traick dimension of rectangle
of this equipment ag¾.nst against vehicles :ind boats (meters).
vehicles and boats (meters).

17. Maximum range capability Cross -track dimension of rectangle
of this equipment against against aircraft and munitions (meters).
aircraft and munitions
(meters).

18., 19. Specific type/model of generic type of sensor for which parameter
set applies, whichever is most useful to user. This item is for
"reference only. (alphanumeric, 2 computer words)

20. a. Radar Precipitation improvement factor code (PRIMFR).

I no precipitation improvement played

2 precipitation improvement played

b. Imaging device

0 or blank for huiman eye or binocular

image intensification device (or daylight TV

c. ARFBUOY

0 or blank for Magnetic Button Bomblets
(MEB)

I Noiseless Button Bomblets (NBF)

d. Thermal Viewer
Left blank

e. Magnetic Devices

I Left blank

f. Seismic Gain level code (IFIXGN)

0 or blank for automatic gain control
(AGC shoud be u-ed for MINISID,
MICROSID, ADSID Jll and MODS)

* 1-5 Specific gain settings desired, PSID

6 gain settings computed and set at
lowest setting above background noi'e
level, 1ASID

Negative gain settings fixed for game
No.
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TABLE D-7, continued

21. a. Padar Clutter improvement factor (CLIMIFR)

i clutter improverncnt not played

2 clutter improvement played

b. Image device
blank If Item 17 is blank or U (eye or binocular)

0 If Item 17 is set at I (imicge intensitication
device); used at night

I daylight (daylight TV) (Word 19 is set to 1)

c. AlT'UOY Geometry of bomblet pattern

1 open circle

2 open line
3 along road or tra'.l

d. Thermal Leave blank

e. Magnetic Leave blank

22. a. Radar Wa-relength, meters (RAMBDA)

b. Image device

blank human eye or bincvular

integer enter time constant (TIMCON for image
4ntensification devices (seconds))

Must be consistent with Word 19

c. ARFBUOY Diameter of seeded area, if circle: or length
of longest side of rectan~fz, it rectangle
(meters), iDTIMý4tLA.\)

d. Ther ....a Le- . blank

e. Magnetic Leeve blank

23. a. Radar Filter band thermal noise, (FNKTB)

b. Image device

-ocal length (EUCALL) if eqmtipment is an image
intensifier (rnm)

1.5 h1nian eyes ( DEVCAL)
0. 01 binoculars (F:)VCAL)
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TABLE D-7, continued

c- ARFBU0* Enter width of seeded area (meters), for
rectangle area, (WIDTIH), blank for circular
area.

d. Thermal Focal length (mm) (FOCALL)

e. Magnetic Leave blank

Z4. a. Radar Radar characteristics (RADCAR)[watts(meter)

Note: RADCAR is a composite of peak power, trans-
( mitter artenna gain, transmitter losses, receiver

antenna Cain, receiver losses, wavelength

squared and a constant.

b. Image device

= Value of average resolution, (XMTF) if
equipment is an image intensifier

0. 5 for human eyes (area of aperture (ALPHA),
(mm2)

C. ARFBUOY blank

d. Thermal Resolution of detector element (radians) (RESOL)

e. Magnetic Threshold, gauss [Note E-6] - (THRESH)

25. a. Radar Scan rate (SCANRT) rad/sec

b. Image f-number if equipment is image intensifier,
(FNUMB.R) is the focal length divided by the
e:ameter of aperture.

i.0 for human eye, magnification factor (AMAG)

7.0 for 7x50 binoculars, magnification factor
(A MA G)

C. ARFBUOY Number of bomblets, (NBMBLT)

d. Thermal f-number (focal length divided by diameter of
aperture diameter) (FNUMBR)
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TABLE D-7 , continued

26. a. Radar Code for radars, (ICOlM)

0 oi- blank for coherent

I noncoherent

b. Image Code for direct searchlight, (ISERCH)

0 no searchlight
I clear searchlight
2 searchlight with pink filter

Note: If searchlight used, (ISERCH =1 or 2), then additional
searchlight parameters are provided below.

27. Azimuth beamwidth (BEAMAZ), mils

28. Elevation beam angle (BEAMEL), mils

29. Range gate (RGATE), meters

30. Standard deviation for radar instability (clutter power) (SIGSTB)

31. Filter lower cutoff frequency (FCUTLO), Hz

32. Filter upper cutoff frequency (FCUTI-lI), Hz

33. Antenna or aircraft height (HGTANT) = feet above ground

(if aircraft, this entry should be the same as Item 12 in the
Forces input).

34. Probability of False Alarm (PFA) (actual value, not percent)

Items 35 through 38 apply only for image sensors with

searchlight (ISERCH = 1, 2, Word 26)

35. XSRCH Coordinates of searchlight location
36. 1 SRCH

37. BWIDTH, searchlight beamwidth, degrees

3P. CPOWER, searchlight candlepower
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TABLE D-8

MSM8 LIST CONTENT (FIRETRAPS)

I W

WORD

I. ID Of Lhis firetrap system

2. In of associated route
3. Planned time, begin op'ns (integer; time in secs irno rare)
b. Planned time, cease op'ns ( It ,, . , ,
5. Number of kill points in system (I or 2)
6. LeP number on the route, first kill point
7. Distance along that leg (real)
8. Leg number on thp route, second kill, point
9. Distance along that leg (real)

10. IUP: Up/down flag (0 v down, I a up)
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TABLE D-9

MSMQ LPT CONTENT (MONITORS)

WORD

I MD of this monitor

2, 3 Generic type (alphanumeric; 2 words)

4, 5 Organization (alphanumeric; 2 words)

6 x, meters (real)

7 y, meters (real)

8 Planned up time (integer, seconds into game)

9 Planned down time (integer, seconds into game)

10 ID for monitor parameter set

11 Up/down flag (0 down, 1 up)
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TABLE D-IO

MSMIO LIST CONTENT (DATA LINKS)

1. ID of this data link

2. ID of associated array

3. ID of associated monitor

4. Number of relays:

0 no relays, radi" link

1 one relay (radio transmission both legs)

2 two relays (radio transmission all legs)

5. ID of first relay (one closest to array), if applicable

6. ID of second relay (one closest to monitor), if applic ble

7. Up/down flag (0 down, 1 up)
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TABLE D-1I

MSMII LIST CONTENT (PATHS)

WORD

I. Alphanumeric 'PATH'
2. input source (C control, B = blue, R = Red); alph, tevi,.

3. Route ID

4. Number of legs
5. X-coordinate of first node (node 0), meters

6. Y-coordinate of first node (node 0), meters

Note: Location input on stationary items stop here

7. Forward speed factor for first leg

8. Reverse speed factor for first leg

9. Leg type

10. X-coordinate of second node (node 1), meters

11. Y-coordinate of second node (node 1), meters

12. Forward speed factor-for second leg

13. Reverse speed factor for second leg

14. Leg type

15. X-coordinate of third node (node 2), meters

16. Y-coordinate of third node (node 2), meters

The five parameters ( as for items 7 - 11, or 12 - 16) are

repeated for additional legs, up to a maximum nine legs (or ten nodes).

1-or maximum number ,f legs (9), number of items will be 51. For

minimum number of legs (0; i.e., stationary point at node 0), number
of items will be 6.

Nodes are numbered 0, I ........ 9 and legs are numbered 1, 2 ...... 9
where leg 1 is !mtxveen nodas 0, 1, etc.

Leg types are specified for vach leg by the code: 0 = cross country, I
(uniniproved) trail , 2 unimproved road, 3 = gravel road 4 = hard &. irface
road. 5 :- water, 6 = railroad, 7 = airstrip, 8 ý coastline and 9 = airroute.
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TABLE D-12

MiSM12 LIST CONTENT (FORCE TYPE PARAMETERS)

WORD

1. ID of parameter set

Z. Ferrous metal present
I1 yes

2 no

3. Visual security descriptor

0 attempting Looncealment

I normal

4. Spacing between elements, meters

5. Formation descriptor (personnel only, otherwise blank)

1 file

2 column of two's

3 randomly within circular area

6. Weight descriptor (personnel only, otherwise blank)

S1 light or medium weight men

2 heavy weight men

7. Acoustic descriptor (personnel only, otherwise blank)

1 silent

Z talking
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TABLE D-13

MSMI3 LIST CONTENT (COVERAGE/SCAN PARAMETERS)
WORD

1. ID of this parameter set

2. Coverage/scan code

1 sectoj/scan

2 sector/non-scan

3 moving rectangle

4 stationary rectangle
Note: If 2, 3 or .4 is entered for Item 2, i.e., not scanning, then
Items 7, 8, 9 and 10 are left t .ank.
Sector (I and 2) Rectangle (3 and 4)

3. Minimum range selected Along-track dimension (ILONG)-
(RMIN), meters meters

4. Maximum range selected Cross-track dimension (IWIDE)-(RIVLAX), meters meters
5. Coverage angle selected Along-track component of vector

(CVANGL), radians from sensor to rectangle's center;

+ if forward

- if rearward with respect to
direction of movement of
sensor platform, (IATD),
mete r s

6. Blank Cross-track component of vector
from sensor to rectangle's center;
+ if to left

- if to right, (ICTD), meters

Note- Items 3, 4. 5 and/or 6 are left blank if the equipment
coverage limits given in the Sensor Descriptor Parameter
Sets (IV) are to be used.Scni Aiuh **
Scan in A.irrmth Scan in Fange

7. NREPRI, number of 0 or blank
repetitions per range
inc returnf

Correspwmds to SCAN i subroutine in MbM

Corresponds to SCAN 2 subroutine in MSM
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TABLE D-13, continued

8. RINC., range increment, AZIN.C, azimuth increment.

meters radians

9. OMEGA, scan rate, rad/sec DRDT, scan rate, meters/sec

10. BEAMW, beamwidth, rad RGATE, range gate, meters

D-4
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INDEX - VOLUME I, PART II

Title Section Page

INTERACTION ELEMENTS 4 4-1 thru 4-78
Equipment Deployment and Failures 4.2 4-1 thru 4-28
Unattended Equipment Deployment and Failures 4.2.1 4-1 thru 4-23
Attended Equipment Deployment and Failures 4.2.2 4-23 thru 4-25
Subroutines and Subprograms

RUSUP 4.2.1.1 4-2 thiu 4-15
READUP 4.2.1.2 4-15 thru 4-18
COMMUP 4.2.1.3 4-18 thru 4-23
RUSUP inp11t3 for STASCAN Sensors 4.22 4-23 thru 4-25
MVS inputs 4.3.2.2 4-37 thru 4-40

4.2.3.1 4-25 thru 4-26
Moving Sensor Missions and Failures 4.2.3 4-25 thru 4-28
Position and Navigation Errors 4.3 4-28 thr,i 4-50

SNPGT 4.3.1 4-28 thru 4-34
Sensor Position Against Time (SNPGT) 4.3.1 4-28 thru 4-34
E:rors, Position and Navigation 4.3 4-28 taru 4-50
Moving Sensor Position Errors 4.3,2.1 -

4.3.3 4-37 thru 4-50
MVS 4.2.3 &

4.3.2 4-25 and 4-34
DOPLER 4.3.5 4-40 thru 4-42
RHOTHE 4.3.4 4-42 thru 4-44
HYPERB 4.3.5 4-45 thru 4-48
NORMER 4.3.6 4-48 thru 4-50

Earliest aad Latest Possible Detection Times 4.4 4-50 thru 4-59
ELPDT 4.4 4-50 thru 4-59

Valid Sensor/Target Combiration Tab. 4.4-1 4-51
False Allan,. 4.5 4-60 thru 4-66

FAINTV 4.5.2 4-63 thru 4-66
Line of Sight 4.6 4-67 thru 4-78

LOS Fig. 4.6-1 4-69
TERANE Fig. 4.6-1 4-69
FOLAGE Fig. 4.6-1 4-69
IUTEVL Fig. 4.6-1 4-69
MICTER Fig. 4.5-i 4--69

& 4.6.3.2 4-76 thru 4-77

Enironmental Elements 5 5-1 thru 5-156
Atmno.phertcs Model 5.2 5-4 thri 5-109

ATMOLN 5.2.1.1 5-4 chru 5-9
ATMOS 5.2.2 5-10 thru 5-24

AT.ENV Coraton Area Inputs 5.2.2.2 5-10 thru 5-17

FRECIP 5.2.3 5-25 thru 5-29
"VROB1 5.2.4 5-30 thru 5-36
.ROB2 5.2.5 5-37 thru 5-42
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INDEX (Continued)

WEATHR 5.2.6 5-43 thru 5-49
PROB3 5.2.7 5-50 thru 5-56
PROB4 5.2.8 5-57 thru 5-62
PROB5 5.2.9 5-63 thru 5-68
ORDER 5.2.10 5-69 thru 5-71
IRRAD 5.2.11 5-72 thru 5-87
EPHEM 5.2.12 5-84 thru 5-89
SPHTPI 5.2.13 5-90 thru 5-91
EDIT 5.2.14 5-92 thru 5-96
EMSG 5.2.15 5-97 thru 5-103
END 5.2.16 5-104 thru 5-109

Terrain 5.3 5-110 thru 5-137
Terrain Tape 5.3.1 5-100 thru 5-3.17

MAKTAP 5.3.1.2 5-113 thru 5-116TERAN 5.3.2 -- 118 thru 5-136

Unit Ter-ain 5.3.2 5-118 thru 5-136
UT'SXY DataSets (IUT to Map) 5.3.2.2 5-118 thru 5-125
Vegetation 5.3.2 5-118 thru 5-136
Battle and Culture Environment 5.4 5-127 thru 5-156
Battlefield Environment 5.4.2.1 3-'j8 thru 5-149
EVIDs Tab. 5.4-1 5-140 thru 4-141
Cultural Environment 5.4.' 5-149 thru 5-156
CEViDs Tab. 5.4-11 5-150 thru 5-151

Auxiliary Model Elements 6 6-1 thru 6-167
Contour Plots 6.2 6-3 thru 6-9
Data Link Analysis Model 6.3 6-10 thru 6-36
Propagation Loss of RF Data Link 6.3.3 6-12 thru 6-36

PROFIL 6.3.3 6-10 thru 6-12
TPDISK 6.3.3.1 6-13 thru 6-16
MAINSY 6.3.3.1 6-13 thru 6-16
PROFIL 6.3.3.1 6-13 thru 6-16
TERAN 6.3.3.1 6-13 thru 6-16
RILINK 6.3.3.1 6-13 tbru b-16
COMMA 6.3.3.1 6-15 thru 6-16
INTER 6.3.3.5 6-18
LEAST 6.3.3.5 6-18
LEST 6.3.3.5 6-18

EFFEC '.3.3.j 6-19
Cc"414 6.3.2.5 - 6-19 thru 6-20

6.3.3.6 6-19 thru 6-20
DLLOS 6.3.3.6 6-24 thru 6-27
SCATT 6.".3.6 6-27
DIFF 6.3.3.6 6-24 L, ru o-27
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INDEX (Contitnued)

Title Section Page

Foliage Loss Computations 6.3.3.8 6-28 thru 6-33HTGAIN 
6.3.3.8 6-28 thru 6-33Utattended Sensor Analysis Model 6.4 6-37 thru 6-108

ANALMN 
6.4.2 6-40LILMSM 
6.4.2,1 6-42 thru 6-43ANLYZE 
6.4.2.4 6-56 thru 6-79ROORUM 
6.4.2.4.1 6-56, 6-61CALLIT 
6.4.2.4.2 6-63, 6-64 4TNSPCT 
6.4.2.4.- 6-63, 6-66 thru6-67

ARRIVL 6.4.2.4.3 6-68, 6-69JSP rA 6.4.2.4.6 6-68, 6-70LOCATE 
6.4.2.4.7 6-68, 6-71COUNTR 
6.4.2.4.8 6-68, 6-73

CRLATE 
6.4.2.4.9 6-72, 6-74 thru

6-75FSTARG 
6.4-2.4.10 6-72, 6-76 thru6-77

RESET 
6.4.2.4.11 6-72, 6-78 thru

6-79TNOUT 
6.4.2.2.1 6-42, 6-44MONLST 
6.4.2.2,2 6-45. 6-46MCHART 
6.4.2.2.3 6-45, 6-47N•OD 
6.4.2.4.3 6-63, 6-65CNNECT 
6.4.2.3 6-45, 6-48 thru6-50

IDIST 
6.4.2.3.1 6-51, 6-52ALPHA 
6.4.2.3.2 6-51, 6-53

RADIAN 
6.4.2.3.3 6-51, 6-54SNAIDR 
6.4.2.3.4 6-51, 6-55Unattended Sensor Analysis Model Output 6.4.4 6-94 thru 6-108Attended Sensor Analysis Model 6.5 6-109 thru 6-124

RDRPRS (See RDRVEH) Figs. 6.5-i,2 6-113, 6-114RDRVEH 
6.5.2.4

Figs. 6.5-1,
2, 3 6-113 thru 6-121

RDRMSG 
Figs. 6.5-I,

2 6-113, 6-114
IMGMSC 

Figs. 6.5-1,
2 6-113, 6-114

TUVMISG 
Figs. 6.5-1,

2 6-113, 6-114
ASMAIN 

Figs. 6.5-1,
2 6-113, 6-114

RPr.!SG 
Figs. 6.5-1,

2 6-113, 6-114
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Title 
Section PafeRDRBOT(See RDRVEH) 
Figs. 6.5-I,

2 6-113, 6-1i4Tactical Communications 
ModelTACCOM Planner Inputs 

6.. 6-125 thru 6-167Message Delays 
6.6.6 6-126 thru 6-129TACCOM outputs 6.6.6 6-129 thr-,t 6-1326.6.7 

6-132, 6-133 thru

Figs. 6.6-1, 6-137
thru 6.6-5Model Description

DUMXTC 
6.6.8 6-132 thru 6-462TACCOM 6.6o8.1I 6-1326.6.8.2 

6-133PRCDNT 
Fig. 6.6-6 6-140 thru 6-142
6.6.8.4 6-147
Fig. 6.6-7 6-1486.6.8.5 

6-147

LODQUE Fig. 6.6-8 6-149, 6-1506.6.8.6 
6-147

LDSRT Fig. 6.6-9 6-1516.6.8.7 
6-147

MAPPER 
Fig. 6.6-10 6-152
6.6.8.8 6-153

MSGQUE Fig. 6.6-11 6-154
6.6.8.9 6-153, 6-155,
Fig. 6.6-12 6-156, 6-157

BUPDAT 
thru 6-160

6.6.8.10 6-156TACOUT Fig. 6.6-13 6-161, 6-162
Table B 

6.6.8.11 6-156
TACCOM Common Areas 

6-143 thru 6-146
Sample Prerun Outputs A-i thru 6-16

Step 0 
Appendix A A-1 thru A-30Step 1 

A-1, A-2
Step 2 A-2, A-3Step 3 

A-3, A-4
Step 4 

A-5 thru A-7Step 5 A-8Step 6 
A-8 thru A-15

Step 7 
A-16 thru A-26Step 8 
A-27Step 9 
A-27, A-28Step 90 
A-28, A-29Step 11 
A-29Step 12 
A-29, A-30

Step 12 A-30
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Appendix B B-i thru B-15
MSM Output 

Appendix C C-I thru C-29
MSM Storage: System Parameters Appendix D D-1 thru D-41UGSARRAYS (MSM 1) 

D-8STASCAN Arrays (MSM2) 
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D-8Blue Forces (MSM4) 
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D-10Sensors (MSM6) 
D-11Sensor Descriptors (MSM7) 
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